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Preface

In writing a new volume on fish processing technology, it was thought appropriate to address 
the issue of sustainability as it affects the fish processing industry. These issues centre 
mainly on energy usage, water usage, effluents and by-product development opportunities 
for the industry. The world fisheries sector as a whole offers a good example of the difficul-
ties in applying sustainability principles to a complex set of relationships.

The structure of this book follows the principle of dealing with the established processes 
first, covering canning, curing, freezing and surimi production. The later chapters look at 
new areas or those not usually included in conventional processing: fermented products, 
 on-board processing, fish meal and oil production issues and high-value bioactive com-
pounds. Three other linking chapters look at an introduction to the political and theoretical 
background to sustainability and fisheries; the use of life cycle assessment and supply chain 
approaches to measure the environmental impact of the fish processing industry; and, finally, 
a case study on the transport of fish in the United Kingdom.

Addressing the sustainability of the fish processing industry involves not just the tech-
nologies which could militate against environmental damage but also the economics and 
human societal imperatives behind them. Fish is food: providing nutrition and livelihoods 
for millions of people across the world. Because the fish processing industry sits between 
the fish producer and the consumer there is a need for influences from both sides to be con-
sidered. The aim of the book is to spark an interest not only in the technologies which can 
ensure a sustainable world fishery but also the contexts in which they operate. I hope there 
is much for the research academic, fish processor and social scientist to glean from the con-
tents and take forward. The subtitle of the book, Sustainability and New Opportunities, is 
intended to show that the challenges of a sustainable industry are also opportunities for new 
product development and process innovation.

George M. Hall
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The overriding interest of this book is the sustainability of the fish-processing 
industry (FPI) by addressing the issues of efficient raw material utilization, 
energy usage, environmental impact, water usage, packaging and transport 
among others. However, the industry does not exist alone but, as with any 
processing industry, sits between the suppliers of the raw material and the con-
sumer. Factors that affect either of these constituencies will have an impact on 
the processing sector. The size of the impact on the sustainability of the industry 
will depend on how wide the boundaries of the FPI are drawn. If the boundaries 
are drawn very narrowly, and just include the activities within the processing 
unit itself, the impact of outside influences will be very little. However, if the 
boundaries are drawn to include other activities, the impact will be greater – 
especially if the transport of raw material and finished products is taken into 
account.

This chapter will serve as an introduction to the later chapters on specific 
processes by giving the background to the current state of the World fisheries 
defined by supply and demand. How this, together with factors such as climate 
change, fossil fuel depletion and the current economic downturn, can be 
addressed will command the attention of the industry in the immediate future. 
All is not doom and gloom and an optimist will see the challenges as opportuni-
ties for diversification and process improvement.

1.1.1 Defining sustainability

Although seen as a fashionable sphere of activity today, sustainability, or 
Sustainable Development (SD), is a discipline that has long been of interest to 
scientists, technologists, politicians and business alike. Thomas Malthus in his 
Essay on the Principle of Population of 1798 proposed that the power of popu-
lation increasing in a geometric ratio would outstrip the power of the earth to 
sustain mankind increasing in an arithmetic ratio. Thus a link was made between 
population and sustainability which became the centre of heated and prolonged 
argument over the policies which would alleviate the problem. In more recent 

1  Introduction: Challenges 
to the Fish-Processing Industry 
in a Resource-Starved World

George M. Hall

Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities, First Edition, edited by George M. Hall 
© 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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2 Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities

times (1972), the United Nations (UN) held its first major conference on envi-
ronmental issues entitled the ‘United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment (the ‘Stockholm Conference’)’, which recognized political con-
notations, the ‘North–South Divide’, and environmental problems such as 
greenhouse gas emissions and depletion of the ozone layer. A major outcome 
was the setting up of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) 
with headquarters in Nairobi, the first UN agency in Africa. In 1980 the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature, the World Wildlife Fund and 
UNEP published the World Environmental Strategy, which included the words 
‘Sustainable Development’ in its subtitle (IUCN, 1980).

Consequently, the UN set up a commission in the 1980s to study the issues 
of global inequality and resource redistribution (World Commission on 
Environment and Development, 1987) which became known as the Brundtland 
Commission (after the Chair, Gro Harlem Brundtland, Prime Minister of 
Norway). The report (also known as ‘Our Common Future’) suggested that 
economic growth should be wedded to social equality and environmental pro-
tection. They also strongly promoted the idea of a sustainable level of world 
population as an issue to be tackled to achieve these goals. Their oft-quoted 
definition of SD is:

Sustainable Development is development which meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs 
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987).

The SD debate often revolves around the meaning of ‘needs’, as opposed to 
‘wants’, in society.

Overall, the Brundtland Commission report suggested that SD issues could 
be boiled down to the three principles mentioned above, which are environmen-
tal concerns, social justice and economics, and overstating the case for any one 
of these will not achieve SD. A judicious balance between these competing ele-
ments is regarded as the ‘Triple Bottom Line’ (TBL) for any enterprise (Figure 1.1). 
Achieving the TBL has been taken up by business through the adoption of prac-
tices under the ethos of ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ (CSR) as a means to 
legitimize their activities. There is much debate about the sincerity, practicality 
and even the legitimacy of these models when applied across the spectrum of 
nations in view of their wealth, economic life style, cultural attitudes and legis-
lative procedures.

Five years on from the Brundtland Commission, in 1992, the UN held the 
‘United Nations Conference on Environment and Development’ (UNCED) in 
Rio de Janeiro (variously known as the ‘Rio Summit’ or the ‘Earth Summit’) to 
report on progress and to respond to new threats such as climate change. The 
meeting addressed the tensions between the need for environmental protection 
(proposed by the developed nations) and the desire of developing nations for the 
social and economic benefits enjoyed by the developed world. The rate of con-
sumption of the Earth’s resources and population growth were also high on the 
agenda. Looked at in these terms the Rio Summit came up with a declaration 
that ‘the right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet develop-
mental and environmental needs of present and future generations’.
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Introduction 3

The practical outcome of the conference was a series of major treaties and 
calls to action which were considered to cover all the SD issues raised by the 
Brundtland Commission. The five outcomes were:

 (i) The Convention on Biological Diversity (an agreed treaty);
 (ii) The Framework Convention on Climate Change (an agreed treaty);
 (iii) Principles of Forest Management (an agreed treaty);
 (iv) The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development;
 (v) Agenda 21, which was seen as a blueprint for SD.

Agenda 21 was intended as a means of engaging nations, industry and peoples in 
SD in order to tackle problems at a local, regional and national level whilst adher-
ing to the TBL principles. A Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) was 
set up to monitor the nations (initially 178) which signed up to Agenda 21 and to 
the principles of the UNCED. Areas of particular concern were: food security and 
health; energy and transport; consumption and waste; poverty and overpopulation; 
deforestation and loss of biodiversity. It was noted that any practical steps to solve 
these issues would require technological change AND demand a behavioural 
change by individuals and governments, a change in current (and desired) lifestyles 
and the recognition of our impact on the environment. Agenda 21 was reaffirmed 
as the plan of action at another UN World Summit on Sustainable development 
(WSSD) in Johannesburg in 1997. The world approach to fisheries management, 
production practices, processing and trade encompasses all the SD issues neatly – 
although there is nothing neat about the solutions, given that capture fisheries occur 
on the open seas and fish (products) are traded internationally.

It is not possible to address the wider SD debate (or indeed the science of 
climate change) at length here but the reader is urged to engage with it in their 
interpretation of SD within the FPI. However, it is appropriate to define some 
specific SD concepts as tools to allow an analysis of the FPI and these will be 
addressed below.

Figure 1.1 The three components of SD – the ‘Triple Bottom Line’.

Sound economy

Social
justice

          

Environment           

Sustainable
society
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4 Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities

1.1.2 Sustainable development concepts for FPI

Table 1.1 gives selected data for the World fisheries production (for 2000, 
2004 and 2006) to exemplify the trends that will have an impact on the sus-
tainability of the FPI (FAO, 2007a, 2009). Total capture production in 2004 
(95.0 million tonnes) was about twice that of aquaculture but in comparison 
with 2000 the contribution of aquaculture had increased rapidly and this 
trend had continued by 2006. Certain social trends are associated with this 
pattern of production so, for example, the number of people engaged in fish-
eries has increased, but mainly due to the growth in aquaculture activity.

In 2004, approximately 41 million people were estimated to work (full- or 
part-time) in the fisheries sector (the number had increased to 43.5 million 
 people in 2006) with the vast majority situated in Asia (about 36–37 million 
people). Of the total number about 25% are involved in aquaculture, although 
this rises to about 30% for Asia. China alone accounts for 31% of all  fishermen 

Table 1.1 Selected world capture and aquaculture production and utilization 
(million tonnes).

  2000  2004  2006

Production
Inland
Capture 8.8 9.2 10.1
Aquaculture 21.2 27.2 31.6
Total 30.0 36.4 41.7

Marine
Capture 86.8 85.6 81.9
Aquaculture 14.3 18.3 20.1
Total 101.1 103.9 102.0
Total capture 95.6 95.0 92.0
Total aquaculture 35.5 45.5 51.7

Total world fisheries (TWF) 131.1 140.3 143.6
Utilization
 Direct human consumption (DHC) 96.8 105.6 (75%) 110.4 (77% TWF)
Non-food uses (NFU)* 34.2 34.8 (25%) 33.3 (23% TWF)
Live/fresh fish — 55.0 (39%) 66.6 (46% TWF)
Processed fish (PF) — 86.0 (61%) 77.0 (54% TWF)
PF DHC — 51.0 (59%) 57.0 (74% PF)
PF NFU — 35.0 (41%) 20.0 (26% PF)
PF-DHC†

Freezing — 27.0 (53%) 28.5 (50% PFDHC)
Canning — 12.2 (24%) 16.5 (29% PFDHC)
Curing — 1.7 (23%) 12.0 (21% PFDHC)
 International fish traded in 
processed form

— 90%

 International fish traded in live/
fresh form

— 10%

* NFU is mainly as fishmeal/oils.
† Varies greatly by continent.
Source: From FAO (2007a, 2009).
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Introduction 5

(8.5 million) and aquaculturists (4.5 million). Whilst the numbers associated 
with aquaculture have risen there has been a decline in those employed in cap-
ture fisheries by 13% from 2001 to 2004. Overfishing has led to the reduction 
in fishing fleets through scrapping policies and subsequent redeployment of 
fishermen, many of whom have gone into aquaculture. The same trends have 
been seen in the industrialized nations (such as Japan and Norway) but capture 
fisheries have been very badly hit with numbers of fishers down by 18% from 
1990 to 2004, although this is in part due to more efficient running of the fishing 
vessels which need less personnel as a consequence. At the same time, the aver-
age age of the fishermen has increased as younger people do not see fishing as 
an attractive, lucrative career with long-term prospects. Such people can be 
replaced by workers from the traditional (and poorer) fishing nations so that 
there is movement of fishermen around the globe. Finally, as much fishing is 
seasonal there has been an increasing casualization in the industry with an 
increase in the numbers of those who class themselves as part-time fishermen.

As ever, there is an incomplete picture of the role of women in fisheries 
although they are heavily involved in onshore activities such as preservation, 
processing and marketing. This can be either at the artisanal scale (fish smoking 
in Africa for example) or the industrial scale (as in the shrimp-processing fac-
tories of South-East Asia). Aquaculture is an occupation equally suited to 
women as men, so an increase in this sector might provide more employment 
for women.

In 2004 the world capture fleet had stabilized at about 4 million vessels 
and open boats outnumbered decked boats by 2:1. China operated the big-
gest fleet in terms of numbers, tonnage and power (over 500,000 vessels, 
over 7 million gross tonnes and 15.5 million kW, respectively). Virtually all 
the decked fishing boats were mechanized/powered but only about one third 
of the open boats were powered, usually by the addition of an outboard 
motor to a traditional craft. As mentioned above, overfishing has led to a 
reassessment of fleet capacity with several attempts to restrict and/or reduce 
numbers being made through compensation schemes, in the EU and China 
for example, but with little effect on the rate of decline in fishing vessel 
numbers (FAO, 2009). The imposition of a 200 mile Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) by many countries has hit the long-distance fleets of developed 
countries such as Iceland, Japan, the Russian Federation and Great Britain. 
The remaining, smaller fleets do, however, consist of bigger, more powerful 
vessels which offer greater safety and catching power and economic benefit. 
Inshore fleets (well within the EEZ limit) have grown and the balance 
between new vessels and scrapping/decommissioning has kept overall num-
bers steady. The sustainability concerns of an increasingly mechanized and 
more powerful world fleet are centred on fuel cost and efficiency, especially 
for distant-water vessels and the increased catching power of the traditional 
inshore fishery vessels once mechanized. The ability to convert fish oils to 
fuel (as biodiesel) would seem to be a possible means of maintaining fishing 
activity and utilizing an FPI by-product in an innovative manner, thus hitting 
two sustainability targets. On-board processing with mother ships and 
attendant fishing vessels might be another economic approach for certain 
fisheries (see Chapter 8).
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The degree of exploitation of most fisheries is still a concern, whilst some 
are improving through good management and the introduction of governance 
schemes such as Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMO). At 
the same time, trade in fishery products is at record levels (worth US$71.5 
 billion in 2004 and rising to US$85.9 billion in 2006) with all exporting coun-
tries showing increased trade and with intra- and inter-regional trade high. Such 
is the importance and value of fish exports (and in many cases the lack of alter-
native income) that for many countries’ attempts to control fishing activity by 
national or international fleets are resisted. A recent report on efforts to restore 
overexploited fisheries showed that the average rate of exploitation (my italics) 
had declined in five out of ten well-studied ecosystems to a level at which a 
maximum sustainable yield could be achieved for seven of the systems. 
However, 63% of assessed fish stocks still require rebuilding and this is only 
achievable if a combination of fisheries management, catch restrictions, modi-
fication of fishing gear and closed areas are applied (Worm et al., 2009). The 
issue of overfishing would be the subject of a whole book itself and cannot be 
tackled here, but whatever the outcome of attempts to restore and preserve fish-
eries it is incumbent on the FPI to make the best use of the catch which comes 
its way.

Table 1.1 also indicates the trends in fish utilization (for 2004) whereby 
61% (86 million tonnes) of the TWF was processed (for DHC and NFU) 
and of that 59% was for DHC. By 2006 these proportions had changed, 
with 54% (77 million tonnes) being processed for DHC and NFU (a 
decrease compared to fresh fish used for DHC) but the proportion of PF for 
DHC had increased to 74%. Year-to-year figures are difficult to interpret 
but the decrease in the capture fishery from 2004 to 2006 should lead to 
less fish being processed for NFU as this sector is dominated by the ancho-
veta fishery for fishmeal/oil production and so fluctuations in this fishery 
will lead to less fish being processed for NFU. This would lead to less fish 
being processed overall, but a greater proportion being processed for DHC, 
hence the changes. Better reporting of inland fisheries and aquaculture in 
Africa and Latin America (FAO, 2009) would increase the fresh fish utili-
zation figures as this is the preferred option in these areas. China dominates 
the freshwater fishery and aquaculture sectors and is suspected of over-
reporting these sectors, so future figures will show more changes in these 
statistics (FAO, 2009).

The market for fish is unusual in that the demand for fresh and live fish 
is always greater than for PF in nearly all societies but the perishability of 
fish necessitates some form of processing. When fish is processed, the 
favoured method is freezing (53% in 2004), canning (24% in 2004) and cur-
ing (23% in 2004), with the proportions for 2006 being very similar (see 
Table 1.1). It should be noted that there are marked regional differences in 
the processing methods employed due to history and the availability of tech-
nology. When fish is traded on the international market it is overwhelmingly 
in the processed form (90%). PF NFU is mainly for fishmeal/fish oil pro-
duction and hence a proportion will find its way into overall fish production 
as aquaculture feed.
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Table 1.2 indicates the world food fish consumption by continent and by 
economic grouping in 2003. Per capita consumption of food fish has been 
increasing steadily (from 9.0 kg/yr in 1961 to 16.5 kg/yr in 2003), with China 
contributing greatly to the increase. There are also marked regional differ-
ences as shown by comparing the consumption for China (alone) and Asia 
(excluding China) to that for Africa and for the LIFDC as a whole. Currently, 
there are 82 countries described as LIFDC, of which exactly half are in Africa 
and 25 in Asia. Given that fish is highly nutritious (supplying minerals, pro-
teins and essential fatty acids) attempts to increase consumption in these 
countries would seem a necessity but may be impeded by the export of fish 
products to the industrialized countries. The figures do, indeed, suggest a 
marked difference based on the economic rating of countries. The high con-
sumption in industrialized countries (29.7 kg/yr in 2003 up from 20.0 kg/yr in 
1961) has come about, partly, by the availability of high-value products such 
as shrimps, salmon and bivalves which are produced by aquaculture. The fig-
ures for 2005 (FAO, 2009) show little change from those given above: world 
per capita consumption was 16.4 kg/yr; consumption for industrialized coun-
tries 29.3 kg/yr and consumption for LIFDCs 8.3 kg/yr. The differences in 
consumption by economic grouping also suggest that there is a movement of 
products from developing/transition counties to the industrialized countries – 
this has both economic and social impacts and sustainability issues relating to 
the transport itself and the level of processing needed to make such transport 
possible, as mentioned above. Figure 1.2 illustrates the value of international 
trade in fish and fish products in 2003, with the balance being overwhelmingly 
from developing to developed countries (US$32 million) and between devel-
oped countries (US$23.8 million) compared to trade between developing 
countries (US$8.3 million) and from developed to developing countries 
(US$4.1 million) (Emerson, 2005).

Table 1.2 Food fish supply by continent and economic grouping in 2003 (FAO, 2007a).

Region  

Total supply 
(million tonnes live 
weight equivalent) 

Per capita 
supply (kg/yr)

World 104.1 16.5
World (excluding China) 71.1 14.2
Asia (excluding China) 36.3 14.3
China 33.1 25.8
Europe 14.5 19.9
North and Central America 9.4 18.6
Africa 7.0 8.2
South America 3.1 8.7
Oceania 0.8 19.9
Industrialized countries 27.4 29.7
LIFDCs (excluding China) 23.8 8.7
Developing countries (excluding LIFDCs) 15.8  15.5

LIFDC, Low-Income Food Deficit Countries.
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8 Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities

1.2 SUSTAINABILITY TOOLS

The SD implications of the trends described above are shown in Table 1.3 and 
can be described by two carbon-management concepts – carbon footprinting 
(CF) and carbon labelling (CL) – which are popular indicators to consumers 
that their purchasing is ethical. A third concept – life cycle assessment (LCA) – 
can also be used to investigate the SD impact of the FPI. Increasingly, these 
concepts are being applied across the ‘Supply Chain’, which brings into focus 
the activities of the companies which supply the central operation under assess-
ment (the FPI here) and also those companies they sell to or who distribute and 
dispose of their products. The development of the appropriate tools to describe 
the impact of human activity on the environment is essential if the issues 
involved are to be argued in reasoned rather than emotive terms. They also give 
credence to claims by governments, industry and interest groups which can be 
trusted by the general public.

Developing 
countries 

Developing
countries

Developed
countries 

Developed 
countries 

8.3

Exports

Imports

32
4.1

23.8

Figure 1.2 International fish trade, 2003 (US$ millions). (After Emerson, 2005.)

Table 1.3 SD implications of trends in world fisheries.

Activity  Implications

Fleet operation Mechanization and powered vessels lead to fuel 
consumption and GHG – ameliorated by reduced 
number and changes in fleet movements

Aquaculture increases Energy for feed production, pollution loss of habitat 
and biodiversity

International trade increases Fuel for transport, GHG generated, energy for 
processing and storage – freezing, canning and drying

Frozen fish increases Energy for cooling, storage and transport
Post-harvest losses

 
Fuel for smoking/drying inefficiently applied – nutritional 
quality lost
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1.2.1 Carbon footprinting

CF is a measure of the greenhouse gases (GHG) associated with the manufacture 
of products taking into account raw material sourcing, processing, packaging and 
distribution and waste treatment. Emissions are described as ‘direct’ when asso-
ciated with the main process or activity and ‘indirect’ when associated with 
upstream and downstream activities. The term ‘GHG’ can be defined as carbon 
dioxide only, or include other gases, particularly methane (with a GHG effect 
over 20 times that of carbon dioxide), or as carbon dioxide equivalents. In some 
cases it is difficult to convert an activity or process into GHG units and conver-
sion factors are not uniform. Hence several definitions of CF have been proposed, 
some more rigorous than others, as described by Wiedmann and Minx (2007), 
who proposed the following definition of the term:

The carbon footprint is a measure of the exclusive total carbon dioxide emissions 
that is directly and indirectly caused by an activity or is accumulated over the life 
stages of a product.

As mentioned above, the size of the CF can vary depending on how many core and 
peripheral activities relating to the product are included, for example the activities 
of suppliers to the principal manufacturer and even the GHG associated with the 
consumer travelling to buy the goods. Again, this is a contentious issue as the 
calculation of the CF is complex and there is ample scope for misleading an 
uneducated public. For example, what is the CF for frozen fish, produced by aqua-
culture (and so fed on fishmeal which was derived from the by-catch for a species 
used for DHC), which is then exported from the producer country to another?

In the fisheries sector emissions have been estimated, particularly with respect 
to raw material supply, processing methods and transport/storage with significant 
differences between fishery sectors (capture or aquaculture) and processing 
methods (FAO, 2009). In the capture fishery, fuel efficiency is related to the GHG 
emissions, the fuel used and the weight of catch achieved. The average ratio of 
carbon dioxide emissions was estimated as 3 Tg of carbon dioxide per million 
tonnes of fuel used. For aquaculture, energy consumption must include that used 
to produce feeds, and is higher for shrimp and carnivorous fish than for omnivo-
rous fish, molluscs, bivalves and algae farming. Estimates for the ratio of edible 
protein energy output to industrial energy inputs vary from 1.4% to over 100% 
for these groups respectively. The international nature of fish trading has been 
mentioned already and this has an impact on the CF of the FPI. Airfreight may 
emit 8.5 kg of carbon dioxide per kilogram of fish transported which is 3.5 times 
that for sea freight and 90 times that for local transportation – defined as within 
400 k of catching point (FAO, 2009). Actions to reduce these GHG emissions can 
give opportunities for new products and more local markets and/or a drive to 
more sustainable raw material supply, processing, transport and storage options.

1.2.2 Carbon labelling

Carbon labelling is a system that can enable the consumer to judge the green 
credentials of a product from the packaging in a similar manner to that for 
nutritional information. The form of the CL and the method for determining 
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10 Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities

it are again open to interpretation and not as yet subject to international cod-
ing or scrutiny. A system of ecolabelling does apply in the fisheries sector 
following FAO guidelines drawn up in 2005 which were designed to improve 
fisheries practices through a market-driven approach based on consumer 
demand for environmentally friendly products (FAO, 2005). Ecolabels are 
given to products considered to have less environmental impact than their 
competitors including criteria such as ‘dolphin-safe tuna’, fish caught from 
sustainable fisheries or using selective fishing gear to reduce by-catch or from 
organic aquaculture practices. Such labels take several forms: self-certification 
by producers, certification by producer trade organizations or by third-party 
(independent) schemes. The latter include the United Kingdom-based Marine 
Stewardship Council (MSC) and the Marine Aquarium Council (MAC) based 
in the United States (ICTSD, 2006). In all cases compliance, trade restric-
tions if products are not certified and the scientific basis for the claims are all 
contentious issues. The developed economies have driven ecolabelling as an 
issue, as one would expect, and companies use it as a marketing tool for their 
products. Unilever have a Fish Sustainability Initiative (FSI) and work with 
the MSC, and J Sainsbury & Waitrose (the United Kingdom) and Whole 
Foods Markets (the United States) are other examples of this approach 
(Roheim and Sutinen, 2006). The effectiveness of ecolabelling is not proven 
in terms of market share or impact on fisheries (ICTSD, 2006). Iles (2007) 
argued that seafood producers are invisible to the consumer who only recog-
nizes the well-known retailers of their products, so consumer pressure on 
producers was less telling than that of the production chain community (see 
Section 1.2.4). However, the demand by developed country consumers for 
ethically sourced fish products (according to the criteria described above) 
has now been extended to include the processing methods used. These should 
be equally ethical with due respect to the environment and societal impacts 
employed by the FPI (FAO, 2009). Thrane et al. (2009) discussed the use of 
ecolabelling for wild-caught seafood products and suggested that LCA stud-
ies showed that significant environmental impacts were attributable to post-
landing operations such as processing, transport, cooling and packaging. 
Criteria reflecting these post-landing operations should be included in an 
LCA, and energy consumption, materials and waste handling and waste water 
highlighted.

1.2.3 Life cycle assessment

Life cycle assessment (also called life cycle analysis) is the investigation and 
evaluation of all the environmental impacts of a given product, process or serv-
ice (see Figure 1.3). Concepts such as CF and ecolabelling rely on LCA for 
their credence as it provides a methodology which has some international stand-
ing and uniformity. An early definition of LCA was as follows:

[T]he process of evaluating the effects that a product has on the environment over 
the entire period of its life cycle … extraction and processing; manufacture; trans-
port and distribution; use, reuse and maintenance; recycling and final disposal 
(UNEP, 1996).
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However, there are variants on the basic LCA definition, some being broader or 
narrower than others – a full LCA is sometimes called ‘cradle-to-grave’ – 
including all activities from raw material sourcing to disposal of all components 
after use. The LCA can be used for specific elements of a product stream such 
as energy, water, packaging and raw materials. As with the CF (a means of 
defining the LCA) there is scope for error due to the complex supply chains 
involved (in the FPI). An LCA can be used to develop an environmental man-
agement system. The description of an LCA process given here is based on that 
of the International Organization for Standardization 14040 series which is gen-
erally recognized (ISO, 2006).
As shown in Figure 1.4 an LCA will normally be divided into four activities:

Phase 1 – Goal and scope: The goal decides which aspects of the operation 
are included (setting the system boundaries), whether all aspects are included 
or specific aspects such as energy or water usage. The system boundaries are 
set by the scope definition and can be divided into four phases: (1) pre-
manufacture, (2) manufacture, (3) packaging and distribution, and (4) use 
and end of life. Consideration of all phases would be ‘cradle-to-grave’, as 
mentioned above, or can be more limited such as ‘cradle-to-factory gate’, 
which would only include the first two phases. This phase also decides the 
purpose of the LCA and for whom it is being done as this will affect the data 
collected and its conversion to meaningful units. For SD the environmental 
impacts (see below) are important, and also energy and water usage and 
effluent production.

If a processing plant produces more than one product (co-products) then 
there must be an allocation of impact between them. The simplest approach 
is that of system allocation, which can be made on the simple basis of the 
mass of product or the economic value of the product. However, this approach 
does not seem to discern between any differences in process operations which 
lead to the co-products – not all process operations have equal impact. An 
alternative approach (preferred by the ISO 14040 series) is system expansion 

Raw
materials Manufacture

Packaging and
distribution 

Use

End of life

Figure 1.3 LCA: cradle-to-grave.
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whereby the co-products are considered as alternatives to other products 
available globally and an allowance made for this substitution in calculating 
the impact for the main process. This inclusion of alternative products neces-
sarily involves an ‘expansion’ of the LCA to include their production 
 processes – hence the name. The two approaches give rise to different results: 
the allocation approach only deals with the impact of the process under con-
sideration whilst system expansion allows a consequential approach and can 
thus indicate the consequences of a change in process or market conditions 
on the LCA.

Phase 2 – Inventory analysis: This is a data collection phase and includes all 
inputs (e.g. energy, water and raw material), outputs (products) and emissions 
(to air, water, soil and solids) or those selected for inclusion. Accurate, relevant 
information is essential and must be available or derived from secondary data 
such as utility bills for water, gas and electricity. Various databases exist for 
generic activities such as electricity generation, transport and packaging and 
some for specific food processes to make life easier. This activity is the most 
time-consuming and challenging if a company has not attempted any such exer-
cise before. A production system can be broken down into unit processes, batch 
or annual production, whichever best defines the system in meaningful 
 numbers – this is called the functional unit.

Phase 3 – Life cycle impact analysis: In this activity the inventory analysis 
information is processed and first of all assigned to an environmental impact 
category with appropriate units which may conform to systems such as ISO 
14000 series or be process-specific. Six common environmental impact catego-
ries are:

Goal and 
scope 

definition  

Inventory 
analysis 

Impact
assessment

In
te

rp
re

ta
tio

n 

LCA framework 

Direct applications 
• Product development and 

improvement 
• Strategic planning 

• Public policy making 
• Marketing 

• Other 

Figure 1.4 Stages in an LCA. (After ISO, 2006.)
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 (i) Global warming where the main contributor is combustion of fossil fuels 
for various reasons and expressed as carbon dioxide equivalents.

 (ii) Acidification which affects waters, forests and in some cases buildings is 
caused mainly by combustion for electricity, heating and transport and 
expressed as sulphur dioxide equivalents.

(iii) Eutrophication which leads to algal blooms and oxygen depletion and 
fish deaths is caused mainly by fertilizer nitrogen run-off into waters and 
expressed as nitrate equivalents.

 (iv) Ozone depletion caused by man-made halocarbons (CFCs, HCFCs, etc.).
 (v) Land use in the production of products and expressed as hectares per year 

(or square metres per year).
 (vi) Photochemical smog from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) produced 

from unburnt petrol and diesel and organic solvents causes respiratory 
problems and reduces agriculture yields – expressed as ethane equivalents.

These categories are not exclusive and for certain applications the energy, water 
and effluent categories can be simplified from those above or made process-
specific. Once categorized any emissions should be converted to the reference 
units for that category using equivalence factors. For CF, all inventory items are 
equated to GHG emissions and will require conversion to carbon dioxide equiv-
alents for other gases, such as methane.

A sensitivity check will determine the accuracy of the inventory data whilst 
a normalization process will compare the relevant data to a reference system 
such as an existing process, for example. Normalization gives a relative magni-
tude of the process under consideration against impacts which are known and 
already quantified.

Finally, the inventory data can be weighted in terms of the most important 
environmental impact. The weighting criteria are, again, areas of debate and 
can be based on the judgement of a panel of experts, financial considerations 
and targets set by the company or government edict.

Phase 4 – Life cycle interpretation: The results of the impact analysis are com-
pared with the original goal and scope of the project and judged, somewhat 
subjectively, against them. This analysis need not be left until the end of the 
LCA process but can take place continuously to ensure that the LCA is really 
achieving the goals and the scope is correct. This iterative approach to the inter-
pretation of data will allow incremental improvements and/or changes to the 
goals and scope as necessary. The final interpretations should indicate the com-
pleteness of the data, the appropriateness of the analysis and reach conclusions 
and lead to recommendations for process improvement.

These four core elements of LCA are available in several software packages 
which lead the user through the phases, provide generic categories and conver-
sion factors and impact assessment models. Variants for specific applications 
and sectors abound and international cooperation has led to greater uniformity 
and consolidation of methodologies (Finkbeiner et al., 2006). The importance 
of sustainability for the fishing sector has been recognized for some time and 
the environmental impact of the sector led to the early use of LCA to investigate 
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the problems (Ziegler, 2003). A recent review of LCA in the food industry (Roy 
et al., 2009) described its use for a variety of agricultural products (bread mak-
ing, dairy and meat among others) but also included packaging, land and water 
use and waste management considerations. Common problems were a lack of 
common functional units, the influence of non-food usage of crops such as for 
biofuels and the purpose of LCA itself in a world with population, land and 
water pressures. To reflect the latter case the functional unit could be the provi-
sion of a secure, healthy, balanced diet and the production, distribution and 
consumption of foods should reflect this in any LCA.

1.2.4 The supply chain

Successful companies, particularly those large companies with many business 
interactions, have used interventions in the supply chain to streamline opera-
tions and gain commercial benefits through increased efficiency and productiv-
ity, product development and reduced waste. A reasonable question to ask is, 
can the same approach reduce GHG emissions and promote SD? The answer is 
undoubtedly ‘Yes’ but when GHG emissions, an LCA or a CF are taken into 
account, current operations along the supply chain might require change to have 
a positive environmental impact. Actions to reduce the CF, such as energy or 
water usage reductions, will also give overt economic benefits (or might not be 
considered for implementation at all) but can also contribute to good public 
relations (contributing to CSR and the TBL). The supply chain approach must 
be applied in an all-embracing manner, rather than each company in the chain 
(including the central operation) looking only at the contribution of their own 
activities with a cumulative effect, which would be the traditional way to 
 proceed. Such a coordinated approach demands collaboration (and trust) up and 
down the supply chain, around the central operation, with savings being identi-
fied for the product as a whole. The Carbon Trust in the United Kingdom is one 
organization which has developed supply chain models and supported case 
studies (Carbon Trust, 2006). Figure 1.5 illustrates the components of the sup-
ply chain carbon savings methodology.

The food industry (and thus the FPI) which processes primary products for 
the consumer is a prime example of the supply chain approach. The emissions 
associated with supplying food to the plate can be divided into direct emissions 
from energy consumed in the home, indirect emissions from the supply chain 
and travel emissions in getting the food to the home. Direct emissions in the 
home represent about 23%, indirect emissions along the supply chain are 69% 
and transport is 8% (Carbon Trust, 2006). Thus, the food industry has a large 
supply chain component which, if mobilized appropriately, could have a mas-
sive SD impact, and the central company by influencing its suppliers could have 
global impact and deliver genuine TBL benefits. The FPI with its emphasis on 
trade, and particularly developing-to-developed country product flows (see 
Figure 1.2), could be a prime example of beneficial supply chain interventions. 
Iles (2007) argued that seafood producers could be made more accountable 
through a production chain view and associated pressures, making them more 
transparent in the process, and suggested ways to achieve this, such as:
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● identify and track companies to remove their invisibility;
● develop product chain campaigns so that companies influenced each other;
● develop mechanisms to compare companies to improve industry practices;
● develop methods to track consumption, production and management 

changes;
● develop interactive consumer tools so that consumers get feedback on their 

purchasing habits, which can also be fed back to the producers.

Thrane et al. (2009) emphasized the importance of the supply chain approach 
for ecolabelling which would include not only the fishing operations but also 
the post-lending operations, which have been shown to have high environmen-
tal impact.

1.3 CLIMATE CHANGE

The phenomenon of climate change (global warming) overarches any of the 
issues relating to the world fisheries with impacts which will lead to some det-
rimental and some beneficial effects. It is not possible to enter into the wider 
debate on climate change here as it is still under fast-moving discussion and 
global political negotiation but the relevance to fisheries and FPI can be high-
lighted. There is much international research activity dedicated to monitoring 
climate change and to forecasting impacts using computer modelling. 
Government activity both internal and international is directed to the reduction 
of GHG (and hence global warming) through the setting of ambitious targets for 

Stage 1 
Direct emissions

Stage 2 
Indirect emissions

Reduce directly 
 controllable emissions

Energy efficiency 
measures 

 New technology 
implemented, 

 staff training and  
behavioural change 

Future risk 
assessment e.g. 
develop on-site 

 energy generation 

Reduce emissions
across supply chain

Collaboration 
with supply 

chain organizations  
for final product  

CF and LCA 

Figure 1.5 Supply chain carbon reduction methodology (a possible ‘carbon offsetting’ Stage 3 has not 
been included).
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the near future and by adaptive measures towards the inevitable  consequences 
of the current situation. The lead for this activity dates from the Kyoto Protocol 
of 1997 which came into force in 2005 and directed the industrialized nations 
to cut their collective GHG emissions by 5.2% from their 1990 levels (with 
varying individual national targets). The Kyoto Protocol also defined flexible 
mechanisms to help different economies to achieve these GHG emission limits, 
which include Emissions Trading, the Clean Development Mechanism and 
Joint Implementation.

In fisheries, the scientific networks and monitoring systems currently in place 
to address stock management are ideally suited to tracking the effect of climate 
change on fisheries – for example, the systems used for predicting, ‘El Nino’, 
and, ‘La Nina’, events (FAO, 2009). This scientific expertise should be adapted 
to generating the knowledge and evidence base to deal with the uncertainty sur-
rounding climate change and its impact on aquatic ecosystems and the fisheries 
that depend on them. Some of the effects of climate change include:

● Displacement of warm-water species towards the poles.
● Changes in habitat size and productivity with lower latitudes (current trop-

ical and subtropical bodies of water) becoming less productive and the higher 
latitudes becoming more productive.

● Changes in fish physiology and seasonality may affect reproductive cycles, 
migratory movement patterns, body composition and the spread of diseases 
and resistance to them.

● Extreme events such as floods, droughts, storms and ‘El Niño’ style events 
will increase due to differential warming between the land and the seas.

● Physical changes such as sea-level rise, melting glaciers, ocean acidification 
and changes in rain patterns will affect aquatic habitats as varied as coral 
reefs, estuaries and lakes.

What will be the effect of these changes on fisheries, both capture and aquacul-
ture? Effects will be felt mostly by those fisheries dependent on specific water 
conditions such as those based on coral reefs or upwellings; estuarine fisheries 
will be prey to sea-level rise and salt invasion; and most low-lying coastal and 
island communities will be prone to physical disruption by extreme events. 
Aquaculture is concentrated in Asia where aquatic systems will be affected by 
water temperature rise and flooding or drought whilst the promise of increased 
aquaculture in Africa and Latin America will depend on adaptation of the sector 
to the new conditions. Overall, the vulnerability to climate change of any  fishery- 
or aquaculture-dependent community is a combination of (FAO, 2007b):

● their exposure to climate change;
● sensitivity of the fishery (importance to national economy);
● potential impact (PI = exposure + sensitivity);
● adaptive capacity (AC = ability to cope with climate change).

∴ Vulnerability = f (PI, AC)

As ever, the impact of climate change will bring new opportunities to those 
able to perceive them. There will be access to new fish species which thrive in 
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the new conditions of higher water temperature and salinity and access to 
‘new’ waters as dams are built to buffer the new rainfall patterns (World Bank, 
2009). The FPI will need to change along with the fisheries supply  sector by 
being creative and adaptive and paying attention to sustainability through 
fuel, energy and processing efficiency which will reduce the contribution of 
the sector to GHG and climate change. The climate change and global warm-
ing situation is ongoing, open to debate and becoming increasingly political. 
The mitigation of its impact on fisheries and the FPI will of necessity involve 
governments and sector representatives (local, national and international) in 
real communication at a level which presents information in an understandable 
form for often very different audiences (FAO, 2009). The World Bank Report 
2010 on Development and Climate Change says that countries which share 
water courses must agree between themselves how to manage them for the 
greater good. For example, about one fifth of the world’s renewable freshwater 
resources cross international borders but only 1% of these waters are covered 
by treaties and some of these treaties do not include all interested parties or are 
not enforced through a lack of national ratification (World Bank, 2009).

1.4 THE CAPTURE FISHERY

1.4.1 Current production levels

Marine capture fisheries still dominate world fish production, with the North-
West and South Pacific regions being most prolific and countries bordering 
these regions (China, Peru, the United States and Chile) are the top producers. 
Anchoveta species provide the vast bulk of the fish caught, followed, at a dis-
tance, by Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogramma) and various species of 
tuna. The North-West Atlantic is showing signs of recovery due to heavy man-
agement. Inland capture fisheries are dominated by Asia (64.8% of total catch) 
and Africa (24.7%) and the top three producers are China (26.2% of total catch), 
India (8.7%) and Bangladesh (7.9%). The most caught species are Tilapia and 
Carp although a vast number of miscellaneous species are recorded, reflecting 
the difficulty in obtaining accurate information from many African countries 
compared with Asian countries.

1.4.2 Future trends and fisheries management

There is a view that the marine capture fishery is at its peak and continued pro-
duction is likely to remain between 80 and 90 million tonnes per annum. The 
FAO reported that between 25% and 30% of marine fish stocks were overex-
ploited or depleted, about 50% were fully exploited with catches at or close to 
their maximum with no room for expansion and the proportion of underex-
ploited stocks had declined from 40% (in the mid-1970s) to 20% by 2007 (FAO, 
2009). This does not mean that the fishery is static in terms of regional differ-
ences, species caught and management practices being implemented. Adaptation 
to change is a constant factor and whilst the overall catch might remain level the 
components will differ from year to year. Fisheries management is recognized 
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as crucial to maintaining the catch in some regions and to the recovery of 
depleted stocks. As mentioned earlier the recovery in the North-West Atlantic 
is due to severe management practices. Table 1.4 summarizes some of the 
important fisheries and environmental agreements which have come into force 
to protect aquatic environments and their role as food resources. The agree-
ments cover a wide range of fisheries and related activities. Individual species 
(e.g. whales), ocean regions (e.g. the North-East Atlantic), habitats which are 
used by fishers (e.g. wetlands), conduct of fisheries (e.g. capacity) and govern-
ance (e.g. illegal operations and EEZ) are all covered by a series of widely 
recognized, often UN-based, initiatives. Some may argue that these agreements 
are not honoured by all nations and that they represent a heavy-handed regula-
tory approach. On the other hand, when applied properly they can protect and 
sustain fisheries and, given the reality and ubiquity of EEZ, they prevent a free-
for-all which would eradicate some fisheries all together. The impact of climate 
change (see Section 1.3) will also have to be factored in to fisheries manage-
ment plans and international agreements to allow mitigation and adaptive 
responses (FAO, 2009).

Freshwater capture fisheries information tends to be unreliable, particularly 
for subsistence fishing, so trend spotting is difficult. Overall, the fishery is 
robust with scope for improvement in Africa particularly and the main threat to 
the fishery comes from other pressures exerted on freshwater usage such as 
irrigation, hydroelectric generation schemes (damming) and drinking water 
provision.

Table 1.4 Important international fisheries and aquatic environment agreements which 
promote sustainable fisheries.

Date Agreement title  Purpose

1946 International Whaling Convention Established the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) to proper 
conservation of stocks

1953 North-East Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission

Conservation and optimum utilization 
of the North-East Atlantic area

1971 Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance Especially as 
Wildfowl Habitat

National and international action for 
the conservation of wetlands and their 
resources

1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea Comprehensive regime of law and 
order for the world’s oceans and seas 
and their resources (EEZ)

1995 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 
Fisheries

Established principles and standards 
for national policies for responsible 
conservation of fisheries and 
management

1999 FAO International Plan of Action 
(IPOA) on Management of Fishing 
Capacity

Eliminate excess fishing capacity and 
match effort to sustainable fisheries 
resources (voluntary)

2001

 

FAO IPOA to Prevent, Deter and 
Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 
Unregulated Fishing (IPOA-IUU)

 

Focuses on all states and entities and 
their fisher’s responsibilities, market 
measures and research related to IUU 
(voluntary)
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1.5 CONTRIBUTION OF AQUACULTURE

1.5.1 Current production levels

As shown in Table 1.1 the growth in aquaculture has been impressive between 
the year 2000 and 2004 and continued into 2006 (see also Table 1.5), and this 
trend is expected to continue – but at what rate it is debated. The worldwide 
average yearly rate of growth was 11.8% from 1985 to 1994 and 7.1% in the 
following decade (FAO, 2009).

China is by far the biggest contributor to aquaculture by any criterion (see 
Table 1.5) and will probably continue to be so but, in theory, there is great scope 
for aquaculture to expand in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America as well. 
That being said, after China, the next biggest producers are India, Vietnam, 
Thailand and Indonesia and, in all, Asia represents over 90% of world aquacul-
ture production. In fact, for the period 2004–6 the same five countries top world 
aquaculture production (FAO, 2009). The major species cultivated are carp fol-
lowed by crustaceans (shrimps and prawns) although in terms of value the latter 
is a more valuable product. Growth in production of aquaculture products for 
DHC is still good being very high for finfish. Freshwater aquaculture accounts 
for about 56.6% of production, mariculture about 36% and brackish water about 
7.0% (but 16.3% by value, as crustaceans in particular).

1.5.2 Future trends

Aquaculture production is expected to reach 53 million tonnes by 2010 if pro-
duction outside China increases at about 8% – even if production in China stag-
nates (FAO, 2007a). Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa, as mentioned above, 
are considered as areas where increased growth is possible. For sub-Saharan 

Table 1.5 Aquaculture production in 2004: top producers by volume and top producers 
by growth (2002–4).

Producer  Quantity (tonnes) 
Average annual 
percentage growth rate

Top five producers
China 30,614,968 5.0
India 2,472,335 6.3
Vietnam 1,198,617 30.6
Thailand 1,172,866 10.8
Indonesia 1,045,051 6.9

Top five by growth
Myanmar 400,360 45.1
Vietnam 1,198,617 30.6
Turkey 94,010 24.0
The Netherlands 78,925 20.4
Republic of Korea  405,748  16.9

Source: From FAO (2007a).
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Africa this is critical because the consumption of fish has decreased (from 
9.9 kg per capita in 1982 to 7.6 kg in 2003) against a world average of 16.5 kg 
per capita in 2003 (FAO, 2007a). The barriers to aquaculture development in 
the region are no different to others but intensified by political instability and 
the governance of business activity. The reality is that the top five aquaculture 
countries by growth for 2002–4 (see Table 1.5) include three Asian countries 
whose total production dwarfs that of Turkey and the Netherlands which appear in 
the list. However, the top five for growth for 2004–6 were Uganda (141.83% 
 average annual percentage growth rate, APGR), Guatemala (82.20% APGR), 
Mozambique (62.24% APGR), Malawi (43.05% APGR) and Togo (40.72% 
APGR), although their combined output in 2006 was a mere 54,379 tonnes. The 
high growth rates for the African nations can be attributed to starting from very low 
numbers so that increases are small in real terms but large in relative terms; an influx 
in foreign capital and expertise to supply an export market; and public support for 
aquaculture in countries with above-average economic growth rates (FAO, 2009).

1.5.3 Barriers to increased production

As with the freshwater capture fishery there are outside pressures on availability 
of sites for aquaculture against demands for irrigation, drinking water and hydro-
electric schemes. One solution may be more intensive aquaculture but this runs 
the risk of higher input costs, vulnerability to disease and environmental prob-
lems. An alternative view is for less intensive aquaculture combined with agricul-
ture to balance water demands and risks, and to maintain the price of the product. 
This probably means that there must be a considered reassessment of current 
subsistence techniques with their balanced interactions between land animals, 
crops and aquaculture and their implementation in a commercial setting (Edwards, 
1991). Such an approach if applied widely and over a period of time might also 
militate against the impacts of climate change mentioned in Section 1.3.

The major limitation to the growth of conventional aquaculture could be the 
provision of specialist feeds based on fishmeal and fish oils. The world price of 
fishmeal from 2000 to 2005 was US$500–700 per tonne but in 2006 it rose to 
US$1400 per tonne and has remained above US$1000 per tonne ever since. The 
aquaculture sector used 56% of world fishmeal supplies and 87% of fish oil sup-
plies in 2006. The source of these materials is the capture fishery either deliber-
ately or through by-catch and trash fish. Whilst progress is being made in finding 
alternatives to fishmeal, based on terrestrial sources, success has been largely 
limited to herbivorous finfish and crustacea, although the use of fishmeal in 
salmon feeds has declined from 50% to 30% (Klinkhardt, 2007). The International 
Fishmeal and Fish Oil Organisation estimates the use of fishmeal to increase by 
5% (2.87–3.02 million tonnes) from 2002 to 2012 and fish oil demand to grow 
by 17% (0.83–0.97 million tonnes) in the same period (Tacon et al., 2006). 
China is the dominant aquaculture producer (as in many other fisheries) so any 
speculation on world fisheries must pay close attention to changes happening 
there. Mitigating influences are that the demand for fishmeal for animal produc-
tion may decrease and feed efficiency will increase. In addition, the use of fish-
meal is limited to intensive aquaculture and the greater proportion of the sector 
based on home-produced feeds will grow despite changes in fishmeal availabil-
ity via a less intensive production system as mentioned above.
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The FAO State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture Report for 2008 (FAO, 
2009) describes a series of scenarios for aquaculture development in eight 
regions of the world: sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, South Asia, China, 
South-East Asia, and Europe, North America and Japan (as a group). The sce-
narios describe the factors affecting development such as demand growth for 
fish, satisfying demand growth, the possibilities for aquaculture and the effec-
tive constraints to development such as knowledge gaps and social concerns. 
Each region will face different challenges in these areas and need different solu-
tions and policies to overcome them.

1.6 INDUSTRIAL FISH PRODUCTION

1.6.1 Current levels

The term ‘industrial fish’ is a positive way of redefining low-value trash fish or 
by-catch, indicating that such fish have a role to play. They have been defined 
as ‘fish with low commercial value by virtue of their low quality, small size or 
low consumer preference – they can be used for human consumption (often 
heavily processed or preserved) or fed to livestock/fish, either directly, or 
through reduction to fish meal and fish oil’ (FAO, 2007a). The amount used for 
DHC varies by country – being high in Bangladesh (60,000 tonnes from 71,000 
tonnes of the capture fishery) and about 25% of the marine capture fishery in 
Asia as a whole. Processing the low-value fish into fish sauces and pastes gives 
added value to the catch. However, the vast majority of the industrial fish is 
caught deliberately and destined for fishmeal and about one third of this is pro-
vided by the Peruvian Anchoveta (Engraulis ringens) alone, making supply 
unreliable because of the fluctuations caused by the El Niño effect. The discus-
sion above about the expansion of aquaculture has already mentioned the 
dependence on fishmeal availability, so the world approach to this resource will 
have an effect on aquaculture practices and on fish for DHC.

Industrial fish also appear as by-catch, the unintentional capture of non- 
target species when fishing for more valuable species. Such fish may be kept 
on-board for processing but may be discarded at sea as of low value although 
some is discarded due to regulatory requirements. Kelleher (2005) estimated 
recorded discards at about 8% of the total recorded landings by weight and 
shrimp, and demersal finfish trawl fisheries accounted for over 50% of these 
discards but only 22% of recorded landings.

Discarded fish can have environmental impacts in addition to being a waste of 
resources and fishing effort (Kelleher, 2005). Harrington et al. (2005) reported on 
by-catch and discards in the United States and found great regional differences 
although these differences reflected the fisheries found there. For example, shrimp 
trawl fishing generates the highest by-catch/discards rates and this is reflected in 
high figures for the South-East Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico areas where this 
fishery is prominent. Overall, the discard rate was 28% of the target landings, one 
of the highest in the world. The problem was being addressed by a range of meas-
ures ranging from the introduction of selective fishing gear, a complete change in 
fishing methods, regulatory controls appropriately applied and management pro-
grammes which might include limiting fishing capacity. The authors also noted 
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that the lessons of by-catch prevention should be applied to new fisheries from the 
start as it is more difficult to change accepted practice once established.

1.6.2 Future trends

An argument can be made that every effort should be made to convert low-value 
fish into foods for DHC rather than the inefficient conversion into fishmeal and 
then food fish via aquaculture. This argument is based on economic and ethical 
(SD) ideas. For example, the small trash fish form part of the food chain for the 
larger (human food) fish and their removal will hurt the overall fishery. Secondly, 
converting the trash fish into fishmeal requires intensive high-energy processes 
not matched by the food value of the products. However, converting the trash 
fish into added-value products acceptable to the consumer may require energy, 
which must be justified by the consumption of the products. These arguments 
are at the heart of the SD debate in FPI and require a set of rigorous standards of 
comparison for judgements to be made in terms of inputs (energy, water and 
technology) and outputs (product type, consumer preference and volumes of 
product) and the management of both (a full LCA in other words). Products 
based on traditional fermentations under ambient conditions might be energy 
efficient but the products have limited application as foods. Currently, they are 
used as condiments to make bland rice-based diets appealing but are not major 
nutrient sources. Again, a reassessment of these traditional technologies is 
needed in the light of the challenges of energy supply and cost.

1.6.3 Redefining ‘industrial species’

As any fish species could be considered for NFU it can be argued that all fish 
are potentially industrial species. The high-quality food fish will always be 
used for DHC whilst the rest must be assessed for diversion from fishmeal into 
foods for DHC. Technology can be applied to reduce the industrial fish to zero 
starting with selective fishing gear to prevent by-catch, bans on deliberate fish-
ing and protecting juveniles followed by better utilization of the catch, new 
products and the development of new aquaculture feeds. For the FPI, better 
utilization and new product development are contributions that can be made 
(bearing in mind the caveats in Section 1.6.2). One particular contribution could 
be the conversion of processing by-products into speciality compounds, which 
enhance aquaculture feeds formulated from inputs other than fishmeal.

1.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROCESSING INDUSTRY

1.7.1 Efficiency in processing

As mentioned earlier the FPI acts as an intermediary between the raw material 
supplier and the consumer, preserving fish or transforming it into forms accept-
able to the latter. Processing will inevitably mean the deployment of resources 
such as energy, water, equipment and management that add value to the raw 
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material but at a price. In the past this price has been monetary with the envi-
ronmental cost often being ignored – as long as the raw material, basic services 
and processing staff were plentiful and cheap. Increasing awareness about pol-
lution has, over the years, led to improved environmental protection and increas-
ing competition has led to more efficient processing operations (Roeckel et al., 
1996; Garcia-Sanda et al., 2003). Where does this leave the SD agenda to have 
an impact? The answer is by addressing the same issues in the light of diminish-
ing resources and increased trade and being more innovative in finding solu-
tions based on the application of appropriate technology (see Section 1.7.5).

1.7.2 Food security and trade

Fish and fish products are widely traded commodities (and high value at 
US$85.9 billion in 2006), with over 194 exporting countries being involved and 
about 37% (live weight equivalent) of the total world production being exported 
as a wide variety of products in 2006 (FAO, 2009). The top five exporters were 
China, Norway, Thailand, the United States and Denmark although once again 
China dominated in volume and growth rate, and the main importers were 
Japan, the United States, Spain, France and Italy.

The most commonly traded commodities are (FAO, 2009):

● Shrimp (17% of total value of internationally traded fish products), although 
its value is falling despite growing volumes. This is leading some shrimp 
farmers to look at added-value products or diversification.

● Salmon (11% by total value and rising) mainly from Northern Europe, and 
North and South America.

● Groundfish such as cod, hake, haddock and pollock (10% by total value) are 
characterized by a high level of species substitution and new supplier coun-
tries which keeps the market steady.

● Tuna (8% by total value) but unstable due to fluctuations in catch levels.
● Fishmeal (5% of total value) and in high demand for aquaculture but sus-

ceptible to fluctuations when supply from the anchoveta catch off South 
America varies. Demand for fishmeal in the aquaculture sector is high 
(60% of fishmeal production) but even higher for fish oils (85% of total 
production mainly for salmon farming). The demand for fish oils for DHC 
is also keeping prices high – from US$915/tonne in 2007 to US$1700/
tonne in 2008.

● Cephalopods (4.2% of total trade) from countries such as Thailand, Spain, 
China and Argentina with Spain, Italy and Japan as the main importers.

In addition to these groups the growth in aquaculture has introduced species 
such as bass, bream, tilapia and catfish to new markets and they are increas-
ingly sold as processed fillets. There is much intra-regional trade, particu-
larly in the EU where 84% of exports and 50% of imports are to/from 
member counties. The value of fishery exports from developing countries 
has become significant (see Figure 1.2 for export and import values for 2003) 
and the quantity exported for DHC rose from 43% in 1996 to 53% in 2006. 
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The monetary value of fish product exports is in fact far greater than that for 
 well-known developing  country products such as coffee, bananas, rubber 
and sugar (Emerson, 2005). In addition, these exports have tended to change 
from raw material supply to added-value processed products such as canned 
and frozen fish. In some cases fish is imported into these countries for 
processing and then re-exported through outsourcing of processing. 
Outsourcing brings fishing activity and FPI into the supply chain of large 
retail concerns which can be an influence for good in sustainability (see 
Section 1.2.4) but make it difficult for small-scale fish producers to enter 
international markets (FAO, 2009).

As mentioned earlier about 90% of fish is traded as processed products. The 
infrastructure needed to sustain the export of added-value processed products is 
at a high level, with a need for reliable services (water, sanitation and electric-
ity), refrigeration, efficient transportation and roads and telecommunication 
systems. In addition there are other barriers to trade to overcome such as techni-
cal barriers, sanitary and phytosanitary standards, anti-dumping measures and 
quality standards (ICTSD, 2006; FAO, 2009).

The wider SD issues connected with trade are obvious in terms of the impact 
of long-distance transportation, supply chain relationships, working conditions 
in developing countries and the degree of openness with consumers when label-
ling products. The CF/LCA for such products can be difficult to define but the 
necessity to do so will lead to efforts to achieve a realistic approach. Responsible 
companies with a global reach can act as agents for good by passing down their 
SD ethos through their supply chain, driving up standards – rather than simply 
exporting the cost of dealing with sustainable production to low-wage, poorly 
governed regions. The TBL idea is very well demonstrated by the relationships 
between the fishermen, processors, import-exporters and distributors for fish 
products. Getting the balance right is difficult over physical and cultural dis-
tances. There is a need for transparency and accountability in the seafood 
industry at all levels although the tools needed to achieve this are well advanced 
(Iles, 2007).

Food security has been defined as a situation

when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe 
and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active 
and healthy life (FAO, 1996).

The reliable supply of safe goods will also be enhanced by tackling SD as the 
threats to supply and quality and to sustainability are broadly the same and can 
be removed by the same approaches.

1.7.3 Introducing new food species

As mentioned in Section 1.4.2 the marine capture fishery is dynamic with oper-
ations and the species caught changing to reflect economic and governance 
situations. However, the ability to change from one species to another must be 
based on reliable data about the influence of such a change on the whole eco-
system. The relationship between prey and predator species has been long 
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understood (Christensen, 1996; Christensen and Pauly, 1997) so that changes in 
a fishery to species up (and down) the food chain should be made with care.

A new fishery can open up opportunities for new products or variations on 
conventional products based on experience with the traditional species. 
Differences in performance should not be seen as inferior but merely different 
and experimentation should be encouraged. A good example is the use of spe-
cies other than Alaska pollock for the production of surimi. Although pollock 
might be the preferred ‘gold standard’ species, stock reduction and the closure 
of certain fisheries have led to a search for substitutes (Hall and Ahmad, 1997 
and see Chapter 5).

In aquaculture the issues are different as the major species grown can be 
controlled more easily and a change from one species to another can be made in 
a well-managed manner. Disease resistance and transfer are important in inten-
sive systems and in the developing ornamental fish-farming sector. A transfer 
from low-value, low-intensity species to higher-value species can be done 
quickly but contributes to a ‘boom and bust’ cycle of events with unwelcome 
environmental and social outcomes.

1.7.4 Post-harvest losses

Post-harvest losses can include those fish discarded immediately at sea (by-
catch) or converted to fishmeal, but the term is more usually associated with the 
losses in small-scale, artisanal fishing after some form of processing. In this 
case fish are not discarded at sea but landed, processed and distributed and sold 
in markets. Losses are rarely physical but economic as spoilage, poor process-
ing and a poor road infrastructure lead to a product with low market value. In 
Africa these losses are commonly estimated at 20–25% of the catch but might 
reach 50% at times of glut when processing capacity is overwhelmed and raw 
material spoilage inevitably occurs. These losses are significant because many 
sub-Saharan countries have LIFDC status and post-harvest losses of any mag-
nitude would be detrimental.

Spoilage can start on-board if there is inadequate, or no, icing combined with 
poor handling of the catch and long distances from fishing ground to port. On 
land the fish can be sun-dried, salted/cured or smoked or processed by combi-
nations of all three processes. High temperature and humidity hinder sun-drying 
and lead to rapid microbial spoilage and the presence of a large variety of insects 
leads to infestation. Poor roads lead to physical disintegration of brittle, over-
processed fish.

One critical issue with these traditional processes is the lack of control when 
the process depends on nature (sun-drying) or quality of salt (curing) or heat 
distribution (smoking). It is difficult to reproduce these processes, without 
instrumentation or careful management, at a cost that can be borne by the con-
sumer. From an SD view such control is essential for maximum fuel efficiency 
(smoking) and maximum recovery of quality nutrition (sun-drying and curing). 
Considerable effort has gone into the application of new technology and sys-
tems to reduce post-harvest losses but these efforts are in vain if the increased 
price of the resulting, better products are beyond the means of the consumer 
(see also Chapter 3, Section 3.5).
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1.7.5 Environmental impact of fish processing

The TBL approach would suggest that attention to the environmental impact of 
FPI would give economic advantages, either in cost savings or through the 
development of new products from material previously considered waste. The 
social benefits accruing from this approach could be directly in job security and 
profits shared at all levels, and indirectly through the long-term sustainability of 
the industry.

The SD agenda for the FPI can also be encapsulated here in the concept of 
‘Cleaner Production’ (CP), where the processing side of the fishery business 
aims to reduce waste, generate new products and reduce energy and water 
consumption as a contribution to the LCA of fisheries (Ayer et al., 2009). The 
authors recognized the importance of sustainability for renewable natural 
resources like fisheries which are limited in supply and can be overexploited 
and that we must optimize the ‘eco-efficiency’ of fishery systems and fish 
processing and consumption. Thus, CP contributes to eco-efficiency and so 
through to SD.

CP can be defined as

the continuous application of an integrated, preventive, environmental strategy 
applied to processes, products and services to increase overall efficiency and 
reduce risks to humans and the environment (UNEP, 2000).

Eco-efficiency can be described as follows:

Eco-efficiency is achieved by the delivery of competitively priced goods and serv-
ices that satisfy human needs and bring quality of life, while progressively reduc-
ing ecological impacts and resource intensity throughout the life cycle to a level 
at least in line with the earth’s estimated carrying capacity (Verfaillie and Bidwell, 
2000).

Because the FPI is potentially a major contributor to the CF and hence to the 
LCA of fish products, the application of CP in this sector can significantly 
affect these environmental measures. CP can be applied from product and 
process design through distribution to disposal in a proactive manner rather 
than as an ‘end-of-pipe’ application (i.e. it can also be applied through the 
supply chain approach). The application of a CP assessment follows a very 
similar series of phases as does the LCA such that information gleaned for 
one form of assessment could be used for the other. The CP assessment 
phases are planning and organization; pre-assessment; assessment; evalua-
tion and feasibility study; and implementation and continuation (UNEP, 
1996); and thus very similar to the LCA (see Section 1.2.3). The contribution 
of CP (and eco-efficiency) to the SD agenda could evolve in such a way that 
the three concepts may become inseparable in time and CP will contribute to 
the TBL through protecting the environment, process worker and consumer, 
improving process efficiency and increasing profitability and competitive-
ness (UNEP, 2000).
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1.8  CONCLUSION: SUSTAINABILITY 
IN THE FISH-PROCESSING INDUSTRY

The foregoing has set the scene for the following chapters, some of which 
describe specific processes and some look at generic practices. A common SD 
theme will be applied throughout using the concepts described above although 
not all analyses will apply equally to all areas of the FPI. The four main areas 
in the FPI, which can make an SD impact, are listed below.

Energy consumption: For driving machinery, producing ice, cooling and 
freezing and heat for steam generation, canning, smoking and drying/dehydra-
tion. Reduced energy consumption will conserve fossil fuels and reduce GHG 
emissions. Efforts must be made to convert wastes to energy where appropriate 
to substitute for conventional energy sources. Energy for transportation will not 
be included in depth in our discussion as this forms part of the general debate 
about all forms of transport but should be recognized in any full LCA for fish 
products. The contribution of the FPI to supplying its energy needs from within 
is included where appropriate.

Water consumption: For transporting fish around the plant, thawing, wash-
ing and cleaning the raw material and product and cleaning the plant and equip-
ment. The substitution of sea water for freshwater, metering and control of 
water use and the reuse of waste water (where appropriate and safe) are possible 
measures to reduce the ‘water footprint’ of the process.

Effluent control: Discharges from the FPI are often dilute and in large vol-
ume but contain polluting organic matter such as oils and protein in solution or 
as suspended solids. Effective capture of the effluent will lead to less pollution 
and opportunities for developing valuable by-products. For example, modern 
membrane systems can handle large volumes of dilute effluent, require infre-
quent downtime for cleaning, concentrate the solubles and suspended solids for 
by-products and produce ‘cleaner’ water which may find other uses in the 
plant.

By-product development: The proportion of the fish for DHC might only 
be about 45% of the caught weight so there is scope for the use of the rest 
of the raw material as added-value by-products. Fishmeal and oils are obvi-
ous examples of this principle although these products have now developed 
their own fishery with attendant problems. The oils and proteins in the efflu-
ent (or derived from offals) are potentially valuable as the basis for biodie-
sel (oils) and enzymes (proteins). Whilst the importance of developing fish 
products for DHC must never be lost the potential for by-products must be 
explored.

It is our hope that the discerning reader will take the ideas and tools herein 
and apply them to their own sector, or at the very least, feel that there is a sys-
tematic approach, which they can follow. The chapters look at examples of the 
FPI from across the world and, again, it is our hope that the concepts can be 
exported to other regions and cultures. There is not one fishery, processing sec-
tor or continent of production and consumption or trading arrangement on Earth 
that is not under pressure if sustainability is to be achieved. An optimist would 
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see these pressures as drivers for the application of human ingenuity, technol-
ogy and economic activity tempered by environmental concern and social jus-
tice to achieve the TBL for fisheries.
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2.1 PRINCIPLES OF CANNING

Preservation by canning is the second most popular method of processing fish 
for direct human consumption (DHC) (at 24% in 2004 and 29% in 2006) after 
freezing (see Table 1.1) and has been applied to a wide range of marine and 
freshwater fish and crustacea, either whole or filleted. However, as a heat proc-
ess, canning involves high energy inputs, produces dilute, but highly polluting, 
waste streams through high water usage and employs a wide range of packaging 
options with consequent disposal issues. Thus, the concepts of Sustainable 
Development (SD) are very well exemplified in this processing technology and 
they can be used as exemplars for the other established fish-processing opera-
tions. It is not the object of this chapter to describe the principles of canning in 
detail as these have been covered more than adequately elsewhere (Warne, 
1988; Holdsworth, 1997; Horner, 1997) but rather to relate these principles to 
SD where there is an impact as described above. Thus the processing operations 
are described here in detail but only in the context of how they relate to sustain-
ability. This is a principle which will be used for the other processes: freezing, 
curing and/or smoking and/or drying, surimi production in later chapters.

2.1.1 Thermal destruction of fish-borne bacteria

The canning process as applied to foods can be divided into three levels of 
severity depending on the pH of the food: high acid (below pH 4.5) products 
(such as marinades and pickles containing acetic, citric or lactic acids) require 
the mildest heat treatments as organisms surviving in these acid conditions are 
easily destroyed; medium acid (pH 4.5–5.3) products (which include those 
packed in tomato sauce) require a full heat treatment (defined as one sufficient 
to destroy Clostridium botulinum spores, the source of botulism which is usu-
ally a fatal condition); low acid (above pH 5.3) products (including most canned 
fish products which are canned at about neutral pH) require a full heat treatment 
and rapid cooling to prevent the germination of surviving spores.

The microbial health hazards associated with fish and fish products derive 
initially from the organisms which are present on the fish themselves at capture. 

2 Canning Fish and Fish Products
George M. Hall
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Their numbers are usually small and the health risk low unless they increase 
in number, which is usually the result of poor handling and inappropriate stor-
age conditions. However, it must be borne in mind that marine Vibrio spp. do 
occur in large numbers in shellfish from tropical waters and from temperate 
waters in the summer months. Botulism and vibriosis are, thankfully, rare but 
possibly fatal illnesses and their very rarity makes them difficult to diagnose 
and treat. Health risks also occur due to organisms from the general environ-
ment and from human and animal reservoirs which have been allowed to con-
taminate seafoods – again poor handling and process hygiene is often to 
blame. More common is scombroid poisoning due to an allergic reaction to 
histamine and other biogenic amines – the reaction is a form of hypersensitiv-
ity and normally passes quickly. It is caused by the bacterial decarboxylation 
of amino acids, such as histidine, which are commonly high in scombroid fish 
(mackerels and tunas). Other hazards are viruses, algae and parasites. See 
Nilsson and Gram (2000) for a fuller treatment of fish-borne pathogens and 
their control.

C. botulinum has been chosen as the organism which must be destroyed to a 
high level of probability because it is spore-forming, anaerobic and its toxin is 
particularly toxic to humans, as mentioned above. Table 2.1 lists some impor-
tant pathogenic organisms associated with fish products and the processing 
conditions required to destroy them. The wide range of organisms on the list 
indicates that adequate heat treatment is needed to destroy organisms associated 
with the raw material and good post-processing hygiene is needed to prevent 
re-contamination afterwards, which has SD implications for energy and water 
usage to achieve these aims. Bacillus stearothermophilus is an example of a 
particularly heat-resistant and spore-forming (but non-pathogenic) organism 
which causes flat-sour spoilage (i.e. no gas is produced to swell the can and so 

Table 2.1 Food-poisoning organisms associated with fish and fish products.

Source of organism Organism  Primary habitat

Aquatic origin
C. botulinum type E Ubiquitous in aquatic environment, surfaces and 

intestinal tract of fish
Vibrio cholerae and 
V. parahaemolyticus

Estuaries and warm coastal waters, shellfish and 
the intestines of shellfish-eating fish

Enterobacteriaceae Histamine-producing in aquatic environment
Dinoflagellates Bivalves (e.g. oysters) produce paralytic shellfish 

poisoning (PSP)
General environment

L. monocytogenes Widespread in soil and seafood-processing 
environments

C. botulinum (mesophilic) Widespread in soil
Humans and animals

Shigella and Salmonella 
spp. and Escherichia coli

Faecal contamination of coastal and freshwaters
Human carriers, causing post-processing 
contaminationStaphylococcus aureus
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indicate spoilage to the consumer) in canned foods. Processing long enough to 
destroy the spores would lead to an unacceptable product (due to flavour and 
texture changes in the product) so the best remedy is not to use ingredients 
which might be contaminated with this organism (such as herbs and spices) or 
to follow scrupulous pre-processing handling.

Other than pH, several factors will affect the heat resistance of organisms 
and low water activity, and the presence of organic acids and antibiotics have 
been shown to be effective in lowering heat resistance. Processors should under-
stand the impact of these several factors which affect heat resistance of organ-
isms associated with their raw material and the process conditions available to 
them, and act accordingly. This is an example of simple hurdle technology 
whereby a combination of anti-microbial technologies combines to effect food 
safety. Erring on the side of caution has been the watchword up to now given the 
fact that ‘Mistakes cost lives’ (Horner, 1997).

The inescapable SD implications are that the canning of fish products 
requires high energy usage processes and the use of large amounts of post-
process cooling water to ensure a safe product, regardless of their use in other 
canning-related operations. Modification to the long-standing and successful 
canning process, acting in conjunction with other barrier technologies, has not 
taken place given the implications of failure but might be worthy of reassess-
ment if such modifications could be applied safely and give significant energy 
savings. A sustainable fish-processing industry (FPI) might require a rethink of 
traditional approaches (such as those underpinning the canning process) but 
should bear in mind the reasons why the traditional process itself has been so 
long-lived.

Other important factors are the size and shape of the container and the heat 
transfer characteristics of the contents, which are critical factors in determining 
the heat process experienced. A combination of conductive and convective heat 
transfer will take place in the can depending on the amount of solid fish and 
liquid (sauce, oil or brine) filling the container and will determine the location 
of the ‘thermal centre’ of the product. The thermal centre (or ‘cold spot’) is the 
point which heats up most slowly and will experience the process temperature 
for the shortest time compared to the periphery of the can. The process must 
maintain the process temperature at the thermal centre for the required time for 
the important organisms associated with the raw material – but not lead to over-
processing with concomitant flavour and textural changes. Rapid heat transfer 
to the thermal centre can be improved by means which favour convective rather 
than conductive heating of the contents. The addition of oil, brine or sauces and 
agitation (where end-over-end movement is thought to be better than axial rota-
tion) all promote convective heating. It is also essential that all the containers in 
a large vessel are subject to the same treatment, so attention must be paid to 
efficient packing of retorts when completely filling the retort and, especially, 
when it is partially full. Here, the SD implications are that energy and water 
usage could be reduced by effective actions to improve the thermal properties 
of the processing system, over and above any demand for an adequate heat 
processing of the can contents, which is a given requirement. This is a simple 
example of process efficiency and energy savings giving an economic and SD 
benefit – a double advantage.
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The thermal relationships used to define the canning process are given in 
Table 2.2 and are thoroughly described in Holdsworth (1997) and Horner 
(1997). Some values for the important organisms are given in Table 2.3 where 
it can be seen that the degree of heat resistance follows the environmental tem-
perature which the organisms usually experience. Worthy of note is the high 
process value for the very pathogenic organism C. botulinum (m = 12) which 
means that the canning process should reduce the chance of survival to one in a 
billion (assuming one spore present initially), which with a D

0
 = 0.25 (min) 

leads to the F
0
 = 12 × 0.25 = 3 minutes. This is universally known as the ‘three-

minute cook’, and is the shortest time to achieve commercial sterility with 

Table 2.2 Kinetic relationships used to describe the canning operation and used to calculate thermal 
properties of organisms and theoretical processing times.

Process terminology Symbol Description

Thermal death curve TDC Plot of the number of surviving organisms against time 
when exposed to a constant lethal temperature. Semi-log 
plot of number versus time is a straight line

Decimal reduction time D-value From semi-log TDC plot the time for number of surviving 
organisms to decrease by a factor of 10 (one log cycle)

Decimal reduction time D0 D-value at reference temperature of 121.1°C
Process factor or 
reduction component

m m = log N0/Nt where N0 is the initial number of 
organisms and Nt is the number after time t at the 
controlled temperature (i.e. the number of decimal 
reductions achieved)

Process value F-value F-value = m × D-value
Process value F0 F0 = m × D0 (at 121.1°C)
Process lethality z-Value From semi-log plot of D-value against temperature, the 

z-value is the temperature change for one log cycle 
change in D-value i.e. relates change in D-value with 
temperature

Lethal rate L L = 1/D value which converts the D-value into a time and 
the area of a plot of L against time = F-value for the 
process

Reference temperature 250°F = 
121.1°C

Conversion of lethal rate at any temperature to the 
reference temperature allows comparison of processes 
done under different processing conditions (F0 value)

Table 2.3 Heat-processing characteristics of important spoilage and pathogenic 
organisms which might be associated with fish products.

Organism  D0 (min)  z-Value (°C) 
m (process 
factor)

Thermophilic (35–55°C)
B. stearothermophilus 4–5 10 5
Mesophilic (10–40°C)
C. botulinum types A and B 0.1–0.3 8–11 12
Psychrophilic (−5 to 1.5°C)
C. botulinum type E (marine) 0.33–4.3 (D80) 8–10 Not available
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respect to this dangerous organism. C. botulinum type E from the marine 
 environment is psychrotrophic and less heat-resistant than types A and B, and 
the D-value and z-value are thus given at a lower temperature than the usual 
reference temperature for process calculations.

As mentioned above, a heat-resistant, non-pathogenic spoilage organism 
(such as B. stearothermophilus) requires longer cooking, even though it has a 
smaller process value (m) than C. botulinum, being a non-pathogenic organism. 
Because this affects product quality, as also mentioned above, good process 
hygiene practices or changes in product formula can be applied to reduce the 
presence of these organisms and so reduce process times with concomitant SD 
benefits. This serves to illustrate the fact that creative thinking can lead to SD 
benefits in addition to eradicating the lazy approach which hopes that the retort-
ing process will make up for any sloppy pre-processing activity.

2.1.2 Quality criteria for thermally processed fish

The canning process will cause changes in the texture and flavour of the fish 
product compared to the raw material but these are usually acceptable (and 
even desirable) for most species – but not for the delicately flavoured and tex-
tured white fish. Consequently, oily fish such as tuna and salmon, among oth-
ers, are canned most successfully as are many shellfish species (Horner, 1997). 
Other quality factors which can be affected by canning include slight loss in the 
nutritional value of proteins and associated denaturation giving a curdled 
appearance, losses in vitamins and colour changes (particularly for salmon). 
Attempts to minimize these quality defects involve the prevention of overcook-
ing by improved heat transfer – just the kind of effects which would ensure the 
destruction of organisms with reduced energy and water usage as mentioned 
above. Thus, good processing, product quality and sustainability go hand in 
hand once again.

2.2 PACKAGING MATERIALS

Food packaging performs several functions such as holding the product securely 
and safely, preserving the original quality of the raw material and extending the 
shelf life of the product and preventing mechanical damage to the product. 
Packaging can also provide information for the producer and the consumer such 
as: the ingredients (which may be important for those allergic to nuts, milk 
products or gluten), storage conditions and sell-by and use-by dates, nutritional 
information (for dieting) and cooking instructions. Indeed, some of this infor-
mation may be a legal requirement. In addition, the packaging is able to assist 
in handling the product in bulk for commercial use or in units of a suitable size 
for the consumer. Traceability and tamper-proofing are secondary attributes of 
packaging as a rule but may be of importance in some cases. Finally, it must be 
recognized that packaging gives brand recognition and consumer desirability 
and confidence which can be used to advertise and promote SD concepts such 
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as responsible sourcing, processing and distribution – eco-labelling (see Chapter 
1, Section 1.2.2). However, the type of material used and the size of packaging 
unit are very sensitive to consumer buying preferences and culinary traditions, 
so the application of SD principles in this area must be weighed against the pos-
sible commercial implications – which may be good or bad depending on how 
change is handled.

To achieve these several goals, many packaging materials are composites 
exploiting the specific properties of each component material whether these be 
related to the product itself or to the information and advertising aspects. The SD 
issues surrounding packaging in general include the use of diminishing raw mate-
rials (e.g. petroleum-based plastics); the high energy demand in primary produc-
tion (e.g. aluminium smelting); weight for transport (e.g. glass, tinplate); reuse 
and recyclability and the possibility of being biodegradable. Table 2.4 gives a 
description of the general properties of the common packaging materials against 
these criteria. The SD issues apply equally to containers for fish canning and in 
many cases other materials have replaced the ‘tin can’. The amount of packaging 
associated with food products does offer opportunities for waste minimization 
and materials optimization (Henningsson et al., 2004). Once again this chapter 
gives a first opportunity to introduce the SD packaging issues in the FPI for the 
first time and therefore the comments below are applicable to packaging applica-
tions for any of the established fish-processing technologies which will be 
described in later chapters.

2.2.1 Glass jars

Glass has many attractive properties as a packaging material because it is reseal-
able, transparent and available in a range of attractive shapes, sizes and colours 
and it can be heat-treated. However, it is a heavy material (which adds to trans-
port costs), prone to breakage (a danger to the consumer if clear glass is 
involved) and needs a well-sealed closure to prevent recontamination after 
processing. As most canned fish products are opened and used immediately the 
resealable properties are not generally of importance, and so glass has limited 
use for fish products and is used mainly in spreads and pastes, in Europe, and 
for fish sauces in Asia (Hall, 2002; Horner, 1997).

Heat treatment of glass containers requires care because of the possibility 
of heat shock, which could cause shattering and this is time-consuming and 
may be wasteful of water. However, glass has a long history of reuse and recy-
clability (Ekvall et al., 1998), which results in some energy savings and in 
resource substitution for new container production which are desirable SD 
objectives.

2.2.2 Rigid metal containers

Tinplate and aluminium containers represent the traditional materials for fish, 
‘canning’, and have undergone many mutations over the years. The most 
important development for tinplate from an SD perspective is the process of 
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‘lightweighting’, whereby the thickness of the steel plate has been reduced 
whilst still retaining the mechanical strength and corrosion resistance of 
thicker materials. The use of a new generation of lacquers on the inside sur-
faces has prevented the possibility of any interaction between the fish product 
and the thinner steel plate used, which could otherwise lead to product taint or 
corrosion and loss of  container integrity. This has resulted in substantial 
weight savings which can be translated into transport savings and also into 
improved heat transfer characteristics which impact on the energy usage of the 
heat stage of canning. Both tinplate and aluminium can be recycled and in the 
latter case this is particularly beneficial given the very high energy usage in 
the production of aluminium from the natural ore (usually bauxite) via alu-
mina, in the Hall–Heroult smelting process, which can be 25–35% of produc-
tion costs (Turton, 2002).

Table 2.4 Food packaging materials: product and consumer characteristics and environmental 
properties.

Material  

Product/consumer Environmental

Advantages  Disadvantages  Advantages  Disadvantages

Glass Impermeable, inert
Can be heat-treated
Low cost
Transparent

Breakable, needs a 
closure

Reuse/recycle Heavy, bulky

Difficult to decorate

Aluminium Corrosion-resistant
Can be heat-treated
Impermeable

Limited structural 
strength
Cannot be welded

Recycle, light
Expensive so 
incentive to recycle

Difficult to separate 
if laminated

Tinplate Impermeable
Can be 
heat-treated
Easy to decorate
Cheaper than Al

Can react with 
food
Needs opener for 
access

Recycle and easy 
separation by 
magnets

Heavy

Tin-free steel Similar to tinplate
Cheaper than 
tinplate

Less corrosion-
resistant

Recycle and easy 
separation by 
magnets

Heavy

Polymers* Many types with 
different properties
Can be shaped 
and moulded

Gas barrier 
properties vary 
with material

Recyclable Types need 
separation

Polylactic acid Biodegradable 
Compostable

Expensive 
compared to other 
polymers

Recyclable from 
monomer

Requires 
separation

Paper and 
cardboard

Good strength-to-
weight 
characteristics

Not used in
contact with food 
due to recycled 
content

Renewable 
resource and 
recyclable

Laminates and 
co-extruded 
materials

Tailor-made to 
product needs

Expensive Allows for source 
reduction

Must separate 
layers

* Such as polyesters, polyvinyl chlorides, polyvinylidine chlorides, polystyrenes ethylene vinyl alcohol and polyamides.
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2.2.3 Rigid plastic containers

These are an alternative to metal containers and, being made from co-extruded 
polyvinylidine chloride and ethylene vinyl alcohol with ring-pull or laminate 
closures, these containers can be microwaved and resealed. They do require a 
longer heat treatment for sterility (compared with metal containers) with con-
comitant energy usage. However, these materials are also lightweight and can 
be recycled with resource substitution benefits.

2.2.4 Flexible containers (pouches)

These containers are commonly multilayered combinations of polymers and 
aluminium foil, with each layer performing a specific role – such as strength, 
barrier properties and decorative purposes. They promote good heat transfer by 
conduction and so help in reduction of energy usage in the heat process. 
However, they are expensive materials, and filling and sealing operations tend 
to be slow to ensure good seals between the different layer materials. All the 
materials can be recycled but require separation from each other before reuse.

2.2.5 Environmental issues related to packaging materials

These centre around the two following areas:
Energy savings by the selection of materials which reduce the heat process 

time through good heat transfer characteristics which leads to savings in energy 
and cooling water demand. Energy savings are also possible by using light-
weight materials which reduce transport costs. The different energy savings can 
be factored into a carbon footprinting (CF) and life cycle assessment (LCA) 
depending on how wide the boundaries of the fish processing are drawn (very 
narrowly or right along the supply chain). For example, should the energy 
embedded in the materials through their manufacture be included in the CF/
LCA for the fish product? As mentioned above this would be a significant fac-
tor in the manufacture of metal containers (tinplate and aluminium) with their 
attendant smelting operations.

Recycling depends on the use of materials which can be recycled for resource 
substitution, at best, or for reuse in other, perhaps non-food products. The level 
of recycling achieved is essentially beyond the control of the fish processors 
themselves and will depend on the incentives and opportunities open to con-
sumers and the recycling industry. Some non-recyclable materials could be 
directed to energy generation as refuse-derived fuels (RDF). Truly biodegrada-
ble plastics which are made from renewable sources and breakdown under 
the action of micro-organisms are available and will presumably become more 
embedded in the packaging materials spectrum with time. A contribution by 
the FPI could be the selection of recyclable packaging materials rather than those 
that would go for landfill or as RDF – provided they were compatible with the 
preservation technology applied. Drawing up a CF or LCA under those circum-
stances where the recycling, reuse and biodegradability of packaging is involved, 
once again illustrates the complexity of SD relationships. Roy et al., (2009) 
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described the contribution of packaging to a food product LCA and indicated 
that there is great scope for alternative packaging strategies to reduce environ-
mental impacts. Supply chain interventions by the FPI might influence recy-
cling and/or reuse through incentives or the selection of recyclable packaging 
materials (rather than those which are not) and also through a full analysis of 
the impact of these activities on carbon management along the supply chain 
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.4 and Chapter 6, Section 6.5).

In addressing the energy and recycling challenges for fish product packaging 
(and food packaging in general), there are several drivers (the consumer, the 
retailer and the FPI itself) which are pushing the industry towards sustainable 
packaging. The same ingenuity behind the multitude of packaging materials 
currently available can be applied to developing sustainable materials. A defini-
tion of sustainable packaging must encompass several criteria:

● meet performance and use demands;
● use low, preferably renewable, energy in all stages of production, transpor-

tation and disposal;
● manufactured by cleaner production technologies;
● safeguard health throughout its life cycle, cradle-to-grave;
● utilize renewable raw materials and be capable of recovery or degradation in 

biological or industrial systems.

In order to meet these criteria a full LCA for every packaging option is neces-
sary to ensure that counteracting process operations are evaluated fairly. For 
example, polyethylene (from oil) may be seen as less sustainable than paper 
(from wood), but polyethylene requires less energy in production, generates 
fewer emissions and can be recycled (Blakistone and Sand, 2008). Much indus-
try effort has gone into a reduction of materials usage (as in the tin can ‘light-
weighting’ mentioned above) with the benefits of resource savings and lower 
transport costs. Closed-loop systems for reuse of secondary packaging (not in 
contact with the fish/food product) have also been developed extensively with 
the large retail supermarkets. The retail sector with its huge supply chain has the 
capacity to have a major impact on all packaging issues by responding to, or 
indeed leading, consumer demand for less and sustainable packaging.

Going hand in hand with the socio-economic drivers are the technological 
advances in packaging which will deliver the sustainable materials with accept-
able performance characteristics. Examples include antimicrobial polymers 
which incorporate natural antibiotics such as nisin on cold smoked salmon to 
retard the growth of Listeria monocytogenes (Neetoo et al., 2008) and an anti-
microbial enzyme such as lysozyme on a whey protein film for smoked salmon 
effective against L. monocytogenes (Min et al., 2007). The range of biodegrad-
able materials goes beyond polylactic acid (PLA, see Table 2.4) and includes 
polycaprolactam (PCL), polybutylene succinate (PBS), polyhydroxybutyrate-
hydroxyvalerate (PHbV) and polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA). Biodegradability 
brings up issues such as product protection throughout the shelf life of the prod-
uct and the need for a full LCA to assess the energy impact of growing the raw 
material crops, conversion to polymers and degradation itself (Blakistone and 
Sand, 2008).
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Undoubtedly, there will be other technology developments which could be 
to sustainable packaging in the future but the watchword is that sustainability 
should not be assumed for biodegradable materials but must be demonstrated. 
Specific fish processes may require specific packaging properties, available in 
current materials, and alternatives must meet these demands. Thermal process-
ing is an obvious example where the packaging material must be able to survive 
the high temperatures and pressures entailed and new materials must meet this 
requirement to maintain the credibility of the process with the consumer. A shift 
to new technology must be done with caution given the previously mentioned 
dictum ‘Mistakes cost lives’ (Horner, 1997).

2.3 PROCESSING OPERATIONS

The ‘process’ here is the actual heat treatment in the retort, hence the term 
‘retorting’, and other treatments are either ‘pre-’ or ‘post-’ processing opera-
tions. The number of pre-processing operations, in particular, varies depending 
on the species being processed but a general sequence for canning can be deter-
mined (see Figure 2.1).

Inputs

Raw material 
delivery and storage 

1000 kg Effluents

Water
15 m3

Energy
150–190 kWh 

Grading, sorting, skinning,
beheading and filleting 

Can filling, sauce addition, 
precooking and sealing 

Heat process

Wastewater
15 m3

BOD 52 kg
COD 116 kg

Solid waste
250 kg heads/guts
100–150 kg bones

Cooling, drying and storage 
420–430 kg 

Figure 2.1 Canning operations with energy and water usage and effluents. (After UNEP, 
2000.)
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2.3.1 Pre-processing operations

The pre-processing operations may include:

● raw material unloading, thawing, washing and grading;
● skinning, scaling, beheading, gutting and filleting;
● filling and sauce/oil/brine addition;
● exhausting and sealing (hot, vacuum or under steam).

These pre-processing operations present significant and (almost) unavoidable 
SD problems as they involve the most intricate and prolonged handling of the 
fish, separation of parts, any pre-cooking of the fish and filling the cans with 
material. As such they involve some energy usage for driving pumps and for 
beheading and filleting machines and producing heat for hot filling and sealing 
systems and for steam generation. Water usage is high for transporting materi-
als, cleaning plant and equipment, brine production and becomes an effluent 
problem due to contamination with blood and other tissues. By-product recov-
ery may need to be achieved, but must be done from large volumes of dilute 
solution. However, recognition of the value of the by-products will lead to 
attention being paid to strategies for their recovery alongside the main process 
operations.

The sustainability implications for each of these operations will be discussed 
here specifically in relation to canning but they are more or less universal and 
applicable, as appropriate, to the other common fish-processing operations – the 
curing and/or smoking and/or salting combinations, freezing and surimi produc-
tion. All these considerations suggest that there is an argument that pre-process-
ing could almost be designated as a completely separate ‘process’ in its own 
right with regard to SD (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3 for further discussion).

Unloading and thawing of the fish from ship to plant are the first operations. 
Fresh fish are commonly unloaded from the ship’s hold to the plant by a wet 
transfer system using sea water in gravity-fed flumes with the sea water being 
allowed to drain away. The sea water and more water from the ship’s holds are 
contaminated with blood representing a significant part of the pollution load 
from the plant. This waste water can be treated conventionally and discharged 
to the sea but can be reused for unloading if treated with ultraviolet light or 
ozone (an expensive option), or the oil and protein fractions can be recovered 
and sent to fishmeal production. If freshwater is used for unloading (to supple-
ment the sea water), the amount used can be reduced by careful control (meter-
ing of the volume used), installation of shut-off valves when water is not needed 
and recycling. Dry unloading is possible using vacuum suction of the fish 
directly onto the production line. The system applied often depends on the vol-
ume and value of the fish to be unloaded as some systems are more physically 
damaging than others. What is needed is recognition that wasteful practices at 
this (early) stage of the fish-processing operation cannot be tolerated.

Frozen fish may be used to extend the operating season of the plant but 
require thawing before use. Thawing in water uses large volumes, which become 
contaminated with blood, guts, scales and slime depending on the species and 
how they have been treated on-board the ship where gutting and cleaning may 
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be done under hectic conditions. Water usage can be reduced by methods which 
improve contact between the fish and heated water (at 30–35°C), for example 
sparging with air. Another alternative is to use warm moist air which uses virtu-
ally no water but in both cases an energy input is required to heat the air or 
water. When applying an LCA to a fish-processing operation the storage period 
for the frozen material, whether at sea or in a cold store, must be seen as energy 
drain and included in the assessment of the viability of the plant.

Washing and grading are often carried out in conjunction with de-icing if 
the fish are supplied in this form. In a de-icing tank the fish sink and the floating 
ice is skimmed off – the tank may be topped up to replenish the volume of water 
lost with the ice. Fish are sorted by size, and water is used to transport them 
through the sloping flume system, which gives rise to some contamination – but 
less than in the unloading and thawing operations. The level of contamination 
depends to some extent on the condition of the fish – poor quality leads to more 
slime and blood on the equipment. Water usage can be reduced, as in the previ-
ous stage, by monitoring the need for top-up water and using the minimum for 
fish transport – using shut-off valves and sprays rather than constant flows and 
the use of gravity flow. Reuse of the water might also be possible in other 
operations.

Skinning and scaling are alternatives which can be employed as a first oper-
ation in fish preparation and should be done with care to prevent losses in later 
operations. If the fish are skinned there is no need for scaling to be done. Scaling 
is normally done using a rotating perforated drum which removes the scales as 
the fish are pressed up against it and the scales are washed off by a stream of 
water. Skinning can be done manually or mechanically with knives or drums 
and again water is used for lubrication and washing away the skin. The wash 
water is contaminated with skin, scales and subcutaneous oil from fatty species 
and also torn flesh if the fish flesh quality is poor. Mechanical systems should 
be checked regularly to ensure efficient operation with the minimum removal of 
tissues. Water usage must be monitored and kept to a minimum to reduce the 
pollution load from these operations, which can be about one third of the total 
for the plant. Water reuse should also be investigated once again if appropriate.

Beheading can also be done manually or mechanically and if water is used 
for transporting the heads there is a significant pollution load from blood and 
flesh. Water transport is not necessary if gravity systems are correctly designed 
but the heads are heavy and may need moving manually. For canning, the simul-
taneous removal of the head and guts (called nobbing) is done for larger species 
followed by removal of the tail. These operations also generate a pollution load 
in the waste water and although vacuum removal of guts reduces the volume 
and load considerably it is an expensive option. Once again, control of water 
usage is paramount in sustainability and here the water from unloading, wash-
ing and grading can be used to flush away the wastes. Dry systems using perfo-
rated conveyors (1 mm holes) will retain most of the solids (a source of revenue) 
and reduce the volume and polluting load of waste water. Reductions in the 
chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 5–15% for white fish and 30–50% for her-
ring can be achieved (UNEP, 2000).

Filleting is not associated with all canned fish, such as salmon and sar-
dines, as their bones are soft enough to eat after retorting or for species when 
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the  filleting weakens the physical structure such that the fish falls apart on 
retorting. Filleting oily fish is also difficult and leads to considerable damage 
as the lipid and fish flesh are closely related and this arrangement is destroyed 
by the filleting process. All these issues affect the aesthetic appeal of the prod-
uct when the can is opened and so impinge on product quality. The filleting 
process will vary for white fish and for oily fish. White fish are often beheaded 
and gutted and cleaned before filleting (as mentioned immediately above) but 
this is not always the case for oily fish so these processes are included at this 
point. Mechanical or manual filleting can be applied for white and oily fish 
but in both cases water usage is a major factor and used, often in continuous 
flow, for removing offals, cleaning out belly cavities and general cleaning and 
can even be used to orientate the fish in the mechanical process. The pollution 
load from filleting depends on the species being processed and is as usual 
higher for oily species compared to white fish due to the inevitable seepage of 
oil from interstitial tissues. A departure from continuous water flow can result 
in considerable savings and the use of manual or gravity removal of offals 
combined with vacuum gutting contributes to a drier process. Filleting 
machines should be checked regularly for correct adjustment and knife sharp-
ness, and fish alignment prior to filleting can be done with rotating brushes 
rather than water jets. Finally, the fillets can be further trimmed manually to 
remove bones, blood and membranes and any flesh recovered can go directly 
for fish mince or even surimi production. The move from manual to mechani-
cal filleting was driven by a need to cut costs (reduced dependency on expen-
sive personnel) and improved product consistency (reproducible performance). 
However, with the need to appreciate the value of all the raw material entering 
the processing plant the expert, practised and quick eye of the fish filleter to 
direct every tissue in the appropriate direction should not be underestimated 
or undervalued.

Filling the cans involves a series of operations very dependent on the spe-
cies of fish being processed, particularly its size: for example, are the fish to be 
canned whole or as fillets, steaks or chunks? Other operations are designed to 
impart flavour or preserve the texture of the fish during retorting. Examples are 
brining or dry-salting to affect the water-holding capacity of the fish proteins to 
give pleasing colour, gloss and firmness. Marinating and smoking can be done 
to give different flavours and can be particularly effective for oily fish produc-
ing a product with good smoked fish flavour and a soft texture (after retorting). 
All these operations can have SD implications with the addition and loss of 
water at various stages and some pollution load. Sauces, oil or brine can also be 
added at this stage and if this is not done carefully the cans overflow and must 
be washed to remove debris which would stick to the can in the retort. Water 
usage can be reduced by proper adjustment of the sauce/brine filler and by 
using water recovered from elsewhere in the plant to wash off any spillage. The 
retorting process is usually sufficient to cook most fish, so a pre-cook is not 
necessary (and can be detrimental), but if done there is a considerable SD 
impact because of the energy used and spillage of contents into the cooking 
bath, which is a pollution load and loss of valuable product.

Exhausting and sealing are the final operations prior to retorting, and entail 
the removal of gases in the headspace above the can contents (to reduce in-can 
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pressures in the retort caused by the expansion of gases) and the reduction of 
oxidation and internal corrosion by excluding oxygen. The pressure differences 
in the can during retorting can lead to strain on the can seams and leakage, and 
this is the commonest cause of spoilage as organisms gain ingress – such effects 
are not always easy to spot once the cans have cooled down. Large cans also 
need a headspace to allow for the expansion of the contents in the retort, which 
is not usually the case with small cans. There are three ways to achieve a good 
headspace vacuum:

● Hot filling/sealing of the can with hot sauce, oil or brine expels air from 
the headspace and will prevent further expansion in the retort. With hot 
filling the can must be sealed immediately to prevent contraction and 
ingress of air on cooling. Hot filling can also be achieved by combining a 
pre-cook followed immediately by the injection of hot sauce or oil and 
sealing. Some fish products are too fragile to handle in hot conditions and 
are not appropriate for hot filling. Another, rather slow, technique is to fill 
the cans, then ‘clinch’ the lids (the first operation of can sealing only being 
applied) and hold them in a hot water bath to expel air prior to the second 
sealing operation.

● Vacuum sealing is very reliable but requires an evacuated chamber and can 
slow down the process line. It is considered essential for laminated foil 
pouches to prevent pressure build-up in retorting stage.

● Steam sealing involves passing the cans through a steam chamber which 
expels air and condenses once the can is sealed.

The SD implications of these operations centre on the energy demands for heat 
(in hot and steam sealing) and on the creation of vacuum and spillage of can 
contents, can washing and pollution loads. Careful management of these auto-
mated processes can reduce energy usage and spillage, and the usual strictures 
on water usage apply here.

As mentioned above, all these operations will not be necessary for all 
canned fish or for the other conventional processing methods but inclusion of 
the full panoply of stages indicates the complexity which may be involved. 
Table 2.5 illustrates all these pre-processing stages for a canning operation 
and also includes data for the sterilization stage itself (see Section 2.3.2). The 
table concentrates on water usage and energy usage (as electricity) with some 
indication of other sources of solid waste. The values are similar to, but not 
directly comparable with, the overall values in Figure 2.1, being an amalga-
mation of figures for individual pre-processing operations from a variety of 
processing plants (UNEP, 2000), but they do show the relative differences 
between individual unit operations and different types of fish: for example, 
differences in COD for white fish and for oily fish; differences in water usage 
for individual stages; and finally the high energy input for the sterilization 
stage itself. For any particular fish canning operation elements from Table 2.5 
must be identified as being applicable and included as necessary in an LCA or 
CF calculation.

The canning industry is unique to a great extent in being highly mechanized 
and operable at high product throughputs – over 1000 units per hour is easily 
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possible, so that the orchestration of stages must be slick and attention to detail 
important. An enthusiasm and appreciation for this rapid, automated mode of 
operation should make the canning industry most receptive to the introduction 
of new technology designed to improve sustainability.

2.3.2 Heat-processing operations

As the central operation in canning, the nature of the equipment used and the 
mode of operation will have profound effects on the energy/water usage of the 
overall canning process. Retorts can be batch or continuously operated usually 
under saturated steam and pressure and should reflect the nature of the fish 
being processed, scale of operation and the technical expertise available to man-
age the plant.

Batch retorts can be operated in a horizontal or vertical axis and the choice 
often depends on batch size. Horizontal retorts can be loaded with cans on walk-in 
trolleys (for large batches) whilst vertical retorts are filled by block and tackle 

Table 2.5 Inputs and outputs for a fish-canning process per tonne of fish processed.

Process operation

Inputs Outputs

 Water (m3)  
Electricity 
(kWh)  Water (m3)  COD (kg)

Unloading and 
thawing

2–5 3 2–5 27–34

Washing and 
grading

0.2 0.15 0.2 0.35–1.7 (solids 
0–30 kg)

Skinning and scaling White fish 
0.2–0.6

White fish 
0.4–0.9

White fish 
0.2–0.6

White fish 1.7–5.0 
(skin ~40 kg)

Oily fish 
0.2–0.9

Oily fish 
0.2–0.4

Oily fish 
0.2–0.9

Oily fish 3.0–5.0 (skin 
~40 kg)

Beheading ~1 0.3–0.8 ~1 2–4 (solids 
270–320 kg)

Filleting and trimming White fish 1–3 1.8 White fish 1–3 White fish 4–12 (solids 
200–300 kg)

Oily fish 1–2 0.7–2.2 Oily fish 1–2 Oily fish 7–15 (solids 
~440 kg)

Pre-cooling and 
draining

Pre-cool N/A Pre-cool 0.3–1.1 
(35–560 kg 
steam)

Pre-cool 
0.07–0.27

Solids 150 kg

Draining N/A Draining 
0.1–0.2

Draining 3–10

Draining 0.3
Filling cans N/A N/A N/A N/A
Exhausting and 
sealing

0.04 (washing 
cans)

7 (washing 
cans)

0.04 (washing 
cans)

N/A

Sterilization
 

3–7
 

~230 (=290 kg 
steam)  

3–7
 

10–80 kg (damaged 
cans)

Source: After UNEP (2000).
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and are therefore more time-consuming in filling and unloading. However, verti-
cal retorts tend to give better steam/heat distribution and the larger horizontal 
systems even need multi-entry ports along the length of the vessel for even distri-
bution of steam. Both systems are inefficient of energy and water as the system 
must be heated and cooled for each batch operation. Batch retorts do offer the 
advantage of unique product identification, which is essential if there is a need for 
subsequent product recalls incident analysis and process remediation.

Continuous retorts give higher throughputs as there is no downtime between 
batches. Continuous rotary cookers move the cans along the (horizontal) vessel 
at a predetermined speed for the required heat treatment and the movement 
helps in heat transfer. Pressure-secure valves introduce and remove the cans, 
and transfer valves allow movement from heating to cooling vessels. Continuous 
agitating retorts roll the cans on conveyors up and down a single vessel, again 
achieving good heat transfer.

Hydrostatic retorts move cans vertically up and down the vessel in towers 
which may be several storeys high (thus saving space) with heating, holding 
and cooling sections which determine the heat treatment achieved. Entry and 
removal is through a water lock maintained by the steam pressure in the holding 
section of the vessel, which in turn is kept at a constant temperature by the head 
in the heating/cooling sections. Such systems are only justified for very high 
throughput operations but can give good reproducibility and efficient energy 
and water usage. Because the cans are wet or immersed in water throughout the 
process plant hygiene is important to prevent areas of microbial proliferation (at 
favourable temperatures), which can contaminate the cans on cooling.

Pouches and plastic containers require careful heat treatment to prevent 
losses due to seal failure caused by high internal pressures compared to the 
retort pressure. Maintaining a high retort pressure without generating a high 
process temperature is accomplished by immersion of the pouches in water 
heated to the required temperature by pressurized steam and excess pressure 
ensured by compressed air. Other systems utilize steam/air mixtures rather than 
immersion in water. These processing requirements do raise the issue of substi-
tuting one packaging material for another to save energy along the supply chain 
(plastics are lighter than metal containers, recyclable and give better heat trans-
fer) against the energy needs of the process which should be less for pouches 
than for metal containers, but this needs verification.

Steam for the sterilization process can be supplied by a dedicated or a cen-
tral plant boiler with associated pipe work, pressure reduction valves, pressure 
relief valves and flow valves. Some environmental losses occur through poorly 
insulated pipe work and leaking valves which should be dealt with through cor-
rect, routine maintenance procedures. Of greater concern are losses through 
incomplete combustion when the air/fuel ratios are incorrect, which is a waste 
of fuel and leads to atmospheric pollution by the products of incomplete com-
bustion. Emissions from burning fuel oil include carbon dioxide, nitrogen 
oxides, polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and sulphur dioxide (which contrib-
utes to acid rain). Careful selection of a low-sulphur fuel and control of com-
bustion conditions will reduce these effects. Steam condensate should be 
returned to the boiler or reused elsewhere in the plant to prevent overall energy 
and water wastage.
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2.3.3 Post-processing operations

The post-processing operations are:

● cooling with chlorinated water;
● drying cans before handling;
● storage and bulk packing.

Here the major SD issue is the use of large volumes of water in cooling which 
will be reduced by good heat transfer properties on cooling (as for the heating 
process). Reuse of the water after cooling, to recover any heat or to substitute 
for clean water in other parts of the process, is dependent on the absence of 
contamination which can be caused by leaking or burst cans and pouches. Non-
food contact packaging should be kept to a minimum because of the protection 
afforded by the can/pouch itself.

2.3.4 Environmental issues and process optimization

Figure 2.1 gives typical water usage associated with the canning process based 
on a tonne batch size (UNEP, 2000). These figures can vary greatly depending 
on the species being canned (and the appropriate pre-processing operations for 
that species, see Table 2.5) and the heat treatment applied. For example, typical 
water usage for canned sardines would be 9 m3/tonne whilst for tuna the value 
would be 22 m3/tonne (UNIDO, 1986). The bulk of the water is produced in the 
pre-processing operations as mentioned above (see Section 2.3.1) and these 
steps also lead to the majority of the biological oxygen demand (BOD) or COD 
of the effluent.

The BOD and COD are indicators of water quality (Sawyer et al., 2003). The 
high values here reflect the solubles accumulating in the wash waters during 
pre-processing, which again will vary as a reflection of the species of fish being 
canned. Other characteristics of the waste water could include the suspended 
solids and oil/grease present. These parameters, in total, not only indicate the 
potential for environmental pollution but also the potential for the recovery of 
proteins and oils. As such they should be looked upon as markers not only to 
indicate improvements in pollution abatement but also in by-product recovery.

Rather than recover soluble and suspended solids from the large volume of 
waste water, alternative strategies would be to:

● reduce the volumes of water used in total – by control of the flow rate and 
the use of intermittent sprays and recycling where considered safe;

● use physical methods of skinning, gutting and filleting – knives, scrapers 
and vacuum gutting;

● separate water from offals as soon as possible during and after the process 
operation, giving cleaner water for recycling and less solubles/suspended 
solids for later recovery. This can be achieved by the use of gravity to col-
lect the offal and the use of perforated conveyors to transport it for further 
treatment.
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Application of these ideas could reduce water usage by 50% (to about 7 m3/
tonne) and reduce the BOD or COD by a factor of 4 (UNEP, 2000).

In the post-processing operations the use of cooling water can be reduced by 
recycling water from other parts of the plant as cooling water. This is dependent 
on process cleanliness as the possibility of contamination of the can contents 
with dirty water cannot be entertained although adequate chlorination of the 
reused water will help. Storage tanks and cooling towers for the water will 
enhance the recycling process and perhaps 85% of the water can be reused 
(UNEP, 2000). Fahim et al. (2001) described some effluent treatment possibili-
ties for fish canning with waste water from a plant processing 1900–2000 tonnes 
of mackerel and sardines annually at 10–15 tonnes/day for 200 days/yr and 
generating 20 m3 of waste water per day. The use of five chemical coagulation 
and flocculation treatments were tested and the use of ferric chloride and cal-
cium hydroxide reduced the BOD, COD and total suspended solids considera-
bly. Recovered solids could be used for animal feed being rich in protein and 
lipids and the treated water was suitable for irrigation for (non-food) forestry 
projects.

The energy usage indicated in Figure 2.1 is mainly in the heat process itself, 
for steam generation. Energy usage in the pre-processing operations will depend 
on the need for pre-cooking, hot filling and whether sealing is done under steam, 
but is still likely to be small in consideration to the heat process itself. Energy 
reduction can be promoted by efficient loading with cans, good insulation and 
use of accurate control systems for the retort and for steam boilers, although 
these would seem to be prudent measures in any situation.

From an SD standpoint other options to consider would include:

● use of cleaner fuels for energy generation (gas not coal or oil);
● closing down of controls when equipment is not in use;
● capture of low-grade heat for reuse elsewhere in the plant;
● application of waste-to-energy technologies such as anaerobic digestion 

to produce methane to replace some of the mains gas supply – resource 
substitution.

2.4 CANNING OF SPECIFIC SPECIES

Canning lines are often dedicated to one type of fish product which allows for 
a high degree of automation and a specific series of unit operations (Horner, 
1997). The variety of fish species and canning systems suggests that the gen-
eral SD principles laid out above must be applied with care and one approach 
will not fit all conditions. Opportunities for sustainable practices will be the 
result of the application of a detailed programme of process evaluations – 
quantitative and qualitative. Methodologies exist for applying such a pro-
gramme (UNEP, 1996). Selected options should be in line with the TBL 
principle mentioned earlier (Chapter 1, Section 1.1.1) and can contribute to 
CF and LCA calculations (Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2). A case study in the mus-
sel canning industry identified the Best Available Techniques (BAT) which 
could be applied under that particular processing regime, but using information 
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gathering which could be applied to CF and LCA approaches (Barros et al., 
2009). Some examples of canning operations for specific species are given 
here to illustrate different approaches.

2.4.1 Small pelagics

Anchovies (Engraulis spp.) may be packed whole in salt (with no heat process-
ing), sealed and allowed to ripen. Subsequently, fillets can be taken and packed 
in oil with a short shelf life (3–6 mo). Such products have low energy/water 
usage with minimum effluents and few by-product opportunities. Sardines and 
similar fish species are often caught in specific seasonal locations and stored in 
frozen blocks, which are thawed and prepared before canning (Horner, 1997). 
The need for long-term frozen storage adds an extra energy burden to this proc-
ess, which again could be added to the CF and LCA for these products depend-
ing on the approach taken.

2.4.2 Tuna and mackerel

Both species are pre-cooked before the actual canning process and are scrupu-
lously cleaned with emphasis on the removal of skin, which can give unsightly 
material in the can if left on the fillets. Hand-forming to fit the pack neatly may 
lead to further wastes. Both species are popular canned products and consumer 
expectation demands good presentation and no ‘waste on the plate’. Thus, the 
factory-produced wastes from these species are considerable and represent a 
by-product opportunity and also possible conversion to energy (where demand 
is high for the canning operation itself).

2.4.3 Crustacea

Small shrimp (>140 per kg) are commonly canned in brine after head and shell 
removal. Blanching for a few minutes gives texture and colour advantages when 
combined with the main heat operation. Small shrimp cook quickly and do not 
suffer from adverse texture and flavour changes which would occur with larger 
specimens and longer cook times (Horner, 1997). The waste contains chitin in 
the shell fraction which has a host of possible high-value applications in the life 
sciences, once purified and modified (Uragami et al., 2001).

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has included much information which is pertinent to the sustaina-
bility of the other conventional fish processes, particularly the importance of the 
number and complexity of the pre-processing operations which can lead to the 
high pollution loading of waste waters; packaging as an essential area for inno-
vation with sustainable packaging options to the fore and the importance of 
energy and water usage reduction strategies. Suggestions have been made for a 
reassessment of the traditional canning process in the light of a need for 
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 sustainability to be included in the process criteria. The good safety record of 
canned fish products is not something to be discarded lightly (if at all) and the 
sustainability benefits which might accrue from a change in processing must 
always be weighed against this history. The same is true for other conventional 
processes where innovation must not compromise any aspect of product quality. 
Thus building sustainability into the FPI is not easy beyond the simplest cost-
saving technologies but the application of cleaner production ideology can play 
a positive part in achieving this goal. These tensions will be seen to be equally 
applicable in the following chapters on conventional processing.
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3.1 BASIC RELATIONSHIPS

Curing in all its forms is the oldest of the techniques available to preserve fish, 
with evidence from food waste dating back over 20,000 years in Spain, from 
many Roman ruins and from the 9th to the 11th centuries in Scandinavia. As it 
is based on the simplest technologies such as air-drying, the use of salt and 
smoking (and combinations of these processes) still has application today. 
Cured fish products can be found in societies without access to higher technolo-
gies (such as freezing and canning) and in those developed societies which have 
a long cultural association with curing, which has been retained despite the 
introduction of higher technologies (Iceland and Scandinavia for example). 
Table 3.1 gives some examples from around the world indicating the different 
processing combinations which can be employed and the nature of the products 
which reflect these combinations. The use of a combination of processes, each 
of which contributes to preservation, is a good example of ‘hurdle technology’, 
giving a longer shelf life for the product – in this case fully dried products will 
have a longer shelf life than partly dried products. The combination of relatively 
mild treatments presents a series of barriers to microbial growth by targeting 
different biochemical mechanisms. From a sustainability point of view this is 
beneficial as it precludes the need for one (high energy?) treatment such as can-
ning or freezing. In addition, the different combinations give rise to a variety of 
flavours and textures in the final products, imparting variety into the diet.

3.1.1 Water activity and spoilage

Curing relies on raising the soluble solids content of the fish product to a level 
at which spoilage organisms cannot propagate. This is achieved by removing 
water (drying and smoking) or the diffusion of soluble substances into the prod-
uct (salting). Smoking also engenders bacteriostatic substances from the wood 
which help to preserve the product and add flavour. The high soluble solids 
achieved by these methods are closely associated with water molecules, which 
are thus unavailable for use by micro-organisms. There is a migration of water 
from the (dilute) microbial system to the (concentrated) solute system, 
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 dehydrating the microbial cells which die, sporulate or lie dormant (Horner, 
1997). This approach has led to the use of water activity (Lewis, 1907) as a 
descriptor for competition for water between the solute molecules and micro-
organisms (Scott, 1957). A scale of water activity (a

w
) can be drawn from 1.00 

(effectively free water) to 0.00 although most organisms can be inhibited below 
a

w
 = 0.60 (Horner, 1997). The water (moisture) content of fish products can be 

expressed on a dry mass basis or a wet matter basis and related to water activity 
giving a simple means of predicting likely microbial inhibition. Table 3.2 
describes the limiting water activity for some micro-organisms and curing appli-
cations where these conditions occur (see also Table 3.1). It should be noted that 

Table 3.1 Examples of dried cured fish products indicating the variety of processing combinations and 
final products possible.

Fish type  Country of origin  Processing conditions  Water activity (aw)

Fully dried
 Shelf life of 1 week 
to several months, if 
properly stored

Stockfish Norway Split cod, washed, air-dried 
1–2 mo at 70–80% relative 
humidity

0.74

Anchovy Malaysia Whole fish boiled in 10% brine 
for 1 min, drained, cooled, 
dried in sun for 24 h

0.79

Partly dried
 Shelf life of 1 week if 
refrigerated

Herring kippers Norway Split, washed, soaked in 80% 
brine for 15 min, hung to drain 
for 1 h, cold smoked (max 
29°C) for 4 h

0.98

Sand lance Japan Whole, boiled in 10–12% 
brine for 10 min, sun-dried for 
2–3 days

0.98

Table 3.2 Limiting water activity for growth of some micro-organisms and their relationship to a variety 
of curing applications.

Water activity (aw)  Micro-organisms inhibited  Curing applications

1.00 None Fresh fish
0.95 Gram rods-negative (E. coli), 

Bacillaceae spores
7.5% salt (NaCl) solution

0.91 Most cocci, lactobacilli, Bacillaceae 
vegetative cells

12.5% salt solution

0.85 Most yeasts 15% salt solution
0.80 Most moulds, Staphylococcus aureus Air-dried fish
0.75 Halophilic bacteria 26% salt solution; kench-cured cod 

before drying
0.65 Xerophilic moulds 5% moisture content fishmeal; stockfish
0.60 Osmophilic moulds Dried kench-cured cod
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as these  processes depend on diffusion rates (for water and/or for salt to or from 
the body of the product to the surface) they are relatively slow compared with 
other preservation processes. This can give rise to uneven processing, which can 
be evidenced by textures and flavours that are seen as poor quality. Modern cur-
ing techniques overcome this by better process control, aids to faster processing 
and by an understanding of the physico-chemical basis of the process.

3.1.2 Product quality

Curing fish affects the nature of the protein component, by aggregation and dena-
turation, and thus on rehydration the water activity/moisture content relationship 
is different from the same relationship on water loss (desorption). The denatured 
and aggregated proteins do not take up the same amount of water as the native 
form; hence the a

w
 is higher at any given water content. This is called hysteresis 

and has important quality implications for the rehydrated/desalted product which 
is used as a food, particularly texture changes. The reduced moisture content 
product also brings reactive chemicals into contact with each other (especially if 
cell contents are mixed through the gutting and filleting operations) and into con-
tact with air (lipid oxidation), bringing about flavour and aroma changes which 
are characteristic of cured products. There is a whole literature concerning such 
chemistry (Ashton, 2000) but of concern here is the effect of such reactions on 
post-harvest losses. Poor control of curing can lead to over- or under-treatment, 
which in turn can lead to unacceptable products through physical breakage, poor 
texture and strong flavours. Many societies have grown used to these effects and 
have compensated by using the fish in soups and broths and relishing the strong 
flavour. Doe (1998) provides a biochemical and food technology analysis of the 
traditional curing processes in their own right and independently of the high tech-
nology approach adopted in the developed fish-processing industry (FPI).

3.2 DRYING

Fish drying can take the form of air- or contact drying where heated air extracts 
and removes moisture, drying under vacuum at reduced temperature and freeze-
drying, where moisture is removed by sublimation from frozen material under 
vacuum. The level of sophistication and control increases (as does cost) in this 
sequence of processes. The interrelationship between the temperature and 
humidity of air is called psychometry and psychometric charts showing these 
relationships can be used to predict the capacity of air to remove moisture if the 
air temperature and humidity are known. Table 3.3 describes those relationships 
which are useful in drying calculations.

3.2.1 Air- or contact drying

The basic relationships for drying are well understood (Doe, 2002) and process 
calculations can be made based on the concepts of an early ‘constant rate period’ 
(CRP) for moisture removal and a later ‘falling rate period’ (FRP) for moisture 
removal (Horner, 1997). In the CRP the rate at which moisture moves from the 
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interior of the food is matched by the rate at which it evaporates from the sur-
face and the surface remains wet (and at a relatively low temperature). The 
driving force for drying is the water vapour pressure difference between 
the  drying air and the moist interior of the food. At a ‘critical moisture content’ 
the CRP gives way to the FRP as the rate of moisture movement to the surface 
cannot be maintained and continues to fall until it approaches zero at the ‘equi-
librium moisture content’, at which point no more moisture can be removed by 
the drying air. These relationships are complicated by:

● The hygroscopic or non-hygroscopic nature of the food. Hygroscopic foods 
show a variation in partial water vapour pressure with moisture content 
whilst non-hygroscopic foods show a constant water vapour pressure for 
any moisture content. This is reflected in two FRPs for hygroscopic foods.

● The surface characteristics of the food, which affect the area available for 
evaporation, especially if shrinkage occurs.

● The surface temperature, which is at the wet bulb temperature in the CRP 
(cooling effect of evaporating air) but heats up in the FRP to approach that 
of the drying air (dry bulb temperature), and can lead to heat damage and 
Maillard reactions.

● The movement of moisture through the food depending on the structure of 
the food (which can be described as fibrous, gel-like or amorphous) by 

Table 3.3 Psychometric relationships used in air-drying calculations.

Description  Definition  Units

Absolute humidity (H ) Mass of water per unit mass of dry air H water vapour (kg)
dry air(kg)

=

Relative humidity (RH) Absolute humidity divided by humidity 
of saturated air (at the same 
temperature and pressure)

Absolute humidity
% RH

Saturated water vapour
(both in kg vapour/kg dry air)

=

Saturated air Air which cannot hold any more water 
vapour (at given temperature and 
pressure)

Moisture (water) 
content (wet weight 
basis)

The mass of water in the wet solid 
divided by the total mass of solid

Mw
mass of water in wet solid  

total mass of solid
(expressed as %)

=

Moisture (water) 
content (dry weight 
basis)

The mass of water in the wet solid 
divided by the mass of dry solid

Md
mass of water in wet solid

total mass of dry solid
(expressed as %)

=

Dry bulb temperature Ambient air temperature as measured 
by a thermometer bulb

°C or K

Wet bulb temperature The temperature of adiabatic saturation 
as measured by a thermometer bulb 
wrapped in damp cloth: adiabatic 
evaporation gives a temperature lower 
than the dry bulb temperature

°C or K
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such mechanisms as capillary action, solute concentration gradients, liquid 
 diffusion and water vapour diffusion. In the FRP the rate of mass transfer is 
the controlling factor, whilst the velocity and relative humidity (RH) of the 
drying air are less important than the product thickness.

Modifications to the drying time calculation must be made if the characteristics 
of the food product mentioned above change during the process, if changes in 
temperature relationships occur and moisture transport mechanisms related to 
the structure of the food alter. For air-drying of fish no CRP appears to exist and 
all drying is falling rate drying (Horner, 1997).

3.2.2 Improving the efficiency of drying

Natural air-drying is done in the open air using the heat of the sun and natural 
wind currents to effect the process (Doe, 2002). Such a system is at the mercy 
of the weather and little control is possible other than physical protection of the 
drying fish. Ways to improve the drying rate include:

● increasing the surface area available for moisture loss;
● using thin cuts;
● raising the temperature of the fish;
● orientation of the fish for maximum exposure to sun and wind.

Artificial or mechanical drying will give better control and thus better quality 
and uniform product but at a price of higher cost in equipment and operation. 
Factors that can be controlled in such systems are:

● Temperature – the higher the temperature, the faster is the drying, provided 
overheating does not lead to quality changes. The energy usage implications 
of using heated air are obvious and may not be warranted.

● Moisture content of the air – this controls the drying rate and the surface appear-
ance of the product. Rapid drying leads to ‘case hardening’, which is an imper-
meable surface layer that reduces the drying rate and is not pleasing to the eye.

● Air speed – higher air flow gives quicker and even drying as moisture is 
removed effectively but at an energy cost.

Simple mechanical driers have been designed over the years and the ones in 
practice are tunnels/boxes with fans and heaters with air and temperature con-
trols (Axtell and Bush, 1991; Clucas and Ward, 1996).

3.3 SALTING

3.3.1 Wet and dry salting

The salting process employed depends mainly on the size of the fish. Small fish 
can be salted whole (no gutting) as the skin is a poor barrier to salt penetration in 
this situation. Bigger fish must be gutted and perhaps split open to encourage salt 
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penetration because the thicker skin (and scales) is a major barrier to penetration. 
Salt can be applied directly to the fish (‘dry’ salting), and the brine formed by 
extraction of water from the fish (due to osmotic pressure) is allowed to drain off. 
In the ‘wet’ process the fish is immersed in a brine (pickle)  solution. In reality, 
the processes overlap, whereby a ‘dry’ salt system becomes ‘wet’ if the brine 
formed is not drained off. As with any traditional process many variants have 
evolved to reflect local practices, preferences and climatic conditions:

● Brining is a light pre-treatment applied before another, more severe, proc-
ess such as smoking. Here brining imparts flavour through a short immer-
sion in brine.

● Pickling involves long-term storage in strong brine, giving a stable product. 
It is suitable for fatty fish when lipid oxidation is limited but can impart a 
characteristic flavour.

● Kench curing is applied to white fish which are split open and dry salted 
with the brine allowed to drain off. The resulting dry, brittle product has a 
long shelf life.

● Gaspe cure (from a region of Quebec in Canada) involves dry salting for 
2–3 days, with the brine formed being retained (in tubs) followed by sun  drying.

The purity of the salt used in the process has an effect on the final product, 
particularly the colour. Pure sodium chloride gives a yellow tinge whilst the 
presence of calcium and magnesium salts gives a preferred whiter product. The 
types of salt used also have implications for energy use, as follows:

● Solar salts produced by evaporation of sea/brackish waters from improvised 
lagoons, under the sun and wind, are the cheapest and energy-saving option 
but are the least pure and salt crystal size will not be uniform. Manual removal 
of the salt will lead to contamination by sand and soil from the lagoon bed.

● Brine-evaporated salts are produced by evaporation of brines from deep 
mines and tend to be less contaminated than solar salt. However, the appli-
cation of heat for evaporation makes the process less energy efficient than 
solar salt production.

● Rock salt is mined and purity varies from 80 to 89% depending on the source.
● Manufactured salt can be produced from any of the above grades with 

appropriate purification up to 99.9%. The crystal size can be better control-
led by crystallization from saturated solution but the greater processing is 
accompanied by greater energy use.

The foregoing is a good example of the carbon footprinting /life cycle assess-
ment (CF/LCA) dilemma where the outcome depends on whether salt produc-
tion is omitted or included in the analysis for the fish product. There is also a 
balance to be found between a low CF process and one with good quality 
attributes in the final product.

3.3.2 Quality aspects

The flavour of salt-cured fish develops during the storage period due to the 
action of proteases and lipases, combined with lipid oxidation through a series 
of complex interactions (Horner, 1997). The microbial quality of the product 
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depends on the presence of a halotolerant flora, with Staphylococcus aureus 
being a prominent pathogen. Halophiles such as Halobacterium spp. commonly 
produce pink colonies with associated spoilage of the fish flesh.

3.4 SMOKING

3.4.1 The preservative effect

Fish smoking is an ancient process offering a means of preservation from good 
times to lean periods and introducing new flavours to the diet. Some societies, 
such as Iceland, still value the strong flavours of smoked fish whilst in others 
the severity of the process has been reduced to a minimum, such that the prod-
ucts have a limited shelf life and a light flavour. The preservative effect is 
derived from reduced water activity (enhanced by salting) and the physical bar-
rier represented by the dried fish surface combined with the antimicrobial and 
antioxidant properties of the phenolic compounds released in the wood smoke. 
The smoke can be generated by burning the appropriate wood or by using saw-
dust from that wood, with some hard woods being preferred as they yield more 
phenolics and flavour, e.g. oak, apple, beech, cherry and hickory. Wood burning 
is common in traditional systems and often any species of wood will be used. 
Wood burning generates heat and less smoke so the fish will be charred unless 
careful rotation of the fish is done. Sawdust burns slowly (due to a lack of oxy-
gen) and at a lower temperature but generates more flavours. All wood should 
be dry and completely free of moulds and preservatives, which can be carried 
onto the fish. The components of wood smoke are many and varied, with organic 
acids, alcohols, carbonyl compounds, phenolics and hydrocarbons all being 
identified. Some of these compounds are known carcinogens and modern smok-
ing procedures are aimed at achieving a good flavour and colour without depo-
sition of these carcinogens.

3.4.2 Quality aspects

Colour, texture, flavour and shelf life are important quality parameters for 
smoked fish (Horner, 1997). All these aspects can be controlled in modern 
smoking ovens when combined with good-quality raw material. Initial brining, 
quality of the sawdust and control of time, temperature and air speed in the 
smoke oven all contribute to the product characteristics. The characteristic col-
our of smoked fish is due to Maillard reactions between carbonyl and free amino 
groups, and as mentioned in other chapters where protein quality is compro-
mised, the chemistry involved is complex and subject to the specific conditions 
pertaining to the preservation process. In smoking this is a combination of tem-
perature and the freshness of the raw material, as spoilage will lead to the release 
of these compounds. Texture changes are affected by raw material quality and 
the extent of brining and the time–temperature relationship in smoking. The 
characteristic flavour and aroma of smoked fish is due to a combination of the 
many components of wood smoke although phenolic compounds are  considered 
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to be the most influential – although this once again depends on the temperature 
of smoking, and cold smoked products differ from hot smoked products. The art 
of the fish smoker is to combine all these elements to give a good-quality prod-
uct. The traditional smoking systems do not allow such fine control, and at the 
higher temperatures associated with wood burning scorching and over-drying 
are possible (Horner, 1997). The improvement of the traditional fish smoking 
oven is dealt with below (Section 3.4.4) as the process is so important in provid-
ing nutrition in the Low-Income Food Deficit Countries (LIFDC) as mentioned 
earlier (see Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2).

Nutritional value can also be impaired by reduced bioavailability of essential 
amino acids, and carcinogenic polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can 
be generated under certain circumstances. Over 27 PAHs have been identified 
in wood smoke and their deposition on the fish appears to be temperature-de-
pendent, with eight to nine times being deposited in hot smoking than in cold 
smoking. Nitroso compounds which impart a pink colour to smoked products 
are known precursors of carcinogenic N-nitrosamines by reaction with free 
amines in the fish flesh.

3.4.3 Smoking systems and equipment

Pre-smoking processes are splitting and thorough cleaning of the fish, immer-
sion in clean 70–80% brine and hanging, which allows a brine–protein, glossy 
skin to form (Horner, 1997).

Cold smoking takes place below 30°C throughout the process to allow some 
drying as well as preservation by the deposition of smoke components. A high 
initial temperature and high air flow promote ‘case hardening’, an impermeable 
outer skin which prevents outward moisture movement and inward smoke com-
ponent movement. Thus case hardening gives a hard surface covering beneath 
which spoilage can occur in the wet tissues. Examples of cold-smoked fish are 
kippers (herring), smoked salmon and Finnan haddock – cold smoked fish are 
often cooked before eating. In the United Kingdom (UK) cold smoking was 
tradi tionally done in vertical chimney kilns and the fish moved around to achieve 
 consistent results – this requires experienced people. Modern systems are 
hori zontal (for ease of access) and have fans to drive the smoke across the racks 
of fish, automatic humidity control, booster heaters and controlled air flows 
giving good process control. Both approaches are necessary as the air/smoke 
mixture changes as it moves over the fish, becoming less smoky due to deposi-
tion, more humid as it picks up moisture from the drying fish and cooler.

Hot smoking takes place mostly at 70–80°C, or even 100°C, such that the 
fish is cooked and can be eaten without further heating. Horizontal kilns are 
commonly used for hot smoking as they allow a consistent high temperature 
throughout the system.

There are several suppliers of modern (off-the-shelf) fish-smoking ovens 
although most designs are directed towards smoking salmon with fittings to 
accommodate white fish, mackerel, herring and eels. They incorporate features 
designed to give consistent product quality; energy saving operation; computer 
control backed up by temperature, smoke density and humidity management 
systems; fire protection and self-cleaning in hygienic operation. Capacities can 
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range from 500 kg to over 2 tonnes per batch. Some fish smokers in Europe and 
North America use traditional smoking ovens and techniques, filling a special 
niche in the market for premium products with strong smoked flavours. 
However, the bulk of fish smoking is done in the developing world where the 
sustainability problems faced are acute and will be discussed in detail below.

3.4.4 Traditional systems

This section deals with the evolution of traditional fish smoking systems, particu-
larly in Ghana but also found across West Africa although the lessons are appli-
cable in many other locations worldwide (UNDP, 2001). Traditional systems had 
tended to be simple designs with no control of the burning wood temperature and 
inefficient circulation of heat and smoke. A consistent product was only possible 
by a time-consuming process of unpacking and moving fish about in the pile, 
which led to physical losses and broken final products. In the high season for 
certain migratory species of fish the low capacity and time-consuming method of 
smoking could keep pace with landings, which can lead to fish spoilage, underu-
tilization and/or diversion of good-quality fish to poorer low-value products. The 
smoking process applied varied with the species of fish available. In Ghana the 
process was either wet hot smoking or dry hot smoking, and thus the fish is cooked 
in the process. Wet hot smoking takes 1–2 hours and the moist product (40–55% 
moisture content) has a limited shelf life (1–3 days). Dry hot smoking can take 
10–18 hours, or even days if conditions are wet, to give a very dry product (less 
than 15% moisture content). The shelf life of this product can be very long and 
certainly covers transportation from the coast to inland regions of Ghana.

The smoking oven was traditionally circular and made of mud with a fixed 
grid of wooden sticks to support the fish. Typical dimensions are: external 
diameter 132 cm, internal diameter 105 cm, height 80 cm with the wooden sticks 
at a height of 50 cm from the bottom. These ovens have a limited life and must 
be rebuilt after about 2 years. Similar-sized ovens have been made from 44-gallon 
steel oil drums converted into smoking ovens (diameter about 115 cm; height 
90 cm and iron support rods at 60 cm from the bottom). These ovens are light, 
portable but subject to rusting and may contain toxic residues for part of their 
life. Being metal all parts get hot during the smoking process, which leads to 
burns for the fish and the processor. Both types of oven also produce a lot of 
smoke, which is injurious to the eyes and lungs of the processors. Rectangular 
or square ovens made from mud or metal have been tried but give little advan-
tage over the circular types. Efforts to improve the traditional smoking oven 
started in the 1950s.

The Adjetey oven was developed in Ghana in 1962 and included design 
innovations such as a separate smoke box and smoking chamber linked by a 
pipe; several trays to carry the fish and a chimney to draw the smoke. The oven 
was made of metal and was not liked because of the initial cost, operating prob-
lems and the final product was not sufficiently dry.

The Altona oven was introduced into Ghana in the 1970s from Germany. It 
consisted of a brick-built smoke box with a metal smoke chamber on top and a 
chimney to draw the smoke. The main objection to the oven was that the fish 
were skewered through the eyes on metal rods and hung in the oven which was 
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a radical departure from normal practice. The cost of the oven was also a factor 
in its lack of success.

The Ivory Coast oven consisted of a smoke box made from one-and-half 
44-gallon oil drums and a smoke chamber made up of a square wooden frame 
with aluminium sheet sides with three mesh trays to carry the fish. The initial 
cost and uneven smoking temperatures leading to a variable product militated 
against its uptake.

The Nyegezi oven was introduced to Ghana from Tanzania by the Natural 
Resources Institute (NRI) (UK). The smoke box and smoke chamber were once 
again separated to promote convection rather than radiant heat and a chimney 
drew smoke and hot air over the fish. The oven was designed for the specific 
conditions in Tanzania (lack of fuel wood, fatty species and need for several 
weeks shelf life) which did not apply in Ghana. Hence the oven was not a suc-
cess and does illustrate the fact that technologies can be very specific and not 
always transferable from one scenario to another.

The Chorkor oven is a design which has found favour in Ghana and across 
West Africa and has developed from the previous designs mentioned above. This 
author is particularly pleased at its success as he was involved in the initial fish 
smoking studies in Chorkor (a district of Accra) as a Voluntary Services Overseas 
(VSO) at the University of Ghana (Legon) and in oven building in Elmina (a 
major Ghanaian fishing town) during 1972–3. Many agencies and extension 
workers have been involved since those days in the dissemination of the con-
struction and use of the oven in Ghana and across West, East and Central African 
countries. Cameroon, Ethiopia, Eritrea, the Gambia, Kenya, Lesotho, Nigeria, 
Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia have all taken up the technology 
and applied it to their own situations (UNDP, 2001). A manual entitled ‘A practi-
cal guide to improved fish smoking in West Africa’ has been published in English 
and French and a video cassette, ‘Improved fish smoking in the tropics’, pro-
duced which has enhanced the extension work necessary to promote the oven.

The success of the design derives from being based on the traditional materials 
but incorporating features to improve smoking characteristics, fish handling, fuel 
efficiency and safer, healthier operation. The basic design is rectangular (twice as 
long as wide) with a dividing wall across the centre and two smoke holes (one per 
chamber). The fish are held on wooden-framed trays with chicken wire attached 
and the trays are stacked to form a chimney. The number of trays (5–15) depends 
on the species and volume of fish being processed: five trays for large fish such as 
tuna and grouper, and ten trays for anchovy, mackerel and sardines with about 
20 kg of fish per tray. The trays are light yet robust to handle so that rearranging 
them for even smoking is quick and easy. There is no need to interrupt the smoking 
process and smoke inhalation is kept to a minimum. The frames and wire mesh can 
last for 3 and 2 years respectively and a top tray with a plywood cover can be used 
to entrap smoke and heat and protect the fish from rain. When necessary, one half 
of the oven can be operated as a single separate unit with suitably sized trays.

The base can be made of local burnt brick, mud or cement block and care 
taken to ensure a flat top so that the trays fit well with no smoke or heat leakage. 
The trays fit along the centre of the walls, and are therefore kept relatively cool 
and well supported. The stoke holes for the smoke chamber are cut in the shorter 
walls of the base and are sufficiently large for loading and removing wood but do 
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not allow smoke or heat to escape. The height of the chamber is low to make tray 
stacking comfortable but the lowest layer of fish should be 50 cm above the fire 
so a fire pit is dug into the earth to accommodate this height. Table 3.4 gives the 
typical dimensions and materials of construction for the base and wooden trays, 
whilst Figure 3.1 gives a simple diagram of the oven. The first trials in Chorkor 
soon showed the worth of the design, which offered the following benefits:

Table 3.4 Dimensions and construction materials for the Chorkor oven (Ghana).

Dimensions (cm)  Materials   

Combustion chamber
Length 225 Mud, burnt brick, cement blocks 

(not recommended)

Width 112.5
Height 60
Wall thickness 12.5
Width and height of fire hole 37.5
Depth of fire pit 15

Trays
Depth 6.25 Wawa wood (Sterculiaceae 

triplochiton)
Wire netting 1.25–2.5 cm mesh
18–20 gauge
Nails 7.5 and 3.75 cm

Figure 3.1 The Chorkor oven.
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● Repetitive handling of the fish was reduced, which led to a less tedious proc-
ess than that employed previously.

● The quality of the fish was improved both in terms of uniform smoking and 
physical condition, which was reflected in a higher market price.

● The trays could be filled completely with fish, giving a higher capacity per 
load.

● The chimney arrangement trapped smoke and heat, giving a more efficient 
use of the fuel wood.

One factor leading to the success of the Chorkor oven has been the active par-
ticipation of the women fish smokers themselves in the design, building and 
initial trials of the oven. Other benefits from the project were (UNDP, 2001; 
Nti et al., 2002):

● work for local masons and carpenters in construction of the oven and trays;
● greater income from a better-quality higher-profit product could be used to 

benefit the women’s families, such as children’s education and diet;
● reduced exposure to smoke, lessening eye problems and headaches;
● rural banking infrastructure developed to finance the construction of the 

oven and trays;
● other community projects for health and environmental protection devel-

oped along the participatory lines of the Chorkor oven project.

The Chorkor oven has found great acceptance outside Ghana as already stated 
but in some cases this has necessitated some modification in design and smok-
ing practice. Bonga (Ethmalosa fimbriata) is a large Clupeid fish smoked in 
Guinea Conakry, Sierra Leone, the Gambia and Senegal in a ‘banda’ oven, with 
the fish placed side by side and belly down, which gives a high capacity in times 
of glut. The Chorkor oven requires the fish to be laid flat on their sides (to fit 
between the trays), which limits capacity. In the normal banda style of smoking, 
the fish become squashed by the weight of the trays above. An improved 
Chorkor oven was designed to replicate the banda style of smoking with 
improved fuel efficiency and a better environment for the smokers. Again, this 
design change was achieved through consultation with local fish smokers.

3.4.5 Fuel wood for traditional fish smoking

A major issue for any traditional fish smoking system is the availability of fuel 
wood, which is in demand for other purposes, such that supplies close to the fish 
smoking sites are dwindling, collection is becoming time-consuming and the 
cost is increasing. The supply of fuel wood for all purposes is outstripping sup-
ply across the world and is just one aspect of deforestation, but perhaps one 
which receives less attention than more publicized causes such as timber log-
ging, slash and burn agriculture and clearance for cash crops such as soybean 
and palm oil and for cattle ranching. The long-term sustainability of the fish-
smoking sector is as inextricably tied up with that of forest preservation as it is 
with the catch fishery, indicating the complexity of sustainability issues.
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Nevertheless, the provision of fuel wood is essential for the smoke preserva-
tion of fish to continue and to provide nutrition to people. Regardless of the state 
of the catch fishery, if the fish landed is not processed, the asset is wasted. Despite 
the importance of fuel wood supply, studies of the implications of its loss or 
scarcity are almost non-existent in the literature. Fernandes et al. (1995) described 
the conditions facing fish processors in Tanzania, Mozambique and Angola 
which are typical of much of sub-Saharan Africa. Isolated fishing locations and 
poor roads make transport of fresh fish impossible and a lack of infrastructure 
precludes freezing and canning, so smoking is the preservation method of choice. 
In Angola and Tanzania fuel wood for fish smoking was estimated at about 9% 
and 10.6%, respectively, of total firewood consumption in rural industry.

Abbot and Homewood (1999) described the loss of the miombo woodlands in 
Malawi and the contributions to this loss by human activity for domestic fuel 
wood, construction and fencing and for commercial fish smoking. The source of 
wood for the three purposes differed as did the collection process. Wood for 
domestic purposes was collected by women and consisted of dead wood and 
small branches from a wide range of species – adventitious harvesting? Wood for 
construction also came from a wide range of species but appeared to be sustain-
able and capable of substitution. Wood for fencing often took root to give a living 
hedge – which could be propagated? The study identified over 300 commercial 
smoking stations which used less wood than for domestic purposes but the wood 
was collected by men who targeted large branches and logs, which involved 
destruction of canopy species, and this scale of operation also involved the use of 
cutting tools and transport to the fish-smoking sites. The demand for smoked fish 
was ever increasing (from an expanding urban population) and replacing the tra-
ditional sun-drying of small fish species. The introduction of gill netting had also 
increased the size of fish caught and these fish must be smoked rather than sun-
dried. The paper suggested that current forestry management practices targeted 
and penalized domestic fuel wood collectors but should also turn their attention 
to fuel wood for fish smoking as part of an overall demand reduction programme. 
Olokor (2003) described the situation for fuel wood consumption for fish smok-
ing in the Kainji Lake basin in Nigeria. The average fish smoker used 16.45 kg of 
fuel wood per day (7.5 m3) to process 7.88 kg of fish and over a year this equated 
to 396,250 kg of fuel wood to process 18.9 tonnes of fish. The rate of consump-
tion at 7.5 m3 was very high compared with the quoted FAO average of 0.46 m3 
(FAO, 1985). The author suggested that a solar tent dryer would relieve the pres-
sure on fuel wood and still give an acceptable product similar to stockfish (but 
not smoked fish, my emphasis) which was relished in that region of Nigeria.

A more recent study has investigated the impact of fish smoking on the man-
grove ecosystem of coastal Cameroon (Feka and Manzano, 2008). Mangrove 
forests occupy a very specific niche at the land–sea confluence and are only 
found in tropical and subtropical regions of the world. They are recognized as 
very productive ecosystems (Barbier et al., 1997) providing food-gathering 
areas; construction materials; protection from the disruption of tropical storms; 
breeding and spawning grounds for fish and nesting sites for birds; and are 
important carbon sinks. Despite their special location and characteristics the 
fate of the mangrove forest is an exemplar for other areas of deforestation 
 leading, in this case, to diminishing fish stocks and risk to human life from 
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storms. The general consensus was that depletion of the mangrove was prima-
rily due to human activity for fuel wood, charcoal production and construction, 
and in Cameroon the loss has been estimated at 30% from 1980 to 2005 (UNEP, 
2007). There was little hard evidence to support these suppositions, so the paper 
described work done in five locations to provide baseline data on wood harvest-
ing and fish smoking and the impact of both activities on the sustainability of 
the mangrove forest ecosystem. In the five chosen locations fishing and fish 
smoking were the major economic activities and were the drivers for other eco-
nomic activity as farming was limited by the poor soil and good land was used 
for large-scale palm or rubber plantations. The picture of wood harvesting for 
fish smoking was a delicate patchwork of seasonal activity (mainly linked to the 
fishing season), with male and female participants and a variety of size and type 
of timber collected. Men tended to deal with larger trees using chain saws in the 
pristine forest whilst women (and children) worked on the smaller trees and 
branches, sometimes returning to the same area on several occasions. 
Exploitation of the mangrove forests was considered a good livelihood but was 
becoming more difficult as easy access to supplies became a problem.

Fish smoking was almost exclusively done by women using traditional ovens 
with the attendant problems mentioned above and there was a need to improve 
smoking efficiency to make the most of the fuel wood used and improve work-
ing conditions. The importance of fish smoking as a contributor to food supply, 
nutrition and income generation was recognized but the impact of the loss of 
mangrove on fish stocks, in the long-term as breeding grounds and nurseries for 
juveniles, should also be understood. These conflicting interests had to be rec-
onciled as part of an imaginative strategy for mangrove forest management. The 
fishing communities themselves were generally unaware of the need for man-
grove conservation, creating a difficult situation between short-term human 
needs and long-term interests.

Attempts to replace raw fuel wood have been tried such as the use of sawdust 
in Nigeria (Akande et al., 2005a). Sawdust was compared to normal fuel wood 
in an improved Chorkor oven to smoke croaker (Pseudolithus spp.) and the 
comparison was based on the amount of sawdust or fuel wood used, the weight 
of sawdust or fuel wood per kilogram of fresh fish and the weight of sawdust or 
fuel wood per kilogram of smoked fish. Smoking with fuel wood took 5 hours 
and with sawdust 21 hours although the Chorkor oven was considered to be 
fuel-efficient for both fuel wood and sawdust. Sensory evaluation of the prod-
ucts rated the sawdust-smoked fish as better than the fuel wood-smoked fish by 
virtue of a black golden lustre and firmer texture, the latter characteristic being 
related to the slower rate of drying and prevention of case hardening with saw-
dust. The cost of smoking with sawdust was low as it was free at source but with 
transport costs to be included whilst fuel wood was available at the smoking 
location, so transport was not a cost factor. For sawdust to replace fuel wood 
there must be a reliable supply in close proximity to the smoking sites, other-
wise the sustainability issues surrounding energy for transport against energy 
from the product must be considered. This would apply equally to any other 
fuel wood substitute which could be considered for fish smoking.

An alternative approach could be to release fuel wood for fish smoking by 
substitution in other areas which will probably (certainly?) demand the 
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 introduction of renewable energy technologies where appropriate. Solar voltaic, 
solar thermal, wind and anaerobic digestion could provide base-energy supply 
and leave small-scale biomass to supply the lower-scale fish-smoking sector 
(and others such as tobacco curing, coffee and tea drying). However, these 
renewable technologies are proving hard to promote in more developed coun-
tries, so their introduction in Africa, for the benefit of Africans, is further 
behind. Karekezi (2002) describes the potential for renewable energy in Africa, 
of which fuel wood for fish smoking is only a part of the picture, and the policy 
options which might be initiated to bring them to fruition.

Another issue for renewable energy uptake is the role of women in energy 
provision both for domestic cooking and in business enterprises such as fish 
smoking – an almost exclusively female occupation. The role of women in col-
lecting fuel wood has been mentioned above but this work may be unpaid, 
unrecognized and hence undervalued – particularly in the domestic situation. 
The involvement of women in the introduction of renewable energy would sup-
port fuel wood substitution, fuel efficiency drives and, as women are the main 
controllers of household energy, the shaping of future consumption patterns 
through children’s education and as role models. Thus, the gender perspective 
of energy in the broadest sense should be recognized and women must be 
engaged and consulted and the appropriate technologies and back-up facilities 
applied such that women actually benefit practically, rather than notionally 
(Cecelski, 2000). A project on ‘Energy for Sustainable Women’s Livelihoods: 
Gender Responsive Renewable Energy Systems Development and Application’ 
(GRESDA) was set up in Ghana to identify solutions to the heavy burden placed 
on women to provide energy for all activities, including fish smoking. As a 
result, a fish smoking initiative has been the design of a smoking oven powered 
by liquid petroleum gas (LPG) which offered the prospect of clean, energy-ef-
ficient and environmentally friendly technology together with easy-to-clean 
materials of construction (aluminium). A pilot study was started to consider the 
practicality of the oven, including start-up finance, smoked fish quality and 
efficiency and long-term viability of LPG as a fuel although results are not 
available in the literature (Mensah, 2001).

The fact that finding fuel wood for fish smoking is but another burden for 
women to shoulder suggests that the provision of reliable energy supplies (be it 
large-scale rural electrification or, more likely, local renewable energy) should 
take place in a manner that does not add to this burden. Energy is not a gender-
neutral issue.

3.5 POST-HARVEST LOSSES IN FISH SMOKING

The other major issue which affects traditionally smoked fish products is post-
harvest losses, which have long been recognized as problem in artisanal fisheries 
and traditional processing. Post-harvest losses can be defined as any loss of fish 
caused by physical loss or spoilage pre- or post-processing, economic loss when 
fish are not sold at their full potential price usually due to spoilage and nutri-
tional loss through spoilage and poor processing (see Table 3.5).  Post-harvest 
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losses can be said to start once the fish have been caught or taken from the fish 
farm although initial losses in the latter case are minimal (Morrissey, 1988). 
Under this definition, by-catch, discarded fish and fish converted to fishmeal are 
considered as a physical loss as they could be used for direct human consump-
tion. The issues relating to by-catch and discards have been dealt with in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.6, and will not be repeated here. About one third of the world total 
catch of fish goes to non-food uses mainly as fishmeal and fish oil (Table 1.1) for 
chicken, pig and aquaculture feeds. The conversion rate from edible raw fish to 
edible product is inefficient: 3 kg fresh fish to produce 1 kg of fresh chicken or 
pork and 5 kg of fresh fish to yield 1 kg of farmed carnivorous fish, so the prac-
tice is seen as unsustainable. Attempts to convert these fish into products for 
direct human consumption have been tried but depend on technologies and infra-
structure which is not widely available. In addition the deliberate fishing for the 
small pelagic fish for fishmeal is environmentally unsound as it removes part of 
the food chain for the bigger human food fish (see Chapter 1, Section 1.7.3).

Given the importance of cured, particularly smoked, fish to LIFDC the post-
harvest losses once the fish have been processed are of great concern and will be 
the focus of this discussion. The first step in preventing post-harvest losses is 
prevention of spoilage which leads to physical and economic losses. The intro-
duction of insulated containers and icing whilst on-board has seen an improve-
ment in the quality of fish landed. The improvement in the traditional 
fish-smoking oven detailed above has allowed rapid preservation of the catch 
and the ability to deal with seasonal gluts. Where fresh fish are distributed locally 
the use of local materials such as coconut fibre, sawdust and rice husks has 
helped to prevent spoilage. Whilst these technologies have proved to be a boon 
there was still a gap in the knowledge of the fate of fish when they were trans-
ported quite long distances inland. For example, in this author’s experience in 
Ghana (in the 1970s) there were well-developed distribution routes between 
fishing ports and specific towns in the north of the country, for example between 
Elmina (on the coast) and the towns of Wa, Lawra and Bolgatanga. Fish smokers 
from the coast would travel to the northern towns in the low season to confirm 
the links and in the busy season used known agents to convey and sell the fish 
through staging posts in intermediate towns (Unpublished data). In distribution 
physical losses can occur due to insect infestation, fish being eaten by animals, 

Table 3.5 Sources of post-harvest losses in fisheries.

Physical losses  Quality losses  Nutritional losses

Causes
Spoilage Spoilage of fresh fish Spoilage
Insect infestation
Eaten by animals Spoilage of processed fish Changes during processing
 Discard due to oversupply
Theft

Measurement
 By weight or financial loss By price difference between 

best-quality and lower-quality fish
Biochemical analysis, not 
economic values
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theft and discarding fish for which there is no market usually through oversup-
ply. Other factors are bad weather and poor roads and unreliable transport.

3.5.1 Sustainable livelihoods approach

The key elements to preventing post-harvest losses are indeed technical but to be 
successful they must also be related to social and cultural norms and practices 
and also, crucially, directed to the alleviation of poverty. A major programme to 
capture these three strands has been supported by the UK Department for 
International Development (DFID) Post Harvest Fisheries Research Programme, 
which ran for 5 years and was completed in 2005 (DFID, 2005). The project was 
based in Ghana and in Cambodia as exemplars in the two important fish-smok-
ing regions of the world. DFID utilized the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach 
(SLA) to achieve the programme goals, which were to reduce poverty and vul-
nerability in artisanal fishing, processing and trading. The SLA approach has 
been designed in general to draw together all the ‘capital and capability’ factors 
(Sen, 1985) which contribute to a means of livelihood (of any description), mak-
ing it resilient to shocks and sustainable into the future and is usually applied at 
the household level (Chambers and Conway, 1992; Bebbington, 1999). The 
application of SLA to artisanal fishing and processing has been widely reported 
in recent years but only in a research and policy role (Allison and Ellis, 2001; 
Neiland and Bene, 2004; Stirrat, 2004; Allison, 2005; Bene et al., 2006) whereas 
the DFID project applied them in a development role.

The SLA was also applied by DFID in a joint project with FAO in the 
Sustainable Fisheries Livelihoods Programme (SFLP) in 25 West African coun-
tries from 1999 to 2006, widening the impact of the technique. The 25 countries 
included all the coastal states from Mauretania to Angola, all the Sahel states and 
the Central African states and the island nations of Cape Verde and Sao Tome 
and Principe, giving coverage of marine and inland waters. In addition the SFLP 
was aimed at developing the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries 
(CCRF) alongside poverty alleviation in recognition that the responsible man-
agement of the aquatic resource was essential for sustainable livelihoods based 
on fishing (FAO, 1995). Thus the effective combination of the SLA and CCRF 
could be seen as a means of achieving long-term sustainability goals for FAO.

The six basic principles of SLA which are applicable to any situation are:

 (i) People-centred approach, which puts the social and economic activity of 
the fishing community at the heart of the analysis, and other actions, even 
at higher levels, are subordinate to and must support livelihoods.

 (ii) Holistic approach, which transcends sectoral boundaries and identifies 
the constraints which affect all people, regardless of their livelihood 
activity, and includes health, education and security as defined by the 
people themselves.

 (iii) Macro–micro links approach, which attempts to link local, national and 
even international development issues with the explicit intention of 
informing the macro level policy decision-making process by lessons 
learned at the local (micro) level.
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 (iv) Dynamic approach, which is responsive and two-way, working in part-
nership with the fishing community to promote a positive attitude to 
change and negative external influences.

 (v) Building on strengths, by assessing the existing strengths within the fish-
ing community, rather than deficiencies or needs, so that the inherent 
potential can be utilized to overcome problems. The realization of the 
potential in the community removes constraints to progress and promotes 
a robust self-reliance and ‘can do’ attitude.

 (vi) Sustainability approach, which is explicit in the SLA through the social, 
economic and environmental dimensions (the triple bottom line [TBL]) 
and which make the livelihood system developed resilient, adaptable and 
able to stand external shocks.

Application of the SLA principles requires drawing together several interacting 
factors which can enhance or constrain the livelihood potential of the poor. Figure 
3.2 shows these interactions, the significance of which will be described here.
 Livelihood (capital) assets are the positive assets owned or controlled in 
some way by the household which the SLA can use as the basis for expansion. 
These assets can be defined under various headings as:

● Human capital, which resides in the people themselves in their health, nutri-
tion, education and skills, work ethic and adaptability – often their major asset.

Figure 3.2 The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework. (Modified from DFID, UK.)
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● Social capital, found in networks and connections which may be through 
kinship, neighbourhoods, associations (formal and informal) and shared 
cultural values and behaviours, trust, mutual understanding, rules and sanc-
tions. Decision-making and collective representation are also important.

● Natural capital, which includes land or productive water ownership, the 
environment, biodiversity and timber/forest products.

● Physical capital, which includes infrastructure (roads, vehicles, buildings, 
water and sanitation, communications and energy supply), tools and equip-
ment, which in the case of fisheries would include boats, port facilities and 
fish-smoking ovens and distribution pathways.

● Financial capital, which is often the least available asset and which makes 
the other forms of capital more important. Financial capital can include sav-
ings, pensions, wages and credit facilities.

Policies and institutions and processes (PIPs) are the sum of the public and 
private organizations which set policies and legislation, deliver services and 
engage in trade and thus impact on the poor. Processes include laws, regulations 
and societal norms which can include or exclude the poor and these have a great 
impact and can be beneficial if they are ‘pro-poor’ in nature.

Vulnerability context recognizes that outside events can significantly unbal-
ance the fragile equilibrium of the community. Such events include ‘shocks’ 
such as conflict and war, extreme events like flooding, storms and droughts and 
illness or family death; ‘seasonalities’ including product prices and employ-
ment; and finally there are larger trends which can be demographic, environ-
mental, economic, governmental or technological. For fisheries the trends may 
be decreased catches, deforestation for fuel wood or general factors such as a 
rapid increase in engine fuel or other living expenses. Another aspect of vulner-
ability is the capacity of the household to respond to these events – resilience. 
The specific response to climate change was discussed in Chapter 1, Section 
1.3, involving a combination of the potential impact of climate change and the 
adaptive capacity of the community to respond to the challenge. An understand-
ing of how communities respond successfully to adversity can help to define 
policies which will assist people able to cope or adapt to stressful events.

Livelihood strategies are means by which livelihood (capital) assets are 
deployed to achieve the desired livelihood outcomes, which could include 
increased income, increased well-being and personal dignity, reduced vulnera-
bility, food security and sustainable fishing practices.

It is obvious from the foregoing description that SLA represents a fresh 
approach to poverty alleviation and the creation of sustainable communities. 
Rather than following the long-held developmental approach which empha-
sized the introduction of new technology and marketing from outside (above?) 
the SLA builds on the existing strengths of the fishing communities (Cycon, 
1986). A full description of the role of SLA in the SFLP has been given (Allison 
and Horemans, 2006) and a number of projects which demonstrated how the 
livelihood (capital) assets (human, social, etc.) could be supported by various 
interventions have been described. These interventions were often aimed at 
overcoming institutional barriers and were of necessity cross-sectoral in nature, 
addressing problems such as AIDS-related issues and gender inequality. The 
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project also realized the need for PIPs to give direction to development pro-
grammes, covering a wide region but at the same time doing so with the needs 
of the fishing communities in mind. Critics of the use of SLA in the SFLP 
(Brocklesby and Fisher, 2003; Dorwood et al., 2003) point to deficiencies such 
as: it is a managerial approach and does not address power relationships; a 
focus on households is too limited, omitting larger-scales of organization (e.g. 
ethnic groups); markets are underemphasized; and, finally, overemphasis on the 
livelihood (capital) assets. Despite these shortcomings the SLA was successful 
in helping the SFLP to bring the poverty alleviation, cross-sectoral interactions 
and fisheries management themes to a high level in fisheries development plan-
ning. A recent application of SLA in Liberia identified the major characteristics 
and issues facing fishing communities along the coast. The main artisanal fish-
ing group, the Kru, benefit from the presence of migrant fisher folk (the Fanti 
and Popo) who contribute technical knowledge. The fishing communities were 
considered to be very vulnerable for economic, social and health reasons and 
faced a lack of livelihood (capital) assets and institutional/political support 
(Kebe et al., 2009).

Finally, the SLA in trying to achieve the aims of poverty alleviation in fishing 
communities developed methods for assessing and profiling poverty through data 
collection across the SLA interactions mentioned above. These methods could then 
be used to indicate the specific problems in different regions and fisheries. These 
data collection methodologies reflect those which are used in LCA and CF calcula-
tions but in a format appropriate for their situation.

3.5.2 Assessing post-harvest fisheries losses

One of the problems in addressing post-harvest fisheries losses has been gath-
ering reliable data on where and how the losses were happening and little 
work had been done prior to the new millennium (FAO, 1981; Wood, 1986). 
The sources of post-harvest losses given in Table 3.5 are not discrete and 
interact with each other to give the overall picture of losses which is, in effect, 
a form of supply chain analysis. The supply chain starts with harvesting, 
processing, packaging, transport, retail distribution and consumption follow-
ing the model given in Chapter 6, Section 6.5, Figure 6.5. Thus it would be 
possible to apply the power of the supply chain to influence overall post-har-
vest losses in exactly the same way as for energy and water management. The 
‘central client’ would in this case be the fish smoker, with suppliers and dis-
tributors of fish and smoked products downstream and upstream respectively. 
The supply of fuel wood, ovens and packaging would all fit into the supply 
chain approach. An early attempt to model the impact of interventions to 
reduce post-harvest losses was applied to the supply chain for Nile perch 
(Lates niloticus) caught by three different methods and transported from Lake 
Victoria, Tanzania, to Dar-es-Salaam by rail or by air. The model allowed 
comparison of the whole supply chain and the significance of particular links 
in the chain (Cheke and Ward, 1998).

The conundrum here is how to calculate and then analyse the components of 
post-harvest losses in order identify the hotspots where interventions would 
have a profound effect on reducing the losses. In countries where fisheries 
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 statistics are non-existent or of dubious accuracy, written records are rare and 
much information is gleaned by one-to-one oral participation between 
researcher and the fishing community member. An attempt to give rigour to 
these issues has been the UK NRI based on research funded by DFID and pre-
sented in an excellent publication, A Manual for Assessing Post-harvest 
Fisheries Losses (Ward and Jeffries, 2000). The work was based on projects in 
Tanzania, West Africa and India, so it was compiled from experiences in a 
variety of locations and distribution systems. The loss assessment methods 
developed are not exclusive to the smoked fish supply chain but given the ubiq-
uity of smoke preservation will be of great applicability in this instance. What 
follows here is a brief description of loss assessment methods which relates to 
the information/data-gathering activities crucial to the SLA mentioned imme-
diately above.

Three methods for investigating post-harvest losses are possible which can 
be used separately or sequentially to build up a picture of the source of losses, 
basic data on losses or the impact of interventions on losses. The three 
 methods are:

 (i) Informal Fish Loss Assessment Method (IFLAM), which is a quick 
assessment generating qualitative and quantitative information.

 (ii) Load Tracking (LT), which generates biometric data along the supply 
(distribution) chain.

 (iii) Questionnaire Loss Assessment Method (QLAM), which is a survey 
method to gain a statistically representative view of a particular commu-
nity, area or fishery.

When used in combination the IFLAM would normally be conducted first 
followed by LT or QLAM. A description of each method will indicate that 
there are great similarities between them and the conventional LCA and sup-
ply chain approaches which have been applied to the more technologically 
advanced processes (canning, freezing, etc.) in Chapter 6.

IFLAM is a methodology based on the rapid rural appraisal (RRA) and par-
ticipatory rural appraisal (PRA) research and development methods which were 
designed to overcome biases perceived in previous research and development 
programmes (Pretty et al., 1995). The research team uses data collection tools 
such as semi-structured interviews, observation and diagrammatic representa-
tions alongside the fishing community. The team should include a variety of 
talents such as a socio-economist and marketing specialist as well as a post-
harvest losses technologist to give a rounded and unbiased view of the process. 
The number of teams depends on the size of the project and sites to be visited. 
Training in the RRA and PRA tools may be needed or orientation for those not 
familiar with the rural fisheries scene. Members of the local fisheries commu-
nity should be included in the team to make introductions easier, build trust and 
hence efficient working and also to give ownership of the work to the commu-
nity – participation is the key word here.

Pre-planning is essential to give focus although some flexibility to respond 
to changing circumstances must be recognized. The first task (as in LCA) is to 
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set the objectives of the work which are easily taken for granted and not affirmed 
often enough as work progresses. Objectives can include:

● to assess the importance of post-harvest losses quantitatively and qualita-
tively;

● to define perceptions of losses at a specific site;
● to identify where post-harvest losses occur along the supply chain;
● to identify when post-harvest losses occur along the supply chain.

Sources of information are defined as primary or secondary, with primary 
sources coming from direct contact with the fishing community, processors, 
distributors, consumers, extension workers and other community members at 
all levels. Gender balance is also important, especially in fish smoking, which 
is an almost exclusively female domain. Secondary sources are existing 
reports, journal papers and statistics, which can be used in planning the work, 
for example in deciding the best time to make visits, predicting weather con-
ditions and fishing seasons. The number and location of sites to visit and 
number of visits are also important considerations to avoid bias. For exam-
ple, the easiest sites to visit with good roads might not be representative of 
the majority of sites in the region and may have been visited previously and 
researched exhaustively. Equipment should be carefully selected for robust-
ness, simplicity in use and ability to generate and record the necessary data. 
Traditional units of measurement should be quantified in kilograms or pounds 
as appropriate. Most of the tools used in an IFLAM are qualitative such as 
the semi-structured interviews, personal observations, quality ranking and 
flow diagrams, although estimations of percentage losses are indicative or 
quantitative.

The main tool, the semi-structured interview, should follow the usual crite-
rion of having opened-ended probing questions, which will elucidate informa-
tion on post-harvest losses. The questioner should build up a rapport with the 
interviewee and select an appropriate time to conduct the interview. Direct 
observation of activity is a good way to generate information or direct the semi-
structured interviews and even to corroborate the information from the inter-
views. Ranking and scoring techniques can be used to differentiate the 
information from the interviews and indicate priorities in post-harvest losses 
interventions. Flow diagrams can be used to visualize the overall supply chain 
and post-harvest losses along the chain. Finally, data analysis and reporting are 
important in feeding information back to the fishing community and informing 
LT and QLAM activities.

Criticisms of IFLAM centre on the qualitative nature of the information, a 
lack of statistical and scientific rigour and an overemphasis on the skills of the 
interviewing team to ask appropriate probing questions. The commitment, 
open-mindedness and unbiased approach of the team is often under pressure to 
ensure the work objectives are kept paramount and the tools do not become a 
means to an end rather than for objective data collection.

LT is a methodology which generates statistically valid data and meaningful 
results when assessing post-harvest losses between two stages along the supply 
chain and is particularly accurate for physical loss (by weight) and an increase 
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in broken fish (by weight or by counting). The sampling done for an LT should 
be non-destructive, and with good cooperation between the research team and 
the fishing community the sampled fish will reach the market with no economic 
loss to the community. Post-harvest losses can be evaluated at all stages: during 
the catching process, in processing and in distribution. The LT data can be used 
to assess quality changes along the supply chain, identify why and where losses 
occur, estimate economic value of the losses and indicate the effectiveness of 
loss prevention measures. The research team should be numerate with good 
experimental design and sampling skills, good communication skills and data 
management training. Once again, as with IFLAM, the team should include 
members of the fishing community to improve cooperation and to recognize the 
ownership of the research.

The biometric nature of the LT methodology dictates that good experimen-
tal design and replication are important and should be determined at the plan-
ning stage. As ever, the objectives of the project should be defined (as with an 
LCA) to give focus to the field work and the experimental design planned 
accordingly. An appropriate batch size (experimental unit) should be decided 
upon which could be based on local custom and practice or be the unit weight 
of distribution. Random sampling with reasonable replication will lead to con-
ventional, proven statistical analysis such as analysis of variance using one of 
many software packages. Following a batch of processed fish through the sup-
ply chain requires knowledge of the timing of the processing, packaging, load-
ing (and reloading) practices, lorry movements, unloading and sale. Tracking 
the fish across many miles also requires good cooperation by many people 
from middle men to extension workers based in different regions. Akande 
et al. (2005b) described the use of LT to assess post-harvest losses in the trans-
port of catfish (Clarias gariepinus) from Maiduguri to Lagos in Nigeria, and 
described losses as physical, in product quality, loss of oil and water and frag-
mentation. These losses were mainly caused by the packing, loading and trans-
port of the fish over a considerable distance. The results of LT can be reported 
with proper statistical analysis, which brings it closer to the LCA/supply chain 
approach.

The strength of LT, quantitative post-harvest loss assessment, can be seen as 
a limitation when other important criteria are not captured by this approach and 
other criteria should be considered.

QLAM is based on a formal questionnaire approach to gain information 
about a specific region or fishery which has statistical rigour and is therefore 
representative of that region or fishery. It provides an assessment of issues such 
as types of post-harvest losses, reasons and frequency of losses, variables which 
affect losses and information on livelihood activity affected by the losses. The 
QLAM method depends crucially on the interview skills of the research team 
who must develop a rapport with the community and be able to ask probing 
questions sensitively. The questionnaire must be well designed with the input of 
a trained statistician or biometrician and analysis done using appropriate 
 software. The QLA can be carried out after an IFLAM or LT approach to 
 verify results although this is not always the case. Once again the objectives 
of the QLA must be defined so that the correct survey design is applied 
based on site selection, sample size, questionnaire used and by  matching the 
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design to available resources. A suitable site might be a village, place of fish 
landings, place of processing, distribution staging post or markets. To cover all 
these sites for a full supply chain approach might be impossible, so representa-
tive sites must be chosen with the usual caveats to avoid bias in the results. 
Randomization of sites and sample population can all be designed along statis-
tical lines.

The questionnaire itself is the prime toll of the QLAM approach so the 
number and type of questions must be well planned and responses easily 
recorded. The questionnaire should be short and prompt the interviewee to give 
pertinent answers such as the size of losses, frequency of losses, variables 
affecting losses and coping strategies for losses. Because the questionnaire is so 
important the approach of the interviewer to the fishermen, processors and trad-
ers should be respectful and polite and the interview pace businesslike but not 
rushed to give time for considered replies. Interview training may be necessary 
for those researchers not skilled in face-to-face situations. Interviews and ques-
tionnaires give rise to large volumes of information so data management should 
record and archive data regularly and analyse them for consistency of interview 
style between researchers and different locations and visits. A consistent 
approach across sites, interviewers and questions asked will give rise to a good 
QLA. Inputting data onto a computer for full statistical analysis is time- 
consuming as the data entry must be checked for any inaccuracies and incon-
gruous information; statistical analysis can be done using standard packages 
appropriate to the situation.

All these approaches suggest that full supply chain analysis for a number of 
purposes could be applied to the traditional smoked fish operation although 
there does not appear to be any evidence that this is being done.

3.6 SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES

The antiquity of the curing processes bears testament to their simplicity and 
wide applicability. The introduction of modern technology has improved the 
quality and consistency of the products but at a cost related to reliance on elec-
tricity as an energy source for drying and smoking. It is tempting to suggest that 
a return to the older processes and techniques would be a step towards sustain-
able fish processing. However, adherence to traditional processes is associated 
with poorer quality and has its own sustainability problems, particularly with 
procuring fuel wood in the crowded coastal regions of many countries. Another 
factor to be taken into account is consumer preferences, which today (in the 
developed world) lean towards low salt products, low potential carcinogenicity 
of preservatives and lighter flavours. These militate against the reintroduction 
of heavily salted and highly flavoured smoked products which tend to survive 
in traditionally high fish-eating societies or find favour with the older genera-
tions in Western society. Nevertheless, attempts to improve product quality in 
current traditional processes would be extremely beneficial in increasing the 
protein intake of sub-Saharan Africa. In this situation the application of a full 
LCA and supply chain approach could pay great dividends.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

As stated earlier, fish is a food which is most appreciated by the consumer as a 
fresh or relatively unprocessed product (see Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2). However, 
fish and shellfish are accepted as very perishable commodities and some form 
of preservation is necessary to prevent microbial spoilage and loss of quality, 
particularly if transport to markets far from the landing ports is required 
(Garthwaite, 1997). Freezing acts as a preservative by reducing the temperature 
at which chemical reactions take place and by lowering water activity (a

w
), 

which inhibits microbial growth (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1). Freezing is 
the most popular means of preservation, at 53% of all fish processed for direct 
human consumption (DHC) in 2004 and 50% in 2006 (see Table 1.1), but can 
also be used to preserve fish quality on-  board a ship and throughout the ‘cold 
chain’ of product distribution. Given the volume and value of the frozen fish 
trade, particularly the flow between the developing countries and the industrial-
ized world, the sustainability of the freezing/chilling process from catch– 
transport–consumer is of great importance. Either the freezing process must 
become more sustainable, as is, or it must be replaced or supplemented by other 
technologies which reduce the energy load.

Fish can be frozen: as whole fish, as fillets, or as a range of coated and 
shaped products because of the flexibility of the freezing systems available. 
The design experience and expertise which have given rise to this flexibility 
must be harnessed to develop those sustainability features which will ensure 
the viability of freezing as the preferred preservation process for fish and fish 
products.

4.1.1 Freezing time calculations

This chapter will take the same approach as Chapter 2 on canning and so the 
principles of the freezing process will not be covered here, as these have been 
more than adequately dealt with elsewhere (Garthwaite, 1997; Kolbe and 
Kramer, 2007). However, it will be instructive to review the available freezing 
time calculations and the basis for these calculations which will have a great 
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impact on energy usage and hence on sustainability – accurate calculations 
will reduce process times. First of all, freezing is an unsteady-  state heat-  transfer 
process with changes in temperature in the product which can be associated 
with changes in the thermal properties in the frozen and unfrozen parts of the 
product. Accurate prediction of the freezing time is reliant on accurate process 
information and accurate knowledge of the thermal properties of the frozen 
and unfrozen material. Such information may be available for the important 
commercial species (but surprisingly is not always so) and certainly less so for 
new or underutilized species. Table 4.1 lists the important thermal properties 
and product shape information which would be needed to calculate freezing 
times by the conventional equations such as Plank’s equation (including the 
Nagaoka modification) and Neumann’s equation (Garthwaite, 1997). 
Dimensionless groups (such as the Plank number, Stephan number and Biot 
number) can be applied to allow for irregular shapes. Freezing time calcula-
tion models based on Plank’s equation have been well developed 
(Mannapperuma and Singh, 1989; Cleland and Valentas, 1997) and are avail-
able as computer- based tools (World Food Logistics Organisation, 2002). 
Calculated freezing times usually must be verified by practical experiments 
wherever possible and the practical approach can take into account any special 
characteristics of a particular freezing plant. The inference for sustainability is 
that accurate information leads to the correct freezing process without under-  
or over- cooling and so leads to efficient energy usage. As mentioned previ-
ously, good processing, product quality and sustainability can go hand in hand 
as we will again see below.

Table 4.1 Thermal properties and product shape information required for freezing time calculations.

Symbol  Description  Units

Thermal properties
Tf Freezing point of product °C
Tm Freezing medium temperature °C
T1 Initial temperature of product °C
T2 Final temperature of product °C
H Surface heat transfer coefficient W m−2 K−1

K Thermal conductivity of frozen 
material

W m−1 K−1

L Latent heat of freezing J kg−1

r Density of material (frozen or 
unfrozen)

kg m−1

Cp Specific heat of material 
(frozen or unfrozen)

J kg−1 K−1

Shape factors
d Shortest distance to the 

“Thermal Centre” of product
m (diameter of sphere or 
cylinder; thickness of slab; 
smallest dimension of brick)

P (in Plank equation) 1/6 for sphere; 1/4 for 
cylinder; 1/2 for slab

M

R (in Plank equation)  1/24 for sphere; 1/16 for 
cylinder; 1/8 for slab

 M
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4.1.2 Effect of freezing on micro- organisms and parasites

Freezing inhibits microbial activity by lowering the water activity (a
w
) but does 

not have a lethal effect on all bacteria, with some Gram- positive bacteria and 
spores being particularly resistant. Organisms which survive the freezing proc-
ess will proliferate on thawing although the rate and extent of growth is the 
subject of much debate with conflicting reports emanating from experimental 
work. A range of factors affect the survival and proliferation of bacteria after 
freezing and thawing:

● the pre- freezing flora and fish quality (e.g. presence of psychotrophs);
● the freezing rate (e.g. fast freezing giving less tissue damage);
● the storage conditions (particularly keeping a constant temperature);
● the thawing method employed.

Archer (2004) gives an excellent review of freezing for food preservation and 
emphasizes the need for more research into the resistance of human pathogens 
to freezing as a contribution to food safety.

Fish parasites include species of Nematodes (roundworms), Cestodes (tape-
worms) and Trematodes (flukes), which are creatures with complex life cycles 
including several larval stages and multiple hosts. Humans are not the principal 
host for these organisms but they can cause illness in humans when contami-
nated fish are consumed. This is particularly true for products eaten in the raw 
state (for example, ceviche, sushi and sashimi). The species which are a cause 
for most concern can be susceptible to freezing depending on the parasite con-
cerned; thus, tapeworms are more sensitive than roundworms and these are 
more sensitive than flukes. The United States Food and Drug Administration 
(US FDA) has set out regimes that will kill parasitic worms through a combina-
tion of time and temperature (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007), as follows:

● Freezing and frozen storage at −20°C (−4°F) or below for a total of 7 days.
● Freezing at −35°C (−31°F) or below until solid and storage at −35°C (−31°F) 

or below for 15 hours.
● Freezing at −35°C (−32°F) or below until solid and storage at −20°C (−4°F) 

or below for 24 hours.

4.1.3 Physico- chemical effects during freezing

The loss of quality in frozen products which can occur during the freezing proc-
ess itself and in subsequent storage is mainly due to changes in texture, flavour 
and odour, discoloration and desiccation. The biochemistry of the protein dena-
turation, enzymic activity and lipid oxidation and hydrolysis processes involved 
is very complex and has a long and continuing history (Shenouda, 1980; 
Schleicher et al., 2008) and only the basic principles will be touched on here.

Texture changes are related to protein denaturation resulting in decreased 
solubility, which, in turn, leads to dryness and toughness. The complex three- 
dimensional structure (native) of proteins, which promotes their water- holding 
capacity, is altered (unfolded) and new associations are formed with lower 
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water- holding capacity. The new associations are usually weak (but important 
in toto) as they are based on:

● electrostatic bonding;
● hydrogen bonds;
● hydrophobic interactions.

Disulphide bridges can be broken and reformed in alternative positions and 
covalent bonds formed under special conditions. These changes occur in the 
temperature range of −1°C to −2°C, which is known as the zone of thermal 
arrest or critical zone, and can be reduced by a fast- freezing process. In the 
critical zone most of the water in the tissues turns to ice (a phase change) and 
so the temperature falls very slowly and then falls quickly afterwards. If the 
critical zone occupies a long time, the protein denaturation reactions can be 
more extensive; hence the use of fast- freezing processes to shorten it. Lipid 
oxidation products and free fatty acids (which are formed by lipid hydrolysis) 
can also interact with proteins, promoting similar effects. Another conse-
quence of a slow freezing rate is the growth of a small number of large ice 
crystals, both intracellular and extracellular, which can lead to cell wall rup-
ture and drip loss and further texture changes for the worse. Fast freezing 
leads to many small ice crystals, a short critical zone and a good texture. Thus 
good product quality and sustainable practices can go together provided that 
high heat exchange rather than low operating temperatures is used to achieve 
the former.

Cryoprotectants are compounds that can help proteins retain their water- 
holding capacity by maintaining their native configuration. As such, they are 
commonly used in surimi production to protect the gel- forming ability of 
the muscle proteins (Hall and Ahmad, 1997; Park, 2005; see Chapter 5, 
Section 5.1.2 and Table 5.3). A range of molecules can be used such as sugars, 
polyphosphates, polyalcohols and modified starch. Sugars were originally 
used but other molecules have been tried because of the sweetness of the 
sugar- containing products which is unacceptable to some consumers 
(Jittinandana et al., 2005).

Glazing (adding a surface layer of ice by a dipping or spray process) also 
acts to protect the product texture, particularly if certain additives (similar to the 
cryoprotectants) are present. However, glazes are fragile and better protection 
will be given by conventional packaging materials (e.g. polyethylene, polypro-
pylene and cellulosics). Edible coatings have been developed based on chitosan, 
egg albumin, soya protein concentrate, etc. (Sathivel, 2005), which may be con-
sidered a more sustainable option.

Flavour and odour changes are mainly the loss of ‘fresh’ fish odour and 
development of rancidity due to the oxidation of the polyunsaturated fatty acids 
in the fish lipids. The extent of the change depends on:

● species of fish (lean or fatty) and season when caught (high or low fat content);
● location of the lipid (intra- muscular or organ- based);
● extent of lipid hydrolysis generating free fatty acids;
● on- board handling of the fish (freshness at processing).
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The volatile breakdown products of lipid oxidation are many and varied and 
contribute to the flavour and odour changes, and their appearance and disap-
pearance can be used to monitor the course and extent of oxidation.

Colour changes, or ‘rusting’, can also occur due to the reaction of proteins 
with lipid oxidation products on the surface of the fish via non- enzymic browning 
(Maillard) reactions. Carotenoid pigments, which give salmon and crustaceans 
their characteristic pink- orange- red coloration, are easily oxidized to less vivid 
colours (Kolbe et al., 2006). Glazing and packaging will, again, help to prevent 
these effects by excluding oxygen and light.

Desiccation, also known as freezer burn, occurs at the product surface and is 
caused by protein denaturation as the surface becomes progressively drier. 
Glazing the surface or packaging can give a protective layer to prevent this 
occurring.

4.1.4 Temperature modelling in fish transportation

Given that the main marketing advantage of frozen fish is that it is as close to 
fresh as possible, the texture, flavour and odour changes mentioned above are 
important considerations. The freezing and cold storage of fish products must 
preserve the fresh nature of the raw material which can weigh heavily on the 
processor and can militate against any actions directed towards energy saving at 
the cost of product quality. An aid to monitoring the temperature history or expe-
rience of frozen and chilled fish products would be invaluable in maintaining the 
freshness desired by the consumer and providing evidence of the efficiency of the 
cold chain (see also Section 4.3.3). Such aids are in operation and can be related 
to an overall spoilage rate, the growth of bacteria and moulds under the prevailing 
conditions or even the breakdown of nucleotides. Such predictive modelling of 
spoilage can be done in any of three ways (Alasalvar and Quantick, 1997):

 (i) Time–temperature function integrators (TTFI), which monitor the 
temperature history of the fish product and relate it to spoilage at a refer-
ence temperature (usually 0°C) and rely on spoilage data having been 
predetermined. TTFI can be used to predict remaining shelf- life under 
known conditions.

 (ii) The mathematical/heat transfer approach for fish freezing and chilling 
relies on an understanding of the conductive, convective and radiation 
routes of heat transfer and the thermal properties of the fish product, 
packaging materials and the ice/freezing medium. This approach can be 
used to predict the cooling requirement in the cold chain through knowl-
edge of heat losses based on the thermal properties of the insulating 
materials in particular.

 (iii) Computer predictive modelling is an amalgam of the TTFI and mathemati-
cal/heat transfer approach as it relies on time–temperature monitoring and 
heat transfer data to predict safe limits of operation and microbial safety of 
the fish product.

However, these predictive models could also be adapted to determine the effective-
ness of energy- saving technologies, the effect of changes in insulation materials 
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and transportation logistics from a sustainability standpoint. Combinations of 
freezing and chilling with other preservation techniques (hurdle technology) 
could also be monitored by these approaches. For example, the use of modified- 
atmosphere packaging (MAP) with mixtures of carbon dioxide, oxygen and nitro-
gen can be used to suppress certain spoilage organisms in fish products (Davies, 
1997) although the possibility of MAP allowing the growth of Clostridium botu-
linum Type E must be understood. The effects of MAP should be added to the 
predictive models to ascertain not only shelf life but also the interaction between 
MAP and temperature as a sustainability issue. Practical evidence of energy sav-
ings and maintenance of product quality will be persuasive in the introduction of 
sustainable processing whilst maintaining product quality. Studies on the sensory 
quality of salmon products from a variety of species (wild and farmed) and a 
range of storage conditions (including MAP) have shown contradictory results 
(Sivertsvik et al., 1999; Fletcher et al., 2002; Sveindottir et al., 2003; Green- 
Petersen et al., 2006). Hence it is vital that the appropriate combination of MAP 
and temperature in sustainable processing is tested for consumer acceptance.

4.2 FREEZING SYSTEMS

4.2.1 The refrigeration cycle

A short description of the basic principles of refrigeration is needed here to intro-
duce the reader to the important factors which should be addressed to implement 
energy- saving procedures and technologies for sustainability of the process (see 
Section 4.3). Figure 4.1 shows the basic components of a freezing system and the 
cycle of temperature, pressure and phase changes undergone by the refrigerant 
which drives the freezing process. The system centres around four main compo-
nents: the compressor, the condenser, the expansion valve and the evaporator; 
however, there are several additional control systems which can be built in to 
improve performance and by extension reduce energy usage. The refrigeration 
cycle goes as follows: the compressor receives low- temperature, low- pressure 
refrigerant vapour from the evaporator and compresses it, so discharging it as a 
high- temperature, high- pressure vapour. The refrigerant vapour is cooled in the 
condenser giving a low- temperature, high- pressure liquid passing to the expan-
sion valve, which divides the high- pressure condenser side from the low- pressure 
evaporator side of the system. The refrigerant passing through the expansion 
valve coming under low pressure begins to boil absorbing the (latent) heat (of 
vaporization) on crossing the evaporator, producing low- temperature, low- 
pressure vapour which is drawn to the compressor to start the cycle again.

The fish (product) freezes as heat is drawn from it to heat the refrigerant to 
boiling point in the evaporator, which in turn can remove heat by direct contact 
(for plate freezers), by cooling a brine solution (for immersion freezers) or by 
cooling air (in blast freezers). The driving force for the cycle is the compressor, 
which is continually removing low- temperature, low- pressure refrigerant 
vapour from the low- pressure side to the high- pressure side. The expansion 
valve reacts to the heat load as measured after the evaporator and opens and 
shuts in response to demand. Initially, the load will be high but will decrease as 
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the fish (product) freezes and approaches the required frozen temperature and 
the expansion valve shuts off. However, the compressor continues to draw boil-
ing refrigerant vapour, so the suction pressure decreases and the suction tempera-
ture also falls. This is undesirable as the low pressure might draw in moisture 
from the atmosphere or, for immersion systems, the brine or glycol being cooled 
might freeze itself. A thermostatic control loop senses the temperature of the 
refrigerant turning off the compressor so that a minimum desired temperature is 
not exceeded. A further control loop can detect the need for a defrost cycle (to 
keep the evaporator working efficiently), which will activate heating to remove 
condensed water vapour from the evaporator fins.

Innovations which contribute to lower energy usage are continually being 
tested and some are described in Section 4.3.4. Again, the increasing financial 
and environmental cost of energy will act as a driver to these new combinations 
of freezing and other technologies. The compressor in a conventional mechani-
cal system is driven by a motor which might be powered by electricity or a 
generator, so good management of the combined heat and power generated 
could contribute to energy saving. An example is the absorption refrigeration 
system which can utilize ‘free’ waste heat from a diesel- driven generator com-
mon in off- grid locations.

4.2.2 Classification of freezers

Freezing systems can be classified in one of two ways:

 (i) By the means of heat extraction, as either mechanical or cryogenic systems.
 (ii) By the rate of freezing (defined as the rate of movement of the ice front 

through the product).

Figure 4.1 A basic refrigeration cycle.
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Mechanical systems rely on the evaporation and compression of a refrigerant in 
a continuous cycle and use cooled air, cooled liquid or cooled surfaces as the 
means to remove the heat from the fish product. Cryogenic systems use liquid 
carbon dioxide and liquid nitrogen (LN) (and, historically, liquid Freon) in 
direct contact with the fish product to remove heat by sublimation of the refrig-
erant. There is an obvious correlation between the means of extracting heat and 
the rate of freezing, which depends on good contact, and hence the size and 
shape of the fish (product) and any packaging are important criteria. The freez-
ing system might well be dictated by the nature of the product, although some 
systems are more flexible than others and cater for odd shapes. In freezing time 
calculations, the shape of the fish (product) is often approximated to a flat slab, 
a sphere or a cylinder. These idealized shapes are suitable for most applications.

The rate of freezing classification ranks the same systems by the speed of 
freezing which will have important quality and energy usage consequences. 
The sequence is as follows:

● slow (sharp) freezers (0.2 cm h−1);
● quick freezers (0.5–3 cm h−1);
● rapid freezers (5–10 cm h−1);
● ultrarapid freezers (10–100 cm h−1).

Table 4.2 lists the common freezing systems according to these criteria and 
Table 4.3 gives some freezing times for various fish products and freezing sys-
tems. These tables indicate the close correlation between freezing rate and the 
freezing system employed.

4.2.3 Air- blast freezers

These are the simplest, effective, freezing systems which can be used for a vari-
ety of different- sized/shaped products such as individual shrimps and prawns, 
fillets, fish fingers and other coated products, and in batch or continuous opera-
tion. Products can be loaded on fixed or moving trolleys (with multiple passes 
to achieve the desired freezing), on vertical spiral pathways (which are space- 
saving and efficiently distribute the cold air) and fluid- beds (very rapid freezing 
for small, regularly shaped products). The system orientation will depend on a 
combination of the available space, product throughput desired and product 
quality demands for any given location. These systems require frequent defrost-
ing as water vapour from the fish accumulates as ice on the colder evaporator 
surfaces – packaging will reduce this effect substantially. Given the qualities of 
air, as a freezing medium the major criterion of performance is even air distribu-
tion over the product, which, in turn, depends on correct loading of the system 
(Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

Blast freezers are the basic design and can be operated in batch or batch- 
continuous modes but efficient operation with this system depends on careful 
air flow control through correct loading as mentioned above.

Spiral freezers have a moving belt with the cold air directed horizontally or 
vertically (or sometimes in both directions) over the product, and the combination 
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of belt speed, product loading and air flow characteristics give a continuous and 
well- controlled process.

Fluidized- bed freezers are modified air- blast systems in which the vertical 
air flow through the product (on a perforated conveyor or tray) is controlled 
to keep the product suspended (as a ‘bubbling’ bed) and ensures good, even 
contact for all the surfaces. This provides a fast process with high throughput 
for particulates such as prawns and shrimps. A two- stage process can be 
deployed to give an initial protective glaze followed by the actual freezing 
process.

Table 4.2 Classification of freezing systems.

System  HTC*  
Freezing 
rate  

Operating 
temperature (°C) Comments

Cooled air
Chest 6–9 Slow −20 to −40 Whole fish, blocks, bulk storage
Blast 25–30 (5 m s−1) Quick −30 to −40 200–1,500 kg h−1 throughput
Belt (spiral) 25 Quick −30 to −40 3,000 kg h−1 vertical tiers
Fluidized bed 90–140 Rapid −25 to −35 10,000 kg h−1 shrimps, prawns

Cooled liquid
 Immersion 
(in brine)

500 Rapid −6 to −15 Good HTC at higher 
temperatures

 Cryogenics (LN)  1500  Ultrarapid −18 to −25  45–1,350 kg h−1 high value 
products

*Heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1).

Table 4.3 Typical freezing times for various fish products and freezing systems.

Fish product  
Freezing 
system  

Initial 
temperature 
of product (°C) 

System 
operating 
temperature (°C)  

Freezing 
time (hr:min)

Whole cod block 
(10 cm thick)

Vertical plate 5 −40 3:20

Whole herring
(5 cm thick) on 
metal tray

Air blast (4 m s−1) 5 −35 1:40

Haddock fillets 
laminated block 
(3.7 cm thick) in 
waxed carton

Horizontal plate 5 −40 1:02

Paired kippers 
interleaved (5.7 cm 
thick) in cardboard 
carton

Horizontal plate 5 −40 2:15

Whole lobster Horizontal plate 8 −40 3:00
Whole lobster  LN spray  8  −80  0:12

Source: From Kolbe and Kramer (2007) after Nicholson (1973).
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4.2.4 Immersion freezers

These systems rely on intimate contact between the freezing medium and the 
product, suitably packaged to prevent direct contact, and use brine, calcium 
chloride or ethylene glycol and propylene glycol as the heat transfer medium. 
The freezing medium can be sprayed onto the product or simply consist of an 
immersion tank of agitated freezing medium through which the product 
passes. In any case, the freezing medium then passes to a heat exchanger to 
give up its heat and is then recirculated to the product. Because the freezing 
medium can envelope the product completely these systems can operate at 
higher freezing temperatures, for example at −17°C compared to −40°C for an 
air- blast system, but with comparable speed and improved energy efficiency 
(Kolbe et al., 2004).

Brine at 23.3% by weight sodium chloride can operate at −18°C without 
problems, whilst calcium chloride can in theory operate at much lower tempera-
tures, however, due to increased viscosity, −20°C is a practical temperature. 
High viscosity leads to greater energy demand for pumping and poorer heat 
transfer characteristics, both of which are undesirable from a sustainability point 
of view. A 50:50 mixture of water/propylene glycol can operate at −18°C, again 
limited by high viscosity at lower temperatures. Calcium chloride and the gly-
cols are considered to be toxic, so they must be used with care (ethylene glycol 
in particular) and there may be environmental problems over their disposal.

4.2.5 Plate freezers

Horizontal plate freezers are perfect for regular- shaped fish products such as 
fillets, blocks and packages (mince and surimi) when they ensure good contact 
between the product and the heat transfer medium (the cooled surface). As with 
air- blast systems correct loading of the system is essential and demands good 
management of the freezing operation and the presentation of the product to the 
freezing system. Movable plates with intricately engineered internal channels 
for the refrigerant promote fast freezing rates.

Vertical plate freezers are primarily on- board systems for whole fish where 
speed of loading and quick discharge of the frozen product are essential. Frozen 
blocks can be 2.5–13 cm thick and discharge is by rams operating from above, 
below or to the side (Garthwaite, 1997).

4.2.6 Cryogenic freezers

Essentially these systems rely on LN or carbon dioxide in direct contact with 
the product to give very fast freezing rates through sublimation of the refriger-
ant. The system comprises an enclosed conveyor with refrigerant sprays giving 
a controlled contact time with the product. The system is very simple in design 
and operation but the refrigerants are expensive, which demands that they be 
used for high- value products such as shrimps and prawns. Quality is enhanced 
by the exclusion of oxygen and reduced dehydration of the product but thermal 
shock from the very low temperatures may induce fractures and textural 
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changes. LN vaporizes at −196°C at atmospheric pressure and liquid carbon 
dioxide vaporizes at −78°C.

Liquid nitrogen systems: The essential feature is that storage and movement 
of LN in tanks and along pipes gives rise to heat leakage because of the great 
temperature difference between the LN and the surroundings. A compact sys-
tem with exceptional insulation is needed to reduce these losses. The common 
storage volumes for LN are 900–12,000 gallons (at 20–250 psi pressure) and 
usage of LN in freezing operations is 1.2–2.0 lb lb−1 of fish frozen (Kolbe and 
Kramer, 2007).

Liquid carbon dioxide: Typically stored in tanks of 3,500–12,000 gallons at 
−18°C and 300 psi and at these higher storage temperatures the heat leakage can 
be reduced to effectively zero. The usage of liquid carbon dioxide is similar to 
that for LN at 1.2–2.0 lb lb−1 of fish frozen (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

Table 4.3 describes the freezing times for various fish products and freezer 
system combinations. It can be seen that the system operating temperature 
(−40°C) and the product initial temperature (5°C) are consistent for the differ-
ent freezing systems (except the LN spray, cryogenic system) but the freezing 
times vary for the different products. This partly reflects the efficiency of the 
freezing system but also the nature of the product – thickness and presence of 
packaging barriers to heat transfer. These factors have important sustainability 
impacts. For example, in the comparison between the haddock fillets and paired 
kippers, both are undergoing the same freezing process but the freezing times 
differ by 1 hour 11 minutes due to the different thickness of the products and 
perhaps the packaging materials. In general, the factors affecting the freezing 
rate are, primarily, the freezing system; the operating temperature (the tempera-
ture difference between product and freezing medium); initial product tempera-
ture; product density, thickness and shape; fish species; material and type of 
packaging. For air- blast freezing the air speed is important and for plate freez-
ing the product area in contact with the plates.

4.3  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF FREEZING 
OPERATIONS

4.3.1 Energy efficiency of freezing systems

The freezing process itself will be the major energy user in the plant although 
there will be demands for pre- processing operations (UNEP, 2000). The energy 
demands in pre- processing although less than in the freezing process itself 
should be recognized as of some significance because the bulk of frozen fish 
products have been heavily processed, whether as fish fillets, fish fingers, fish 
portions and of course as surimi, whereby the raw material has been through 
various beheading, gutting, trimming and filleting operations. Other pre- 
processing operations include cutting, shaping, enrobing, coating and packag-
ing whilst whole fish may have been gutted at the very least. All these operations 
demand some level of mechanization for high throughput and efficient product 
utilization with an associated removal of offal and discarded tissues and clean-
ing as described for canning in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.
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Energy savings can be made retrospectively or, better still, done at the initial 
design stage and should be allied to good management practices which make 
the best use of the specific freezer characteristics (Gameiro, 2002). Energy con-
sumption can be reduced by:

● Reducing the freezing time as this will reduce other energy usage associated 
with the central process.

● Reducing heat leakage caused by poor insulation of the pipes and valves and 
through the doors and curtains in cold stores. Good cold store management 
will reduce the number of loading and unloading events and lessen the fre-
quency and length of time when doors are open and also the contribution 
from the body heat of workers in the store and so save on the energy required 
to maintain the cold store temperature.

● Limiting defrosting cycles. Defrosting is necessary to remove moisture (from 
the fish product) which has been circulated to the condenser, reducing its 
efficiency, and must be removed by closing down the freezing operation and 
warming the condenser to melt the ice. Air- blast freezers in particular require 
defrosting regularly as the air carries moisture from the fish product to the 
condenser. The need for defrosting can be reduced by packaging and good 
plant management – balancing freezing rate against defrosting schedules.

● Controlling the use of heat- generating fans which circulate air in the system 
as significant energy savings can be made without compromising the freez-
ing rate.

● Lighting controls can be motion activated to dim the lights when not needed 
and energy- saving bulbs and lighting strips can all contribute to less energy 
usage and maintain the cold store temperature.

● Recycling waste heat removed in the freezing operation, where condenser 
heat in particular can be used for preheating boiler and clean- up water.

Further energy savings can be made by close examination of the freezing process 
for the specific product type and throughput and sizing of the equipment to 
achieve good product quality. Elements for consideration include maximizing the 
refrigerant evaporating temperature (operating at higher temperatures); minimiz-
ing refrigerant condenser sizing; compressor selection for optimum efficiency; 
automatic control with accurate sensing of changing conditions; and minimizing 
lengths of piping to reduce pressure drop (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

4.3.2 Cold storage systems

The foregoing has concentrated on the freezing process itself; however, once 
frozen the fish product has to be stored and transported in the frozen state 
through a cold chain to reach the consumer as a high- quality product. The cold 
chain actually starts on- board the ship, which will be addressed in Chapter 8.

The major causes of quality loss in storage are dehydration, drip loss, protein 
denaturation, discoloration and some flavour/odour changes – all due to changes 
in water relationships for the fish–air interface (Garthwaite, 1997). Packaging 
and glazing can help to prevent these changes as in the freezing process itself.
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The relationship between time, temperature and quality in storage and trans-
port has been studied extensively (see Section 4.1.4) and developed into the 
Time–Temperature–Tolerance (TTT) relationship for specific fish types and 
products (Edhborg, 1965; Alasalvar and Quantick, 1997). This concept can be 
used to predict quality changes with time through knowing the temperature his-
tory of the product. The practical issues are obtaining accurate time and tem-
perature data and determining the factors which define the end of shelf life. 
Kolbe et al. (2006) give data for a range of Pacific fish and shellfish species 
although this reveals the complexities of TTT based on species (e.g. lipid lev-
els), storage temperature and packaging.

Temperature fluctuations are considered the major cause of quality changes 
in storage and transportation, and all means must be used to prevent changes. 
This is best done by good management and stock control of the storage freezer. 
This involves correct sizing of the store capacity to production rate and move-
ment of the contents. Controlled access via well- sealed self- closing doors to 
prevent air changes (hot for cold) will prevent the need for continuous running 
of fans and cooling equipment as mentioned above for the freezing process 
itself. These procedures will also contribute to energy saving and hence the 
sustainability of the process, and largely depend on the behaviour of the person-
nel who should appreciate the importance of energy conservation and how this 
is affected by their actions.

4.3.3 Refrigerants and cryogens

There has been much concern over the use of halocarbons, commonly known 
by the generic term Freons, as refrigerants because of the harmful effects of 
these compounds when they escape to the atmosphere and release chlorine, 
which is responsible for ozone depletion. Examples are R- 22, a hydrochlo-
rofluorocarbon (HCFC) and slow releaser of chlorine, and R- 502, which is a 
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) and one of the compounds releasing most chlorine. 
This has led to a controlled phasing out of their use and replacement with more 
friendly materials, examples of which are: hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) such as 
R- 507 and R- 404a, which are chlorine- free. Ammonia is a more ‘natural’ refrig-
erant but has operational and safety problems of its own. Carbon dioxide has 
been promoted as a universal refrigerant having a high freezing capacity, short 
freezing time and is non- flammable and safer than ammonia. Plate freezers for 
on- shore and on- board uses have been available for a number of years (Lendzian, 
2002), and work in Europe continues on carbon dioxide refrigeration systems 
(Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

The phasing out of CFCs has been achieved under the Montreal Protocol of 
1987 (and its subsequent revisions and additions) and its wide acceptance and 
implementation has been hailed as an exemplar of international cooperation 
and may lead to the ozone layer being repaired in time. In 2003 the then United 
Nations Director General, Kofi Annan, said, ‘Perhaps the single most success-
ful international environmental agreement to date has been the Montreal 
Protocol, in which the States accepted the need to phase out the use of ozone- 
depleting substances’. However, the contribution of HFCs and HCFCs to  global 
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warming is thought to be tens of thousands of times more than carbon diox-
ide, so their introduction will not improve that effect (given that CFCs had 
a similar contribution). The process of implementing the Montreal Protocol 
threw up issues which will affect any environmental protection policy that 
might be implemented on an international scale (Rowlands, 1993). These con-
cerns centre on the availability of practical substitutes to CFCs (which there are 
in this case); the ability of all user countries to introduce the substitutes (not 
always the case); and the need for exemptions for some essential applications 
which produces loopholes for manufacturers to exploit. The negotiations which 
were added to the original protocol took a further 12 years to cover all the pos-
sible objections and revisions, which indicates the slow rate of progress of 
international agreements even with a fair wind behind them. Getting such 
agreements into force for the world’s fisheries would appear to be far more dif-
ficult unless the case for support by all the parties is unequivocal and policing 
possible. For the food- processing industry (FPI) this could involve the strict 
application of eco- labelling to demonstrate adherence to agreed practices and, 
for those countries without the infrastructure to implement them, the supply 
chain could act as a vehicle for change.

4.3.4 New refrigeration techniques

Attempts to improve the freezing process usually concentrate on reducing the 
freezing time with the expectation that product quality will follow. Techniques 
tend to be adjuncts to the conventional technologies and have not yet achieved 
commercial acceptability. The following are some examples:

● Partial freezing, where the fish is reduced to a temperature below −1°C 
with only 30–70% of the water frozen (superchilling), has been described 
for many years (Kreuzer, 1969). Advantages are claimed to be a longer shelf 
life (longer fishing trips possible); less ice crystal damage to tissues (good 
texture) and energy- efficient use of refrigerant equipment (sustainability).

● Ultrasonics involves the use of sound waves throughout the product to 
increase ice crystal nucleation leading to small crystals and better texture 
(Nesvadba, 2003).

● Pressure shift freezing is another process giving rapid ice crystal nucleation 
throughout the product. Again, this should lead to good texture, which 
makes the process attractive for fish products (Prestamo et al., 2005). The 
product is first pressurized to 2,000 atmospheres, chilled to −18°C and, on 
release of the pressure, rapid nucleation of the liquid water takes place, fol-
lowed by further freezing (Li and Sun, 2002; Fikiin, 2003). There are some 
problems with the combination of technologies at play (Chevalier et al., 2000) 
but research continues, particularly in Japan (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007), 
where high- pressure food processing is well developed.

● Adsorption refrigeration has been promoted as an energy- efficient process 
that can utilize waste energy from other parts of the processing plant, from 
renewable sources (geothermal or solar) and from diesel generators which are 
common in off- grid locations. It is also based on ammonia as the refrigerant 
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and water as an adsorbent (good sustainability options). The process uses 
molecular forces and thermal energy for compression of the refrigerant and 
release to the high- pressure side of the cycle unlike a conventional mechani-
cal system which uses a mechanical compressor to achieve this (Kallenberg, 
2003). Adsorption systems are quiet and low maintenance in operation, 
which are sustainable characteristics.

● Air- impingement freezers are air- blast systems with high- velocity jets 
directing cold air onto the fish surface, which favours rapid freezing rates 
for thin products (e.g. fillets) similar to cryogenic systems (Salvadori and 
Mascheroni, 2002).

4.3.5  Environmental impact of freezer/cold 
storage buildings

The environmental impact of buildings is well recognized in relation to hous-
ing, commercial property, factories and office buildings. An increasing propor-
tion of the world population is urban- dwelling following a flight from the 
countryside and spends its time in or moving between buildings of one kind or 
another. The importance of the contribution of buildings to global warming and 
environmental degradation is recognized through the application of life cycle 
assessment (LCA) to them (Kotaji et al., 2003). Such an LCA can be described 
in the traditional ‘cradle- to- grave’ analysis but is often referred to as ‘cradle- 
to- reincarnation’, recognizing the issues of reuse and recycling of the materials 
of construction. The life cycle for a building can be divided into five stages: 
 mining/extraction or harvesting of the basic raw materials; manufacture of some 
materials, for example concrete and plastics; the construction phase; the practi-
cal use of the building; and finally demolition. Clear environmental impacts can 
be envisaged for the first two stages and the final disposal of the materials on 
demolition at the end of the building life, especially if going to landfill rather 
than reuse.

The importance of energy usage over the life cycle is also appreciated and 
the ‘embodied energy’ involved in the production of building materials has long 
been recognized as an environmental impact factor (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007). 
The energy associated with the construction phase is also seen as something 
which can be measured and the methods by which a building is put together will 
reflect the materials of construction used. The energy use during the practical 
life of the building, which might be many years, is becoming seen as a major 
factor and many strategies for energy conservation have been designed. These 
strategies usually centre on the interaction between the building and its occu-
pants and encourage good energy- saving and environmental protection atti-
tudes. The building service engineers who install and maintain the lighting, 
water and heating/air- conditioning systems in buildings are increasingly being 
trained in the sustainability issues associated with their activities (Shah et al., 
2007; Xiao and Wang, 2009).

When considering the construction of freezer and cold storage facilities the 
paramount concerns by convention relate to size, capacity, ease of construction 
and, essentially, the ability to keep the temperature inside at the desired level 
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and prevent moisture migration – insulation! To achieve these goals the materi-
als of construction for a freezer or cold store are based on multilayered panels, 
each layer of which plays a part (Kolbe et al., 2006). The panels can be put 
together to form a variety of sizes and configurations within a single storey 
structure, which is most convenient for loading and unloading using forklift and 
reach trucks. There is a thriving industry ready to supply freezers and cold 
stores to suit most requirements across the world.

The environmental impact of the freezing systems and cold chain are well rec-
ognized in addition to the impacts of the catching of the fish but the environmental 
impact of the stores and their construction materials seems to have been ignored. 
So a contribution to developing a full LCA for these aspects would be desirable.

4.4 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT AND THE SUPPLY CHAIN

The importance of LCA and Supply Chain analysis has been described in the-
ory in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, and there will be a general discussion of these 
sustainability assessment tools for the FPI in Chapter 6, Section 6.4. However, 
it is opportune to introduce the practical studies done for the freezing process at 
this point. In truth, the number of LCA and Supply Chain studies for frozen fish 
products are few and far between. The open access database LCAFood does 
give a list of environmental impacts for different fish products, including frozen 
products, within certain system boundaries such as at the harbour, the process-
ing factory and the retail store (LCAFood, 2009). Table 4.4 gives the LCA for 
various fish products along with the impact factors for which assessment has 
been made.

The first point of note from the table is that for the fresh product there is lit-
tle added environmental impact from the harbour to the retail sector for any of 
the impact categories measured. When the fish (and products) are frozen there 
is a substantial increase in the environmental impact across all impact catego-
ries, with an effective doubling of the values in most cases from ex- harbour to 
ex- factory situations – but a trebling in a few instances. The difference between 
ex- factory and ex- retail impact categories for frozen fish (and products) also 
shows increases but only in the Global Warming impact category, although 
nowhere as great as for the initial fresh to frozen transition. The increases for 
this impact category in the retail sector are relatively low for flat fish and for 
shrimp but substantial for cod fish, herring and mackerel. It can be surmised 
that these increases are due to the high energy demand for the freezing process 
with concomitant release of carbon dioxide to atmosphere. Finally, it should be 
noted that the Global Warming impact category for frozen shrimp is greater 
than for all the other fish (and products) described here. Such comparisons are 
hedged in by a number of provisos as not all the fisheries are equivalent and 
there is a need for system expansion to deal with by- catch from one fishery 
being utilized elsewhere in the FPI. For example, the cod fishery can also take 
herring, flat fish and mackerel so that the impact of cod fishing has to be sepa-
rated from that of the other fish caught.

The importance of a Supply Chain approach to sustainability is exemplified 
by the values in Table 4.4 as the energy demand impact for frozen foods at all 
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stages of the cold chain are apparent and energy saving efforts at any point can 
be determined by a change in the cumulative values for global warming. A 
Supply Chain approach would also allow the consequences of actions along the 
chain to become visible, whether beneficial or detrimental to the impact cate-
gory concerned.

Few examples of an LCA for frozen products emanating from the develop-
ing world exist but one recent report does give an insight into the nature of dif-
ferent fishing operations. Ziegler et al. (2009) investigated the environmental 
impact of a fishery for Southern pink shrimp (Penaeus notialis) from Senegal, 
West Africa, using LCA where a variety of different catching styles, processing 
techniques and several impact factors were studied. The System Boundaries 
were set to include all aspects of capture, processing and transport to Europe 
(from Dakar to Vigo, Spain) and so did not include transport, storage, prepara-
tion and waste disposal in Europe. This was partly due to a lack of data and also 
the fact that the distribution chains were considered to be identical. The func-
tional units used were per kilogram of shrimps landed for the fisheries and per 
kilogram of frozen, whole pink shrimps, packed in plastic, inside a cardboard 
box, landed at Vigo for the frozen product.

The following variables were considered in the LCA:

● The fishery, where two different fisheries were studied. A traditional fish-
ery based in the Casamance region of Southern Senegal along the river of 

Table 4.4 Environmental impact of fresh and frozen fish products per kilogram fresh fish or product.

Fish product    

Global 
warming 
(g CO2 eq)  

Acidification 
(g SO2 eq)  

Nutrient 
enrichment 
(g NO3 eq)  

Photochemical 
smog 
(g ethane eq)

Cod fish (fresh) Ex- harbour 1,200 14 24 1.7
Ex- retail 1,200 15 25 1.8

Frozen fillet Ex- factory 2,800 31 55 3.8
Ex- retail 3,200 32 56 4.0

Flat fish (fresh) Ex- harbour 3,300 40 68 4.8
Ex- retail 3,300 40 69 4.9

Frozen fillet Ex- factory 7,500 88 152 11
Ex- retail 7,800 89 154 11

Herring (fresh) Ex- harbour 580 7.1 12 0.86
Ex- retail 630 7.4 13 0.95

Frozen fillet Ex- factory 1,400 14 25 1.8
Ex- retail 1,800 15 26 1.9

Mackerel (fresh) Ex- harbour 170 2.1 3.6 0.25
Ex- retail 220 2.4 4.1 0.34

Frozen fillet Ex- factory 620 4.2 7.9 0.55
Ex- retail 960 4.9 9.1 0.68

Shrimp (fresh) Ex- harbour 2,940 38 65 4.5
Ex- retail 3,000 38 65 4.6

Peeled and frozen Ex- factory 10,100 115 197 14
  Ex- retail  10,500  120  198  14

Source: After LCAFood (2009).
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the same name where two styles of artisanal fishing take place. Hand- held 
trawl nets (called mujas) worked in pairs from a stationary canoe catching 
shrimps as the tide moves and a second method of drift nets trailed by canoes 
(called fele- fele) assuming that the catch by both methods was roughly 
50:50. The second, larger- scale demersal trawl fishery is based in Dakar 
using diesel- driven boats which stay at sea for about a month working a 
specific area (FAO fishing Zone 34 – Eastern Central Atlantic). Both fisher-
ies are competing for the same stock, although at different phases of the life 
cycle, and operate with mesh size limits, and the trawl fishery was estimated 
to take 40% of the total shrimp catch.

● Processing, where the artisanal fishery lands shrimp at points along the 
river and takes them to central processing plants in Ziguinchor (the main 
regional city) for cleaning, packaging and freezing (unpeeled and with head 
on). The demersal trawlers process and pack the shrimps at sea followed by 
storage in Dakar prior to export to Spain.

● By- products, where an allocation had to be made to account for by- catch 
which was based on the economic value of the species although in the 
demersal trawl fishery by- catch was considerable but its value was low. 
For the traditional fishery small shrimp and other fish were sent to another 
plant for processing and were excluded from this study. For the LCA a 
separated resource approach was used rather than allocation of burdens to 
each product.

● Transport, where the traditional fishery process shrimps were transported to 
Dakar and hence to Vigo. The demersal fishery products were landed in 
Dakar and stored before transport to Vigo.

● Energy, which was mainly used in processing for making ice and the freez-
ing process, and so was allocated to specific products requiring ice or 
freezing rather than taking the total energy usage for the plant and divid-
ing it by the mass or economic value of the products (the allocation 
approach). For example, the freezing energy was allocated at 100% to 
freezing shrimp and this represented about 50% of total energy usage (the 
rest was for cooling fish in ice).

The impact categories chosen for the LCA were Global Warming Potential 
(GWP), Acidification Potential (AP), Eutrophication Potential (EP), Photoc-
hemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP), Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP), 
Human Toxicity (HT), Terrestrial Ecotoxicity (TE), Marine Aquatic Toxicity 
(MAT) and Energy.

The results of the LCA offer some insights into the sensitivity of the proc-
ess and some pitfalls. The catch of undersized shrimp varied as follows: for 
the demersal trawl very low (1%); for the Mujas 12% and for the Fele- fele 
46%, which reflects the phase of the life cycle associated with each fishery. 
The proviso is that samples were taken during a shrimp peak and may not be 
representative of a whole year. On the other hand, fish by- catch was high for 
the demersal trawl (57%) and lower for the mujas (18%) and lowest for the 
Fele- fele (8%). Discards were similar for the demersal trawl and the mujas 
(35% and 36% respectively) and only 12% for the Fele- fele. The fuel used by 
the demersal trawl was considerably higher than for the artisanal methods 
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where mechanized canoes were not widely used and the impact of the arti-
sanal methods on the river bed was negligible compared with that of the trawl 
on the seabed.

The refrigerant used on the trawlers and in the artisanal products processing 
plant was the same (R- 22, an HCFC) with high ODP and GWP, and replace-
ment with an ammonia system is a possibility. The water usage in the process-
ing plant was about split 50:50 for washing and cleaning and for ice production, 
the ice being used in the various transport stages in Senegal. Electricity produc-
tion in Casamance region is based on heavy fuel oil, which is typical of Senegal 
as a whole. Putting all the LCA activities together the characteristics of the 
fisheries could be defined and compared.

The demersal trawl product took more resources with a greater environ-
mental impact than the artisanal fisheries, with the actual fishing activity 
(which, remember, includes processing) having the most important environ-
mental impact for all categories. For the artisanal fisheries the fishing activity 
had the greatest ecological impact but the processing and storage was the 
major factor for all other impact categories. The artisanal fisheries showed the 
greatest impact on TE through the use of mercury batteries which leak into 
the soil and the demersal trawl fishery showed some impact on MAT from 
anti- fouling paints.

The lessons learned from the LCA exercise do indicate where environmental 
impacts can be reduced but not necessarily the means to do it. For example, the 
problem of leaking mercury batteries has been partially solved by collection 
and proper disposal – an action which is in the hands of the fishermen them-
selves. However, the dependence of the processing plant on electricity from 
heavy fuel oil with replacement by renewable energy sources or cleaner fuels 
can only be achieved by decisions made at national level – entirely out of the 
hands of the fishermen. Similarly, the replacement of harmful refrigerants with 
harmless materials has been promoted through the Montreal Protocol since 
1987 (see Section 4.3.3), yet R- 22 was still being used in Senegal in 2007, when 
this study was made. These dilemmas have already been mentioned in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.5.1 in the discussion on the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach. At the 
very least the LCA has identified the sustainability issues, their scale and the 
level at which they can be tackled (local, regional or national) and where a 
Supply Chain approach might be taken to hasten the implementation of sustain-
able processing.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Surimi is a term that describes highly processed seafood products made by the 
removal of soluble proteins, lipids, pigments and odorous compounds from 
the fish flesh which, with the addition of cryoprotectants (CP), can be stored 
in the frozen state. In reality it should be regarded as an intermediate product 
because when thawed it is the basis for traditional Japanese products such as 
‘kamaboko’, which are collectively known as ‘neriseihin’, via various heating 
processes such as steaming, frying and broiling (see Table 5.1) and a range of 
newer products (such as crab sticks or shellfish analogues), which are more 
accepted in the United States and Europe (Hall and Ahmad, 1997). Surimi is 
traditionally a bland- flavoured white product onto which flavourings, colours 
and other additives are applied during further processing. These, combined 
with various shaping and cooking techniques, give a variety of traditional and 
new products. The gelling of actin and myosin (see Section 5.1.1) on heating 
gives the final product a good resilient texture (called ‘ashi’ in Japan). Heat 
can be applied by boiling or steaming (strictly kamaboko products) or frying 
(tempura products) or broiling (chikuwa products). Examples of traditional 
Japanese products are:

● Kamaboko are typically loaf- shaped and after steaming are sliced and 
served cold with dipping sauces or included in hot soups and chikama, a 
snack food kamaboko with cheese. Some forms are coloured with tradi-
tional patterns reflecting local production. Crab sticks are a form of 
kamaboko (kanikama) with crab flavourings, food colourings and egg 
white, and are eaten raw, often in salads. A South Korean version of 
kamaboko exists called eomuk or odeng and is sold as a street food 
boiled in broth.

● Hanpen is a white square- shaped surimi product with regional variations 
which can be eaten with soup and/or fried or broiled.

● Chikuwa is a tube- shaped surimi product with added salt, sugar, starch and 
egg white made by steaming or broiling the surimi after it has been wrapped 
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round a skewer. Pieces of chikuwa cut from the cooked product are a  popular 
snack in Japan.

● Fish balls are popular all over Asia and made in various regional forms but 
based on surimi in some cases.

The range of products prepared from surimi has increased in number and quality 
and a good deal of research has supported these improvements (Park, 2005). 
Currently, about 2–3 million metric tonnes of fish, about 2–3% of the total fish-
ery, are used for surimi production. The United States is still the major producer, 
with Japan and Thailand as important producers, whilst China, Vietnam, Chile, 
France and Malaysia are emerging producers (Globefish, 2007). There is consid-
erable export–import of raw and finished surimi products, with the EU importing 
from the United States, Chile and China and other Asian countries. Consumption 
of surimi- based products in Japan has decreased as Western foods have become 
fashionable and affordable but this decline has been balanced by the growth in 
the popularity of surimi products in the United States and Europe in particular.

Fish mince has traditionally been seen as a less refined product compared to 
surimi. The mince retains all the flesh components, including those which 
cause the instability (enzymes, haem pigments and lipids for example), with 
resulting flavour and texture differences compared to surimi products. Fish 
mince is closely related by the consumer to the nature of fish fillets and judged 
as such – whereas surimi products are accepted as greatly modified and refined 
materials and valued for this different character. The original mince products 
such as fish cakes and fish fingers were usually coated with batter or bread-
crumbs. They were a means of using offcuts from the filleting and trimming 
unit operations for other major (higher- value) products derived from prime 
food fish, particularly cod in the United Kingdom. The advent of the mechani-
cal flesh–bone separator (deboner/mincer) allowed other species to be used 
whole for mince production in addition to the offcuts mentioned above. 
However, this should not suggest that random mixtures of species with or with-
out offcuts can be tolerated as feed to the flesh–bone separator, yielding an 
amorphous product fit for any application. The composition of the mince will 

Table 5.1 Stages in the formation of kamaboko from surimi.

Production stage  
Description of 
muscle texture Physico- chemical state

Salt- free surimi Fish meat mince Concentrated actin and myosin
Add salt at ~2.5% and grind
Actomyosin sol Fish meat paste Actomyosin water retention
~50°C
Firm gel Suwari Actomyosin random coils hold 

water
~60°C
Weak gel Modori Protease activity on myosin?
+60°C
Kamaboko gel  Ashi  Intermolecular myofibrillar 

protein network
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depend on the ratios of sarcoplasmic, myofibrillar and stroma proteins in the 
raw material and any losses of each type of protein in the separation process. 
For good- quality mince production the quality and nature of the raw material 
are critical – as in any other process. Recent work with whiting (Merlangius 
merlangus) from Turkish waters has shown that pre- cooking prior to mincing 
can give stable fish burger and fish ball products with good texture and colour, 
and indicates once again the need for experimentation with new fish species 
(Kose et al., 2006, 2009).

Surimi and fish mince are both stored in the frozen state and their constituent 
proteins are liable to the same denaturation processes as described in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.1.3. However, fish mince can be considered particularly susceptible 
because of the physical disruption which intimately mixes all the cell compo-
nents, leading to possible flavour, colour and texture changes. Fish mince fulfils 
a different role to surimi products but good quality is still essential and pro-
moted by selection of good raw material and careful processing (Hall and 
Ahmad, 1997).

5.1.1 Fish muscle proteins

A brief description will be given here of the muscle proteins and their impor-
tance in surimi (and by extension mince) production. A full treatment of the 
subject is given in Park (2005). Table 5.2 gives the proportions of different pro-
teins in fish muscle which are differentiated by their solubility in salt solutions 
of increasing concentration. The contribution of each component to surimi 
character is also indicated in Table 5.2 which reflects the nature of their normal 
functions in vivo and the nature of the surimi process itself.

The sarcoplasmic proteins being water- soluble are physiologically active 
molecules (enzymes and oxygen carriers) and thus can lead to instability once 
released from defined cell structures by disruptive processes such as filleting, 
mincing or other processing unit operations. They do not contribute to gel for-
mation and, indeed, the proteases can decrease gelling ability by the breakdown 
of the myofibrillar proteins. The removal of the sarcoplasmic proteins (consti-
tuting 18–20% of total muscle protein) is the major objective of the surimi proc-
ess. The largest proportion of muscle protein (65–80% of total muscle protein) 
is made up of the myofibrillar proteins: myosin, actin, tropomyosin and tro-
pinin. These proteins contribute to the texture of natural fish flesh and to the 
surimi- based products through their gel- forming ability when heated. The 
recovery of these concentrated proteins and their protection during freezing are 
the other major objectives of the surimi process. The most resilient proteins are 
the stroma, connective tissue proteins which are a relatively small proportion of 
total muscle protein in fish (unlike terrestrial animals) at 3–5% and include col-
lagen and elastin. They are not always completely removed in the surimi proc-
ess but are solubilized by the heating process and carried through to end up as 
‘neutral’ components in the final product.

Fish muscle can be described as white or dark muscle and the proportions 
present reflect the nature of the fish species. The strong swimming fish (e.g. 
tunas) have more dark muscle, enriched with oxygen- carrying haem proteins, 
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and more energy- giving lipids than slow- moving white fish such as cod species 
and flatfish. The presence of dark muscle will affect the blandness of the surimi 
in terms of flavour and colour. This could prevent such fish species from being 
used for surimi, but, in different societies, and in different products, this might 
not be an issue (Hall and Ahmad, 1997). Provided that a stable surimi product 
can be made from unusual or difficult species, perhaps by a modification of the 
classical process, such experimentation should be encouraged. This is particu-
larly true if under- exploited species or trash fish are being considered for surimi 
production.

5.1.2 Important protein properties in surimi processing

Other relationships which are important for surimi proteins are:

● Frozen storage, where denaturation can take place and the same precautions 
mentioned earlier for fish products (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2) must be 
heeded and CP used. In fact, the use of CP was pioneered by the surimi 
industry, which allowed it to move from being a small- scale cottage industry 
into a large- volume factory- based process. Table 5.3 lists some CP and other 
materials which have been added to surimi products to give functional effects. 
The effect of CP appears to be through water- holding to prevent moisture 
movement (and hence desiccation?) and a surface tension effect. Long frozen 
storage leads to textural changes, loss of water- holding capacity and gel- 
forming ability (Moosavi- Nasab et al., 2005; Kaba, 2006). Other compounds 
can be added to reduce enzyme activity and confer stability or for flavour and 
nutritional reasons.

● The effect of salt, which is crucial for the conversion of surimi into final 
products by inducing the formation of an actomyosin sol prior to heat treat-
ment. Salt is also added to remove sarcoplasmic proteins in final washes. Salt 
addition must be done with care, both in the amount and time of addition.

● The effect of heat on the actin and myosin proteins, which is the final step in 
transformation of surimi to kamaboko products, represents a deliberate dena-
turation of these proteins. In contrast, heat denaturation must be avoided in the 
surimi process, which uses chilled water to protect the proteins and the mixing 
and grinding operations are carefully controlled to prevent heat stress.

Table 5.2 Protein components of fish muscle.

Protein type  
Solubility in 
salt solution  

Proportion in 
fish muscle (%)  

Relevance to 
surimi process

Sarcoplasmic Water soluble 18–20 Enzymes and oxygen 
carriers, lead to instability

Myofibrillar (actin, 
myosin)

>0.3 M 65–80 Form gels on heating

Stroma (collagen, 
elastin)

 Soluble in 
strong solution

 3–5  Connective tissue 
solubilized by heat, 
‘neutral’ effect
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5.1.3 Appropriate species for surimi production

For a classic surimi, lean white fish are preferred because there are fewer 
problems in producing a bland colour, and as they contain fewer lipids to be 
removed, they give a bland flavour. With increasing pressure on the tradi-
tional species used in Japan for surimi, Alaska pollock (Theragra chalco-
gramma), many other species have been tried. The advent of the mechanical 
flesh–bone separator also allowed more raw materials from by- catch or small 
fish to be used (rather than being used for fish mince), which has increased 
the range of species investigated. The final products consumed in the United 
States and Europe, being different in nature to the Japanese products, might 
allow a greater range of species to be used as added colours and flavours 
would mask the residual colour and flavour carried through the surimi proc-
ess. In Japan strict quality standards are in place, which precludes some spe-
cies from consideration. The use of pelagic, fatty species such as sardines, 
herrings and mackerels with dark muscle demands innovative processing to 
remove colour and lipid. However, they do represent a large resource for 
exploitation along with other similar species. Table 5.4 gives examples of 
species of fish which have been investigated for surimi production. The table 
indicates that the pressure on the Alaska pollock fishery led to the use of fish 
from similar waters, then an incursion into tropical waters and then, finally, 
the use of pelagic fish. Freshwater fish, from the rapidly growing aquaculture 

Table 5.3 CP and functional compounds used in surimi production.

Compound  Function  Reference

Sucrose CP in traditional species Suzuki (1981)
Sorbitol CP in traditional species Suzuki (1981)
Polyphosphates CP in traditional species Suzuki (1981)
Tripolyphosphates, 
monosodiumglutamate 
and antioxidants

CP and antioxidant in whitefish 
(Coregonus clupeaformis) and 
burbot (Lota lota)

Krivchenia and 
Fennema 
(1988a, b)

Polyols and maltodextrin CP in Alaska pollock (Theragra 
chalcogramma)

Park et al. (1988)

Polyols, crystalline sorbitol 
and modified starch

CP in red hake (Urophycis chuss) Yoon and Lee (1990)

Casein, fish hydrolysates 
and hydrocolloids

CP in cod (Gadus morhua) Sych et al. (1990)

Milk whey CP in Jack mackerel (Trachurus 
murphyi)

Dondero et al. (1994)

Bovine plasma Gelling agent in walleye (Alaska) 
pollock (T. chalcogramma)

Abe (1994)

Microbial transglutaminase Gel strength via lysine- glutamic 
acid links

Sakamoto et al. (1995)

Glucose polymer CP in Pacific whiting (hake) 
(Merluccius productus)

Hunt et al. (2001)

Trehalose CP Hunt et al. (2002)
Bovine plasma, egg white 
and potato extract

Enzyme (protease) inhibitors Park (2005)

Sorbitol, maltose and 
sorbitol- maltose

CP in sardine (Sardinops 
pilchardus)

 Bentis et al. (2005)
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sector in particular, have been tried and a variety of others from the obvious 
cod to the less obvious but exotic shark flesh.

The development of species identification techniques based on electro-
phoresis for both raw and cooked products has discouraged false content 
claims whereby lower- value fish could be substituted for, but claimed to be, 
high- value fish. That being said, the range of fish found to be suitable for 
surimi production and the range of final products with wide consumer accept-
ability means that there is no need to mislead the consumer. Eco- labelling (see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.2.2) can inform the consumer that the fish in the product 
is one which is not under threat (from over- fishing for example) and be more 
acceptable on those grounds provided that the product itself satisfies the food 
requirements of the buyer (see also Section 5.1.4). The search for alternative 
species and products based on the traditional surimi process is an excellent 
example of the food- processing industry (FPI) being reactive to changing cir-
cumstances and modifying the process and developing new markets to sustain 
production.

Table 5.4 Examples of fish species used for surimi production.

Common name  Scientific name  Fishery

Cold- water white fish
Alaska (walleye) pollock Theragra chalcogramma North Pacific, East Bering Sea, 

Okhotsk Sea
Arrowtooth flounder Atheresthes stomias West Coast United States
Southern blue whiting and hoki Micromesistius australis and 

Macruronus novaezelandiae 
and Macruronus magellanicus

Sub- Antarctic waters

Northern blue whiting Micromesistius poutassou North Atlantic
Pacific whiting Merluccius productus Pacific
Tropical fish
Croaker Pennahia spp. South China Sea
Bigeye snapper Priacanthus spp. South China Sea
Barracudas Sphyraena spp. Widespread
Lizard fish Saurida spp. Thailand, Japan, Korea
Threadfin bream Nemipterus spp. Thailand
Pelagic fish
Atka mackerel Pleurogrammus monopterygius Japan
Horse mackerel Trachurus japonicus Widespread
Jack mackerel Trachurus murphyi Europe
Sardine Sardinops pilchardus Aegean Sea
Anchovy Engraulis encrasicholus L. 1758 Black Sea
Freshwater fish
Milkfish Chanos chanos Worldwide
Tilapia Oreochromis mossambicus 

and O. niloticus niloticus
Worldwide

Others
Various shark species
Swordfish Xiphias gladius
Cod  Gadus morhua   
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5.1.4 Surimi quality and sustainability

Following the above, it has been remarked throughout this book that 
attempts at sustainable fish processing should not be at the expense of final 
product quality; in some cases they go hand in hand and on other occasions 
they work against each other. The case of surimi quality is a clear example 
of the dilemmas faced in applying sustainable practices to the FPI. Coming 
from a very old tradition and history the modern surimi process had to 
adhere to the old quality standards but developed new equipment and tests 
to measure the quality. The codified tests (Tokai Regional Fisheries Research 
Laboratory, 1980) were performed on raw thawed surimi and the cooked 
final product. The raw surimi was tested for moisture content, pH, impuri-
ties such as skin and bones, whiteness and physical criteria such as drip and 
viscosity. When cooked the final product was tested for gel- forming ability, 
for which purpose a special instrument (the Okada gelometer) was devel-
oped in addition to testing by rubbing the gelled product between the thumb 
and index finger.

Such strict and specific tests would not seem necessary once the surimi 
process was extended to include species other than Alaska pollock (and simi-
lar species), such as oily and dark flesh fish, and where the final products were 
suited to the United States and European palates (Hall and Ahmad, 1997) and 
where new additives such as starch were used (Lee, 1984). The same argu-
ment used in the quest for new surimi fish species could be made for the rela-
tionship between quality and sustainability. If steps taken to improve 
sustainability are shown to make a significant difference in this area then a 
change in quality might be an acceptable price to pay and for certain products 
might be hidden or even be acceptable to the consumer. Eco- labelling could be 
used to publicize the sustainable approach and the consumer left to decide if 
the combination of sustainable processing and product attributes adds up to a 
good product.

5.2 THE SURIMI PROCESS

5.2.1 Basic process elements

Surimi production was initially a small- scale, skilled, manual process devel-
oped before the advent of freezing, with products made and consumed on a 
daily basis. The discovery of CP in 1959 allied to developments in freezing 
turned surimi production into a large- scale process, although the factors affect-
ing quality were unchanged and the spirit of the original process was preserved 
(Hall and Ahmad, 1997). Figure 5.1 shows the modern surimi process unit 
operations and the waste arisings associated with each operation. It is not the 
author’s intention to analyse the process here in relation to product quality and 
recovery but rather to deal with the sustainability issues thrown up by the nature 
of the process. As described in Chapter 1, Section 1.8, the elements which need 
attention are energy consumption, water consumption, effluent control and by- 
product development. Morrissey et al. (2005) have given a full analysis of the 
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waste and by- product issues surrounding surimi production. The surimi proc-
ess is as follows:

● Raw material quality is of the utmost importance in surimi production. 
Good- quality raw material generates the best gel character and bland colour 
(for traditional products) because there is less autolysis of native proteins 
and less contamination with blood and gut residues. The season of capture 
has an impact through the pH and moisture and protein contents of the fish. 
In the feeding season the water content is low and protein content high, 
needing fewer washings, and the low pH gives a better gel as water is 
removed more easily. Around the spawning season, at a higher pH, water 
retention is greater, giving a soft gel. Uniform fish size is beneficial for the 
operation of the deboner/mincer and fish with a high flesh/frame composi-
tion give better yields. These criteria apply to whatever fish species is used 
for surimi.

● Pre- processing for surimi production is one of the most extreme forms 
found in the FPI. All the conventional pre- processing operations take place 
(heading, gutting, skinning, filleting and washing), and then this material is 
put through the deboner/separator for further separation of components of 
the original fish. By these means the overall yield of the process might be 

Raw material 
100% 

Gutting and filleting 

Filleting and
skinning 

Deboner/mincer 
33–49%

Washes and rinses 
 x3

Refiner/strainer and
dehydrator 

CP and
freezing
18–36% 

Pre-processing

Viscera 15–20%
Heads 14–20% 

Frames
14–17%

Skin and bones
8–10%

Surimi process

Sarcoplasmics 
14–16% 

Stroma 5% 

Figure 5.1 Modern surimi process with waste arisings.
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only 18–36% of the original and so the recovery and use of the process 
wastes is essential (see Section 5.2.4).

● The washing process is at the centre of the surimi process, giving rise to 
the original product concept by removal of more components of the raw 
material: the water- soluble non- gel- forming proteins, proteolytic enzymes, 
pigments and blood, and lipids and lipid oxidation promoting haem com-
pounds. The number of cycles, water/mince ratios and water temperature 
used in the industrialized process were all influenced by the traditional 
process for an internal Japanese market with a single raw material source 
(Alaska pollock).

● The refiner/strainer and dehydrator stages are all designed to remove fine 
bones and skin and then water from the proteins to give the best gel- forming 
capability.

● Addition of CP was not a part of the traditional process but important for the 
industrial process where frozen storage has made large- scale production 
feasible. The traditional CP were sucrose (4%), sorbitol (4%) and polyphos-
phates (0.3%) although a wider range is used today (see Table 5.3), espe-
cially if excessive sweetness in the final product is not desired.

5.2.2 Energy consumption

The energy consumption of the surimi process may not be considered high at 
first glance. There is the usual need for pre- processing with gutting, behead-
ing, filleting and the use of the meat–bone separator (deboner/mincer) to gen-
erate the fish mince. The route shown in Figure 5.1 is not always strictly 
adhered to in that alternatives are available: filleting and skinning, or heading 
and gutting, before the deboner/mincer operation. The filleting and skinning 
route tends to give lower yields but better- quality mince, which requires fewer 
washes and no refining because most of the work of the deboner/mincer has 
been done before hand. By the heading and gutting route more of the raw 
material is presented to the deboner/mincer, which gives higher yields but 
with concomitant lower quality through contamination by skin and blood 
because the deboner/mincer has more separation to perform. The route chosen 
depends largely on the nature of the raw material, the amount of wash water 
available and the final products from the surimi process. However, for sustain-
ability there may be a preference for one or the other route, which must be 
decided by the life cycle assessment (LCA) and carbon footprinting (CF) for 
both, with comparisons of the energy and water usage for the various combi-
nations of unit operations. Are the energy and water usage savings in the 
deboner/mincer operation combined with the surimi process itself best 
achieved by one or the other? Argument would appear to fall on the side of the 
filleting and skinning route as this gives better- quality mince with savings in 
the deboner/mincer and surimi processing unit operations. However, what is 
the energy and water usage in filleting and skinning unit operations (manual 
or automated) against their usage in washing, refining and straining and dehy-
dration operations? A similar question should be asked about the heading and 
gutting route plus deboner/mincer operation and subsequent surimi unit 
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operations. Such calculations require strict and fair comparisons which a true 
LCA should be able to provide and which takes the role of the LCA beyond 
the initial concept of environmental impact measurement.

Several types of separators exist but operate on the same principle of an 
adjustable belt and a perforated drum, rotating in opposite directions, between 
which the fish are squeezed – the flesh, perhaps with some blood and lipid, 
passes through and the skin and bones are retained. The belt tension and size of 
the perforations (typically 1–5 mm) in the drum determine the yield and quality 
of the product and as there is a conflict between optimizing both yield and qual-
ity, operator experience is important here. Smaller perforations yield a fine 
mince with good colour characteristics but may lead to losses in the surimi 
process (due to the small particle size). Larger perforations give higher yields 
but lower quality and may require more refining. The balance between these 
competing demands will depend on the final use for the surimi and the quality 
tolerances which are acceptable. Similarly, the yield of waste is the inverse of 
the yield of mince, so this parameter is also controllable at this stage. Energy 
usage by the separator will be determined by the speeds of rotation of the belt 
and the drum respectively, the number and the size of the perforations on the 
drum and the tension applied to the belt. Hence, the process demands lie between 
product quality and sustainable practices, which must be balanced against each 
other at this point. Energy- saving operation of the plant might lead to a poorer-
 quality product, which is not acceptable practice.

The heart of the surimi process is the washing cycle(s) where the protein 
fractions are separated, and energy needs here are for adequate stirring and 
chilling of the extracting water. The number of extraction cycles, contact time 
and water/mince ratio will affect energy usage and are normally optimized for 
protein extraction. Typical combinations are three washes of 10 minutes contact 
time (for each wash) and water/mince ratios of 4:1 or 3:1. The water tempera-
ture is usually 5–10°C to prevent protein denaturation but is species- dependent, 
and the proteins of tropical species may be stable at higher temperatures (Hall 
and Ahmad, 1997), which would be an advantage in energy saving. Rinsing and 
refining rely on rotating drums to separate water from mince and an extra step 
using screw presses to remove water (dehydration) may also be included. The 
need for these steps can be removed by careful production and handling of the 
mince in the earlier steps as mentioned earlier. The energy demands in these 
latter unit operations relate to moving equipment (rotating or pressing), and as 
they can be removed by careful handling of the mince in earlier steps, energy 
saving and product quality could go hand in hand in this instance. After the 
addition of CP the surimi is packaged and frozen, usually in a plate freezer. The 
sustainability issues associated with freezing have been addressed already (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1).

In assessing the LCA and CF of the surimi process a decision must be made 
on which unit operations to include in the analysis. Concentrating on the central 
process and omitting the pre- processing and freezing operations would give a 
smaller footprint but ignores the important and unavoidable role played by the 
ancillary processes. In addition, the omission of the pre- processing and freezing 
operations in the LCA/CF eliminates the opportunity to assess possible energy 
and water savings, thus emphasizing the need for a wide- ranging open- minded 
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attitude to LCA and CF calculations. This would be intrinsic to a supply chain 
approach linking all aspects of the product LCA or CF and is particularly rele-
vant to the surimi process as it is just one intermediate step in the chain. It is 
important to remember that surimi has been defined as an intermediate product 
destined for further processing into traditional products by steaming (kam-
aboko), frying (tempura) and broiling (chikuwa) and the full LCA and CF 
should include these high energy processes for completeness.

5.2.3 Water consumption

Water consumption is the most conspicuous operation of the surimi process and 
is associated with the pre- processing steps and the wash and rinse cycles of the 
central process itself. The large volumes of dilute waste water are a pollutant 
but also inconvenient to handle. Sustainable surimi processing is based on recy-
cling water where appropriate and the recovery of soluble and suspended pro-
teins, lipids, etc. where possible. Lin and Park (1997) approached the water 
usage problem by investigating the water/mince ratio combined with more 
washing cycles and washing contact time. They found that the myosin heavy 
chain content, water retention and whiteness of the washed mince decreased as 
the water/mince ratio decreased whereas increasing the number of wash cycles 
and wash time gave a higher moisture content product. The importance of these 
changes on final product quality required investigation before any changes to 
the current practices were considered. Hsu (1995) applied a mathematical treat-
ment to nine variables in the surimi process on the quality of the final product. 
The variables included volume of wash water, number of wash cycles, salt 
added, sugar added and frozen storage conditions which were all considered 
significant in toto in affecting the gel quality and whiteness of the product, more 
so than effects of the gel- setting temperature and time. A large water/mince 
ratio was beneficial but could be combined with a small number of cycles.

In pre- processing, the solids (heads, guts, frames and skin) are easily sepa-
rated from water by strainers and if collected and transported by dry methods 
(perforated belts and by gravity) the water usage can be reduced. Morrissey 
et al. (2005) indicate that about one third of the surimi process waste water is 
generated in the pre- processing stage although some is recyclable. The wash 
and rinse cycles generate about 25% of the waste water and in this case recy-
cling can recover valuable myofibrillar proteins, increasing the surimi yield if 
they are added back into the mix. Cleaning and sanitation account for about 
44% of the waste water and some can be recycled and good management prac-
tices can reduce volumes. Soluble protein recovery is possible by flocculation 
(via pH changes or polyelectrolytes), air flotation and increasingly by mem-
brane ultrafiltration. Recent developments in membrane technology increase 
passage across the membrane at constant high rates due to low fouling by pro-
tein combined with good cross- membrane flow rates to handle the large vol-
umes of waste water.

Bourtoom et al. (2009) reported the use of a pH shift and organic solvent on 
the recovery of proteins from surimi wash water. Recovery was from three suc-
cessive washes in a surimi process with successively less protein recovered 
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from the first to third wash waters and the molecular weight of the proteins was 
similar in all three fractions recovered (at 23–72 kDa). The maximum protein 
precipitation was at pH 3.5 and increasing the temperature and the concentra-
tion of ethanol (the organic solvent) affected protein recovery by increasing 
precipitation.

5.2.4 By- product development

The recovery of soluble and suspended solids offers the opportunity for the 
development of by- products (Hultin et al., 2005), which will benefit the proc-
ess economically and environmentally (by effluent reduction). Traditional 
routes for the solid wastes are for fishmeal and fish protein hydrolysate produc-
tion. The recovery of enzymes and other bioactive compounds is not well 
advanced because the cost of purification and separation of these compounds 
is too great at present. The recovery of lipids might be beneficial if oily species 
are used for surimi production. Such species are not popular at present because 
of the high lipid and dark muscle content but the application of the surimi proc-
ess to a wide range of species has been tried with some success (Guenneugues 
and Morrissey, 2005).

It should be noted that the conditions applied in the surimi process, chilled 
water and/or dilute salt solution, are the very same steps which form part of any 
preliminary treatment for the isolation of proteins in the bioprocessing industry. 
The same regard for the protection of the surimi product proteins is paramount 
in the isolation of these other bioactive proteins, which suggests that for by- 
product development starting from the surimi material is definitely a distinct 
advantage. The use of membrane ultrafiltration to reduce the volume of water 
could lead straight into an enzyme purification operation by large- scale chro-
matography, for example. Once again the principles of Sustainable Development 
(SD) are aided by the process operations themselves.

5.3 FISH MINCE PROCESSING

The initial stages of fish mince production are the same as for surimi with pre- 
processing and deboner/mincer separation. The same energy concerns apply 
with respect to the deboner/mincer operation and balancing energy conserva-
tion with product quality, but to a lesser extent. There is no potential for product 
quality loss and/or energy savings in the washing, refining and dehydration 
operations with fish mince as the output from the deboner/mincer is frozen 
straight away in this case. Frozen storage brings its own problems as the mince 
represents the full protein spectrum of the raw material but now intimately 
mixed with the agents of instability. After frozen storage, fish mince can be 
used in a variety of products from fish burgers, balls and sticks to chowders, 
soups and even ready meals. The energy demands for all these processes should 
be included in the LCA and CF for fish mince products.

Water consumption in fish mince production should be less than for surimi 
given that the washing operations are excluded but the normal pre- processing 
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and cleaning scenarios apply savings to be made in the appropriate ways. 
Treatment of wash and waste waters can recover some mince, which can be re- 
incorporated into the mix.
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6  Sustainability Impacts 
of Fish-Processing Operations

George M. Hall

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The background against which the sustainability of the fish-processing industry 
(FPI) operates was set out in Chapter 1 of this book. The overall picture was of 
a static (at best) wild capture fishery, which was, however, flexible in the spe-
cies and the ocean areas which were being exploited. The static performance of 
the wild capture fishery was buoyed by the increased supply from the aquacul-
ture sector, which, in its turn, faced issues over feed supplies. From a Sustainable 
Development (SD) approach four areas were recognized as important in the 
analysis of sustainability in the FPI: energy usage, water usage, effluents and 
by-product development. Subsequent chapters addressed these themes for can-
ning, curing, freezing and chilling, and surimi production – the long-standing 
fish-processing operations. This chapter attempts to draw these themes together 
into a generic approach whilst at the same time recognizing that not all 
approaches will be equally applicable in all locations and for every level of 
technology. Nevertheless, recognition of the important factors for any FPI tech-
nology should stimulate ideas to improve sustainability to the appropriate level 
of that technology. Table 6.1 indicates the relative importance of each of the SD 
themes for each process sector. Interpretation of the table requires care. For 
example, the energy usage for surimi production is rated medium effect but this 
does not allow for the freezing and storage of the product, only the production 
operations – a point which will be addressed in the Section 6.4 on life cycle 
assessment (LCA). Pre-processing operations have been added as a class of 
their own as they are inevitably performed and contribute significantly to the 
effluent and by-product impacts.

The author’s approach in this chapter will be seen as Eurocentric although 
this is not a source of embarrassment. The European Union (EU) has a com-
mitment to SD, good statistical information on fisheries and its FPI and a 
research programme, which is addressing the problems under its Framework 
Programmes. In addition, it has a powerful legislative programme which 
drives industry sectors, sometimes reluctantly, into line with its wishes. 
Equally valid work is being done in Canada, the United States (particularly 
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the State of Alaska), SE Asia, Latin America and Africa, as will be seen in 
other chapters. This chapter is not proscriptive but, rather, offers a smorgas-
bord of technologies and opportunities from which the appropriate route can 
be taken or adapted.

6.2 SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES

6.2.1 Sustainability and legislation

An old English saying goes ‘needs must when the devil drives’; see William 
Shakespeare, ‘Alls well that ends well: I, iii, 29’ in 1602. Roughly translated 
it means that, in extreme circumstances, you are sometimes compelled to do 
something you would rather not do. The EU Landfill Directive (Council 
Directive 99/31/EC, 1999) produced such a driver when it committed Europe 
to ambitious targets to reduce the biodegradable municipal waste going to 
landfill. The final target for the United Kingdom (UK) was a reduction by 
2020 to 35% of the waste landfilled in 1995. The aims of the legislation were 
to drive landfilled materials up the waste hierarchy into the areas of minimi-
zation: recycling and recovery (see Figure 6.1). These demands set minds to 
work on how this could be achieved and, although not directed at the food 
production industries initially, the lessons learned would be transferable to 
their  operations.

Further impetus for safe waste disposal and utilization came from the UK 
Animal By-products (ABP) Regulations (2005), which enforced the EU 
Animal By-products Regulation (ABPR) (EC1774/2002) concerning health 
hazards pertaining to ABP not intended for human consumption. These 
ABPRs were a direct response to the UK Foot and Mouth outbreak in 2001 
and the earlier bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) outbreaks. Under 
these Regulations ABP can be divided into three categories (see Table 6.2 
for an abbreviated description of the classification), with Category 1 being 
the most dangerous. Luckily by-products from wild fish and seafood process-
ing come under Category 3 if hygienically handled. Aquaculture processing 
by-products are treated similarly provided they do not arise from on-farm 
mortalities under certain conditions. A further EU Commission Regulation 

Table 6.1 Fish-processing operations showing sustainability effects relative to each other.

Process 
operation  Energy usage Water usage 

Effluent 
production 

By-product 
development

Pre-processing ** ** *** ***
Canning *** ** * *
Curing * * * *
Freezing *** * * *
Surimi/mince  **  ***  **  **

*** High-level effect; ** medium-level effect; * low-level effect.
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Minimize 

Reuse/recycle 

Energy recovery 

Landfill 

Figure 6.1 The waste hierarchy.

Table 6.2 Categorization of ABP materials according to EC regulation 1774/2002 – 
abbreviated to highlight fish-processing by-products.

Category Raw material  Storage and disposal

1 All body parts affected by 
Transmissible Spongiform 
Encephalopathy (TSE), pets, zoo 
and circus animals

Incineration
Processing in approved Category 1 
processing plant
Certain non-TSE material may be 
buried in approved sitesWild animals suspected of infection 

with diseases communicable to 
humans

2 Fish-farming mortalities Incineration
ABP containing digestive tract or 
manure components

Processing in approved Category 2 
processing plants
Material of fish origin may be 
ensiled or composted (subject to 
approval)

Products containing certain 
veterinary drug residues

3

 

Parts of slaughtered animals for 
human consumption
Fish or other sea animals (not sea 
mammals) caught in the open sea for 
the purpose of reduction to fishmeal
Fresh fish by-products from plants 
manufacturing fish products for 
human consumption  

Incineration
Processing in approved Category 3 
processing plants
Raw material in pet foods
Transformed in a biogas or 
composting plant
Material of fish origin may be 
ensiled or composted

Source: EU Commission (2002).

(EC 811/2003), on the intra-species recycling ban for fish, prevents the use 
of aquaculture feeds derived from the one species being fed back to the same 
species. Fish feeds from wild fish are allowed for any species but processing 
is closely regulated.

The outcome of all this legislation should be a cleaner, more environmen-
tally and socially aware industry where ingenuity has been applied to the wastes, 
offering a wide range of post-processing applications. Some may argue that the 
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EU approach is too intrusive, too legalistic and overreacts to events and even 
drives some waste generators into the arms of unscrupulous waste disposers. 
However, the threat of impending legislation has brought about a change in the 
perception of wastes and how they should be handled. For example, an area 
highlighted for waste utilization for many food wastes, including fish-process-
ing waste, is anaerobic digestion (AD) (see Table 6.2 and Section 6.2.2) for 
biogas production. The drive for AD is relatively recent and was not considered 
as an emerging technology (in the UK at least) even 5 years ago (SEPA, 2004). 
In Britain, the food industry is the fourth largest industrial user of energy 
(Carbon Trust, 2006), which amounts to 14% of the UK business energy con-
sumption, and emitted about 13 million tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmos-
phere in the year 2000 (DEFRA, 2006). This suggests that the food industry has 
great potential for energy substitution by renewable technologies. The food 
industry would also benefit from the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
gains derived from a lower carbon footprinting (CF), which would result from 
the take-up of energy-efficient technologies.

6.2.2 Energy

All the conventional fish processes use a large amount of energy (see Table 6.1) 
in pre-processing operations and/or in the preservation process itself. This 
demand when allied to the cost and availability of fossil fuels suggests that 
alternative, long-term supplies of energy should be investigated. An attractive 
source of energy as heat and electricity is from AD, which should be widely 
applicable to the fish-processing (and the general food-processing) industry 
(SCP, 2008).

Anaerobic digestion is a process is which biodegradable material is broken 
down by micro-organisms, in the absence of oxygen, to yield biogas (methane 
with some carbon dioxide). The process typically operates at mesophilic 
(25–45°C) or thermophilic (55–70°C) temperatures, with the higher tempera-
ture range enhancing the extent and rate of biogas production but at the expense 
of the need for greater control and sophisticated equipment. A low temperature 
(psychrophilic) system (5–15°C) is possible, providing a simple, low-cost but 
low-performance option. The AD process can be batch or continuous, the raw 
material at high or low solids content and operated in single or multistage fash-
ion. Some plants operate a pasteurization process to ensure bacterial hygiene in 
the final digestate (to conform to the EU ABPRs mentioned above) although the 
thermophilic process should meet these requirements. The raw material can be 
‘seeded’ to establish a high population of anaerobic organisms and speed up the 
AD process. Thus, we have a flexible system which could be operated in asso-
ciation with a fish-processing plant under a variety of conditions and technol-
ogy levels. Other products from the AD process are a nutritious liquor, which if 
not utilized is a potential pollutant, and a solid residue (containing lignocellu-
loses, for example, unaffected by the AD organisms), which can be used as a 
soil conditioner. The process is the same as that which occurs naturally in land-
fill but the methane is utilized rather than contributing to greenhouse gases 
(GHG) in the atmosphere. The methane  produced can be used to generate heat 
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and/or electricity (mainly via Combined Heat and Power [CHP] plant) and as a 
vehicle fuel (some may be recycled to provide thermophilic conditions in the 
AD plant). Thus the AD process contributes to a reduction in GHG emissions 
(and carbon footprint) by:

● replacing fossil fuels (resource substitution);
● reducing methane from landfill (carbon dioxide produced by burning the 

methane is about 25 times less damaging as a GHG and is recycled by 
plants);

● reducing vehicle movements (the waste is used on site), which complies 
with the proximity principle of treating and processing waste as near to the 
source of production as possible;

● using biogas and/or electricity on site (no losses in grid transmission, typi-
cally 9%) (Environmental KTN, 2007).

In addition, the use of AD by food-processing plants is attractive because:

● it contributes to energy security for all or part of their processing needs and 
by the sale of excess energy to a national supply grid;

● most food wastes can be utilized alone or in combination;
● the AD plant will be on site, so there is no need to move potentially danger-

ous wastes off site with the need for movement permits;
● many food-processing sites will be purpose-built on sites distant from 

the general public so that common environmental nuisances (smell and 
vermin) can be minimized (these are important planning issues in the 
UK);

● food processors are experienced in handling their processing wastes and 
understand their nature;

● the AD process (a fermentation) is not unfamiliar technology for food 
 processors;

● the AD technology is well established (SCP, 2008).

All of the criteria mentioned above apply equally to FPI wastes, which suggest 
that AD is a technology that should be seriously considered in the sector 
(Palenzuela Rollon, 1999).

Another concept driving AD as an energy option is that of ‘decentralized 
energy’, also known as distributed energy. The idea covers a wide range of 
technologies not reliant on the high-voltage electricity transmission network or 
a gas grid and leads to:

● efficient use of energy by CHP and reduced transmission losses (30–40% of 
power station fuel is converted to waste heat and cooling requires access to 
adequate water supplies);

● use of renewable low CF energy sources;
● flexibility of generation;
● energy security;
● awareness of energy generation by the community through closer 

engagement with the generation process – a very necessary attitudinal 
change.
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The barriers to AD (or any other decentralized energy generation) take-up by 
industry are a combination of financial, technology and management issues. 
Financial considerations include the high initial capital cost of new technology 
which should be offset by lower operating costs (cheaper energy) and the means 
to achieve a balance between these two elements. Other financial considerations 
are the arrangements for buying and selling energy to a national grid, and fluctua-
tions in fuel prices which make the calculation of savings difficult. These are 
essentially accounting issues and may require a new management vision if the 
new technologies are to be given a fair chance. Application of a full LCA and CF 
for a process which account for the full cost of carbon (and emissions) might be 
such a vision. Although decentralized energy technologies are well developed and 
proven there is still uncertainty attached to them in some quarters which could be 
ameliorated by the introduction of validation and certification schemes and devel-
opment of a service and maintenance sector in support of the technology. Finally, 
there is a need for a new generation of decentralized energy sector professionals 
to manage the technology, regulatory issues such as planning and the contractual 
relationships covering the energy produced (Environmental KTN, 2007).

In addition, the take-up of any new technology is also affected by political, 
macro-economic and social factors which can act as stimulants or barriers; for 
example, Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are awarded in the EU to 
renewable energy sold to the central electricity network, which works as a 
financial incentive. On the other hand, low landfill taxes will encourage that 
practice by being cheaper than installing technology to utilize the waste. The 
EU approach is for a steadily increasing landfill tax which will one day make 
the alternatives attractive (SCP, 2008).

The AD process itself consists of four biological stages in transforming the 
raw material into biogas (see Figure 6.2):

(i) Hydrolysis of the large organic polymers (carbohydrates, lipids and pro-
teins) into their small molecular weight constituents (simple sugars, fatty 
acids and amino acids).

(ii) Acidogenesis i.e. conversion of the small molecular weight components 
into carbonic acids, volatile fatty acids (VFAs) and alcohols, with 

Lipids 

Proteins 

Sugars 

Fatty acids 

Amino acids

VFAs
and

alcohols

Hydrogen 
Carbon
dioxide

Ammonia 

Hydrogen
Acetic acid

Carbon
dioxide 

Methane
Carbon
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Figure 6.2 The four stages of AD.
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  hydrogen, carbon dioxide and ammonia as by-products. High levels of 
VFA will reduce the system pH, which will inhibit the methanogenic 
bacteria in stage four below.

(iii) Acetogenesis i.e. conversion of products of acidogenesis into mainly ace-
tic acid (with carbon dioxide and water) through the action of acetogenic 
bacteria.

(iv) Methanogenesis i.e. conversion of acetic acid (and hydrogen produced 
along the way) into methane (with some carbon dioxide and water) which 
occurs best at pH 6.5–8.0 through the action of methanogenic bacteria. 
The composition of the biogas can range from 50% to 75% methane and 
from 25% to 50% carbon dioxide, with traces of other gases such as 
hydrogen sulphide, nitrogen and hydrogen.

The extent and rate of conversion of raw material into biogas is highly depend-
ent on the nature of the feedstock, which, above all, should be of consistent 
composition and free of contamination by plastic, glass and metal. The raw 
material C/N ratio is important as ammonia is a potent inhibitor of the metha-
nogenic bacteria so that protein-rich raw material (such as from fish processing) 
may require balancing with the addition of carbohydrate-rich material (Ward 
and Slater, 2002). On the other hand, carbohydrate-rich material leads to high 
VFA and hence low pH, also inhibiting the methanogenic bacteria, which can 
be buffered by the ammonia-producing protein-rich material. However, co- 
digestion of carbohydrate-rich and protein-rich materials does not always give 
the expected results (Callaghan et al., 2002). Moisture content is crucial in 
terms of mechanical handling, pumping and plant size but also determines the 
hydraulic retention time (HRT) for the process – the time during which the 
material is held in the reactor. Liquid wastes tend to have a short HRT but solid 
wastes may take over 30 days and require good mixing (Ward and Slater, 2002). 
These are all factors which are under the control of the fish-processing plant as 
they are using their own materials and are responsible for their condition.

The application of AD to fish-processing waste has indicated production of 
50–200 m3 of biogas/tonne of raw material containing 55–75% methane. 
Reactors are operated under the mesophilic conditions or thermophilic condi-
tions mentioned earlier, which would suppose good operation in tropical condi-
tions. However, operation under psychrophilic conditions (5–15°C) is possible 
and would be energy-saving and highly appropriate for fish waste which is 
derived from creatures habitually at low temperatures. The main drawback of 
fish waste is that it generates high concentrations of ammonia, which is toxic to 
the methanogenic bacteria responsible for biogas production. These problems 
can be overcome and the process optimized for biogas production (Ward and 
Slater, 2002). Mshandete et al. (2004) combined Nile perch (Lates niloticus) 
processing wastes with sisal pulp to give a balanced co-digestion and co- 
utilization of two wastes which are produced in close proximity. A fish waste/
sisal pulp (wet weight) ratio of 1:2 gave a C/N ratio of 16:1, total solids at 
16.6% and the highest methane yield of 0.62 m3 methane/kg volatile solids 
added. The pH during the digestion ranged from an initial 7.7–7.8 to a final 
7.3–7.7, which suggests no accumulation of VFA. Gumisiriza et al. (2009) 
describe AD of Nile perch processing waste waters with a high lipid level. They 
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found that  co- digestion with brewery waste water and removal of long chain 
fatty acids prior to digestion enhanced methane production. Both papers suggest 
that AD would be a good option in the tropics with high temperature conditions 
and nearby availability of other carbohydrate wastes, which could balance the 
digestion and increase biogas yields. This would seem a fertile area for further 
research although the necessary infrastructure for waste collection and improved 
management capability would need to be developed (Karekezi, 2002).

Other technologies for converting waste to energy exist, such as:

● Direct combustion (incineration) using high capacity (100–250,000 tonnes/
annum) conventional fluidized beds and ‘moving grate’ systems. Great care 
must be taken to ensure complete combustion, and flue gas clean-up takes 
up a considerable part of the process.

● Gasification where the biomass is heated in a low-oxygen atmosphere to 
generate a mixture of hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide which fuels 
a generator.

● Pyrolysis in anaerobic conditions yielding a crude petroleum-like mixture 
including fuel gases.

When compared to these alternatives AD is a good option in terms of conver-
sion efficiency, scale of operation, carbon savings and affordability (DEFRA, 
2007). For AD the conversion efficiencies are 30–35% (for electricity) and 
80% (for CHP), and a 20,000 tonnes/annum plant needed a capital outlay of 
£7.3 million (DEFRA, 2007). A SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
and Threats) analysis for AD for fish-processing waste is given here to indicate 
the issues facing the uptake of this technology. The Strengths relate mainly to 
the suitability of the technology to food and fish wastes generally, and the 
Weaknesses are specific to fish wastes as a raw material, with some process-
scale and materials handling problems. The Opportunities are great and are 
mainly in the need for the food/fish-processing industry to respond to the chang-
ing energy provision situation, whilst the Threats are from competing technolo-
gies and peripheral activities.

The inevitable result of the continuing focus on energy and waste savings in 
all aspects of society (brought about by the climate change and the global energy 
resource and supply debates) is the integration of energy and waste management 
in the processing industries. The use of carbon as a currency of account would 
connect these, apparently different, aspects of production. Waste as a source of 
energy as opposed to conversion to other valuable by-products will become an 
important issue as cost and availability of fossil fuels become problematic.

Finally, energy usage in the transport of fish and fish products is an impor-
tant factor, particularly for wild caught species and where international trade is 
common. The production of biodiesel from seed oils by the transesterification 
of the triglycerides into methyl esters is well established. The use of fish oils as 
a raw material has also been demonstrated and current EU research is develop-
ing the total process for farmed catfish-processing waste in Vietnam (EU 
Enerfish Project). The biodiesel could also be used in generators for off-grid 
electricity production. Once again there is scope for the FPI sector to work 
beyond its normal boundaries in another area of fisheries to beneficial effect.
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6.2.3 Water

Water consumption in FPI tends to be high particularly for canning, surimi produc-
tion and in pre-processing operations (see Table 6.1). Not only is water an integral 
part of the processing operation itself but it is used for cleaning and washing 
throughout the plant. If water and its treatment are considered to be cheap utilities, 
then there will be little incentive to reduce usage, especially when cleaning (where 
the dictum is use lots of water) is seen as a hygienic necessity in the factory and its 
treatment happens elsewhere and is some other person’s problem. Contact between 
water and solid processing wastes will generate effluents (which need treatment) 
and importantly may preclude reuse of the water elsewhere in the plant. Thus, an 
integrated approach is essential and as a result water usage must be carefully ana-
lysed through a planned assessment when the plant is in operation and, when not, 
to test for leaks. The information will be essential for an LCA and as the basis of a 
water usage reduction strategy to ensure that wastage is at a minimum, by the 
installation of water meters and recording usage in individual operations. The need 
for continuous water flows must be assessed as stop–start, high pressure, low flow 
sprays and automatic shut-off systems can eliminate wastage when water is not 
needed. Automated processes often include continuous water usage as standard 
practice when intermittent jets or compressed air could be used instead. Cleaning 
water usage can be high for reasons described above and regimes using less or 
recycled water (where appropriate) may be possible. However, recycled water 
should be contained in its own (identifiable) system. The fact that water is not a 
cheap commodity must also be recognized by those process staff in the best posi-
tion to identify wastage and the practices which lead to such wastage. Water contact 
with solid wastes (heads, offal, blood) leads to dilute, polluting waste waters so the 
use of gravity or conveyors to transport these solids should be investigated. Which 
is the lesser of two evils – water use or energy to drive a conveyor or gravity?

6.2.4 Effluents

The production of liquid effluents is closely related to the water usage patterns 
in the plant and this link should be broken to reduce the volumes which must be 
treated and to increase the solid content of effluents. Most wastes are produced 
in the pre-processing operations so here are the best options for severing the 
waste-water connection. As mentioned earlier (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1) the 
best practices are for gravity separation and transport of wastes and the use of 
perforated conveyors if these are needed to move wastes around the plant 
(UNEP, 2000). Finding a market for the recovered waste solids or, more cor-
rectly, finding a use for the waste solids when created will encourage better 
treatment of these entities because they constitute the raw material for a new 
product which improves sustainability and generates revenue.

6.2.5 By-product development

The need to extract every value-added product from the processing wastes will 
go a long way to removing pollution and towards improving the profitability of 
the FPI. As mentioned earlier (Chapter 1, Section 1.6), about 45% of the caught 
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weight of fish is used for direct human consumption (DHC) so there is a huge 
resource for exploitation. Chapters 9 and 10 will describe the possibilities in 
more detail but some of the most accepted routes are:

● Fishmeal and fish oil production, although not in the same production 
league for volume as the industrial fish-to-fishmeal industry, there is still 
some scope for conversion provided there are markets for the products close 
to hand.

● Fish silage, as a flexible and variable scale process, which might have appli-
cations for local aquaculture feed use. Fermented fish silage, stabilized by 
lactic acid, could be particularly interesting for hotter climates.

● Fish protein hydrolysates produced by controlled enzyme hydrolysis of the 
fish-processing wastes for specialist animal feeds.

● Chitin and chitosan from crustacean shell is a huge resource with many 
potential uses for the products. There are also opportunities to include chitin 
and chitosan recovery into an environmentally sound process operation 
through several biotechnology approaches (Hall, 1996).

The effort taken to achieve product recovery must reflect the value of the 
product and as mentioned above one cost-effective method might simply be 
to generate heat and/or electricity from the waste by AD. A recent study of 
calcium carbonate production from mussel shell describes process develop-
ment and the environmental issues which had to be addressed to ensure a 
sustainable process – energy supply for a rotary kiln and odour emissions 
(Barros et al., 2009). This paper also raises the distinction between a proc-
ess waste and a process by-product. This is now the subject of an EU direc-
tive, whereby a ‘waste’ is any substance or object which the holder discards 
or intends to discard and a ‘by-product’ fulfils the criteria of having an 
input material, a market for the product and is subject to relevant health and 
safety in processing (EU Directive, 2006/12/EC). Giving official status to 
by-products puts them firmly into the mind of process operators who should 
thus treat them with due consideration. As mentioned throughout this book 
all raw material for a process, no matter how it arises, should be treated 
with care.

6.3 INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES

Table 6.1 describes the individual fish-processing operations and their relative 
impact for energy usage, water usage, effluent production and by-product devel-
opment. The importance of the pre-processing operation cannot be overesti-
mated given that it:

● is an integral part of all fish-processing operations other than whole and live 
fish supply;

● requires relatively high energy and water usage;
● generates the majority of the effluent and thus provides the best opportuni-

ties for by-product development.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, there is an argument for classifying 
pre-processing operations as a ‘process’ in their own right given their ubiquity 
and importance in sustainability. This importance derives from the energy, 
water and waste arisings and recovery opportunities involved at this point and 
the great impact which can be made to the environmental sustainability of the 
overall fish-processing operation if appropriate measures are taken to record 
and reduce these impacts. Most LCAs of the FPI would include them within the 
system boundary (see below) for individual preservation techniques and so 
argue that there is no need for a separate assessment. At the very least, consid-
eration of the pre-processing operations collectively might develop generic 
approaches to environmental impact mitigation.

Once the pre-processing is accounted for the actual fish preservation proc-
esses can be compared for their sustainability and throw up some interesting 
observations:

● Curing appears to be the most sustainable process although the addition of 
smoking will increase the energy demand. Unfortunately curing is mostly 
practised in less-developed countries so that process control becomes a par-
amount concern to improve the nutritional value and reduce post-harvest 
losses for the product and fuel wood consumption in the process itself.

● Surimi and fish mince could be considered as good examples of by-product 
development being initially developed through the evolution of the flesh–
bone separator. They appear to be sustainable processes but the need for 
frozen storage of the product and heat to transform them into the final edible 
form is not included in this analysis (this also applies to LCA and CF).

● Canning is a high-energy process but the products can be stored at ambient 
conditions. Hot water or steam boilers must be operated for energy efficiency 
through a good inspection and maintenance system, matching boiler output 
to process needs, good insulation, reduced standby time, good water quality 
to reduce scale and corrosion, recovery of waste heat for use elsewhere in the 
plant and the use of automatic controls and isolation procedures (Carbon 
Trust, 2006). Transport costs for the heavy containers should be recognized.

● Freezing is again a high-energy process with a long ‘cold-chain’ to be sup-
ported. The opportunities for energy saving along the cold chain are great 
(see the supply chain analysis, Section 6.5). Examples include a good main-
tenance programme for defrosting evaporator fins, damaged vent fins which 
reduce heat transfer and bleed pipes; leak checking; good and complete 
insulation. Operating practice is important such as efficient load planning, 
correct operating temperature (not too cold), controlled lighting and mini-
mization of air changes through well-fitting doors and curtains and planned 
opening of the store to take in and remove products (Carbon Trust, 2006).

Table 6.1 highlights the difficulties in drawing boundaries between process 
operations which are inevitably interlinked and in making judgements con-
cerning sustainability impacts for each process. The next section attempts to 
show how this can be done for a process LCA and how interlinked processes 
and operations can be (and must be) treated as a whole for effective sustaina-
bility analysis.
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6.4 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

6.4.1 Background

The background to an LCA was given in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3), which 
defined the four phases of the process and Figure 6.3 shows an idealized system 
boundary approach to isolate part of a process for LCA. As mentioned previ-
ously, drawing the system boundaries will determine the scope of the LCA (and 
CF). ‘Cradle-to-grave’ analysis would cover the whole process from raw mate-
rial, production, distribution and retailing to disposal and/or recycling. Figure 6.3 
could best be described as a ‘gate-to-finished product’ approach, with no con-
cern for the raw material supply and the product once outside the process plant. 
This is called a simplified (or streamlined) LCA (Graedel, 1998), which 
although limited does offer a concentrated focus on the fish-processing plant 
itself. As a consequence, the figure can be divided into three elements:

● Other systems, which precede and follow the system defined by the bound-
ary. Here the individual FPI operations sit within the system boundary and 
fish capture and aquaculture precede them and distribution and retailing and 
disposal and/or recycling follow the FPI operations.

Other system Elemental flows 

Other system
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Raw 
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Production 

Production 
waste 
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Energy 
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Figure 6.3 System boundaries for process operation.
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● Elemental flows represent the materials coming into and leaving the sys-
tem, such as energy, water and packaging. For sustainability assessment of 
the FPI operations alone these elemental flows stop at the boundaries when 
they are related to other systems, for example fuel energy for catching the 
fish would not be included.

● System boundary has been drawn to include the pre-processing operations, 
the process itself (canning, freezing, etc.) and the production waste only. Any 
of the process diagrams shown in the earlier chapters could be fitted into the 
system boundary. Production waste can be recycled as other fish products or 
new by-products (enzymes, feeds) or could be directed to energy generation 
for the process or transport, for example through AD and biodiesel.

A particular issue raised in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, Phase 1: Goal and scope, 
was the situation of a plant producing several products and co-products and the 
necessary allocation of impacts between them. Two possibilities were system 
expansion (the preferred option under the ISO 14040 Series LCA) and system 
allocation based on the mass or economic value of the products and co- products. 
Ayers et al. (2006) reviewed the problem of co-product allocation in seafood 
production systems when allocating environmental burdens to the products of a 
multifunction process. They reviewed ten seafood LCAs including fishing 
operations, fish processing and aquaculture systems to examine the rationale for 
allocation and adherence to ISO 14040 Series LCA procedures. They found that 
economic allocation was the most used method and there was an inconsistent 
level of detail and justification for allocation decisions whilst system expansion 
was rarely used due to lack of data and alternative production systems for com-
parison. Alternatives to economic allocation should reflect biophysical flows of 
material and energy and the gross energy content of systems was proposed as a 
common currency. For example, in salmon net-cage culture the largest con-
tributor to the environmental impact was feed production, and substitution of 
fishmeal and fish oils from a menhaden fishery or Peruvian sources by local 
sources such as herring processing by-products seems reasonable. However, 
when analysed on an energy allocation basis the herring fishery was least effi-
cient (135 L/tonne captured) compared with the Peruvian fishery (42 L/tonne 
captured) or the menhaden fishery (32 L/tonne captured). They suggested that 
all allocation decisions and procedures should be documented and justified and 
a sensitivity analysis done to support allocation procedures.

Another good example of these issues is provided by the LCA for biofuels 
(biodiesel) from fish oils which was mentioned earlier as a possible means of 
supplying fuel to the sector as a fish-processing by-product (Section 6.3). 
Recent LCAs of biodiesel production from tallow and vegetable oils (Niederl 
and Narodoslawsky, 2004) and soybean (Huo et al., 2008) give a thorough anal-
ysis of the various scenarios which could be envisaged for biodiesel system 
boundaries and the system allocation approaches which influence the viability 
of biodiesel for fossil fuel displacement. Nierderl and Narodoslawsky (2004) 
provide a sound basis for a similar LCA for biodiesel from fish oils that would 
need to recognize the point at which biodiesel production starts (the system 
boundaries), which could be on-board a ship and at the fish farm or at the 
processing plant gates, and this would determine their contribution to the 
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 viability of fish oil-derived biodiesel. Huo et al. (2008) investigated four system 
allocation approaches to address three soybean-derived biodiesel fuels which 
produced different results and emphasized the importance of methodology in 
dealing with co-product issues for renewable fuels. These studies open the door 
for similar efforts for fish oil to biodiesel LCA studies.

The impact categories for an LCA were outlined in Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, 
Phase 3: Life cycle impact analysis, and have been studied with respect to 
seafood production systems (Pelletier et al., 2007). They looked at the range of 
the published seafood production LCAs and those from agriculture which might 
transfer to seafood production. The established impact categories given in 
Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, were used frequently (global warming, acidification, 
eutrophication, ozone depletion and land use) but also a number of impact fac-
tors specific to fisheries and seafood processing. These included modelling of 
benthic impacts, emissions from anti-fouling paints and Net Primary Productivity 
to characterize biotic resource. There was no treatment of socio-economic 
impacts and, it appears, little on fish processing itself but energy impacts were 
discussed. They concluded that LCA reports in seafood production were 
increasing but the sector was in need of appropriate methodologies to cover 
specific seafood-related issues (see also Section 6.4.3).

6.4.2 Application to fish-processing operations

Figure 6.4 shows these elements for a generalized fish-processing operation 
and indicates the other systems, elemental flows and possible routes for by-
products including recycling and reuse and also energy generation possibili-
ties for use in the process itself and for transport. Once the boundary is drawn 
the LCA criteria can be measured within the boundary. These would include 
energy consumption, water usage, effluents (solid and liquid) and packaging 
as described earlier for each FPI operation. When applied to a canning proc-
ess Figure 6.4 could be populated with the unit operations and the headline 
energy and water inputs and outputs described in Figure 2.1 (Chapter 2, 
Section 2.3) or the energy and water inputs and outputs from Table 2.5 
(Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1) where a more detailed analysis of the unit opera-
tions is given. Table 6.3 compiles these two sources of information to give an 
LCA for canning. The inputs and outputs from Figure 2.1 are taken from a 
single source whilst those from Table 2.5 represent a range of possible opera-
tions which might be applied for canning any fish species. Whilst the two 
approaches give very comparable results the exercise does illustrate the prob-
lems in compiling an accurate and complete LCA. The headline values from 
Figure 2.1 give the overall inputs and outputs but the detail provided by the unit 
operation breakdown from Table 2.5 should allow the pollution, by-product 
recovery and energy and water-saving ‘hot spots’ to be identified and appro-
priate measures to be put in place.

The LCA criteria will usually be presented with respect to a unit of raw 
material or of finished product (1 tonne for example as above) – the functional 
unit – and should cover a representative period of time. Variations between spe-
cies in terms of the yields of edible flesh possible and the oil content for oily 
fish (which is seasonal) must be taken into account and make comparison 
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Figure 6.4 System boundaries for fish-processing operation.

Table 6.3 LCA for a fish-canning process per tonne of fish processed (using information 
from Figure 2.1 and Table 2.5).

Source  Inputs    Outputs     

Water (m3) Energy (kWh) Water (m3) COD (kg) Solids (kg)
Figure 2.1
Product 420–430 (kg)

15 150–190 15 116 
(BOD 52)

350–400 
heads/guts 
and bones

Table 2.5
Product 460–540 (kg)

716 ~243 7–16 ~87 460–540 
heads/guts 
and bones

between processing plants difficult. Drawing system boundaries concentrates 
effort onto those activities which will sustain the process by assessing the envi-
ronmental impact of these criteria and identifying opportunities to reduce them 
(ISO, 2006).

For example, a report for the Office of Energy Efficiency of Canada com-
pared energy usage for five plants in Nova Scotia producing salt-dry fish and 
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four plants in Prince Edward Island processing lobster. The former involved 
air-drying as a major energy input and the latter freezing or canning and the 
analysis also included pre-processing operations and post-processing opera-
tions. All other activities (including other processing operations) not integral to 
the actual salt-dry fish or lobster processing were removed from the analysis; 
hence this may be considered as a simplified LCA approach. The operating 
period for the salt-dry plants was between August 2001 and April 2002 whilst 
the operating period for the lobster plants was May–June and August–September 
2002, and care was taken to ensure that the processing plants were examined for 
comparable periods, indicating the subtleties within the LCA approach. The 
results were reported as:

● Energy Costs (Can$/t of Final Product).
● Energy Consumption (kWh/tonne of Final Product).
● Unit Energy Costs (Can$/kWh equivalent).

As expected the central processing stages were the most energy-intensive (e.g. 
75% in the salt-dry processing), followed by pre-processing operations and 
least for packaging of the products. Variations depended on the use of bought-in 
frozen fish for the salt-dry process rather than using fresh caught supplies and 
the different routes for processing the lobster – some was frozen and some 
canned. So, the main energy consumption for raw lobster tails was blast freez-
ing whilst for body parts or whole lobster it was steam cooking. Even within 
these energy consumption figures there are nuances to be teased out. For exam-
ple, the kWh equivalent per tonne of final product for the blast-freezing opera-
tions at one plant was three times that of another (935.7 against 229.6). However, 
the higher figure included energy consumed in a pre-freezing brine operation, 
the costs of which the company could recoup through producing a higher- 
quality and hence more expensive product. The results could be used by the 
processing plants to rank their performance against the others and to identify 
where their energy-saving and efficiency efforts should be made (OEE, 2005).

However, ignoring other systems and elemental flows gives a false picture of 
the sustainability impact of the process. For example, the energy consumption 
for a canned product may be high (because of the heat processing) but would be 
even higher if the smelting process for can production was included. On the 
other hand, recycling the can will help to mitigate these energy inputs. Analysis 
of the whole supply chain is an approach to measure product impact (as CF) by 
bringing together all the supply companies collaboratively up and down the 
supply chain.

6.4.3 Development of LCA for fishing activity

It is clear from the discussion given above that the LCA has a lot to offer the 
FPI, and the wider fisheries sector in making a thorough analysis of the environ-
mental impact of its activity. However, a fuller picture has only been developed 
in recent years and future progress depends on more work being done focusing 
on the specific issues relating to the fisheries sector. The LCA approach initially 
started in the 1970s with the UK, Switzerland, Sweden and the United Sates in 
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the vanguard and concentrated on a rather simple analysis of energy and waste 
issues (Boustead, 1996; Hunt and Franklin, 1996; Oberbacher et al., 1996) 
which was only applied to household products such as drinks containers, deter-
gents and baby nappies. Although some general conclusions were drawn the 
early studies also threw up anomalies which simply served to emphasize the 
complexity of an LCA and the need for standardization of methodologies. 
Claims for environmental superiority of products could be made based on 
incomplete or undefined methods, thus raising in the consumer in particular a 
sceptical view of such claims which did damage to the whole approach.

The interest of the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
(SETAC) in 1989 started the development of LCA into a codified approach with 
defined criteria of analysis and established academic discussion through new 
journals. The involvement of the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) in 1994 led to the setting up of the ISO 14040 Series on LCA, which has 
evolved into a rigorous standard methodology over the years after many discus-
sions and compromises with several contributors. Finally, the active interest of 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has brought the LCA 
approach to developing countries and addressed the attendant problems of its 
implementation and interpretation in these countries. All these organizations 
have been heavily quoted in this book, emphasizing their great contribution to 
the field of LCA in general.

For the fishing industry the leading players in developing LCA have been, 
unsurprisingly, the Scandinavian countries: Iceland, Norway, Sweden and 
Denmark. Their interest in LCA is based on the importance of the fishing sector 
to each country, the existence of a well-developed fisheries research community 
and government support for environmental issues generally. As early as 2001 
these countries were collaborating through workshops and discussing problems 
such as setting system boundaries, allocation boundaries and functional units 
and integrating LCA with the Cleaner Production (CP) agenda (Eyjolfdottir and 
Matsson, 2002). Again, their studies have been liberally quoted in this book. 
For information on LCA of certain seafoods the open access database LCAFood 
(www.LCAFood.dk) covers a range of products and processes (Mogensen 
et al., 2009) and quotes values based on different points along the supply chain 
(ex harbour, ex factory and ex retail) and different, but appropriate, functional 
units depending on the fish product under assessment. The application of an 
LCA to the UK fish industry was used to investigate the environmental impact 
of catching, aquaculture, and transport and processing, and to make recommen-
dations for mitigation and good practice (Cappell et al., 2007), although the 
report indicated that little fishery-related LCA was available for the UK sector. 
However, the number of other databases and LCA programmes being devel-
oped is increasing all the time, making the input and analysis of data quicker 
and more reliable. Realistic comparisons between fish (either wild or farmed) 
and land-based livestock production may be possible with such information 
(Ellingsen and Aanondsen, 2006).

There is a dearth of information on fish processing in developing countries 
even when this involves processing as part of a supply chain where one would 
expect better management and environmental control than occurs in artisanal 
fisheries. For the smoking, salting and curing processes information seems to be 
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extremely scarce (non-existent?); yet the benefits which could be derived from 
an LCA and supply chain analysis in this sector could be enormous in identify-
ing the energy inputs and possible savings and sources of post-harvest losses in 
particular.

6.5 SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYSIS

Figure 6.5 shows a supply chain for canned fish products and can again be 
divided into three elements:

● Product life cycle along the top describes the status of the product from raw 
material to disposal and/or recycling, indicating the number of life cycle 
stages applicable to the product.

● Supply chain collaborators involved at each stage, some of whom are inter-
nal but others are entirely outside the direct control of the fish processor. For 
example, the fish processors would have immediate contact with the raw 
material suppliers, packaging suppliers and initial distribution. They would 
have less direct contact with the retailing and consumption and disposal and 
recycling sectors.

● Supply chain analysis shown as a single activity within which the fish 
processor has a central role (production) but also influence on its supply 

Raw material
production

Raw material
distribution

Product
manufacturing

Product
distribution

Retailing and
consumption

Disposal and
recycling

Single supply chain analysis for energy, water, effluents and by-products 

Fishermen 
aquaculture 

Vegetable oil, 
tomato puree and 

brine 
producers 

Packaging 
manufacturers 

Fishermen 

Fish 
transporters 

Cannery 
management, 

cannery engineers, 
cannery energy 
management, 

cannery waste and 
recycling 

Cannery and 
retail 

distribution 

Retail and 
consumer 
practices 

Consumer and 
municipality 

+ 
Producer 
expertise? 

Figure 6.5 Supply chain analysis for canning operation.
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chain. For example, the disposal and/or recycling obligation falls on the 
consumer and municipal authorities but they would benefit from the fish 
processor’s expertise and knowledge of their packaging material proper-
ties. Energy and water usage and effluents and by-products could be ana-
lysed in the same way.

Similar designs could be drawn up for surimi, freezing/chilling and curing 
operations but with a different emphasis to canning. The cold chain in freezing 
and chilling operations demands a different, closer relationship between proc-
essor and distributor and retailer whilst post-harvest losses in cured/smoked 
fish during storage and distribution could be analysed by the supply chain 
approach.

Although the supply chain approach utilizes LCA as its basic tool it differs 
from the conventional carbon management approach in the following ways:

● Multiple participants centred around a single ‘lead client’ rather than a sin-
gle participant working in isolation.

● Analysis for a complete supply chain of a single product rather than analysis 
of a single supply chain for multiple products.

● Companies engaged up and down the supply chain rather than an individual 
company in isolation.

● Carbon savings come from internal efficiencies and from external process 
change and reorganization rather than carbon savings from within each 
company’s operations (Carbon Trust, 2006).

Given the worldwide trade in fish and fish products the supply chain approach 
does allow inclusion of emissions generated abroad for a product consumed 
elsewhere, with the possibility of the lead client being able to influence prac-
tices abroad. The supply chain approach is obviously a more complex entity 
than single company LCA activity with the possibility of delivering greater 
carbon savings (or other environmental impacts) but does rely on information 
sharing, although the type of information might not be commercially sensitive 
and can be lost in aggregations if appropriate for external reporting purposes. 
Finally, it should be recognized that the supply chain approach does lead to very 
specific results for a particular set of company collaborations and interactions 
and these might not be applicable across the FPI sector although general points 
and lessons might be drawn out from individual studies.

Thrane (2006) described the environmental effects in the production of fish 
products in the Danish fisheries sector through LCA, concentrating on flat-
fish (but including other species) with a functional unit of 1 kg consumed flatfish 
fillets in 300 g (cardboard boxes). For flatfish the greatest environmental 
impact was the catching operation through high fuel consumption although 
this was very dependent on the fishing method used. Other important impacts 
of the fishing stage were the emissions of antifouling paint into the sea, the 
problem of ‘discards’ and seabed damage. The retailing and consumption of 
the final product were also of environmental importance but processing was 
considered insignificant by comparison. The LCA for other fish species 
showed a similar picture although processing became more significant (and 
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the catching stage less important) for some such as herring, mackerel and 
mussels, mainly due to the impact of packaging. The author suggested that a 
focus on energy was  justified even though paradoxically the most heavily 
regulated operation in the sector was the FPI. Ziegler et al. (2003) produced an 
LCA for frozen cod fillets, which included the environmental impacts that 
were fishery-specific (trawling or gillnetting in the Baltic Sea). The functional 
unit was a consumer package (400 g) of frozen fillets and the conventional 
environmental impact categories were assessed as well as aquatic toxicology. 
Again, they found that the catching operation itself had the greatest environ-
mental impact followed by transport and consumption whilst processing con-
tributed significantly to eutrophication.

As CP technology is applied in the FPI the water- and effluent-related 
environmental impacts can be minimized, leaving energy usage as the major 
issue to be mastered. Given that the preservation of fish by whatever means 
demands some energy inputs this emphasis will continue. Udo de Haes and 
Heijungs (2007) discuss the use of LCA in energy analysis and management 
and suggest that it will gain in importance. This is because energy is funda-
mental to all life cycles and can be separated out from other aspects and the 
existing, traditional form of energy balance familiar to process engineers is 
analogous to LCA in many ways. This suggests that the tools for energy 
analysis within an LCA for the FPI (among others) will eventually become 
available.

6.6 CLEANER PRODUCTION

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 1, Section 1.5.5) there is close relationship 
between SD and CP, with the goals of the former being achievable through the 
activities of the latter. The application of CP to the FPI has been described for 
three different styles of operation: filleting white fish, filleting oily fish and can-
ning with measurements made of the inputs and outputs for each process (UNEP, 
2000). The numbers were gathered from a range of processing plants in 
Denmark, the United States and some in Africa, and whilst needing care in 
extrapolation they were considered indicative of average technology and of pos-
sible savings through the application of the best available technology (BAT). 
Table 6.4 summarizes the results for the three processing operations giving the 
inputs and outputs and the savings achievable after the application of CP. Some 
obvious differences are clear, for example, in the waste water pollution the char-
acteristics of white fish filleting, oily fish filleting and canning. Canning pro-
duces a greater volume of waste water and it carries more polluting capability 
(higher biological oxygen demand [BOD] and chemical oxygen demand 
[COD]) whilst in the filleting operations the oily fish processing generates more 
polluting capability than the white fish. However, the application of BAT has 
the potential to bring all three processes more or less into line. The energy 
inputs for canning are also considerably higher than for the filleting operations 
as they are centred on a heat sterilization process. The filleting processes include 
energy inputs both for ice and for freezing in the central production operations, 
but it is not clear if the final product then enters a ‘cold chain’ with concomitant 
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energy demands. Thus as with the LCA and CF approaches described above 
comparisons can only be made (if at all) if the system boundaries are defined 
clearly.

More recently Thrane et al. (2009) describe the application of CP in the 
Danish FPI since the 1980s, using pickled herring and canned mackerel pro-
duction as examples with emphasis on the period from 1990 to 2005. The 
paper makes the important point that fish processing is not an exact term but 
rather that it encompasses a number of process operations depending on the 
fishery involved, echoing the issues raised above in the UNEP study. Thus, in 
Denmark, there is a difference between the processing of demersal fish (such 
as cod), the processing of pelagic fish (such as herring and mackerel) and the 
processing of shellfish (shrimps, prawns and lobsters). The processing of 
demersal fish is simpler because they are gutted at sea and presented as simple 
products (fillets), whereas pelagic fish are converted into a variety of products 
after gutting onshore. The higher oil content of pelagic is an added pollution 

Table 6.4 Inputs and outputs of three typical fish-processing operations (per 1000 kg of fresh or frozen 
raw material) (UNEP, 2000).

White fish fillets Oily fish fillets Canning

  Conventional With CP  Conventional  With CP  Conventional With CP

Inputs
 Energy 
(kWh)

Ice: 10–12
Freezing: 
50–70

Reduced
Ice: 10–12
Freezing: 50–70 Reduced

150–190 Reduced

Filleting: 5 Filleting: 2–5
 Water
(m3)

5–11 1.2–4.4 5–8 2.5–3.0 15 7

 Chemicals 
(kg)

Antioxidants: 
30

n/a Antioxidants: 
100

n/a NaOH 
(at 8%)

n/a

Outputs
 Waste 
water 
(m3)

5–11 1.2–4.4 5–8 2.5–3.0 15 7
BOD: 35 kg BOD: 

12 kg
BOD: 50 kg BOD: 

12–15 kg
BOD: 52 kg BOD: 

12 kg
COD: 50 kg COD: 

17 kg
COD: 85 kg COD: 

20–21 kg
COD: 116 kg COD: 

27 kg
N: n/a N: n/a N: 2.5 kg N: 0.4–0.6 kg N: 3 kg N: 0.7 kg
P: n/a P: n/a P: 0.1–0.3 kg P: 0.02–

0.03 kg
P: 0.4 kg P: 0.1 kg

 Solid 
waste 
(kg)

40–50 skin
210–250 
heads
240–340 
bones

Reduced 400–450 Reduced

250 heads/
entrails
100–150 
bones

Reduced

Packaged 
product 
(kg)

 400–450 Increased 460–540 Increased  420–430  Increased

BOD, biological oxygen demand; COD, chemical oxygen demand; N, nitrogen; P, phosphorus; n/a, not available; 
NaOH, sodium hydroxide.
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problem (high BOD and COD). Shellfish are converted into many products, 
almost all of which involve boiling and a consequent higher energy usage. The 
gutting of demersal fish at sea would remove this SD aspect from the LCA and 
CF process if the system boundaries are defined as ‘gate-to-finished-product’ 
rather than as ‘cradle-to-grave’, although a supply chain approach would pick 
up this aspect (see Chapter 8). The paper does comment that for herring and 
mackerel it is relevant to focus on the processing as other stages of the life 
cycle, such as harvesting, are less important (my emphasis).

Table 6.5 lists the CP initiatives in the two exemplar companies indicating 
the chronological order of implementation and the range of such initiatives 
available – with a focus on energy and water consumption and waste water 
emissions. It was noted that the implementation of CP initiatives can have neg-
ative effects. For example, increased automation replaced human activity, which 
had a negative social aspect, but the operations which were automated were 
often monotonous and repetitive accompanied by work-related injury. The use 
of water-saving nozzles for cleaning was thought to cause respiratory problems 
in some workers. Other, technology fixes were found to be too expensive or 
inappropriate in the FPI environment. The authors commented that although CP 
solutions have contributed greatly to environmental improvements they con-
cluded that the application of LCA would broaden the impact to other stages in 
the product life cycle, e.g. in the fishing operations, packaging and transport.

Table 6.5 Chronology of clean production in Danish fish processing which has contributed 
to SD goals.

Processing 
of canned mackerel  

Date 
introduced 

Processing of pickled 
herring  

Date 
introduced

Spill prevention, fuel 
switching and separation 
of fish oil

1980s Separation of fish oil from 
waste stream

Early 1980s

Waste water treatment 
and substitution of soda 
lye with gas

Early 1990s Focus on spillage and 
working routines

Early 1990s

Removal of tails pre-
freezing

1995 Dry transport of fish Early 1990s

Steam instead of water 
boilers

Mid 1990s Dry removal of guts and 
skin

Early 1990s

Fish oil and pet food 
production

Late 1990s Extraction of herring roe 
and development of 
machines

Mid 1990s

Substitution of polymers Late 1990s Implementation of 
environmental management 
systems

Mid 1990s

Switching to steam instead 
of gas for de-skinning

Late 1990s Cutting-edge waste-water 
treatment

Late 1990s

Other product-related 
initiatives

Early 2000 Energy reductions 2000 
onwards

Environmental focus and 
achievements

 Mid 1980s 
onwards

Vision equipment and 
automation

Source: From Thrane et al. (2009).
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6.7 PROCESSING IN A CHANGING WORLD

This brief description of LCA and supply chain analysis is intended to be a 
stimulus to our readers to grapple with the sustainability issues surrounding 
the FPI operating at any level of technology and supply chain complexity. An 
understanding of the basic principles which apply and the ability to quantify 
the effect of changes in practice will allow the FPI to be flexible and respon-
sive to:

● changes in raw material supply;
● different processing and packaging technologies;
● changes in energy and water supply (e.g. introduction of AD);
● opportunities for by-product development;
● market, retail and consumer-led demands on FPI practices through eco-

labelling or similar developments.

For any FPI to be responsive to the changes described above in a sustainable 
manner consideration must be taken of economic, environmental and social 
interactions (the triple bottom line [TBL]). The LCA and supply chain analysis 
techniques should help with these considerations as they will locate any changes 
within a holistic framework. The development of LCA and CF for fish process-
ing will also depend on the development of specific impact categories for the 
sector which reflect the nature of the interactions between fishing operations 
and the environment and allocation of the impact share for products and co-
products appropriately. The LCA might also evolve to include more social 
interpretations as well as the economic and environmental approaches such that 
parameters such as the provision of a secure, balanced diet will be a possible 
‘functional unit’ of assessment or an environmental impact category. This 
approach would reflect as change in emphasis for the LCA from an economic/
environmental sphere of influence to a socio-economic sphere in the TBL rela-
tionship (see Chapter 1, Figure 1.1).

Table 6.6 describes the conventional impact categories as given in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.2.3, Phase 3: Life cycle impact analysis, and adds some categories 
which could be included in future LCA exercises either as full impact factors or 
functional units. Conventional impact factors reflect concern for detrimental 
environmental effects and so the inclusion of human and eco-toxicology consid-
erations would seem a logical extension of this concern. Azapagic et al. (2003, 
2004) discuss many possible human and eco-toxicity impact factors. However, 
there could be scope for including positive impact categories in an LCA as the 
sophistication of analysis develops. As with land use the inclusion of productiv-
ity per unit volume of water fished or farmed would give an indication of the 
best use of a body of water and fits in well with fisheries management strategies. 
In Chapter 1, Section 1.5.3, there was discussion of a return to a less intensive 
aquaculture system combining land animals, crops and aquaculture in harmony 
with positive environmental impacts which could be measured by this element. 
Energy usage in all aspects of fisheries has been emphasized already (at least as 
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a generator of GHG) but could be extended to include the impact of the use of 
fossil fuels or renewable sources. Finally, fish is food and the effort and environ-
mental impact involved in providing a quantity of food energy or nutrition could 
also be an ultimate measure for an LCA (again, either as an impact factor or as 
a functional unit). The use of LCA in the fisheries sector still has an exciting 
future with the possibility to involve better analytical methodologies, to develop 
new functional units and impact categories and, hopefully, to extend into the 
realm of post-harvest losses in developing countries.
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7  Sustainability of Fermented 
Fish Products

S. Kose and George M. Hall

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Fermented fish is a broad term for different kinds of fish products. Traditionally, 
preservation of fresh fish was by salting, smoking and sun-drying (see Chapter 3). 
Salting and drying in a tropical climate can be prolonged due to high humidity 
and frequent rainfall, which allows fermentation to start, and people gradually 
acquired a liking for the taste and the aroma of fermented fish. Another attrac-
tion of fermented fish was as a cheap process for underdeveloped countries as 
an alternative to heavily salted fish products. The ability of fermentation to 
enhance the flavour (or to mask the taste of tainted fish products) increased its 
production and consumption even in developed countries (Saisithi, 1994).

Today, the demand for fermented food is so great that more varieties are 
sought. By partially supplementing ordinary salted fish with carbohydrate 
sources, such as palm sugar, roasted rice or cooked rice, traditional fermented 
fish products with different tastes and aromas are obtained. Nowadays, 
 non-traditional fermented fish products are also produced using bacterial starter 
cultures.

Fermented fish is generally seen as a South-East Asian product through 
prime examples such as fish sauce. However, studies showed that such products 
are commonly found in other parts of the world, especially in Africa. Fermented 
fish production and consumption are also reported to occur in European coun-
tries such as Denmark, Norway and Sweden. However, most studies on fer-
mented fish are of either African or Asian origin (Adams et al., 1985; Essuman, 
1992; Saisithi, 1994).

Some of the sustainability issues here are similar to those reported in Chapter 3 
on curing processes with respect to salt procurement and heating, where this is 
part of the process and will not be repeated here. However, the application of 
natural lactic acid fermentation (as described below) in a repetitive process has 
excellent sustainability credentials. Whilst the process often takes place in less 
than sanitary conditions the development of a selected lactic acid-producing 
flora over many years and operations has become the basis of an industry con-
verting unpromising raw material (industrial grade fish) into a variety of value-
added products of consistent quality.

Fish Processing – Sustainability and New Opportunities, First Edition, edited by George M. Hall 
© 2011 Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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7.2  PRINCIPLES OF THE FERMENTATION PROCESS

The complex ripening process consists of chemical and biochemical reactions that 
change the characteristics of the fish tissue and thus the sensory properties of the 
fish. Ripening is believed to be caused mainly by enzymic actions which split 
macromolecules such as protein and fat in the fish musculature into low molecular 
weight compounds, e.g. peptides, amino acids and free fatty acids. The texture of 
the salted fish becomes softer and tenderer during the ripening phase and a pleas-
ant, typical taste is formed (Schubring and Oehlenschläger, 1997). The enzymes 
responsible for ripening are reported to be endogenous proteolytic enzymes from 
the internal organs and muscle tissue of the fish. The other source of enzymes is 
known to be bacterial, mainly lactic acid bacteria (LAB) (Østergaard et al., 1998) 
derived either from fish, salt or other ingredients used in the process.

The use of salt in fresh fish preservation as selective microbial agent has 
been reported by various researchers (Anihouvi et al., 2007). LAB are found as 
the dominant micro-organisms in many fermented fish products where their 
primary role is to ferment available carbohydrates and thereby cause a decrease 
in pH. The combination of low pH and organic acids (mainly lactic acid) is the 
main preservation factor in fermented fish products. Generally, pH should be 
below 5–4.5 in order to inhibit pathogenic and spoilage bacteria (Østergaard 
et al., 1998; Paludan-Müller et al., 1999). In addition, salt and spices (such as 
garlic, pepper or ginger) may add to the safety of products and, in some prod-
ucts, garlic may serve as a carbohydrate source for the fermentation. The salt 
concentration may range from 1% to 20% (w/w) in different forms of fermented 
fish having a pronounced influence on the microbial growth and the rate of 
fermentation, and thereby on the sensory quality and safety of the product. It is 
therefore of interest to identify the optimal salt concentration, which does not 
inhibit the growth of the fermenting micro-organisms, and in addition contrib-
utes positively to the flavour and texture of the product (Achinewhu and Oboh, 
2002; Paludan-Müller et al., 2002; Komatsuzaki et al., 2005). Sustainability is 
enhanced here by the exploitation of a native enzyme system, native bacterial 
flora and ambient temperature controlled and directed to human benefit.

7.2.1 Metabolic activity of LAB

The production of lactic acid by LAB can be described as homolactic (only lactic 
acid produced) or heterolactic (produces carbon dioxide, lactate, acetate and 
sometimes ethanol). The starting point is a hexose sugar, usually glucose, and 
lactic acid is the end product of the well-known Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) 
glycolytic pathway and it might be necessary to promote the homolactic route 
if lactic acid is to be the only end product. However, lactose (a disaccharide) 
and pentose sugars can also be metabolized, yielding varying amounts of lactic 
acid. The provision of fermentable sugars in a food to be preserved by the action 
of LAB is an essential prerequisite for a successful fermentation (Hall, 2002). 
Some LAB are able to catabolize amino acids, by deamination or decarboxy-
lation, yielding carbon dioxide, ammonia and volatile fatty acids and thus 
 contributing to the flavour of the product. Arginine is common in fish tissues 
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and is metabolized, but any amino acid can be utilized. Decarboxylation can 
give rise to toxic amines and sulphur-containing amino acids can give rise to 
hydrogen sulphide (Han-Ching et al., 1992; Hall, 2002).

7.2.2 The genera of LAB

The classical LAB genera include Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Pediococcus, 
Lactococcus, Leuconostoc, Bifidobacterium, Carnobacterium, Enterococcus 
and Sporolactobacillus (Wood, 1992). Table 7.1 gives examples of species from 
these genera which are important in fermentation. Of these genera, the 
Lactobacillus with 56 species, Streptococcus (39) and Bifidobacterium (29) are 
the most numerous. Several species from these genera have been found associ-
ated with fermented fish products although some researchers have suggested that 
the presence of terrestrial LAB in sea and fresh water is a sign of contamination. 
The Carnobacterium genus consists of six species which were originally described 
as unusual members of the Lactobacillus genus isolated from meat, poultry, fish 
and seawater. C. piscicola has been isolated from several fish species and C. fun-
ditum and C. alterfundium have been isolated from seawater (Han-Ching et al., 
1992). From a sustainability view it is evident that LAB occupy many environ-
ments, and selecting the right organism for an application is possible.

7.2.3 Other issues relating to fermentation process

Fermentable carbohydrates: The presence of fermentable carbohydrates 
(mono- and disaccharides) is essential and is usually provided by the addition 
of rice (or cassava). However, starchy substrates must be broken down and 
enzymes with amylolytic activity have been demonstrated (Hall, 2002).

Table 7.1 Classical genera of LAB for fermentation.

Genus  Typical species

Lactobacillus L. acidophilus
L. brevis
L. casei subsp. Casei
L. delbrueckii
L. plantarum

Pediococcus P. halophilus
P. parvulus

Lactococcus L. lactis subsp. Lactis
L. lactis subsp. Cremoris

Leuconostoc L. mesenteroides (various subspecies)
L. lactis

Bifidobacterium B. bifidum
B. longum
B. breve

Carnobacterium C. piscicola
C. funditum

  C. alterfunditum

Source: After Hall (2002).
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Presence of salt: The presence of salt inhibits spoilage bacteria and 
 promotes LAB and halophiles generally by lowering the water activity (Hall, 
2002), although LAB are inhibited by low water activity affecting the fermenta-
tion (Adams et al., 1987). The effect varies depending on the phase in which 
salt is found, being highest in the solid state and less in solution.

Initial pH: The initial pH of the raw material will vary and hence the pH 
drop due to any specific LAB activity will depend on this value. A rapid drop 
in pH demands the presence of easily fermentable carbohydrates (Hall, 
2002).

Temperature: This has an enormous effect on fermentation and in traditional 
products ambient temperatures alone, in the range of 25–35°C, promote a vig-
orous ferment-promoting tissue breakdown and favour sauce production (Hall, 
2002).

7.2.4 Inhibitory effects of LAB

The preservation of foods through LAB fermentation is due to the inhibition of 
a wide range of spoilage and pathogenic organisms by the various end products 
of the fermentation (Hall, 2002).

Acid production: Lactic, and other organic acids generated by LAB, reduces 
the pH of the environment with an inhibitory effect on Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria. In addition, the undissociated form of the organic acid can 
penetrate the microbial cell wall where the higher pH of the cell contents pro-
motes dissociation with the release of hydrogen ions and the acid anion and 
both of these species interfere with cell metabolism. The pK value of the organic 
acid is important because the undissociated species will predominate at a pH 
below the pK for that acid. Hence, acetic acid (pK 4.76) will have greater anti-
microbial activity than lactic acid (pK 3.86) at a given pH and a relatively high 
pH is preferred for palatability reasons (Hall, 2002).

Hydrogen peroxide and carbon dioxide: LAB (in the presence of oxy-
gen) can generate hydrogen peroxide, which, in turn, can generate hydroxyl 
radicals causing the peroxidation of membrane lipids and microbial cell sus-
ceptibility. These effects are well known for many organisms. Carbon diox-
ide is an end product of heterolactic fermentation and, on occasions, by 
decarboxylation of amino acids by LAB, promotes an anaerobic environ-
ment, reduces pH and can help to destroy the integrity of the microbial cell 
wall (Hall, 2002).

Bacteriocins: These are ‘antibiotic-like’ molecules, usually protein in nature, 
of varying molecular weight, mode of action and specificity of action (Table 
7.2). They are produced by many LAB, either naturally or induced, with some 
LAB producing a single form whilst others produce two or three forms. Nisin 
(produced by Lactococcus lactis) shows activity against Gram-positive bacteria 
but not pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli and 
Salmonella (Hall, 2002).

Probiotic effect: The word probiotic is derived from the Greek ‘for life’ 
and was first used to describe the positive effects of a substance secreted by 
one micro-organism on another (the opposite of antibiotic). Further refine-
ments of this approach have led to the recognition of the positive benefits of 
micro-organisms on higher animals, including humans. Metchnikoff (1907) 
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appreciated the importance of LAB from the start. A modern definition of a 
probiotic (Naidu et al., 1999) is ‘a microbial dietary adjuvant that beneficially 
affects the host physiology by modulating mucosal and systemic immunity, as 
well as improving nutritional and microbial balance in the intestinal tract’. 
Now there are several commercial products available claimed to alter the 
intestinal flora towards a beneficial population with prophylactic effects. The 
effect of probiotic LAB spp. against E. coli 0157:H7 has been reported (Erkkila 
et al., 2000).

7.3  DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION 
OF FERMENTED FISH PRODUCTS

7.3.1 Definition

Essuman (1992) defined fermented fish as any fishery product which has under-
gone degradative changes through enzymatic or microbiological activity either 
in the presence or absence of salt. Traditionally the term ‘fermented fish’ cov-
ered both enzyme-hydrolysed and microbial fermented fish products, and a 
clear distinction has not been made between these products (Huss et al., 2003). 
Most of the traditional products involve salting and occasionally smoking, mar-
inating and drying; therefore, although some products are only involved in one 
type of processing method (either salted, marinated or smoked) some involve 
combinations and can also be called fermented fish products. Some products 
may be called semi-fermented products such as Icelandic fermented shark or 
Norwegian rakfisk (URL-1; Amilien and Hegnes 2004).

Another definition of fermented fish products is ‘products which contain a 
carbohydrate source and in which the level of salt is less than 8% water phase 
salt (WPS)’. This level of salt (8%) allows the fermentative growth of LAB and 
a concomitant decrease in pH to less than 4.5. In contrast, enzyme-hydrolysed 
fish has a WPS greater than 8% and a final pH between 5 and 7 is found 
(Paludan-Müller, 2002 cited in Huss et al., 2003). In Africa salting and drying 
of fish for preservation is accompanied by fermentation, but the period is short 
(a few days) and the product is not transformed into a paste or sauce.

Table 7.2 Bacteriocins produced by LAB.

Bacteriocin Produced by  Active against

Nisin (s) Lactococcus lactis subspp. lactis Bacillus cereus
Clostridium botulinum
Staphylococcus aureus

Pediocin (s) Pediococcus acidilactici Listeria monocytogenes
C. botulinum

Reuterin Lactobacillus reuteri L. monocytogenes
Salmonella typhimurium

    Shigella spp.

Source: After Hall (2002).
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7.3.2 Classification

Several authors have tried to classify fermented fish products according to 
 various rules or characteristics of the ferments as reported by Hall (2002). Thus, 
Subba Rao (1967) recognized three groups according to the final appearance of 
the product whilst Amano (1962) divided fermented fish products into three 
categories according to the mechanism of protein breakdown as follows:

(i) Traditional salted products mainly fermented by the action of enzymes 
normally present in fish flesh and entrails to which salt has been added.

(ii) Traditional products fermented by the combined effects of fish enzymes 
supplemented with microbial enzymes supplied in the form of starter cul-
tures on fish flesh and entrails with added salt.

(iii) Non-traditional products manufactured by accelerated fermentation, acid 
ensilage and chemical hydrolysis.

However, not all types of fermented fish products fit into this classification 
(Huss et al., 2003). Adams et al. (1985) divided traditional fermented fish prod-
ucts of South-East Asia according to the substrates used in the fermentation 
processes as follows:

(i) Products made from fish and salt.
(ii) Products made from fish, salt and carbohydrate.

Here again, considering the added ingredients as substrates does not represent a 
true classification of traditionally fermented fish products. The addition of car-
bohydrates to a mixture of fish and salt is usually intended for different pur-
poses. For example, roasted rice, which is added in the late fermentation period, 
not only provides flavour to the products but also absorbs excess moisture and 
prevents the fermented fish from sticking together. The roasted rice is some-
times replaced by rice bran. Sugar is often provided as an energy source for 
LAB, thus hastening the bacterial growth rate. Cooked rice sometimes replaces 
the sugar and can be a substrate for moulds and yeasts.

Saisithi (1987) made a different classification based on both substrate used and 
source of enzymes during the LAB fermentation of traditional fish products.

Group 1: This group consists of fish paste and fish sauce products from 
South-East Asia. They are usually prepared from whole fish, which is the only 
available substrate in lactic acid fermentation. The addition of salt to fish 
reduces the water activity to prevent microbial spoilage. The enzymes for the 
fermentation process come partly from the fish digestive system and partly from 
the bacteria naturally present in the fish and in the salt. Examples are fish sauces 
such as nuoc-mam from Vietnam and fish pastes like trassi from Indonesia. 
Figure 7.1 shows a production line for G1 type of fermented fish product.

Group 2: There are more varieties in this group compared to Group 1. Either 
marine or freshwater fish can be used, prepared in different forms such as whole 
dressed fish, pieces and minced. Carbohydrates are usually added in the form of 
cooked rice (palm sugar is sometimes used). The ratio of salt to fish is approxi-
mately 1:3 or 1:4. Salting and fermenting times vary from 1 to 3 days ( occasionally 
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up to 2 mo). After the first fermenting process, more carbohydrate source is 
added and allowed to ferment again for another 3–4 days. The main characteris-
tics of the products in this group are that carbohydrate is the principle substrate, 
and the acid thus produced is the main preservative. This is in contrast to the 
products in Group 1, where the main substrate and the preservative action is 
the high salt concentration. However, micro-organisms that are responsible for 
the fermentation of the products in both groups are naturally occurring micro-
organisms. Figure 7.2 shows a production line for G2 fermented fish product. 
Table 7.3 shows the micro-organisms found in products of Groups 1 and 2.
 Group 3: The fermented fish products in this group are similar to the prod-
ucts of Group 2 as far as the nature of substrates is concerned. The only differ-
ence is that the causative micro-organisms are added as a starter culture. 
However, the micro-organisms are not inhibited. Salted fish is fermented by the 
naturally occurring micro-organisms found with the fish and/or present in the 
salt. Added steamed rice, however, is fermented by the starter micro-organisms. 
Medium- to large-sized freshwater fish are commonly used and dressed by scal-
ing, eviscerating and cutting off the head of the fish. The dressed fish is slit 
transversely on both sides to facilitate salt penetration. Figure 7.3 shows an 
example of the processing methods for Group 3.

Although the production of fish sauces and pastes is described as ‘fermenta-
tion’, some researchers argue that they are really the result of endogenous fish 
enzymes with little or no impact from microbial (LAB) activity (Adnam and 
Owens, 1984). The enzymes involved are active at acid-pH and are thought to 

Figure 7.1 Processing methods of traditional fermented fish products – Group 1 (Saisithi, 1994).
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Figure 7.2 Processing methods of traditional fermented fish products – Group 2 (Saisithi, 1994).
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Table 7.3 Micro-organisms found in products of Group I and II.

Countries  Local names  Micro-organisms

Group I
Japan Sjpttsuru Pediococcus homeri, Halobacterium spp.

Ika-shiokara Micrococcus spp., Staphylococcus spp., 
Debaryomyces spp.

Philippines Bagoong Pediococcus spp., Bacillus spp.
Patis P. halophilus, Micrococcus spp., Halobacterium 

spp., Halococcus spp., Bacillus spp.
Thailand Budu and nam-pla P. halophilus, Staphylococcus spp., 

Halobacterium spp., Halococcus spp.
Pla-ra Pediococcus spp., P. halophilus, 

Staphylococcus spp.
Tai-pla Pediococcus spp., P. halophilus,

Group II
Philippines Balao-balao Leuconostoc spp., Lactobacillus spp., 

Pediococcus spp., Streptococcus spp.
Burong-isda Leuconostoc spp., Lactobacillus spp., 

Micrococcus spp., Streptococcus spp.
Thailand Pla-paeng-daeng Pediococcus spp., P. halophilus, 

Staphylococcus spp., Micrococcus spp.
Pla-som and
Som-fug

Pediococcus spp., Lactobacillus spp., 
Staphylococcus spp.

  Pla-chum and 
Kung-chum

Pediococcus spp., P. halophilus, 
Staphylococcus spp., Lactobacillus spp.

Source: After Saisithi (1994).
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include pepsins (from viscera) and cathepsins (released from cells); these 
enzymes being most active at the start of the fermentation and bacterial enzymes 
become involved at a later time.

According to all the above, it is obvious that fermented fish classification 
depends on the region (Asian, African or European) where those traditional 
products are produced. In Africa, several methodologies are applied to fer-
mented fish products, such as fermented fish either dried or smoked after 
 fermentation. In Europe, there are some fermented fish products which have no 
salt applications in their methodology such as Hakarl.

7.4  TYPES OF FERMENTED FISH PRODUCTS

As already mentioned, fermented fish have been considered as South-East 
Asian products although there are traditional products from Europe and from 
Africa. The following description indicates some characteristics of these 
regional products.

7.4.1 European products

In Europe the fermentation of fish has a long history, now mainly associated 
with the Scandinavian countries where Gaffelbitar, Tidbits and Surströmming 
are fermented products made from the Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) 

Figure 7.3 Processing methods of traditional fermented fish products (Saisithi, 1994).
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whilst Rakfisk is made from trout (Salmo trutta). Gaffelbitar and Tidbits are 
fermented for 12–18 months with a mixture of salt, sugar and spices present. 
Flavour development is due mainly to endogenous enzyme activity but the con-
tribution of LAB such as Pediococcus, Lactobacillus and Leuconostoc spp. is 
important. These days, Rakfisk is usually processed by Norwegian and Swedish 
companies, while various types of Surströmming are of Swedish origin. One 
Icelandic product is Hakarl, produced from semi-fermented shark (URL-1).

Other European fermented fish products include gravad lacks from Germany 
although it is said to be of Swedish, Danish and Norwegian origin (Bopp, per-
sonal communication).

Many European fish-processing companies and authorities are not aware that 
certain products are really fermented. One such is spiced herring from Denmark, 
produced from whole herring, firstly treated with salt, sugar and spiced mix. 
Fermentation is carried out in big barrels for several months facilitated by enzymes 
from naturally occurring bacteria in the salt and fish, intestinal enzymes and pos-
sibly tissue enzymes. After maturing, the fish is filleted and packed in vinegar.

One Swedish company that produces several types of fermented herring 
(Surströmming also known as sour herring) sold in cans informed the author that 
they use headed and gutted fish except gonads and small parts of guts left in the 
fish. First, they pre-salt fish, at around 24% salt, but with only 12% at the end. 
Fermentation takes place over 5–8 weeks, at 15–18°C (with no other additives), 
and is mainly effected by bacterial enzymes and partly by intestinal and tissue 
enzymes. The product is sold in cans (R. Madsen, personal communication). 
Figure 7.4 shows fermented fish products from Sweden (Surströmming) and 
Denmark. The same company also produces Rakfisk from trout by using salt and 
sugar and fermentation is carried out under pressure for 3–12 months at 4–6°C.

7.4.2 South-East Asian products

Fermented products of South-East Asia are almost bewildering in number, 
name and distribution, utilizing fish and crustaceans and many other marine 
creatures. The naming of similar products in different countries can differ or, 

Figure 7.4 Fermented fish products from Sweden and Denmark.

Fermented herring in 
cans from Sweden
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container from Denmark
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Table 7.4 Fermented fish products from South-East Asia.

Countries Local names Seafood species

Cambodia Prahoc Freshwater fish (Cyprinidae)
Indonesia Ketjap-ikan Ctenops spp., Clupea spp., Leiognathus spp., 

Osteochilus spp., Puntius spp., Stolephorus spp.
Trassi Shrimps

Japan Uwo-shoyu or 
Qunaga

Katsuwonus pelamis, Loligo bleekeri

Malaysia Budu Ikan-bilis (Anchoviella)
Belachan Shrimps (Acetes spp.)

Philippines Patis Clupeoides lile, Decapterus macrosoma, 
Leiognathus spp., Sardinella perforate, 
S. fimbriata, S. longiceps, Stolephorus spp.

Bagoong Clupeidae (and shrimps), Engraulis spp.
Thailand Nam-pla Cirrhinus spp., Clupea spp., Rastrelliger spp., 

Sardinella spp., Stolephorus spp.
Budu Cirrhinus spp., Clupea spp., Rastrelliger spp., 

Sardinella spp., Stolephorus spp.
Vietnam  Nouc-man Decapterus spp., Eagraulis mystax, Rastrelliger 

spp., Stolephorus spp.

Source: Modified from Saisithi (1994) and Hall (2002).

where linguistic connections cross national borders, the same name is used in 
more than one country. Table 7.4 lists some of the better known products which 
show the common characteristics of the use of small shoaling or seasonally 
available fish that are not prime eating species, and varying amounts of salt and 
the use of carbohydrate sources, particularly rice, in the fermentation (Hall, 
2002). The general characteristics of the fermentations can be described by 
looking at some specific examples from the Philippines.

7.4.2.1 Balao-balao

This is a fermented product made from a mixture of shrimps (usually Penaeus 
indicus), salt and boiled rice. Solar salt is used at various levels depending on 
the process adopted and the rice is boiled to a pasty consistency (Figure 7.5). 
The main variable in the process is the amount of salt added, which can be from 
a minimum of 3% up to 20% (w/w), which determines the fermentation time to 
give an acceptable product – the higher salt content products take longer to fer-
ment. At 3% salt, a pH below 4.0 is desirable for a good product, achieved in 
4 days. Physical characteristics of the process are liberation of gas, liquefaction, 
development of a red colour and softening of the shrimp shell. The fermentation 
shows different species predominating at different times. Solidum (1979) 
described a peak at 3 days due to Leuconostoc mesenteroides, a second at 5 days 
due to Pediococcus cerevisiae and at 7 days peak numbers of Lactobacillus 
plantarum occurred for a 10-day ferment. This sequential process is a common 
feature of LAB fermentations and these organisms must be present in the com-
ponents of the system (Hall, 2002).
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7.4.2.2 Patis

This is a fish sauce produced from fish–solar salt mixtures and often pro-
duced alongside a fish paste called bagoong (which unlike balao-balao has no 
added rice). The raw material can be any fish or shrimp species, although 
Stolephorus, Decapterus and Sardinella are preferred. The amount of salt 
added varies but is commonly 3:1 salt/fish, with the proportion added con-
trolling the fermentation. On the home scale the fish and salt are mixed and 
left for a long fermentation (6–12 mo), which is encouraged by mixing at 
intervals. Once completed, the clear patis is decanted off; more sauce can be 
produced by pressing the solid remains, with the final residue being bagoong. 
The colour (light brown to yellow) and clarity of patis varies with fermenta-
tion practice. On the commercial scale essentially the same process is fol-
lowed but care is taken to press the fish–salt mixture because as liquor is 
released fish can float to the surface and spoil. Liquor can be removed (by 
scooping or tapping) at various times giving different quality patis, and lower-
quality patis can be produced by washing the final solids with salt-water 
(remaining solid is bagoong) (Hall, 2002).

Figure 7.5 Production stages for the Philippine shrimp paste balao-balao.

Live shrimp (Suahe) + Solar salt (20% w/w)
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Patis flavour is mainly due to peptides and amino acids (from the action of 
endogenous enzymes), ammonia and additional nucleotide, lipid and organic 
acid components, and has been described as cheese-like due to the presence of 
volatile fatty acids. The predominance of enzymic hydrolysis in flavour devel-
opment is accepted but the production of lactic and other organic acids suggests 
some LAB activity. Microbial proteases might contribute to protein breakdown 
even after the death of the bacteria themselves.

The characteristics of balao-balao, patis and bagoon production are repeated 
in most other fermented fish products in the region, and individuality comes 
from the fish species used, localized bacterial flora and fermentation practice 
(Hall, 2002).

7.4.3 Fermented fish products of Africa

Essuman (1992) reported that in Africa salting and drying of fish for preser-
vation is accompanied by fermentation, but the period is short (a few days) 
and the product is not transformed into a paste or sauce. The products are all 
characterized by a strong odour and, for this reason, various authors have 
described the product as ‘stink’ fish. In Ghana fermented fish is called 
‘momone’, an Akan word which literally means stinking. The ‘stink’ fish of 
Sierra Leone has been described (Watts, 1965 cited by Essuman, 1992) as fish 
which had developed a strong odour within 24 hours of capture and was salted 
for about 4 days and then dried. Watanabe (1982 cited by Essuman, 1992) 
described the fermented fishery products of Senegal as highly salted and 
semi-dried fishery products with an obnoxious odour (to the Western nose) 
and a cheesy but rich fishy flavour reminiscent of kusaya from Japan. The 
characteristic smell of fermented fish is the result of enzymatic and microbio-
logical activity in the fish muscle. Zakhia and Cuq (1991 cited by Essuman, 
1992) suggest that the organic acids produced during the fermentation of fish 
in Mali are mainly acetic acids, whereas it would appear that in Asia mainly 
lactic acid is produced.

Different processing techniques are employed in fish fermentation from one 
region to another in Africa. This is greatly influenced by factors such as avail-
ability of salt and the food habits of the local people. Three main techniques 
have clearly emerged as methods commonly practised in many African coun-
tries. These are:

(i) Fermentation with salting and drying.
(ii) Fermentation and drying without salting.

(iii) Fermentation with salting but without drying.

Table 7.5 shows some examples of African fermented fish products.
The difference between the regional products reflects the raw materials 

available and the ambient conditions and hence the fermentation possible – 
each process inhabits a niche reflective of these parameters. Attempts to repli-
cate high ambient condition fermentations in Europe would require heating, 
which would undermine the sustainability of the process.
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7.5  QUALITY AND STANDARDS 
OF FERMENTED FISH PRODUCTS

The quality of fermented fish is assessed subjectively by visual and/or orga-
noleptic inspection of parameters such as texture, colour, odour and fragility 
(Essuman, 1992). Differences in consumer preferences in different regions 
mean that similar products made in different locations may be considered to 
be of different quality (Hall, 2002). Since the majority of fermented fish prod-
ucts are consumed either locally or within the country of origin, quality stand-
ards will reflect local preferences. Recent research showed that Surstromming 
from Sweden and fermented fish from Denmark are well liked by Scandinavians 
but described as ‘stink’ fish product in other countries like Turkey and top-
quality products are deemed unacceptable due to their distinctive smell (Köse 
et al., 2008).

Export markets have been limited but are growing mainly due to immigra-
tion and an interest in ‘ethnic’ foods. Thus, the application of legal food stand-
ards relating to quality, composition and toxicology has developed only in 
recent years for products such as nam-pla from Thailand (Virulhakul, 2000) and 
includes parameters such as sodium chloride content, percentage of amino acid 
nitrogen, glutamic acid/total nitrogen, pH and relative density (Hall, 2002).

Quality issues relating to fermented fish products have been described in detail 
by Saisithi (1994) for traditional fermented fish sauce from South-East Asia, 

Table 7.5 Examples of African fermented fish products.

Country  
Local/common 
name of product 

Fermentation 
period  Drying period  Packing

Burundi Ndagala 2–5 days 
(normally during 
drying, no salting)

2–5 days on ground or 
rack

Sacks, 
polythene bags

Chad Salanga Overnight (3–6 h), 
no salting

3–7 days Baskets, sacks

Côte d’Ivoire Gyagawere, 
adjonfa

6 h to 3 days with 
salting

3–5 days on grass, 
nets, mats or raised 
platforms

Baskets, sacks

The Gambia Guedj Overnight to 
2 days with salting

3–5 days on raised 
platforms

Sacks

Ghana Momone, koobi, 
kako, ewule

Overnight to 
3 days with salting

3–5 days on straw, 
nets, stones

Sacks, baskets

Mali Djegue, jalan Overnight, no 
salting

3–7 days on grass, 
mats or ground

Sacks, mats and 
ropes

Senegal Guedj, 
tambadiang, yeet

Overnight to 
2 days with salting

3–7 days Sacks, baskets

The Sudan Fessiekh, kejeick, 
terkeen, mindeshi

10–20 days with 
salting

No drying (fessiekh) 
3–7 days (kejeick)

Cartons, cans, 
polythene bags

Uganda  Dagaa  3–6 h without 
salting

 2–5 days  Sacks, baskets

Source: After Essuman (1992).
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and by Essuman (1992) for fermented fish from Africa. The main factors affect-
ing the quality of fermented fish products are detailed below.

7.5.1 Salting procedures

In fermented fish production, addition of salt has different effects on the end 
product. One of these effects is through the salting technique employed, which 
must be carried out uniformly around the fish in the vat, tank or barrel to ensure 
that the salt remains evenly distributed around the fish. The proper distribution 
of salt over the fish is most important, because diffusion is slow, and if one 
small part is deprived of salt, the fish will spoil.

As soon as salt comes into contact with the fresh fish natural brine will form 
fairly quickly. If the salting process is slow, the natural brine can be expected to 
cover the fish at the end of 1–2 days. In this case, fish in the top layer will start 
to spoil (Saisithi, 1994). Salting by hand is very slow to make sure that all fish 
is salted uniformly and fish may be spoilt before salting is complete. The autol-
ysis of fish tissues begins almost immediately after the fish is dead and bacterial 
spoilage will soon follow, so the salting process should be completed while the 
fish is still fresh. Salting and mixing machines (cascade or drum mixers) can 
speed up the process (Saisithi, 1994).

The second effect comes from the ratio of fish/salt used, which is very impor-
tant in determining the fermented product produced (see Section 7.2).

Thirdly, the quality of salt also affects the product quality. Common salt 
(sodium chloride) is the most widely used chemical in fish curing in many 
African and South Asian countries. Some product types require specific types 
of salt, such as solar salt, in the production of African fermented products.

7.5.2 Micro-organisms

As mentioned earlier, micro-organisms in the fish greatly contribute to the 
fermentation process as well as the distinct flavour of the products (Table 7.3). 
Such specific micro-organisms originate from fish and salt are used in the 
processing. Since the isolation of specific micro-organisms that have a lead-
ing role in the fermentation, starter cultures have been widely used in com-
mercial fish fermentation. Contamination of the salt and unsanitary 
environmental conditions can alter the microbial flora during fermentation, 
which will change the flavour and texture of the product and also bring in 
health issues. The presence of spoilage bacteria is very important in affecting 
the quality of fermented fish products, especially for African products where 
processes such as drying and smoking are applied prior to fermentation. The 
fish-processing infrastructure is invariably of a low hygienic standard at the 
artisanal level. A reduction in bacterial numbers can be carried out by salting 
(most of the spoilage bacteria originally present on fish will die off quickly 
after contact with salt), leaving only the high salt-tolerant bacteria to grow 
slowly in the medium (Saisithi, 1994).

In situations where brine is reused a number of times, the chemical composi-
tion of the salt solution is altered. Significant amounts of organic material are 
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introduced and the bacterial load of the brine becomes extremely high,  especially 
the red halophiles and the osmophilic moulds, causing two common defects of 
salted fermented fishery products called pink and dun.

7.5.3 Fish enzymes

It is well known that proteolysis of fish protein derives mainly from the fish gut 
enzymes and the more enzymes present in the gut, the quicker the fish tissues 
become liquefied. Usually fish will have the highest amount of gut enzymes 
during the feeding season (Saisithi, 1994) and the tissue protein of actively 
swimming fish will be hydrolysed faster than that of slow-moving fish (Fuji 
et al., 1951 cited in Saisithi, 1994). The proper use of salt and fish with strong, 
enzymic activity helps to cut down the fermentation time appreciably.

Fish sauce is the hydrolysed product of the fish tissues which consist mainly 
of protein and lipid. The degradation pathways of the lipid component during 
the fermentation process are not fully understood. Saisithi (1967) found that the 
amount of total volatile acids (TVA) increased as the fermentation time increased 
and reached a maximum at approximately 9 months of fermentation. These 
volatile acids have been established as major flavour components of the fish 
sauce and are the by-products of lactic acid fermentation by LAB present in the 
fish sauce Saisithi (1967).

The total amino acid content in fish sauce is approximately the same as that 
found in the protein of fish tissues. Taurine, a non-protein component, found in 
nam-pla, could be derived from the amino acids cysteine or cystine (Meister, 
1965) which would account for their disappearance from the fish sauce.

The application of fish enzymes in fermented products is a good example of 
applied biochemistry and indicates the presence of many potentially valuable 
components which need investigation. Chapter 10 describes some examples of 
the extraction and application of bio-active compounds from fish-processing 
by-products.

7.5.4 Temperature during fermentation

The preferred temperature of fish fermentation varies according to types of 
product to be produced. It is well known that higher the temperature increases 
the speed of fermentation and low temperature slows down the fermentation 
process. Therefore, products from South-East Asia require high temperatures in 
order to produce liquid or paste-like form of end product. On the other hand, 
products of European origin usually require lower temperatures. It was reported 
that fermented herring from Denmark was processed under cold storage condi-
tions and kept in cold storage during marketing prior to consumption (Köse 
et al., 2008). The regional processes have evolved to reflect ambient tempera-
tures and have proved to be sustainable as a result.

7.5.5 Nutritional issues

Nutritional information of fermented fish products concentrates on amino acid 
content (where the provision of essential amino acids is good).
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7.5.6 Flavour

Some LAB can catabolize amino acids by deamination or decarboxylation with 
the production of carbon dioxide, ammonia and volatile fatty acids. These com-
pounds can contribute to the flavour of fish products although the presence of 
ammonia can prevent low pH.

7.5.7 Presence of lipids

Most fermented fishery products are made from fatty fish. Lean fish has some-
times been noted to give a less acceptable texture and flavour. The role of fats 
in the fermentation process has not, however, been studied in any detail. Fish 
oils are highly unsaturated and hence very prone to oxidation, catalysed by pro-
oxidants, such as haem. Similarly, iron impurities in the crude solar salt used for 
curing also accelerate auto-oxidation (Saisithi, 1967). Oxidized fish oils have a 
characteristic taste and paint-like smell, and acceptability of products depends 
on local preferences.

Kim et al. (2002) investigate the degradation of cholesterol by Bacillus sub-
tilis SFF34 isolated from Korean traditional fermented flatfish. They observed 
that such bacteria degraded cholesterol and produced a high level of extracel-
lular cholesterol oxidase.

7.5.8 Colour

The colour of the product depends on the species of fish used as well as the 
processing method, and for certain products, especially fish sauce, it is an 
important quality parameter. For fish sauce produced by South-East Asian 
countries, a natural brine forms during the first few days which is reddish in 
appearance and is highly turbid. Some manufacturers prefer to draw this 
liquid out and replace it with saturated brine; others leave the liquid in the 
tank until it becomes ripe fish sauce, which usually takes about 1 year. The 
first batch of fish sauce traditionally consists of about 40–50% of the total 
amount of fish and salt. The residue left after the first extraction of fish 
sauce still contains a high amount of undigested meat, so second, third and 
fourth extractions are performed by adding equal amounts of saturated brine 
and leaving it for 3–4 months or less and the liquid again drawn off. The first 
and second extractions are combined and sold as first-quality fish sauce 
(Saisithi, 1994).

The red colour of the initial sauce gradually disappears and it becomes 
clearer. The solid matter settles down to the bottom of the tank and the actual 
fermentation begins through the LAB. The typical aroma of fish sauce is 
developed as more protein and lipid are hydrolysed into low molecular 
weight compounds and the better the quality of fish sauce. Because of the 
great importance of nam-pla to the economy of Thailand, an official stand-
ard was set up as long ago as 1970 by the Thai Industrial Standards Institute 
(Saisithi, 1994).
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7.5.9 Other characteristics

When fermented fish is dried to a very low moisture content, it tends to break 
up during packaging and storage. Soft or semi-dry products become flaky, espe-
cially if the raw fish is putrid or fermentation is unduly prolonged. This is a 
particular problem for the distribution of sub-Saharan fish products.

Packaging plays an important role in handling, storage and distribution 
within the marketing chain. It should have adequate strength to protect the 
packaged product from damage at economic cost, must be readily available and 
easy to use, and should be clean to prevent contamination with undesirable 
substances. In Mali, straw mats and ropes are used to wrap and tie fermented 
dried tilapia, whilst in the Sudan empty vegetable oil cans or kerosene cans and 
polythene bags are used for the packaging of wet fermented fish (fessiekh). The 
preference for simple artisanal packaging materials in all the countries surveyed 
is attributed to their low cost, convenience of handling and ready availability in 
the locality. Most of these packaging materials are reused a number of times 
before they are discarded and have a lifespan of 6–12 months, although oil cans, 
jute bags and polysacks can last for 2–3 years. The major disadvantage of these 
packaging materials is fragility and the inability to clean them easily after use 
and prevent recontamination of the products. Baskets and sacks do not offer any 
barrier to insect infestation and rodent attack; nor are they impervious to water 
or other fluids.

7.6  SAFETY ISSUES RELATED 
TO FERMENTED FISH PRODUCTS

The growing interest in ‘ethnic’ foods such as ‘fish sauce’ and immigration 
from the countries of South-East Asia and Africa to other countries has led to a 
world trade in traditional fermented fish products. Therefore, safety issues relat-
ing to such products are also an increasing concern, both in terms of human 
health and economics. The safety of fermented fish products will also influence 
the sustainability of such products due to:

● import bans based on health hazards that will directly affect international 
trade;

● the effect on quality attributes of certain export products if such safety issues 
are applied.

It is clear that current seafood regulations, especially those of the European Union 
(EU), Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Canada, would stop the import 
of a wide range of traditional fermented fish products from South-East Asia 
and Africa.

There is a clear sustainability issue which has not been addressed before in 
this book. The fermented fish products described in this chapter offer sustaina-
ble processing, utilization of unpromising raw materials and added value in the 
final products. An increasing market for such products might develop within 
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their region of production but an export market would be denied unless quality 
and safety standards can be defined which reflect the nature of the products. 
The western idea of a safe food is often one of sterility and often associated with 
blandness as a result, and efforts to achieve this standard (e.g. by pasteurization) 
would dent the sustainability of these fermented fish products. An understand-
ing and acceptance of the nature of fermented fish products by United States 
(US) and EU consumers would be required before an expansion of their range 
of use. It could be argued that transporting such products around the world is 
not a sustainable option and within-region trade should be encouraged instead. 
The following assessment of safety issues for fermented fish products illus-
trates the complexity of the subject and the potential difficulty in achieving a 
consensus which would encourage international trade in these products.

Although all the seafood health hazards identified in FDA guidelines (FDA, 
2001) present a risk for fermented fish products, only three groups of hazards – 
namely, biogenic amines (BAs, mainly histamine), pathogenic bacteria and 
 parasites – are of great concern for such products. The other health hazards can 
easily be controlled mainly at raw material stage with an efficient Hazard Analysis 
Critical Control Point (HACCP) plan and by apply ing Good Hygienic Practices 
(GHP) and Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) using FDA or other guidelines. 
Rejecting a consignment at reception is good practice if the raw material is sus-
pected of originating from risky areas for biotoxins (such as ciguatoxin or tetro-
dotoxin), viruses, heavy metals or uncontrolled (or improper) antibiotic use in a 
fish farm. However, controlling pathogens, histamine and parasites in fermented 
fish products requires special attention; therefore, they are covered here.

Monitoring the safety hazards for fermented fish products should be carried 
out, taking into account the following:

● The processing operation, holding temperature of fish (freezing possible?) 
and fermentation, the bacterial starter culture or dominating natural flora 
and the amount of salt used, etc.

● Bacteriocins produced by LAB and synergetic effect of fermenting bacteria 
on pathogenic bacteria or histamine-forming bacteria if they occur.

● Quality attributes that might change during application of preventive 
measures.

● Health regulations for fish products.

7.6.1 Pathogenic bacteria

Conditions for bacterial growth and inhibition and toxin formation are well 
explained in FDA guidelines (2001) and by Huss et al. (2003). The natural pres-
ence of pathogenic bacteria from the aquatic and general environment is not 
considered a significant hazard in fermented products due to their low numbers 
(Huss et al., 2003). The most important limiting factors are salt content, water 
activity and pH of the products. However, conditions for growth of some of 
these organisms (Clostridium botulinum type A and B, Listeria monocytogenes, 
Vibrio sp.) are good until the pH decreases to near 4.5, which takes about 1–2 days 
at 30°C in a natural fermentation. Rapid and adequate acidification is the 
 preventive measure for this significant hazard. All types of C. botulinum are 
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inhibited by 10–12% salt (hence the low incidence in African products) and a 
pH below 4.5. C. botulinum types E, F and non-proteolytic type B are able to 
grow between 8°C and 10°C but are inhibited below 4°C (Essuman, 1992). 
Pathogens rarely multiply at high salt concentrations.

For complete safety, it is suggested that temperatures during fermentation 
should be kept at less than 10°C until final pH has been reached (Huss et al., 
2003). There is a possible risk of C. botulinum type E of aquatic origin if large 
fish (over 12 cm) are salted ungutted. It is advisable to gut or cut them into 
smaller pieces according to type of products to be produced. Efficient salting 
techniques that provide uniform application in short time can contribute bene-
fits in preventing pathogenic bacterial growth and toxin formation.

Furthermore, toxins of micro-organisms such as C. botulinum are inactivated 
by the proteolytic enzymes in the fish fermentation process (Essuman, 1992).

On the other hand, not all fermented fish products show low pH and high salt 
content as observed by Köse et al. (2008). Other studies have also reported a 
variation in pH and salt content of fermented fish products. In a study on fessiekh 
processing, Abdalla (1989) reported that the pH of the product ranged from 6.4 to 
6.9 and the salt level was 6–7% (fresh weight). These are favourable conditions 
for the growth of C. botulinum and other proteolytic bacteria. This could possibly 
be the reason for fatalities involving the consumption of fessiekh in Egypt where 
the raw product is a delicacy among some people (cited in Essuman, 1992). 
Meyers et al. (2007) reported the case of foodborne botulism from home-prepared 
fermented tofu in California in 2006. Contamination of fermented fish products 
with pathogenic bacteria from the animal/human reservoir and with pathogenic 
virus are potential hazards, which will be controlled by a GHP program.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter (Section 7.2.4) LAB produces several anti-
bacterial substances including peptides (bacteriocins) and lactic acid. Several stud-
ies have been carried out on the inhibitory effect of LAB on different pathogenic 
bacteria such as L. monocytogenes. A study by Østergaard et al. (1998) showed 
that many strains of LAB isolated from Thai fermented fish products (plaa som, 
som fak and hoi dorgn) had an inhibitory effect on L. monocytogenes, Vibrio cholera 
and V. parahaemolyticus as well as some spoilage bacteria such as Aeromonas spp. 
Most isolated strains were Lactobacillus spp. and grew well at ambient tempera-
tures (25–37°C) and tolerated up to 6.5% NaCl. Glucose was fermented rapidly in 
laboratory media whereas pH decreased only very slowly in fish juice supple-
mented with 4% glucose and 3.5% NaCl or in a rice–fish mixture.

Studies carried out over many years have proved the antimicrobial activity 
or probiotic effect of LAB but extensive research on real fermented fish prod-
ucts is needed. Given the variation in fermented fish processes (different pH, 
salt content and dominating bacterial strains), studies should concentrate on 
specific products targeting a combination of possible pathogenic bacteria. 
Petäjä et al. (2000) demonstrated that fermentation with LAB can produce 
storable and microbiologically safe cold-smoked fish products. Past studies 
may indicate effective inhibitory effects on certain pathogens but future stud-
ies may help by looking at a wider range of pathogens under the specific fish 
fermentation conditions. Other innovative studies such as using X-ray treat-
ments on decreasing or preventing bacterial pathogens in such products may 
be of interest in the future.
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7.6.2 Parasites

Parasites are considered health hazards for seafood products if fish is:

● not previously frozen;
● not going to be cooked;
● obtained from faeces-contaminated waters.

The EU laid down conditions concerning control of parasites in Council 
Directive no. 91/493/EEC (EC, 1991 cited in Huss et al., 2003). All fish and 
fish products must be subject to a visual inspection during processing for the 
purpose of detecting and removing any visible parasite. Further, all fish that are 
to be consumed raw or almost raw (most traditional fermented fish products) 
must be subjected to a freezing process (−20°C for at least 24 h in all parts of 
the fish).

Parasites, particularly trematodes, are very common in fish used as raw 
material for fermented fish. As there is no killing step for these parasites in the 
normal processing they are very likely to cause disease and must be regarded 
as a significant hazard. Huss et al. (2003) thoroughly reviewed seafood para-
sites and indicated that the preventive measures are food safety education and 
bringing about changes in the traditional consumption of non-cooked fer-
mented fish.

Nematodes, especially Anisakis simplex (herring worm) and Pseudoterranova 
dicipiens (Cod worm), are important parasites transmitted from seafood to 
humans and cause illness. Conditions to kill or inactive nematodes in fish at raw 
material or processing steps are shown in Table 7.6. Although certain salt con-
centrations have an effect of decreasing or killing nematodes, pH is not included 
in the monitoring of such hazards. We suggest that processors should label their 
products ‘to be cooked prior to eating’, if none of the preventive measures (as 
given in Tables 7.6 and 7.7) were included during processing or raw material 
receiving and storage steps.

7.6.3 Histamine and other biogenic amines

BAs are mainly formed in foods by microbial decarboxylation of amino acids 
and transamination of aldehyde and ketones, and they are of importance due to 
the risk of food intoxication and also serve as chemical indicators of fish spoil-
age (Kim et al., 2009). Histamine is one of the main concerns in fisheries prod-
ucts formed by histamine-forming bacteria. Histamine poisoning is often 
referred to as scombrotoxin poisoning because of the frequent association of the 
illness with the consumption of spoiled scombroid fish such as tuna, skipjack, 
saury, bonito and mackerel. However, non-scombroid fish such as sardines, her-
ring, pilchards, anchovies, marlin, bluefish and mahi-mahi have also been 
implicated in outbreaks of this illness (Lehane and Olley, 2000; Huss et al., 
2003). A list of fish species presenting a potential health hazard for histamine 
poisoning is given in the FDA guidelines (2001). Many of these fish species 
have significant amounts of histidine in their muscle tissues that serves as a 
substrate for bacterial histidine decarboxylase. Free histidine is generally found 
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in large amounts in the muscle of fatty, red-meat, active and migratory species 
compared to that in the white meat of slower species. Therefore, formation of 
BAs (histamine) is a health hazard primarily related to marine, scombroid fish 
species and is not a potential hazard when freshwater fish are used as raw mate-
rial (Huss et al., 2003). Shalaby (1996) suggested the following guideline levels 
for histamine content of fish:

(i) Less than 5 mg/100 g (safe for consumption).
(ii) 5–20 mg/100 g (possibly toxic).

Table 7.6 Conditions to kill or inactivate nematodes in fish at raw material or 
processing steps.

Condition  Value Time to inactivation Reference

Temperature −20°C 24 h Howgate (1998)*
55°C 1 min Huss et al. (2003)

NaCl, % WPS 4–5 >17 weeks Karl et al. (1995)
6–7 10–12 weeks Huss et al. (2003)
8–9 5–6 weeks Huss et al. (2003)
12–13 35 days (5 weeks) Karl (2008)
15 28 days (4 weeks) Karl (2008)
20 21 days Karl (2008)
15 28 days (4 weeks) Karl (2008)

  21  28 days  Huss et al. (2003)

*Cited in Huss et al. (2003).

Table 7.7 Preservative parameters necessary to inactivate trematodes.

Preservative 
parameter  Parasite  

Process 
variable  Time  Reference

Salting Opisthorchis 
metacercariae in 
fermented fish

13.6% 24 h Kruatrachue 
et al. (1982)*

C. sinensis in 
naturally infected 
fish

30% (wt based) 8 days Fan (1998)*

O. viverrini 
metacercariae in 
fermented fish

20% (wt based) 5 h Tesana et al. 
(1986)*

Freezing C. sinensis in 
naturally infected 
fish

−12°C 20 days Fan (1998)*

C. sinensis in 
naturally infected 
fish

−20°C 3–4 days Fan (1998)*

O. felinus in fish −28°C 20 h Fattakhov (1989)*
  O. felinus in fish  −40°C  2 h  Fattakhov (1989)*

*Cited in Huss et al. (2003).
Source: Adapted from Huss et al. (2003).
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(iii) 20–100 mg/100 g (probably toxic).
  (iv) Greater than 100 mg/100 g (toxic and unsafe for human consumption).

A hazardous level of histamine for human health has been suggested as 500 mg/
kg although low levels such as 50 mg/kg (50 ppm) have been reported in hista-
mine poisoning (FDA, 2001; Huss et al., 2003).

Histidine decarboxylase has been found mainly in certain species of 
Enterobacteriaceae, Clostridium and Lactobacillus (Frank, 1985; Lehane and 
Olley, 2000). Enteric bacteria have been found to be the most important hista-
mine-forming bacteria in fish. Morganella morganii, Klebsiella pneumoniae, 
Proteus vulgaris and Hafnia alvei are known to originate from fish-implicated 
incidents of histamine poisoning (Frank, 1985). Köse (1993), Lehane and Olley 
(2000) and FDA (2001) have reviewed histamine poisoning, the importance of 
other BAs in such health hazards and preventive measures – but not in products 
such as salted and fermented fish. One review carried out by Huss et al. (2003) 
included fermented fish products in summary.

Fermentation of fish is a likely source of histamine because, as Østergaard 
et al. (1998) pointed out, the fermentation process may fulfil the conditions 
required for abundant formation of BAs, such as:

● availability of free amino acids;
● the presence of decarboxylase-positive micro-organisms;
● conditions allowing bacterial growth, decarboxylase synthesis and decar-

boxylase activity.

Although few food-poisoning outbreaks have been attributed to fermented fish 
products, high levels of BAs, including histamine, detected by several research-
ers suggest that such cases may have gone unreported. Other possible reasons 
may be that fermented fish products, such as fish sauce, are consumed in small 
amounts as a side dish or added as an ingredient to main dishes, which is likely 
to reduce the BAs to safe levels.

Studies were carried out to determine BAs in 11 types of jeotkal by Mah 
et al. (2002). They found that the levels of putrescine, cadaverine, histamine, 
tyramine, spermidine and spermine in eight jeotkal samples were in the range of 
0–70 mg/kg, which changed little for a period of 20 days at 4°C, 10°C and 15°C. 
This result indicates the effect of storage of low temperature on preventing BAs. 
However, they observed that levels of cadaverine, histamine and spermidine 
were significantly high in myeolchi-jeot and increased considerably during stor-
age for longer than 10 days. The reason was given as poor store conditions. Mah 
et al. (2009) described jeotkal as a traditional Korean salted and fermented sea-
food taken not only as a side dish but also as an ingredient in kimchi (LAB-
fermented vegetables). Jeotkal contains large amounts of precursor amino acids 
because it is made by fermenting a mixture of the muscles and viscera of sea-
foods and salt with digestive enzymes and microbes causing breakdown of pro-
teins into amino acids during fermentation. Myeolchi-jeot is made of anchovies 
(Engraulis japonicus) and is the most popular jeotkal in Korea.

Another study was performed by Tsai et al. (2006) on histamine contents of 
27 fermented fish products (fish sauce, fish paste and shrimp waste) from 
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Taiwan. The average content of eight different BAs was less than 90 ppm but 
average histamine content was 394 ppm in fish sauce, 263 ppm in fish paste and 
382 ppm in shrimp paste. Most of the fermented fish products (25) had hista-
mine levels greater than the FDA guideline of 50 ppm, while seven of them 
contained greater than 500 ppm of histamine (known to be a toxic level). These 
results are also well above the FDA permitted level of 50 ppm as well as EU 
accepted levels for general fish products of 100 ppm, indicating the safety con-
cern of not only fermented fish products but also fermented shrimp products. 
EU regulation permits histamine levels at 200 ppm in nine samples for ‘fisheries 
products which have undergone enzyme maturation treatment in brine, manu-
factured from fish species associated with a high amount of histidine’. Two 
samples (out of nine) are also allowed to contain maximum level as 400 ppm. 
This situation might indicate that fermented fish products are allowed at higher 
levels of histamine content than others because they are usually consumed in 
small amounts as side dish (EU, 2007).

Karnop (1988) demonstrated that Pediococcus halophilus (commonly 
found in fermented fish products – see Table 7.3) is able to produce histamine 
during long storage at ambient temperatures of 20–25°C (cited in Essuman, 
1992). Therefore, the histamine-forming ability of fermentative bacteria 
should be investigated, along with histamine-degrading bacteria and the inhib-
itory effects of LAB or other bacteria on histamine-forming bacteria. One 
study on this aspect was carried out by Mah and Hwang (2009a) in relation to 
inhibition by Staphylococcus xylosus of BAs including histamine in salted and 
fermented anchovy (Myeolchi-jeot). They found that S. xylosus (No. 0538) 
possessed not only the greatest capability to degrade histamine, but a detect-
able ability to degrade tyramine as well. In a phosphate buffer containing 
0.5 mM histamine and 0.5 mM tyramine, 38% of the histamine and 4.4% of 
the tyramine were degraded by resting cells of the S. xylosus within 24 hours. 
Studies regarding real samples showed a reduction on overall production of 
BAs as 16%.

Recent studies carried out by Köse et al. (2008) supported by Truefood 
Project (EU, 6th Framework Program, No. FOOD-CT-2006-016264, WP2B) 
proved that high salt content can prevent histamine formation even at room 
temperatures despite the risk of halophilic histamine-forming bacteria that was 
pointed out earlier by the FDA (2001). However, it is known that histamine 
generated before salting, due to poor handling and storage of raw material, can-
not be destroyed by further processing. Studies by the same authors showed that 
fermented fish products obtained from European countries did not contain his-
tamine above the permitted level of the FDA and EU even after they passed the 
assigned shelf life. It is thought that such products are usually produced and 
sold under low temperatures compared to most of the South-East Asian or 
African products. However, high values were observed for putrescine between 
525 and 945 ppm in three different Sürstromming products obtained from 
Sweden (Köse et al., unpublished results, Truefood Project, WP2B). Putrescine 
is also reported to enhance histamine toxicity through interfering with the his-
tamine detoxification system. Moreover, biogenic polyamines are potential car-
cinogens so this study indicates the importance of estimating other BAs in 
fermented fish products in relation to food safety.
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Difficulties in monitoring formation of histamine and other BAs in fermented 
fish products were pointed out by Tapingkae et al. (2009a). Recent studies con-
centrated on decreasing the BAs, mainly histamine using inhibition by additives 
or using other degradative compounds such as enzymes. One such study was 
conducted by Mah et al. (2009) on the inhibitory effects of garlic and other spices 
in Myeolchi-jeot. They discovered, in culture, that garlic had the highest inhibi-
tory effect compared to other spices tested. They also performed studies using 
garlic extract at a concentration of 5% (weight basis) on Myeolchi-jeot in situ in 
order to observe the inhibitory effect. They found that overall production of BAs 
was reduced by up to 8.7%, compared to control. Another study by the same 
authors (Mah and Hwang, 2009b) on a similar subject was more successful in 
reducing histamine in similar products. They observed that addition of glycine 
both in culture and real samples (Myeolchi-jeot) reduced BA formation. In the 
culture, the contents of putrescine, cadaverine, histamine, tyramine and spermi-
dine were reduced by 32.6%, 78.4%, 93.2%, 100.0% and 100.0%, respectively, 
compared to control. After addition of glycine during the ripening of Myeolchi-
jeot in situ, overall BAs were reduced by up to 63.0% and 73.4%, compared to 
controls prepared with no and 20% NaCl, respectively.

Recently, Tapingkae et al. (2009a) reported a histamine dehydrogenase 
enzyme purified from Natrinema gari BCC 24369. The authors later carried out 
a different study to see the effect of such an enzyme on degrading histamine in 
Thai fish sauce (Tapingkae et al., 2009b). They found high histamine degrading 
activity (70% of initial content) and suggested that this enzyme could be an 
important biotechnological tool for food industries in which high salt concen-
tration is used.

Using time/temperature control measures can greatly contribute to prevent-
ing histamine formation in fermented fish products. However, recent findings 
from BIOCOM project showed that histamine food poisoning can be caused by 
psychrotolerant bacteria (Morganella psychrotolerans and Photobacterium 
phosphoreum) since they can produce toxic concentrations of histamine at tem-
peratures as low as 2°C (Emborg et al., 2005). Later, P. Dalgaard (personal 
communication) pointed out that both bacteria can produce histamine in toxic 
levels at 0–5°C. Therefore, histamine formation during extended storage of fish 
at low temperature must not be disregarded.

Due to complexity of formation of BAs, mainly histamine, in different fer-
mented fish products the recommended way of monitoring histamine is to test 
at certain intervals from the raw material, fermentation and storage. According 
to the results observed, each company can decide the safe shelf life of their 
individual products as well as taking actions when necessary by either improv-
ing their GHP and GMP or altering either their HACCP plan or production 
steps. Quick histamine testing applications (screening tests) are advised dur-
ing their HACCP application. Under an EU-supported project (Truefood 
Project), Köse et al. (unpublished results) investigated the suitability of most 
of the current commercial histamine test kits for traditional fish products of 
EU origin. They observed that the most suitable screening method was the 
‘Histasure’ test kit available from Labor Diagnostika Nord (LDN), Germany. 
This method is a qualitative method which agreed well with the results of an 
High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) method in testing  histamine in 
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different traditional fish products including fermented products. Another hista-
mine testing kit is produced by BIOO Scientific, the United States (Enzyme 
assay, qualitative method) and, as reported by Krebs (2009), is suggested to be 
as simple and can determine very low levels of histamine. This method was not 
tested in the project; however, it is under investigation by FDA and their results 
seem to be promising (J. Hungerford, personal communication).

7.7  CONCLUSIONS

Although the production of traditional fermented fish products is a long- 
standing industry across the world their role in securing a sustainable fish-
processing industry (FPI) is not developed to its fullest potential. This is not due 
to a lack of interest in the processes themselves which have been studied for 
many years and fascinate the applied microbiologist and biochemist alike. The 
intense flavours and aromas associated with the products are probably out of 
favour nowadays in the United States and EU and are perhaps being superseded 
in their home regions as Western-style food becomes popular. A sustainable 
diet in the future might demand a return to less heat-treated products but with 
stronger flavours as a result and fermented fish products would come into their 
own. There is a tension here between the need for sustainable processing (less 
 energy-intense) and a healthy diet (e.g. low salt) and between sourcing our pro-
tein and fats from a meat-based diet to one based on fish protein and vegetable 
sources. Sustainability concepts here go beyond an analysis of the processing 
methods to those reflecting our diet and food intake on a global scale. On sev-
eral occasions in this chapter mention has been made of the ubiquity of fer-
mented fish products across the world, reflecting the specific combination of 
raw material, ambient conditions, microbial flora, salt content and dietary tradi-
tions which have evolved in each region. There is no doubt that fermented prod-
ucts can contribute to the sustainability of the FPI but this will depend on a 
massive, rapid change in our perception of these products.
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8 On-board Fish Processing
S. Kose

8.1 INTRODUCTION

On-board processing originated with whalers which were and still are specialized 
ships, designed for catching and/or processing of whales – although operating 
under strict regulation nowadays. With the decrease in the whale population, such 
ships were converted for fish processing. Originally Japan and Russia were the 
main countries operating at sea (Pacific and Atlantic oceans), but now other 
countries such as the United States (US) (usually operating off Alaska, Pacific 
Ocean), New Zealand and Iceland are processing fisheries products at sea 
(Morrissey and Tan, 2000; Zaitsev et al., 2004; von Brandt et al., 2009).

The types of on-board processing at sea are:

 (i) Freezing the catch to hold before delivery to larger onshore plants for 
 further processing such as canning or smoking; heading, gutting and 
 filleting are done at sea.

 (ii) Carrying out full processing of the catch such as surimi production.
(iii) Carrying out either pre-processing such as freezing, heading and gutting 

or full processing of the catch from other fishing boats – acting as a 
mother ship that collects and processes fisheries products; Figure 8.1 
shows a mother ship operating in Alaska with the catch brought by fishing 
boats operating nearby.

Over the years, the demand for quality fish has been increasing, and quality 
issues relating to fish handling and processing of various types have been well 
documented by earlier authors in books, scientific journals and even govern-
ment or fishermen’s specific guidelines. Most of these issues are specified by 
the form of transportation (live, fresh, chilled or frozen), type of processing 
(surimi, canning or smoked) and storage conditions after processing or even 
relating to consumer preference (Aitken et al., 1982; Huss, 1988; Graham et al., 
1992; Bonnell, 1994; Doyle, 1995; Crapo and Pennington, 1999; Park, 2000, 
2005; Zaitsev et al., 2004; Bremmer, 2002). Earlier information on the factors 
affecting the quality of fish, raw or processed, was based on onshore processing. 
It is a well known fact that, to obtain a high-quality product, it is necessary to 
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process the fish immediately after harvesting. Since processing at sea gives this 
opportunity, on-board processing (using catcher–processors or freezer trawlers) 
is reported to be increasing (Morrissey and Tan, 2000; Park, 2005). However, 
there are some limitations as well as advantages in relation to obtaining a pre-
mium quality product by processing at sea. Some earlier authors  discussed cer-
tain aspects of on-board processing (Graham, 1982; Doyle, 1995; Morrissey 
and Tan, 2000; Park, 2005; Kolbe and Kramer, 2007), but there is a need to 
describe the issues together to guide the reader through on-board processing. 
This chapter reviews the earlier reports with additional information from the 
author’s experience of on-board plants and onshore plants and her research 
studies on seafood processing. The chapter describes the history of on-board 
processing, the types of processing, advantages and limitations in relation to 
quality of end products and suggestions to overcome limiting factors – with a 
sustainability theme in mind.

8.2 ON-BOARD PROCESSING

8.2.1 Types of plants processing at sea

Different processing applications at sea have been reported with varying sized 
plants, mainly of US, Russian or Japanese origin (Lanier and Lee, 1992; Doyle, 
1995; Zaitsev et al., 2004; Park, 2005). Vessels are categorized into three types:

 (i) Fishing (catcher).
 (ii) Processing-only (such as mother ships).
 (iii) Catcher–processors.

Figure 8.1 A mother ship operating in Alaska with the catch brought by fishing boats 
operating nearby. Off Tenekee Islands. (Courtesy of Signature Seafoods.)
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The operations of a typical fishing boat consist of hiring a crew (usually fewer 
than 10 people), selecting a fishing area, detecting and catching fish, chilling or 
icing the catch, selling the catch at dockside and maintaining equipment. 
Minimal processing of the catch, such as heading and gutting, may also be done 
on-board before a ship returns to port (Johnson and Byers, 2003; URL-1).

On-board processing of fish is carried out in processing plants under three 
broad categories since there are other types of processing plants operating at sea 
(on-board) that are not categorized as a vessel/ship. These classifications have 
been reported slightly different by various publications.

8.2.1.1 Mother ship

The At-sea Processor Association (APA) defined mother ships as vessels that 
process but do not harvest fish and operate on the fishing grounds, receiving 
deliveries of fish from vessels engaged only in harvesting activities (URL-2A).

A mother ship usually operates in waters far from the shore but some operate 
close to remote, underpopulated shores where discharge regulations still exist that 
would limit onshore processing. Shallow waters allow such ships to avoid the effect 
of rough sea conditions that would occur in open waters. They process fish caught 
by other ships and transported either directly by fishing boats or tender boats. Such 
ships can freeze fish or perform advanced processing such as surimi production.

This category generally covers ocean-going vessels carrying small fishing 
boats that return to the mother ship with their catch with extensive on-board 
facilities for processing and freezing the catch and factory ships that receive 
catches from commercial fishing vessels. The category can also include factory 
trawlers supporting a fleet of smaller catching vessels that are not carried 
 on-board (Johnson and Byers, 2003; Pike, 2009). Figure 8.2 shows a mother 
ship travelling to its grounds while some processing can still continue and 
Figure 8.3 shows the same ship positioned for processing. Regarding process-
ing-only vessels, such mother ships are reported to be from 150-foot length 
overall (LOA) to 636-foot LOA. The 636-foot ship, named the M/V Ocean 
Phoenix, based in Seattle, WA, is known to be the largest processing ship in the 
US at 17,291 GT (G. Bills, personal communication).

8.2.1.2 Catcher–processors (factory ships)

Catcher–processors catch and process fish within their own facilities and are 
named according to the type of processing and catching methods employed, 
such as freezer trawlers. The larger ones, called factory ships, are ocean-going 
vessels (140–200 feet long) with extensive automated on-board facilities for 
processing and freezing caught fish. After catching and sorting, the fish is trans-
ferred to the processing deck, where it is processed and packaged. It is then 
frozen and stored in the hold. Many vessels have facilities for extracting oil and 
making fishmeal from waste products. Some companies use the oil to generate 
energy for their processing facilities. Factory trawlers accommodate large (50 
people) crews and stay at sea for many weeks. They often support a fleet of 
smaller trawlers; when they load fish from other vessels rather than catching it 
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Figure 8.2 A mother ship travelling to its destination. (Courtesy of Signature Seafoods.)

themselves, they are called klondykers. On some vessels, the catch is gutted and 
sorted before freezing, but processing is done mainly after the catch is landed 
(Johnson and Byers, 2003; Pike, 2009).

G. Bills (personal communication) reported that in the US  borders, catcher ves-
sels may range from 16-feet to approximately 160-feet LOA. Anything beyond this 
length is expected to be a vessel that probably has a processing  capacity aboard as 

Figure 8.3 A mother ship settled for on-board processing. (Courtesy of Signature 
Seafoods.) The M/V Ocean Fresh has an LOA of 228-foot (69.5 m) and a beam of 42-foot 
(12.8 m). It has a Coast Guard registered keel length of 199-feet and a gross tonnage listing 
of 1266 GT. The Ocean Fresh is classified as an American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)-classed 
twin-screw (meaning two propellers) electromotive diesel (EMD) 3000 HP marine ship 
(G. Bills, personal communication).
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well. Catcher–processor fleet on the West US coast run as little as 42-feet to 344-
feet LOA. There are smaller freezer trollers that catch and freeze their salmon 
and small cod, longliners that freeze their own catch. G. Bills (personal commu-
nication) also reported that the 344-foot catcher–processor is known as a factory 
ship, one such is the C/P Alaska Ocean as 376 feet overall (URL-2B). The largest 
factory trawler known, a 472-feet (144 m) LOA vessel, currently fishing in the 
South Pacific is the M/V Annelies Ilena (formerly Atlantic Dawn). It can process 
350 tonnes of fish per 24-hour period, and has a freezer storage capacity of 7000 
tonnes of frozen fish (G. Bills, personal communication).

The APA (URL-2A) reported that catcher–processors catch, process, freeze 
and store aboard ground fish (primarily pollock and cod). The vessels repre-
sented by the APA in US borders range in size from 220 to 376 feet. The vessels 
employ an average of 137 persons each fishing season.

8.2.1.3 Barge

Barges operate close to remote shores away from urban areas, acting as a mother 
ship to process the catch of fishing boats usually transported by specially designed 
tenders. They are classified as non-powered marine processing barges, or, more 
commonly as factory barges (Figure 8.4). Both mother ships and barge proces-
sors are also described as floating processors and are divided into four depart-
ments, namely factory, accommodation (hotel), deck and engineering sections.

8.2.2 Tenders

In many fisheries, the catcher boats do not deliver their catch directly to process-
ing plants but to transport vessels, called tenders. Some tenders can carry more 
than 100 tonnes of fish, taking deliveries from a dozen or more catcher boats 

Figure 8.4 A barge in between an unused ship and storage containers that holds frozen 
fish products (Neets’ Bay, Ketchikan, AK). (Courtesy of Signature Seafoods.)
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before heading to the processing plant. In addition to delivering fish the tender 
also brings fuel, drinking water and other suppliers to the fishermen (Johnson 
and Byers, 2003).

Tender holds are sealed, insulated and cooled, commonly with refrigerated 
seawater (RSW) systems or by the addition of crushed ice (chilled seawater – 
CSW – systems). Systems also spray RSW (spray brine) over the catch in the 
hold, or simply layer the fish in crushed ice (Johnson and Byers, 2003).

Herring tenders take on their loads by extending hoses connected to a large 
diesel-powered vacuum pumps into the fish holds of gillnet boats or into the 
pursed-up nets of seine boats. The fish are sucked directly into the tender’s 
refrigerated tanks. Vacuum pumps and hoses likewise are used to transfer 
salmon from seine vessel holds into tender holds. Tenders usually take salmon 
from gillnet vessels in mesh bags, called brailers, which are hoisted aboard the 
tender by articulating booms mounted on the tenders with an electronic scale 
between the end of the boom and the bag; each bag is weighed and lifted aboard. 
Many tenders are fishing vessels (longliners, trawlers and crabbers) temporarily 
converted for tendering during the salmon and herring seasons, and later revert-
ing to their primary fishing operations (Johnson and Byers, 2003).

8.2.3 History of on-board processing

Processing at sea started with whaling using factory ships whose effective use 
threatened a number of whale species with extinction and led to decline in their 
use for whaling. However, their use in other fisheries has grown dramatically 
over the years, with countries such as Russia and Japan maintaining extensive 
fishing fleets centred on factory ships.

An era of rapid technical development in vessel design began with the British 
factory trawler experiment in the late 1940s, which demonstrated the great 
advantage of large stern trawlers that processed their catch on-board. The idea 
was quickly developed by countries seeking to explore distant fisheries, and by 
the mid-1960s these large vessels (up to 100 m long) were operated by the 
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, Japan, Poland, East Germany and Spain 
(URL-3).

A similar development occurred in the exploitation of the huge resources of 
small pelagic fish, mainly for conversion into fishmeal. In the late 1940s small 
vessels, using hand-operated natural-fibre nets, fed small shore-based canning 
and fishmeal plants, but by the late 1960s large fleets of 25-m purse seiners 
were supplying factory mother ships capable of handling up to 3000 tonnes/day 
(URL-3).

Severe declines in stocks fished by fleets of factory trawlers caused such 
concern that coastal states pressed for protection of the resources off their 
shores. In 1972 Iceland became the first country to claim an extended fisheries 
limit of 50 miles (93 km) and, in 1975, 200 miles. It has been reported that dur-
ing the recovery of salmon stocks in the Alaska region, the US government took 
an interest in fisheries farther out to sea. Huge vessels from Japan, Korea, 
Poland, the Soviet Union and other countries had dominated the waters off 
Alaska’s shores, in some cases right up to 3 miles from the beach (URL-3). 
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Therefore, in 1976, US Congress passed the Fisheries Conservation and 
Management Act, which gave the US authority to manage the resources between 
3 and 200 miles off their shores. This region, originally dubbed the Fishery 
Conservation Zone, is now called the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (Johnson 
and Byers, 2003). Other countries followed suit, and in 1983 the Law of the Sea 
established an EEZ of 200 miles, inside which each country had exclusive right 
to the exploitation of marine life. An immediate result was the exclusion of 
high-performance, long-distance foreign fleets from many areas, to be replaced 
by often less-efficient domestic coastal craft. For example, the British fleet of 
168 distant-water trawlers disappeared within a few years, to be replaced by a 
fleet of compact, cost-efficient, coastal-type vessels (URL-3), whilst on the 
other hand, some countries developed their fishing fleets. For example, as 
 foreign fleets were phased out of the EEZ, the US fishing industry rushed to 
gear up and harvest the vast resources of cod, pollock, Atka mackerel and other 
species (Johnson and Byers, 2003). While fishing vessels have grown with the 
introduction of processing or factory trawlers in the US and Canada, the huge 
fleets of this type of vessel operated by Soviet-bloc countries and Japan have 
shrunk. In Western Europe, compact fishing vessels have been developed with 
high catching power and reduced capital and operating costs (Pike, 2009).

Another reason given for the development of the US fleet of catcher–processors 
which harvest and process fish was the expanding world demand for white fish 
products. By 1993 there were some 70 big factory trawlers, mostly based in 
Seattle, operating off Alaska, some longer than a football field and employing 
upwards of 100 crew members. Federal legislation passed at the end of the 20th 
century reduced the offshore trawl fleet by more than two-thirds. The remaining 
trawlers supply much of the fish in fast food restaurants or process surimi, for 
artificial crab and other products known in the industry as ‘seafood analogs’ 
(Johnson and Byers, 2003).

Until the early 1970s, only a small number of American trawlers fished in 
Alaskan waters, delivering to shore-based processing plants, but the 1976 
sweeping changes in US law forced foreign fishing vessels out of the 200-mile 
US fishery zone, and by the late 1970s the only foreign vessels in the EEZ were 
processors purchasing fish caught by US boats. Eventually the US processing 
industry built enough capacity to handle the catch and foreign processors were 
displaced. Now the harvest is processed by a mix of shore plants, floating proc-
essors and factory trawlers (Johnson and Byers, 2003).

8.2.4 Species and products processed at sea

On-board processing has been reported in different regions around the world 
but in Alaska for freezing (e.g. headed, gutted salmon), surimi production (from 
ground fish such as Alaska pollock, Pacific whiting) and salmon roe, fishmeal 
and fish oil production.

Toyoda et al. (1992) reported that the greatest investment in surimi produc-
tion has been in the on-board processing industry. In the few years since the 
surimi industry first set foot in Alaska, a dozen surimi-processing ships have 
sprung into action. The M/V Alaska Ocean like many factory ships processes 
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different species, as well as utilizing their by-products as fishmeal and oil, and 
reportedly uses fish oil extracted during processing as the primary fuel to gener-
ate steam to make freshwater (over 100,000 gallons daily) and fishmeal 
(URL-4). Freshwater is needed for the washing steps of surimi production, and 
on-board processors must make their own freshwater at sea. Some information 
relating to recent fishing fleets and vessels that produce at sea can be obtained 
from Alaska At-sea Processors Association (URL-2B) or company websites.

8.3 ADVANTAGES OF ON-BOARD PROCESSING

There are both advantages and disadvantages to on-board processing of seafood 
in relation to quality, food safety, environmental, economical and human safety 
aspects:

 (i) The main reason for on-board processing is the availability of high-quality, 
very fresh fish. For example, when frozen correctly, the final product can 
be as good as that freshly caught and certainly better than an iced product 
held several days in the hold. Decreasing the time of unfrozen storage at 
sea also extends the shelf life – the time available for distribution of the 
thawed product onshore (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

 (ii) The second reason is price: A well-treated frozen product ready for ship-
ment can bring a better price or allow frozen storage until a later time 
when the price is up (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

 (iii) A third reason is flexibility: Long holding times make it possible to fish 
until the hold is full, thus reducing costs of both fuel and time spent for 
extra trips home (Kolbe and Kramer 2007).

 (iv) Some food safety hazards can be prevented better at sea. One of these is 
production of histamine (and other biogenic amines) from fatty fish such 
as anchovy, tuna, mackerel and herring. Time and temperature abuse 
resulting in histamine formation can be avoided at sea by delivering the 
caught fish to the processing facilities quickly compared to onshore 
plants. The cause and preventive measures for biogenic amines are 
 discussed in Chapter 7. Other health hazards are parasites, virus and 
 several human pathogens that are more likely to occur in inshore waters 
than in open waters although parasites have been reported in open waters 
due to seals contaminating migratory herring.

 (v) Environmental reasons: Some regulations are more flexible for certain 
issues relating to environmental protection. Most onshore-processing 
 discharges have strict regulations which are less restrictive for open waters. 
One example was given for surimi processing on-board and onshore plants 
by Morrissey and Tan (2000). They reported that limited direct discharge 
of surimi waste water into local rivers and bays is allowable in certain areas 
with the permission of environmental regulatory authorities in the US. On 
the other hand, surimi waste water can be released into the open ocean. 
According to the author’s experience, salmon processing waste such as 
third quality of salmon has been discharged into water at sea. However, 
such waste had to be ground into small pieces by plants close to the shore, 
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even with no human settlements present. It was reported that whole 
salmon can be discharged into the open ocean without grinding (J. Kelly, 
personal communication). Appropriate regulations can be obtained from 
each government environment protection department.

8.4  QUALITY ISSUES RELATED TO ON-BOARD 
PROCESSING

8.4.1 Introduction to quality issues for fisheries products

As mentioned before, one of the main reasons for choosing on-board process-
ing is to obtain better-quality products. Good to premium quality is achieved by 
providing raw material for processing in the shortest time possible. Doyle 
(1995) defined shelf life as the maximum length of time a food is desirable for 
human consumption. For each species, varying shelf life was reported under 
different storage conditions and was also affected by catching methods, han-
dling conditions and the temperature of water where the fish was caught (Aitken 
et al., 1982; Huss, 1988; Doyle, 1995; Huss, 1995; Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Some examples relating to shelf life of fish species are as follows: Doyle 
(1995) reported a shelf life for well-handled fresh sockeye under ideal conditions 
generally as 12 days, assuming that the fish is held at 32°F (0°C) from the time 
of death. In these conditions, after 24 hours, 1 day of shelf life is used; for fish 
held at 39°F (3.89°C), 2 days of shelf life are used and at 50°F (10°C), 4 days are 
used. The expected shelf life of fish also varies with its intrinsic quality when 
harvested, and for various species of high-quality, commercially caught and proc-
essed salmon the following shelf lives are reported: king salmon 10 days, silver 
10–12 days, chum 13 days and pink 6 days (Doyle, 1995). The shelf life of chum 
salmon in RSW with the addition of carbon dioxide at −0.6°C was reported as 
7–11 days (Barnett et al., 1971, cited in Huss, 1995). However, this information 
was gathered under laboratory conditions; therefore a shorter shelf life is to be 
expected in reality. Transferring research findings about shelf life into guidelines 
for fishermen, processors and seafood marketeers should be done with caution.

Fish undergoes biochemical, microbiological and physical changes after death 
and these changes have been described at length (Huss, 1988; Huss, 1995; Zaitsev 
et al., 2004). Some of these changes will be discussed here in relation to on-board 
processing in comparison with onshore plants. Fish is at its best quality in the 
pre-rigor stage; after rigor, it starts to spoil. The timeframe for fish entering rigor, 
duration and subsequent resolution of rigor mortis depends on many factors such 
as species, size, catching method, handling, temperature and the physical condi-
tion of the fish (Aitken et al., 1982; Huss, 1988, 1995; Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Quality issues for on-board processing are divided into three steps in this 
chapter:

 (i) Receiving and handling of raw material.
 (ii) Processing.
 (iii) Storage and distribution.
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8.4.2 Receiving and handling raw materials

Raw material quality influences finished product quality and product safety. 
Whatever the subsequent processing, the preliminary operations are invariably 
the following (Zaitsev et al., 2004):

 (i) Transporting raw fish from the fishery to processing.
 (ii) Unloading and determining the quality and quantity of fish on arrival.
 (iii) Storing fish before processing.

During these operations, quality changes occur in the tissue of the dead fish, 
which must be kept in conditions that delay the autolysis and bacterial proc-
esses as soon as the fish lands (Zaitsev et al., 2004). Harvesting methods and 
on-board handling on the fishing boats are known to affect subsequent quality 
properties of fish.

8.4.2.1 Transporting the fish from the fishery to the on-board processing vessel

The main advantage of on-board processing arises from getting raw material 
into processing quickly. However, delivery times and handling vary according 
to the location of the on-board plant. Fish received at processing plants are usu-
ally dead although live fish can also be obtained when fishing close to process-
ing plants (Zaitsev et al., 2004; author’s experience, 2004–5). Live fish are 
preferred for premium salmon roe for on-board processing. Zaitsev et al. (2004) 
reported that fish stands up better to unchilled transport if transported alive. 
Handling of live fish and transportation issues are discussed by Paust and Rice 
(1999) and Zaitsev et al. (2004).

Delivery time and handling conditions are variables:

 (i) If fish are caught by the catcher–processor (which does all types of 
processing including freezing) or freezer trawlers (which usually do 
heading, gutting, washing and freezing operations), the fish is loaded 
directly on-board and transferred to storage tanks prior to processing. 
These fish have the least handling damage if done carefully.

 (ii) If fish are caught by a fishing vessel and then transferred to a mother ship 
(on-board processor), the time varies according to the distance between 
the vessels. This can vary from 1 hour to 2 days (according to author’s 
experience in Alaska for salmon processing), and salmon uploaded within 
a few hours were still moving vigorously. This form of transportation is 
the next best in terms of handling damage.

 (iii) If fish are transferred to a tender boat and carried to a mother or processing 
ship, the arrival time will also vary according to distance but more  handling 
damage occurs by transferring and weighing the fish twice (on loading the 
tender boat and on loading the processing ship) and maybe three times if 
brought onboard a fishing vessel and then onto a tender.

The following factors can have great influence on subsequent quality of fish 
during delivery.
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Uploading and unloading methods

Detailed information on bringing the catch on-board for trawlers is given by 
Kelman (1982), Doyle (1995) and Huss (1995), but this information can be 
adapted for any catching method. The methods employed affect the uploading 
time and the quality of the raw materials through bruising. For large-sized 
fish, totes (bags) are used to transfer them from carrier boats to processing 
plants. For smaller-sized fish, generally fish pumps are used and the size of the 
fish and the amount of water in the pumps are important quality factors. 
Catcher–processors or factory trawlers follow similar rules when bringing the 
catch  on-board.

Huss (1995) reported that mid-water trawlers and purse seiners fishing for 
pelagic fish use tackle in lifts of up to 4 tonnes, pumping or brailing the 
catch on-board. When lifting huge hauls (100 tonnes or more) on-board by 
these methods, the danger of losing fish and gear always exists if the fish 
start to sink after having been brought to the surface. The speed of sinking 
depends on the species, catching depth and weather conditions during haul-
ing. Since submersible pumps caused bruising to fish due to the difficulty in 
controlling the fish-to-water ratio pressure/vacuum (P/V) pumps have 
become increasingly popular. With such pumps, fish are sucked together 
with some water through a hose and a valve into the tank of the system. 
When the tank is full, it is pressurized by changing the vacuum and pressure 
side connections from the tank to the pump and the fish/water mix flows 
through a valve and a hose into a strainer. The P/V pump is claimed to handle 
the fish more gently than other fish pump types, but the capacity is generally 
lower, mostly because of the alternative way of operations. This problem can 
be solved by having two P/V tanks running in phase opposition using only 
one vacuum pump.

Chilling/refrigeration

Marriott (1997) reported that delaying refrigeration or chilling after harvesting 
can cause the seafood to decompose and allow microbes to grow rapidly. The 
day after harvesting, despite the variables according to species, in general, the 
quality and safety of seafood are usually good if:

● chilling begins immediately after harvesting;
● chilling reduces the temperature of the product to 10°C (50°F) within 4 

hours;
● chilling continues to approximately 1°C (34°F).

Seafood, if stored at 27°C (81°F) or higher for 4 hours and then chilled to 1°C 
(34°F), will be safe to eat for only 12 hours (Marriott, 1997), which may occur 
in some vessels to avoid chilling costs.

It is important to use specialized cold storage systems at all stages to avoid 
spoilage. Efficient preservation of the quality of fish through chilling depends on 
the exposure to elevated temperatures before chilling begins (Zaitsev et al., 
2004). This exposure is also important in preventing/monitoring seafood safety 
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hazards such as histamine in species like tuna, mackerel, herring and anchovy. 
Fish that are not chilled until the final stages of rigor mortis are less resistant, and 
those chilled after autolysis do not travel well (Zaitsev et al., 2004). If fish travels 
a long distance to processing ships it must be adequately iced or refrigerated as 
soon as caught until offloaded. Graham et al. (1992), Huss (1988, 1995) and 
Zaitsev et al. (2004) described proper chilling methods of fish after catch, 
 on-board and on delivery to either shore or on-board plant. Doyle (1995) 
 discussed the advantages of using ice, RSW and CSW for storing salmon spe-
cies. Ice is reported to keep salmon fresher although it requires more labour and 
time than other methods and it is not available in some locations. Doyle (1995) 
pointed out that the storage period for fresh fish before processing must be short 
enough to allow for a shelf life after processing. The maximum pre-processing 
storage times for salmon in ice and RSW or CSW are given as 4 days for pink 
salmon in ice and 3 days in RSW and CSW; for sockeye, chum, king and silver 
salmon the duration is 8 days in ice although it is half or less than half these times 
for the other chilling methods (Doyle, 1995). Advantages and disadvantages of 
the three types of chilling systems for storing salmon are given in Table 8.1.

Selecting chilling or refrigeration temperatures is vital for the species and 
products to be processed. Doyle (1995) indicated that the saying ‘colder is bet-
ter’ is true up to a point since a low temperature inhibits bacterial growth. 
However, at −2°C (28.4°F), fish flesh is partially frozen, ice crystals form in the 
cells and some enzymes become more active. Moreover, salmon roe turns dark 
and is of low value when partially frozen. This is particularly important for 
sustainable use of sea resources and economical aspects. An ideal holding tem-
perature for salmon was suggested by Doyle (1995) as 31°F (−0.56°C) to 32°F 
(0°C). In general, 1°C is recommended for chilled fish temperature as the criti-
cal limit. Using an ice–salt mixture or salt in CSW or RSW can drop the tem-
perature very rapidly and also provide more thorough chilling. Some fishermen 
have admitted further lowering of the storage temperature if they have a long 
journey to the plants. Zaitsev et al. (2004) reported that using an ice–salt mix-
ture for chilling fish can promote the diffusion–osmosis process, leading to an 
increase in the salt content of the surface tissues, making them unfit for subse-
quent freezing or canning. To keep sufficient supplies on supply vessels the 
processing plants provide ice at each visit.

Seawater ice has a lower melting point than freshwater ice. Theoretically at 
3.5% salt content (average for seawater) seawater ice will melt at about −2.1°C. 
However, since seawater ice is physically unstable, brine will leach out during 
storage, lowering the overall temperature. In these conditions, fish may become 
partially frozen in storage and there may be some intake of salt by the fish mus-
cle (Huss, 1995). The water uptake of a pink salmon stored in CSW reached 
3.5% of the body weight in 4 days (Doyle, 1995). Therefore, it cannot be said 
that seawater ice is a self-controlled temperature system and may lead to unac-
ceptable quality for certain products such as salmon roe. However, for on-board 
applications, it is not very economical to use freshwater ice even if the vessel 
has a freshwater-generating system.

Bleeding fish after harvesting helps to increase the quality and consequently 
increases the shelf life. However, this is only economical and practical for large 
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Table 8.1 Major advantages and disadvantages of using different types of cooling method of salmon 
(Doyle, 1995).

  Ice  Chilled seawater  
Refrigerated 
seawater

Advantages Keeps fish longer Low labour input needed for 
fish stowage

Low labour input needed 
for fish stowage

If applied properly, 
better-appearing products 
are observed

It has a simple mechanical 
system

Requires no ice and can 
operate anywhere clean 
seawater is available

Water and salt uptake Fish are maintained at a 
constant temperature of
31°F (–0.56°C)

Cools fish more rapidly 
than ice if previously 
cooled down

Prevents water and salt 
uptake if freshwater ice is 
used. Therefore, there is 
less handling damage 
and better texture and 
flavour of frozen salmon. 
Some uptake is reported if 
salt water ice used

It is cheaper to install and 
operate than RSW
It can absorb heat from 
large loads of fish more 
rapidly than ice and RSW

Disadvantages Unavailable in some 
locations

Maximum storage time is 
shorter than that of ice 
because fish spoil faster

Maximum storage time 
is shorter than that of ice 
because fish spoil faster

Requires more labour and 
time compare to other 
methods

Requires more ice than the 
ice storage method alone 
because after ice is used to 
lower the temperature of 
seawater in the hold to 31°F 
(−0.56°C), ample quantities 
of ice must be left to 
refrigerate the added fish

Has high initial cost and 
operating costs

 Requires horizontal 
shelving in holds of more 
than 4 feet due to its 
heavy weight pressure on 
fish stowed at lower levels 
in deep holds. (Both 
weight loss and damage 
in texture occurs. Enzyme 
activity in fish increases in 
pressure from the weight 
of the fish, leading to 
increase in spoilage)

Gain weight (water uptake) 
and absorb salt. Water 
uptake will make salmon 
more susceptible to handling 
damage. Both water and 
salt uptake will have 
negative effects on both 
texture and flavour of frozen 
salmon and salt uptake 
promotes rancidity

 Requires skilled 
operators
Has no back-up if system 
breaks down 
Temperature fluctuation 
is greater than that of 
CSW or ice
Gain weight (water 
uptake) and absorb salt

fish such as king salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) and small catch volumes 
for smaller-sized fish.

Other issues related to sustainability are improper chilling or transferring fish 
at elevated temperatures. Fish transported at elevated temperatures lose body 
weight depending on the temperature and the length of the journey, and on the 
species. Zaitsev et al. (2004) reported that during a 6-hour run at temperatures 
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of 15–18°C, chum (O. keta) and pink salmon (O. gorbuscha) lost 0.4–0.6% of 
their body weight, while cod lost 0.8% and plaice 1.5–2.5%.

Quality control

At the processing plant, quality control (QC) supervisors/technicians are 
responsible for checking fish quality before unloading either a tender or fishing 
boat. They usually check both water temperature and fish temperature. If the 
carrier boat either runs out of ice, or lacks refrigeration or is cost-cutting, they 
may try to mislead the buyer by adjusting the temperature just in time before 
arrival, sometimes using salt. Untrained QC personnel may not judge fish qual-
ity well, so good training/education is required to identify the quality of raw 
material on arrival and during processing and storage. Some tips to maintain 
quality during on-board processing are:

 (i) Using calibrated reliable thermometers. Quick calibration checks can 
also be carried out in the processing plants by using either ice (made from 
freshwater) or boiling water (Paster, 2006).

 (ii) Checking the temperature of fish from the middle of the holding tank, 
which is difficult, but they can be hooked carefully without damage. 
If the fish were refrigerated correctly, the water and fish temperature 
close to the surface of the holding tank can be warmer than in the lower 
parts of the tank, but if the fish were iced close to arrival time, the oppo-
site occurs. If recently caught, fish temperature is expected to be high. 
Some fish-carrying boats use salt in the water to drop temperature 
quickly, as low as −2°C to −3°C, but this may also affect the quality of 
the fish, especially for Pacific salmon roe, which will be unacceptable if 
the fish is kept below 0°C. Temperature checking of fish should be con-
tinued  during uploading at sorting line at certain intervals for a better 
judgement.

 (iii) Checking sensory attributes of the fish (eyes, colour, gills, etc.) is also 
important for big fish freshly caught and showing a higher temperature 
than expected. The sensory quality of different fish may vary. A good 
guide from the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (Crapo and 
Pennington, 1999) and Alaska Seafood (URL-5) relates to the quality 
and weight grades for Alaskan fishery species (salmon, whitefish, flat-
fish, crab and shellfish). Depending on the type of processing, different 
sensory quality standards are required. Japanese salmon roe processors 
usually prefer very fresh fish and they often check the blood flow of the 
fish (author’s Alaska experience, 2005). One of the main advantages of 
on-board processing relates to salmon roe, which requires fish to be at 
its freshest (preferably live or before rigor mortis onset) as described by 
Zaitsev et al. (2004). Japanese processors hire space in the main process-
ing plants to process the roe and according to the author’s experience 
rely on their own inspection experience to set the price. It is advisable 
for plant QC to be aware of quality issues to help the plant manager to 
deal with the price or if they are going to process their own product. Zaitsev 
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et al. (2004) described some characteristics of salmon roe quality (see 
also Section 8.4.3.3).

 (iv) Some other defects for salmon are described in the guidelines written by 
Doyle (1995). Further details relating to sensory properties of fresh and 
spoilt fish are described by various authors (Botta, 1995; Huss, 1995; Zaitsev 
et al., 2004). The freshness grades set by EC regulations (Howgate et al., 
1992; EC, 1996) are also useful guidance for QC in sensory evaluation.

Cleaning and sanitation

One of the advantages of on-board processing is to obtain fish from clean 
waters. However, the raw product can be contaminated, especially if it is not 
harvested properly and the hold of boat or tenders that carries it is not sani-
tary. It is advisable that tender boats or fishing boats should clean and sanitize 
their storage tanks and other surfaces such as totes and decks using chlorin-
ated water or other sanitizing agents. Some advice for cleaning and sanitation 
is given by Kelman (1982), Bonnell (1994), Marriott (1997) and Huss et al. 
(2003).

Storage capacity

There is a direct relation between the capacity of processing plants for upload-
ing, holding and processing. During high season, with abundant fish, plants can 
receive more fish than their capacity. This situation occurs mostly for plants 
having a pre-agreement or a share in the profits with fishing boats. Pre-selling 
agreements are good practice only during the low season. In high season, fish-
ing or tender boats may have to wait up to 2 days to be offloaded at busy times, 
a delay which directly affects product quality. It was observed that sometimes 
material was graded unfit for processing and ground up to be discharged 
(author’s experience with Alaska salmon processing plants), greatly affecting 
sustainability of the fishery.

Good Management Practice for processing plants is the main solution for 
such situations. It is often observed that after a long low fishing season, plant 
owners or managers may tend to overestimate their processing capacity and 
accept more fish to the plant. Plant managers usually try to solve this situation 
by one or more of the following ways:

● Pressurizing line leaders for more efficient or faster processing.
● Encouraging overtime working.
● Eliminating certain parts of processing: Examples are not gutting fish prior 

to processing (e.g. pink salmon are usually headed and gutted before freez-
ing but only headed during the high season); taking only roe and discarding 
other parts (e.g. highly matured chum salmon); grading all fish as second 
quality by cutting down grading steps (e.g. if over 80% of fish from a 
 particular hold starts to grade as ‘second grade’, the plant manager can 
decide to grade the rest of the fish as ‘second grade’. Similar examples can 
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be given for pale and good meat colour (GMC) grading for chum salmon 
during spawning season when most fish starts to have pale meat colour 
(PMC). In this situation it may be time-efficient to avoid grading and accept 
all fish as PMC until a significant amount shows GMC. The role of QC is 
very important to help the plant manager take the decision by careful regular 
quality checks.

● Increasing automation by installing new heading and gutting equipment.

These approaches may be a short-term or temporary solution in high season 
but may fail for a variety of reasons if not carried out carefully. As men-
tioned later, under on-board processing conditions, pressure can cause 
aggressive situations or other unacceptable events, affecting product quality 
and/or lowering the expected product output. According to the author’s 
observation of Alaska salmon processing, sometimes line leaders can entreat 
workers to compete with other processing lines (fresh line against case-up 
line, where the frozen product is glazed and packed) or between shifts (night 
shift against day shift etc.). In such situations the following unaccepted cases 
might be observed:

● Inadequate glazing.
● Improper heading, gutting or cleaning.
● Mislabelling.
● Inadequate sorting of fish species (such as mixing salmon species in the 

wrong package during packing or prior to block freezing).

Other unacceptable conditions that occur through improper management during 
the processing are:

● Overtime work may cause illnesses or injuries in the plant, affecting the 
performance of workers or number of workers off sick.

● Pressure on employees can also increase fraudulent practices, leading to 
poor product quality or threatening food safety.

● Such pressure can also cause fighting in the plants due to uncontrolled or 
weak employee reactions.

These approaches should only be applied under the careful control of both 
QC personnel and line leaders. Eliminating a process operation can be ben-
eficial sometimes in high season to accommodate a higher catch than 
expected. Depending on the process operation removed, it can be also ben-
eficial for sustainable use of raw material in some cases. For example, if 
fish are frozen ungutted, the guts might be used later as fishmeal. On the 
other hand, some elimination practices might not be beneficial for sustain-
able use of fish catch and for environmental aspects if fish waste were to be 
discharged.

Good planning for the reception and processing of raw material on-board 
should be made by plant managers together with line leaders and QC. It should 
be noted that ‘more fish on-board’ does not always mean ‘more money’ if it is 
not planned and managed well. Therefore, the key element in making profit lies 
in balancing raw material supply with existing processing capacity.
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It was also observed by the author that profit is lost in several ways if the raw 
material is not managed well, mainly because:

● A delay in processing leads to a loss in quality, leading to lost value – 
unprocessed fish may become unacceptable for human consumption and 
discarded or processed for fishmeal.

● Most countries have regulations about discharging whole fish at sea, and 
therefore grinding prior to discharge adds personnel and energy costs.

Figure 8.5 shows a tender boat unloading chum salmon to a barge in Neats’ Bay 
and Figure 8.6 shows the holding tanks in a barge (using ice for chilling).

Figure 8.5 A tender boat unloading chum salmon to a barge in Neats’ Bay, AK.

Figure 8.6 Holding tanks in a barge (using ice for chilling – CSW).
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Zaitsev et al. (2004) also indirectly support this author’s opinion on managing 
the amount of raw material. They suggested a quantitative assessment of the 
catch for production control. Two ways of assessment are described:

 (i) Counting fish (this can be used for big-sized fish such as king salmon).
 (ii) Weighing fish catch.

Several methods of weighing were suggested and known to fisheries operators. 
By direct weighing, the true weight may be overestimated due to the presence 

Figure 8.7 Continuous sorting and weighing line. (On one side a fish sorter watches 
different species other than chum salmon, and on the other side are holding sections to be 
used for different species. Once the sorting is finished, these sections are opened and 
emptied to the line to be weighed and directed to target tanks.)

Figure 8.8 Sorting and weighing line for salmon processing during uploading of fish from 
fishing boats or tenders. (Below totes are used for different species to be sent to holding tanks, 
processing lines or storage rooms. Forklift is used for moving these totes.)
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of slime and water; a correction factor (usually 0.98–0.95) is introduced to 
allow for this (Zaitsev et al., 2004). To avoid this situation the industry now uses 
a system (such as hydraulic strainers) to drain water and some other dirt during 
weighing. For continuous and automatic calculation of the catch, dosimetric 
scales are built into the conveyor line (Zaitsev et al., 2004). Figures 8.7 and 8.8 
show continuous weighing and sorting lines. According to the author’s experi-
ence, some fish jump during weighing, which might also cause miscalculations. 
A proper sorting line is also important if a mixture of fish is received. Two 
 different examples are given in Figures 8.6–8.9.

8.4.2.2 Quality issues when holding raw materials on-board before processing

This aspect is directly affected by raw material management before uploading 
fish to processing plants and the speed of the processing lines. These issues are 
mentioned under Sections 8.4.2.1 and 8.4.2.3 respectively. Other important 
points are addressed below.

Chilling/refrigerating

The fish must be kept at low temperatures either in ice, RSW or a combina-
tion of both (water in tanks chilled by adding ice if no refrigeration system 
available). One of the main unacceptable quality features is ‘gaping’. Bonnell 
(1994) reported  that when the temperature of newly caught fish rises, two 
things occur: firstly, the extremely quick onset of rigor mortis and therefore 

Figure 8.9 Same sorting and weighing line of Figure 8.8 from a different view.
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the  presence of very strong muscle contraction; secondly, the gaping which 
results from temperature sensitivity of connective tissue joining the muscle 
to the membrane, such that the rise in the temperature serves to weaken this 
tissue. The same author further pointed out that handling of warm fish or the 
subsequent freezing and thawing of gaping fish will worsen the situation as 
will ‘rough handling of fish during rigor’, ‘the handling of fish just after 
spawning’ and ‘freezing of whole fish’. Bonnell (1994) also reported that 
fish frozen prior to rigor are least likely to gape, those frozen during rigor 
will gape to a certain extent and those frozen after rigor will gape exten-
sively. Bigger fish such as salmon go into rigor slower than small fish such as 
whiting and anchovies, which reportedly gape more than larger fish, which 
may be due to the structural advantage afforded by the thicker connective 
tissue of larger fish (Bonnell, 1994). Therefore, it is important to chill fish 
immediately after capture and process prior to rigor to avoid such quality 
failings and obtain premium quality products – on-board processing provides 
this opportunity.

Conversely, premium quality raw material (prior to rigor and during rigor 
stages) is not preferred for processes such as filleting, mincing and skinning, 
particularly when automated. Low recovery occurs if fish are filleted/skinned 
prior to or during rigor since it is difficult to run the fish through equipment in 
desirable positions (Technical Service, Food Processing Technologies Ltd [FPT 
Ltd], Turkey, personal communication). Hence, the significance of the holding 
period depends on the species, the type of processing, the capacity of processing, 
the capacity of storage tanks and other effects such as the fishing season (Huss, 
1988; Hobbs, 1982, 1995; Doyle, 1995; Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Quality control

During the holding period before processing, regular temperature checks of fish 
and holding water must be carried out. A common mistake made by unqualified 
QC personnel is temperature checking close to the surface of the tank when 
they should follow the advice given for temperature checking on the tender or 
carrier fishing boats. Processing plants usually have storage tanks that are 
mechanically chilled and easy to check on-board but occasional cross-checking 
directly to the water is advisable in case problems occur.

Some plants have holding tanks that are chilled by CSW, adding ice regularly 
by a conveyer belt linked to the ice maker storage hold. Otherwise it is regularly 
circulated by the tank operators, although according to the author’s observations, 
they often tend to ignore the task. QC should warn the tank operator to circulate 
water and always check fish temperature from different parts of the tank.

Cleaning and sanitation

Regular cleaning and sanitizing of the tanks, pumps and hoses are vital to maintain 
the desirable quality of the raw material. In high season, cleaning and sanitizing 
steps are usually avoided by small fish-processing companies where storage capac-
ity is limited. The fish left from the previous batch in the tanks and/or somewhere 
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in the pumping system can go off badly after a few days and will contaminate a 
new batch. The author’s experience in Alaska showed that a spoilt salmon left in 
the tank resulted in the detection of off-odours for the whole tank within a day. 
Another sanitary issue is the poor communication between plant engineers and 
inexperienced QC personnel, resulting in the use of un-chlorinated water to fill the 
tanks since the engineers may start chlorination at the same time or just before 
processing. If there is a strange smell around the hopper (where fish is temporarily 
held in water before processing), it means they missed out cleaning underneath 
where material collects, which smells later.

Some tank operators tend to use the same old water for a new load, adding 
some ice to it. It is not advisable to have fish with a high bacterial load in the 
presence of enzymes. This situation will be worse for small fish such as whiting 
compared to bigger fish such as salmon. Therefore, it is advisable to replace the 
water for every batch despite the additional cost due to the requirement for 
chilling down each time.

8.4.3 Quality issues during processing

On-board processing reportedly shows advantages over onshore plant for three 
processes: freezing headed and gutted salmon (or other fish), surimi production and 
fish roe processing – less common are fishmeal and oil, filleting, skinning, etc.

A pre-processing line (the fresh line) precedes the subsequent (secondary) 
processing to form the end products and covers pre-treatments such as belly 
cutting, heading, gutting, egg separating, washing and sliming (removing 
 viscera and kidney). Claimed advantages of on-board processing are sustained 
if the fish are handled with care, kept chilled and processed in time. Several 
factors prevent realization of the good quality if preventive measures are not 
applied, such as:

● Limited freshwater.
● Limited space for processing, storage and accommodation.
● Ship balance.
● Training/education.
● Limited food and other living supplies.
● Living conditions of employees or personnel.
● Safety and sanitation.

Some of these limitations apply to all on-board processing; some may be spe-
cific to certain processes. These quality issues are discussed below.

8.4.3.1 Quality issues relating to fresh line processes

This covers pre-processes such as heading, gutting, roe separating, washing and 
grading before subsequent processing. Management of these lines is important 
as overloading and poor management will result in poor quality, economical 
loss and negative environmental effects: situations exacerbated by limited 
on-board storage and processing capacity.
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Management of storage and processing capacity

Lack of storage capacity can be solved, short term, by keeping fishing or tender 
boats waiting nearby until storage tanks or processing lines are available. The 
passage of time is against product quality, and keeping product at low tempera-
tures (even near freezing) for more than 2 days will result in spoilage and is not 
acceptable for certain processes such as roe processing.

Most companies that operate on-board processing have agreements with sev-
eral fishing boats for raw material; some even share profits, and therefore all the 
fish they catch goes to these agreed plants. Sometimes, while some plants have 
no fish to process others have more than their capacity. High season fishing and 
quotas are added problems. Spoilt products have to be ground before discharge 
at sea as mentioned earlier, with consequent costs.

Smooth flow of processing line

Other management problems occur affecting the smooth flow of the processing 
lines. For lines where manual work is highly involved, such as grading, the 
room temperature varies between 10°C and 20°C although this changes greatly 
(lines close to cold storage or the exit of frozen blocks are colder, and fish gut-
ted under sun or close to a cooking unit are warmer). There are two main rea-
sons why cooling units are not installed in the processing area to lower the 
temperature:

 (i) Cost, as temperatures under 18°C require special costly cooling units.
 (ii) Discomfort of line workers standing for hours in cold temperatures, as it 

was often observed on the salmon grading line (close to the chilling room 
prior to the freezing unit) that workers used buckets of hot water to keep 
their feet in and kept their hands in warm ‘hand dips’ slowing down the 
line.

Some suggestions are given below to help the smooth flow of the proces -
sing line:

● The fresh line lead should control the amount of raw material pumped to the 
holding hopper depending on the speed of the processing line and raw mate-
rial quality.

● QC should check the fish temperature regularly at different parts of the 
processing line and warn leads for better monitoring practices.

● Breaks and shift changes can cause processing delays and require careful 
planning according to the available personnel, their efficiency and the length 
of breaks.

● The efficiency of the personnel should be estimated and the capacity of 
certain processing operations such as freezing should be monitored, to 
 prevent raw material standing at elevated temperatures. Underestimation of 
employee efficiency will slow down the line operation. For example, four 
efficient people working on the belly-cutting line and four less efficient on 
the slime line will cause a pile up on the latter.
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● Rough handling of raw material causes a loss in product quality. One of 
the main bad practices is ‘to hold fish from the tail’, which might cause 
a broken back – guidelines for handling salmon are given by Doyle 
(1995). Again employees handling the fish must be trained and regular 
checks made.

● Keeping an employee on one task more than he/she can handle or do effi-
ciently should be avoided.

● Bad processing practices usually occur with untrained or ignorant 
employees, so training and good management of the personnel are also 
important to avoid equipment breakdown, slowing down the whole line 
or causing accidents. Improper processes are: (i) bad head cut; (ii) wrong 
belly line cut, leading to a cut in the fish flesh (which will be rejected); 
(iii) feeding equipment wrongly (iv) poor grading (mixing up grades will 
cause rejection, resulting in a bad reputation or losing good-quality fish, 
thus leading to economical loss); and (v) damaging eggs during gutting 
and handling.

● Bad handling should be prevented during racking (placing fish on racks to 
be transferred into freezers). Employees tend to throw fish on the racks to 
speed up the line; however, during this period, they are not so gentle on the 
fish – sometimes dropping fish on the floor.

● Fast racking should be prevented as it leads to inaccurate grading, especially 
if staff are new to the job. It is the fresh line leader’s responsibility to check 
on this aspect.

Sorting species/grading

Sorting is usually done on-board prior to freezing, and is firstly carried out 
manually by a few trained personnel during uploading. QC and line leaders 
should train people on quality issues, species and grading before they start 
processing – guidelines are provided by organizations such as Alaska Seafood 
Marketing Institute, Alaska SeaGrant, the US, or information obtained from 
Japanese companies for salmon egg grading. If only a few species in low num-
bers are expected in one batch, sorting can be done during grading. Sorting at 
the uploading stage can select very large or delicate fish at the beginning for 
separate treatment. Valuable sockeye and king salmon may be separated, stored 
in ice and held in cold storage before processing instead of mixing them with 
pink or chum salmon. Sorters can also separate debris or unwanted fish species 
if not done previously on the catching vessels.

Sorting is difficult when many different species are unloaded although they 
can be re-sorted again. Many sorters often confuse ocean-run chum salmon as 
the skin colour resembles Coho salmon (silver), although a well-trained person 
can distinguish them well. Mis-sorting also occurs between sockeye (Red) and 
Coho salmon. Pink salmon is usually distinguishable, being small with many 
darkish spots, but untrained employees sometimes can sort it as small-sized 
king (Chinook). Salmon species have a wide range of skin colour in the ocean, 
before river entry and spawning. Simple guides such as Mac’s Field Guide 
(Anonymous, 1994) are available for training.
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Grading is carried out according to meat colour for certain fish (especially 
chum salmon), quality of the fish (sensory values like freshness and also 
processing and handling faults such as scars, bad belly or head cut) and size 
(done by sorting). Chum salmon colour is graded as either GMC or PMC, and 
the ratio of GMC/PMC reported. Trained graders, even with specified guide-
lines, can get confused by comments on their judgement, and only a few expe-
rienced and approved people should interfere with their colour grading. 
Tiredness leads to poor grading, so overtime workers may not be allowed into 
grading areas during their later hours.

Filleting and other mechanical processing issues

Machines are used for automated heading, gutting and cleaning the back blood 
line of the fish and also for filleting and skinning before freezing. As mentioned 
before, fish in rigor mortis are not preferred for machine operating due to low 
recovery. Pre-rigor also causes low recovery, and in fish filleted pre-rigor the mus-
cles can contract freely and the fillets will shorten and have a wrinkled surface. 
Dark muscle may shrink up to 52% and white muscle up to 15% of the original 
length (Buttkus, 1963 cited in Huss, 1988). After rigor the muscle tissue returns to 
a relaxed stage and it is possible to distinguish between pre- and post-rigor fish 
which are fully flexible and do not show pressure marks after gentle squeezing.

Recovery during processing

Calculating recovery during processing is important for sustainable use of raw 
materials. Different recovery calculations were carried out depending on the 
type of processing. For headed and gutted and cleaned salmon recovery is cal-
culated by the following method:

● Mark 6–20 fish depending on the size from the tail using coloured plastic 
ziplocks just before starting to process.

● Weigh, either together (commonly used) or separately (mark each fish sepa-
rately).

● Run the fish in the processing line.
● Collect the marked fish.
● Weigh them again.
● Calculate the difference and the per cent of recovery.
● Cut the ziplocks and return the undamaged fish to the processing line.

Recovery issues for surimi processing are well discussed in Lanier and Lee 
(1992) and Park (2000, 2005) and for roe processing in Zaitsev et al. (2004). 
Sustainable issues relating to recovery of surimi waste are covered in Chapter 5.

One important issue improving roe recovery during processing occurs for 
mature salmon and granular roe comes out of the skein easily and is lost. To 
prevent this, buckets are used to collect loose roes when the belly of the salmon 
is split from the anus to approximately 1 inch before the throat (isthmus of the 
nape). However, this slows down the usual process and therefore more workers 
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and space on this side are necessary. Such actions were observed by the author 
at Signature Seafoods (applied by G. Bills, plant manager 2004 and 2005).

Good management practices

Good management practices mainly depend on the ability of plant managers, 
QC personnel (supervisors or technicians), line leads, engineers and the ship’s 
captain if present.

Plant managers are responsible for management of all processing issues as 
well as maintenance of the processing equipment, waste management deci-
sions, government inspections, accidents, selling end product and dealing with 
raw material suppliers. Plant managers are usually chosen from highly experi-
enced and best educated/trained persons with wide experience in this field, 
more than an onshore manager. They make crucial decisions, usually when 
foremen, line leads and QC personnel are in conflict. Newly opened companies 
should employ such experienced managers on a high salary to guarantee their 
stay since failing management may lead to plant closure. Plant managers should 
visit the factory at unexpected hours and spend some time observing work.

According to working hours, companies have one or two foremen responsi-
ble for all processing lines. They are usually highly experienced past employees 
who know the processing lines well and help communication between different 
line leads, between line leads and QC, between line leads and QC with plant 
manager and between different shifts. Their jobs can be seasonal or full time 
depending on their experience and the effort put into getting better-quality 
products. It is advisable to keep highly skilled foremen with sufficient payment 
and full-time job guarantee.

Line leads are defined according to the jobs they are responsible for such as 
fresh line lead (for washing, heading, gutting and loading for freezing); case-up 
lead if they are responsible for glazing, packing and storing the fish. Such titles 
change according to country or processing type. The ability of line leads is also 
as important in keeping the processing lines efficient: assessing the ability and 
the speed of line personnel in doing one or two particular jobs and placing them 
according to their ability and speed. They know each job they are assigned to 
lead and train unskilled, seasonal personnel (mainly students). Such leads are 
usually chosen from trained, experienced and reliable past workers, although 
the seasonality of the work makes this difficult. Companies must make an effort 
to retain and remunerate staff accordingly. An example of failing product qual-
ity due to bad line management: placing too many efficient personnel on head-
ing and belly cutting but not enough or slow-working personnel on the gutting 
line will cause too many fish standing on this line and some will go through 
without evisceration, affecting the grading/quality check line where the product 
will wait under elevated temperatures developing off-flavours.

It is not easy to obtain well-qualified (degree-level) QC personnel for 
 on-board processing because of the seasonality and difficult living conditions. 
The main responsibilities of QC are maintaining the product quality and food 
safety during processing by undertaking regular checks, organizing and con-
trolling hygiene in the plant and recording information for plant managers and 
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government inspections. Two QC personnel are needed for 12–24 hour processing 
and they require training at least for one season. In addition, it is recommended that 
QC receive on-board training for at least a month before being given full respon-
sibility; they be provided with off-season training in sensory evaluation, colour 
grading for salmon and roe, practical testing methods, Good Manufacturing 
Practice (GMP) / Good Hygience Practice (GHP) and Hazard Analysis Critical 
Control Point (HACCP); and their communication skills with fresh leads and 
plant managers be assessed.

Engineers and captains are also as important as QC personnel to maintain 
process lines at sea with no service back-up. They are responsible for maintain-
ing ship balance by giving advice to plant managers, freshwater generation 
from seawater, chlorination of the water, filling and discharging water in the 
holding tanks and maintenance of chilling and freezing systems. Captains are 
present at all processing plants except barge types and are responsible for navi-
gation and all safety issues on-board.

Good communication practices

Good communication and team work between plant manager, line leads, QC 
personnel and engineers contribute to efficient processing and good-quality 
product. The plant manager should communicate well with fishing boats or 
companies that provide raw materials in order to organize appropriate delivery. 
The plant manager is also responsible for delivery of the finished products.

One of the difficulties of the plant manager is to deal with the interference of the 
company owners wanting high throughput and at the same time asking for a quality 
product. Since fishing is seasonal and affected by nature conditions, some days are 
high landing; sometimes there is no fishing for weeks, so as soon as the high fishing 
period starts, they want to process as much fish as they can. In these situations, plant 
manager should prepare for such pressure and calculate well ahead how much fish 
they can process and store. One might think that this is obvious at the beginning of 
the season with the current personnel;  however, the processing capacity always 
changes during the season because of staff illness, problems with equipment, stor-
age capacity, cleaning requirements and how well the employees get trained on 
their particular jobs. It is well known that most of the times warnings by QC are 
ignored by the plant manager or line leads during such high processing seasons, and 
fish pumps, sorting units and storage tanks can be left without cleaning for many 
days until a heavy smell occurs in one section, contaminating fresh raw material.

Training

Training personnel is vital to provide a high product quality for both land and 
on-board processing plants. Training for land-based plants is much easier and 
sustainable than for on-board seasonal work. However, most onshore Alaskan 
plants have similar training difficulties since they cannot get guarantee retain-
ing the trained personnel for the following year. The US work and travel 
 programme allows US students and those of African, European, Asian and 
South American origin to work in Alaskan seafood plants, either at sea or 
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onshore. Non-students workers are in Alaska for various personal reasons. For 
example, working at sea is a good way of getting over an addiction as addictive 
agents are banned due to strict safety on-board. Training is difficult for all these 
people due to their lack of interest and the language barrier for foreign workers. 
The solution could be to employ enough efficient trainers among the previous 
workers with sufficient payment to guarantee their return in the following years. 
Such trainers can also work in the processing lines to speed up the process and 
set a good example for others.

Plant design, working space and balance (stability) of the ship

The Captain and Chief Engineer are responsible for the stability (balance) of 
the processing ship by adjusting the load on-board. Processing ships are 
designed to accommodate storage of raw and processed materials, and product 
movement during the processing, as in continuous freezing tunnels, heading/
gutting processing lines and temporary storage. Such design must be built-in 
and reflect new equipment installations, and changes in the processing lines and 
any conversions be carefully tested and corrected professionally before leaving 
port. Ignoring a minor balance is dangerous and limits future processing and 
loading, and causes economical and quality loss. There may be rules of either 
the International Maritime Organization (IMO) or country of origin for such 
balance and safety issues. It is advisable that the Captain, engineers, plant man-
agers and QC personnel should come together to discuss any changes. The leads 
responsible for product movement within the plant or storage are required to 
communicate well with the ship’s engineers who direct them during processing 
on issues such as how much fish should be uploaded, and raw material storage, 
temporary storage and processed product storage. A good plan for on/off load-
ing tanks or storage rooms for a large amount of raw material can maintain 
product quality, process output and ship balance. An easy guideline plan can be 
done daily and placed in the processing control room (QC room) where plant 
managers, engineers, QC, technicians and other processing line leads have 
access. On-board processing takes place in a limited space, so good planning 
can help with efficient cleaning, maintenance and safety. Some machinery- 
producing companies offer full design processing lines for on-board processors 
(URL-6–URL-8).

A good example of design is given by G. Bills (personal communication) 
for moving eggs to the egg-processing room. To meet the requirement for 
unwashed salmon eggs, he has built a narrow conveyor to transport the roe 
back to the  roe-processing area without pumping (which uses plenty of water) 
to avoid the detrimental effect of water. A small amount of salt water washes 
down the flume area onto the processing line. McDonald (1982) gave good 
examples for layout and operation of the factory deck on the freezer trawlers 
and gave valuable guidance for processing design in the factory. It was pointed 
out that most of the machinery installed aboard the modern freezer trawlers is 
reliable and robust enough to withstand seagoing conditions. However, it must 
be properly maintained to avoid unnecessary and costly breakdowns (McDonald, 
1982). One of the most common sources of trouble is electrical equipment in 
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wet environments causing accidents or breakdowns, also observed by the 
author. Motor starter boxes that are liable to be splashed can be fitted with a 
cover made of plastic film, which leaves only the switches or push buttons vis-
ible and accessible. The motors themselves should not be completely covered, 
since restricted ventilation will cause overheating. Other issues for the care of 
factory machinery are explained by McDonald (1982) which can also be appli-
cable for onshore plants.

Monitoring cleaning, sanitation and HACCP

It is particularly difficult for QC to maintain regular washing and sanitation in 
the plants; therefore, it is also likely to affect HACCP during on-board process-
ing. It is possible that some written guidelines for onshore plants do not apply 
for on-board processing. For example, in a fresh line area, insistence on a foot 
dip for personnel at a shared pedestrian/forklift passage way (due to limitations 
in the plant) is not wise unless there are other possible carriage ways of forklift 
exist. Therefore, other sanitation solutions should be provided to avoid bacterial 
contamination in such situations. Some companies provide chewing tobacco for 
the employees at their expense for smokers; however, spitting in the plant should 
be prevented. Sterile ready-to-use test kits and swabs are kept handy as naked 
flames are not advisable on-board.

It is likely that engineers or mechanics can contaminate food contact  surfaces 
after cleaning by entering the processing area to repair or maintain equipment. 
QC should communicate with the engineers to coordinate their activities. One 
other issue demanding communication between engineers and QC is the chlo-
rination of the processing or wash water. Chlorination starts just prior to 
processing and tests should be made by QC before loading the tanks, process-
ing and washing in order to avoid any misunderstandings or monitor any fail-
ings. Using ozone in sanitizing is difficult on-board as its use in saltwater is not 
effective (J. Brandt, personal communication). On the other hand, having a free 
source of seawater means high pressure water cleaning is advisable, especially 
for salmon processing, to clean the granular eggs sticking to certain parts of the 
conveyor belts.

It was observed by the author (on-board a barge processor, Alaska 2004) that 
hand dips made up using warm water were used by operatives to warm up their 
hands, pouring it away when cold. Although it may seem beneficial to encour-
age the use of hand dips since they require regular changing anyway, this situa-
tion must be avoided since iodine is reported to be inactivated above 50°C (Huss 
and Ryder, 2003), and therefore will not be effective if the correct temperature 
is not monitored carefully. Moreover, this situation should be controlled to 
 prevent unnecessary (costly) discharge of sanitation material into seawater, 
from an environmental perspective. It is also advisable to arrange a brief semi-
nar with some pictures of the processing area to explain to people where and 
what they should avoid doing and why.

HACCP plans for different processing are available but should be adjusted 
for on-board processing conditions by experienced QC with the help of plant 
mangers and leads.
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8.4.3.2 Surimi processing

Okada (1992) reported that frozen surimi production at sea began with two 
mother ship trawler fleets established in 1965 in the Bering Sea. The excellent 
frozen shelf life and space-saving characteristics of surimi (relative to whole 
fish or fillets) permitted the factory ships to manufacture surimi in far distant 
waters from Japan. They succeeded in making freshwater on-board and estab-
lished a technique of leaching the minced flesh with a lesser amount of water 
than was normally used in land-based plants. Heavy throughputs with a limited 
number of workers in the confined space aboard required the development of a 
continuous and well-controlled system. The introduction of a variety of new 
and improved types of equipment and machinery raised the productivity and 
stabilized the quality of the frozen surimi.

Surimi processing and marketing issues are well discussed by Lanier and 
Lee (1992), and Park (2000, 2005). The development of the process and issues 
of sustainable surimi processing are discussed in Chapter 5. In this chapter the 
advantages of surimi processing at sea and limitations in terms of sustainability 
and quality are covered. The primary differences between a surimi-processing 
ship and a shore plant are the limited space available, the need to generate fresh-
water by desalination and the availability of very fresh fish (Gwinn, 1992). 
Table 8.2 shows on-board surimi processing for Alaskan pollock compared 
with onshore processing.

Limited space

The floor plan of the plant must be very carefully planned for maximum 
throughput, with a continuous processing line that is adjustable for varying 
deliveries. This constraint applies to both floating processors (mother ships) 
and to catcher–processors, although it is more severe for the latter, which can-
not be as flexible as onshore plants with regard to finished product form. 
Furthermore, the initial capital outlay and fixed costs for an at-sea processor are 
much higher than for a comparable shore plant. However, the freshness of the 
fish used in at-sea processing virtually guarantees the superior quality and mar-
ketability of its surimi (Toyoda et al., 1992).

Table 8.2 Pollock products processed in the US during 1996 at both on-board and shore-based plants.

Type of 
plants/
vessels  Surimi  Mince  

Fillet/block 
individual 
quick frozen 
(IQF)  

Deep 
skin fillet Roe  Fishmeal 

Fish 
oil

Catcher– 57,938 7,851 6,035 25,214 7,346 12,312 344
processor
Mother ships 21,992 — — — 1,075 5,016 353
Shoreside 
plants

71,349 2,626 9,229 7,442 4,417 27,864 8,514

Totals  151,279 10,478 15,263  32,657   12,838 45,192  9,211

Source: Modified from NMFS (1998) cited in Morrissey and Tan (2000).
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Raw material quality

Various fish species are used for surimi: primarily Alaska pollock (Theragra 
chalcogramma) at 300.000 MT, threadfin bream (Nemipterus virgatus) at 
180.000 MT and Atka mackerel (Pleurogrammus azonus) at 40.000 MT 
(Guenneugues and Morrissey, 2005). Alaska pollock and Pacific whiting are 
most commonly processed on-board in Alaskan waters.

Park and Lin (2005) reported time and temperature of the fish between 
 capture and processing to be the most important factors that affect final 
surimi quality. Factory trawlers have the advantage of processing at sea and 
usually produce a final product within 12 hours after harvesting. Park and 
Morrissey (2000) reported that although on-board processing of Alaska pol-
lock occurs within 12 hours, at shore-side plants processing occurs within 
24–48 hours. On the other hand, Pacific whiting (Merluccius productus) is 
processed within a shorter period: immediately on at-sea vessels, and within 
20 hours after harvest at shore-side plants due to endogenous enzymes acti-
vated by rising temperatures. The length of time that fish can be held in ice 
or refrigeration before processing varies depending on the species. If Pacific 
whiting are not cooled quickly, processing must occur within 8–10 hours 
(Park and Morrissey, 2000), but few factory trawlers have systems that allow 
them to chill fish waiting to be processed. This may not be a major concern 
while fishing for Alaska pollock in January in the Bering Sea, but it may be 
an important factor when fishing during September when temperatures can 
be higher.

The biochemical and biophysical changes during the development of rigor 
mortis induce significant changes in the functional properties of muscle pro-
teins. Although very fresh fish is required for most processing, surimi 
processing is suggested to start just after rigor, about 5 hours in the case of 
pollock surimi, beforehand it is difficult to remove the fishy odour, various 
membranes and other contaminants that affect product quality (Park and 
Morrissey, 2000).

Limited freshwater

One of the disadvantages of on-board surimi processing is the limited freshwa-
ter availability and the cost of producing it from seawater. Park and Lin (2005) 
recommended using soft water with minimum levels of minerals such as Ca2+, 
Mg2+, Fe2+ and Mn2+ for washing during processing of surimi mince since hard 
water causes deterioration and change of texture and colour quality during fro-
zen storage, but all factory trawlers, where freshwater is generated using steam 
distillation have extremely low mineral contents in the wash water. Most 
onshore operations, on the other hand, use either municipal water or well water 
purified using a softener and/or reverse osmosis membrane. Factory processors 
that generate wash water have an advantage in getting good quality of surimi 
with the additional advantage of fresher fish. Using recovered fish oil as an 
energy source to generate freshwater at sea might be a possible sustainable 
solution to reduce cost. However, an oily fish waste is necessary for such an 
alternative.
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Environmental issues

Park and Morrissey (2000) pointed out that environmental and economic 
 concerns will soon make surimi processors employ full utilization technology. 
They also suggested installation of fishmeal and oil plants will certainly have 
economic effects on the industry through waste recovery.

Surimi waste water streams, in contrast to solid wastes, present a different 
set of problems for waste disposal because of their high volume and low 
 concentration of solid material (see Chapter 5). Charges for each waste water 
treatment facility are based on the levels of released solids and the total volume 
of waste water treated. Consequently, disposing of surimi waste water poses 
more challenges for onshore plants than for on-board operations, which are 
allowed to release waste water into the open ocean (Morrissey et al., 2005).

8.4.3.3 Roe processing

The roes of many species are valued foods and the most prized come from stur-
geon and salmon due to their superior flavour and nutritional value. The roes of 
other types of species such as whitefish, carp, pike-perch, pike, grey mullet, cod 
and herring are also processed (Zaitsev et al., 2004). On-board processing of 
roe usually occurs from salmon and Alaska pollock (authors’ experience, 2004–
5; Morrissey and Tan, 2000). Table 8.2 shows on-board roe processing from 
pollock in 1996 as well as for other types of processed products. Roes are con-
tained in the ovaries, two flattish tubes, extending symmetrically along the spi-
nal column in the belly cavity of the female fish. The base structure of the 
ovaries is the connective tissue that holds the ova and fat, covered by a thin 
transparent film; immature roes adhere fairly firmly to this tissue, but when 
ripe, ova come away readily. This property makes it easy to separate the latter 
from the tissue by rubbing them through screens (Zaitsev et al., 2004). Yield, 
grade and food safety issues relating to roe processing are discussed in Zaitsev 
et al. (2004).

Quality issues

Freshness of the fish and chilling effect: Best-quality roe is obtained from the 
freshest-quality fish, preferably live or before rigor mortis sets in (Zaitsev et al., 
2004). For salmon roe, partial freezing during storage before processing will 
spoil roe quality and the superchilling method is to be avoided.

Water quality: Japanese roe processors require minimum water contact with 
the roe (preferably no washing) but this will directly affect the fresh line speed. 
Seawater is used to pump the eggs to a separating unit or, initially, to pump the 
guts containing eggs in a separating area using a hosepipe where the eggs are 
separated into plastic buckets (previously sterilized) and carried to the egg-
processing unit, manually or by forklift. Freshwater should not be used as it is 
detrimental to roe quality. In the egg-separating unit the roe is agitated, forming 
both skein roe (known as Sujiko) and loose roe commonly called salmon caviar 
(Ikura). When freezing green roe, almost no water must touch the roe, which, 
after thawing for reprocessing either in Japan or Korea, the workers will then 
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agitate the roe to produce Sujiko or Ikura. Both of these processes have lengthy 
processing steps that the technicians need to abide by to turn out a good product 
(G. Bills, personal communication).

Colour: The typical colour of Pacific salmon roe is orange or reddish-orange 
from whatever species, unlike sturgeon roe. Colour is an important distinctive 
sign for roe (Zaitsev et al., 2004; author’s experience, 2004) and is checked to 
differentiate quality changes.

Toughness of ova membranes: The toughness of the membrane, which is 
defined as its resistance to rupture when the egg is squashed, depends on the 
state of development and freshness of the roe and is important for estimating the 
quality of fresh sturgeon and salmon roe. In practice, toughness is usually deter-
mined organoleptically by touching. Roes are graded according to tough, fairly 
weak (or weakened) and weak. Toughness is important to estimate the pressure 
on the roes during screening to obtain granular roe (Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Storage of fresh roe: As with other products of animal origin rich in protein, 
fresh roe is very perishable, spoilage being due to the enzymes present in the 
roe itself and to bacterial contamination. The gonads of a live fish are free of 
microbes but, once dead, autolysis develops, and favourable conditions are cre-
ated for invasion of the roe by numerous microbes from its intestines. If the 
ovaries are left in the dead fish, the roe will rapidly deteriorate in quality and 
soon become unfit for processing (Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Roes spoil much more quickly if kept in the ovaries than if separated, as the 
blood and slime in the gonads themselves provide a good medium for growth of 
bacteria. Provided, therefore, that the gonads are not too fatty or overripe, the 
roes are immediately passed through special screens (or screen assemblies) to 
separate the ova (grains) from the connective tissue. Screened roes, and whole 
gonads if fatty, are processed as soon as possible. If the roe cannot be processed 
immediately, it is kept in a cold store or on ice at a temperature around 0°C. If 
roe is kept at room temperature (15–20°C), it will deteriorate (weaken) notice-
ably after only a few hours. The membranes become soft and weak and squash 
easily between finger and thumb. Eventually, some split, a milky-coloured liquid 
is released and the roe gives off a sour smell. After a day or so, all the roe will 
have become a semi-liquid pasty mass, and the sour smell a putrid stench. If kept 
in cold surroundings (0°C), the roe will alter much more slowly, but even so, the 
membranes will be somewhat weaker after 24 hours (Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Taste

The roes of sockeye (Red) and Coho (silver) salmon usually taste slightly bitter, 
also noted in the fresh roes of Caspian roach, bream, and other carps, which is 
attributed to bile penetrating the gonads. When the roes are salted, the muddy 
and bitter taste usually becomes even stronger (Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Yield

The roe of Pacific salmon is normally never more than 20% of the fish weight, 
and 10–11% of the weight on average. The relative weight of well-developed 
roe is usually greater with large-sized specimens of a species than with smaller 
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ones. The roes of most fish, except salmon, weigh less in the autumn and 
more in the spring due to their development near the spawning period 
(Zaitsev et al., 2004).

Processing of roes is carried out from developed roes. Since the yield 
from a batch depends on the sex ratio (male-to-female), it is calculated by 
counting male and female fish using a tally counter just after the belly cut 
line before the fish is gutted. It is the QC’s responsibility to record male/
female record. Very mature salmon can have granular eggs that can be lost 
during processing.

Processing granular salmon roe: Pacific salmon, chum, pink, sockeye (red), 
Chinook, Coho (silver) and Japanese salmon (also known as cherry salmon) are 
processed as granular, but rarely as pressed, roes. The sequence of operations in 
processing granular salmon roe is given by Zaitsev et al. (2004). The ovaries are 
removed while the fish is being dressed for canning or salting. With a view to 
ensuring longer storage for the crude roes, reducing processing losses and 
obtaining a high-quality end product, they are preferably removed from live fish 
or before rigor mortis. If more than 2 hours are expected to elapse from time of 
the capture to the moment when the fish is split, it must be kept in ice. Colour, 
membranes and other quality issues described by Zaitsev et al. (2004) refer to 
first- and second-grade roe, and removal of blood and other extraneous matter.

8.4.3.4 Freezing on-board

Planning on-board freezing systems for fishing boats

Freezing at sea is becoming a growing interest around the world although a 
limited quota is given for such processing in many countries. Varying sizes of 
vessels operate at sea, and small boats (40–60 feet) are often involved in freez-
ing salmon, albacore tuna, prawns and other species which are landed and proc-
essed at a rate of 1–2 tonnes/day. Kolbe and Kramer (2007) have described 
wide-ranging guidelines for seafood freezing (see Chapter 4). As with onshore 
freezing and chilling, sustainability is concerned with reducing energy usage, 
reducing heat loss and correct sizing of equipment.

The type of freezers found on small boats or processing ships are air blast 
freezers, contact freezers and sodium chloride brine freezers with fish in an 
immersion bath or spray. Kolbe and Kramer (2007) pointed out some important 
issues that are worthy of attention for on-board processing:

● What freezing technique is suitable for the various species you wish to catch 
this season and the next? For example, if considering a brine freezer, what 
about salt penetration in the fish, particularly those that have been gutted? Is 
bagging required or is it an option? What would be the expected shelf life of 
the subsequently stored frozen product? If blast freezing is used, what about 
dehydration?

● In what form will the potential buyer accept frozen product? Some buyers 
will not accept boat-frozen salmon unless they really know the fisherman 
and know that the product has been well cared for. In another example, cer-
tain Japanese black cod markets specify block-frozen dressed fish; a brine-
frozen product would not sell.
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● What additional on-board handling (labour) will be necessary to prepare, 
freeze and store the product?

● Is pre-chilling needed before the product is frozen? How long must fish lie 
on the deck before freezing? Boat-frozen fish can be of superior quality to 
those landed in ice, but they need to be fresh and well cared for prior to 
freezing. Albacore tuna, which can arrive on deck with a core temperature 
near 90°F, requires pre-chilling. Pre-chilling also helps to retard the onset 
and decrease the effects of rigor mortis. If pre-chilling is required, will ice 
RSW be workable on-board?

● What daily catch rate does one use for sizing the freezing system? If the 
catch rate begins to exceed that figure, are you willing to stop fishing? If not, 
what might be the effect of an overloaded system on quality, and how will 
that affect customer acceptance?

● Are good refrigeration contractors available who can design, install and fix 
successful systems and will these contractors or service people be in port for 
assistance in case of a breakdown during the height of the season?

● Have all the costs been considered – equipment purchase and installation, 
extra power supply (perhaps an auxiliary-driven hydraulic pump or generator 
for operation while the main engine is shut down), conversion and insulation 
of the fish hold, extra fuel costs (vs. savings on ice), future maintenance 
costs?

Freezing systems currently available for small boats consist of either several 
different components scattered about the boat (each component sized to work at 
optimum capacity) or a series of pre-packaged units requiring a lesser amount 
of installation effort on the boat.

Blast freezers are often used for on-board processing. There is much expe-
rience on the US and Canadian West Coast with small-boat blast freezers on 
salmon trawlers. Each species and product form may have different optimum 
holding and handling conditions (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007). Since the small 
space creates some difficulties in the fish hold for such boats, Kolbe and 
Kramer (2007) highlighted several recommendations for such companies. 
These are:

● The air blowing over the fish spread out on shelves or racks should not be 
warmer than –20°F. According to experience in Canada and Europe, veloci-
ties should be greater than 400 feet/min, which is a bare minimum. Good 
blast freezer design calls for a velocity of 1000 feet/min or better. Slow-
moving air makes freezing times too long although too high a velocity 
means too much power is being supplied to the fans, and this means too 
much added heat.

● All shelves must get the same airflow rate. Freezing rates will vary quite a 
lot with air velocity, so proper fan size, ducting and adequate spacing 
between shelves are all important.

● The core of the fish (the warmest part) ought to be at –5°F before moving 
the fish to a separate storage area. For example, Canadian experience with 
10–12 lb salmon (thickness of about 3.5 inches), blasted with –30°F air in a 
good freezer, will reach the required core temperature in about 5 hours; they 
should not be removed from the freezer until then.
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● When defrosting by hot gas or electricity, see that the fans are switched off 
to minimize warming in the hold.

● Store product in an area separate from the freezer, maintained if possible at 
or below –20°F. Although difficult in a small boat, the ideal is to maintain 
this area at a steady temperature (fluctuation less than about 5°F).

● Minimize dehydration during storage. In many cases, this is by glazing-
dipping the frozen fish in a cold water bath that sometimes has a little sugar 
thrown in to make the glaze less brittle. Packaging the product in sealed 
plastic bags of appropriate material might be another option.

● The fish hold must be well insulated – 4 inches or more of urethane foam is 
the minimum, and 6 inches on the engine room bulkhead. See that storage 
racks are built so that frozen fish do not lie directly against the fish hold 
walls. Heat leaking from the outside would warm up those fish that are not 
well exposed to the cold air in the room.

● Blast freezer systems can be pieced together from separate components or are 
available in the form of packages for marine use. This implies special factors 
that enable longer life under the corrosive environment and hard-use condi-
tions existing on a boat, such as special coatings, avoidance of dissimilar metal 
contacts, use of sealed motors and rugged controls. One example of a package 
is the hatch-cover unit of Figure 8.10. It is self-contained, and can be installed 
when needed and operates when power and condenser water are connected. 
Additional requirements include a power source (electric generator, hydraulic 
pump and diesel engine), racking and storage structure, hold insulation and, 
possibly, additional on-deck refrigeration (Kolbe and Kramer, 2007).

Glazing

Frozen fish are ordinarily glazed by dipping in cold water at less than 7°C 
 several times until the required ice layer is built up on the surface. Other types 
of glazing are by spraying or brushing with water. The purpose of glazing is to 

Plywood hold liner

Measured R-value for :

a : 1.8 (No insulation)

b : 6 (No insulation)

c : 25.1 (With insulation)

Plywood hold liner
(a)

(c)

(b)
Plywood hold liner

Air space Angel iron frames

Angel iron frames Vessel skin Insulation

Figure 8.10 Fish hold wall sections. The numbers represents resistance (R-value) to the heat flowing in 
from warm surroundings. (Redrawn from Wang and Kolbe, 1989, cited in Kolbe and Kramer, 2007.)
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protect fish from drying, oxidation and other changes during frozen storage. 
The thickness of the glaze will depend on the storage conditions and the antici-
pated storage time. This simple water glaze has the disadvantage of being brit-
tle. Adding about 3% corn syrup or corn syrup solids to the glaze water will 
make a more flexible coating (Gould and Peters, 1971; Graham, 1982). Other 
agents such as alginates and cellulose derivatives may also be used (Gould and 
Peters, 1971) (see also Chapter 4). Graham (1982) has pointed out that glaze is 
often applied in an uncontrolled manner, with the result that the amount added 
is not constant or the thickness is not uniform, and handling after glazing can 
result in some loss of glaze. It is important to estimate the per cent of glaze in 
terms of marketing issues since frozen-fish buyers have to know what per cent 
of water is added to the product they are going to buy. This is important for two 
reasons. The per cent of glaze affects the total weight of the fish to be sold and 
buyers require enough glaze to protect fish during transport and prolonged stor-
age. For salmon processing 2–3% glaze is required. Doyle (1995) reported that 
buyers often complained of inadequate glaze on the fish. Cramming of the fro-
zen fish through the glazing tank leads to poor glazing, as some fish stick to 
each other preventing glaze uptake (author’s experience). Figure 8.11 shows a 
test result carried out by the author (in Alaska, 2004), measuring the per cent of 
glaze for varying sizes of fish through a fast-ramming process, indicating vary-
ing glaze per cent regardless of the fish size. The author also visually observed 
the inadequate glazing with some of the fish samples.

8.4.4 Quality issues during storage and transport

Most of the products obtained from on-board processing are frozen such as 
frozen headed and gutted salmon, frozen surimi mince or frozen fillets, and 
special attention is given to frozen storage conditions. Processing vessels have 
floating storage holds that keep frozen products temporarily until transportation 
(see Figures 8.3 and 8.4 that show floating storage holds next to a mother ship 
and barge). Quality issues during freezing and frozen storage are covered in 
Chapter 4.
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Figure 8.11 Test result carried out by the author (in Alaska, 2004), measuring the per cent of glaze for 
varying sizes of fish through a fast-ramming process.
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8.5 SUSTAINABLE ISSUES

These issues have been discussed under different sections. As a summary, on-
board processing has the great advantage of getting fresher raw materials that 
will guarantee better-quality end products, especially after freezing and roe 
processing. Good-quality products will also reduce the product waste due to 
spoilage, and will therefore result in less pollution and more profit. Although 
limited freshwater and the cost to generate it from seawater are important fac-
tors for surimi processing the economical advantage will be increased since 
onshore processors have to pay for waste discharge but no such problems exist 
for open water processors. Although onshore plants can overcome the cost of 
discharging waste by using waste-recovering methods, similar techniques can 
be applied for most on-board processors despite space limitations. It is sug-
gested to use recovered fish oil as an energy source for generating freshwater 
but on-board processing has access to plenty of seawater, which is used after 
chlorination. It is less costly than using municipal water.

There are several organizations that keep fish stocks sustainable, especially 
for on-board processing. Their purpose and activities are well reported at each 
association’s webpage. Amongst popular associations are the Southern 
Southeast Regional Aquaculture Association (SSRAA, URL-9), the At-Sea 
Processors Association (APA, URL-2B), the Alaska Pollack Association 
(URL-10; URL-11), the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) programme 
(URL-12) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) (URL-13).

There has been extensive research carried out by both scientists and govern-
ment establishments, especially National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administ-
ration (NOAA), and by fisheries organizations, especially the SSRAA, to help 
sustainable fisheries in Alaska. Their research helps stock management, which 
is beneficial to on-board processing. Often research personnel carry out their 
studies on both fishing vessels and on-board processors. It was observed by the 
author that they have good communication and cooperation with both fisher-
men and processors.

Rice (2009) indicated that there is no sustainable problem in Alaskan fisher-
ies since it is well managed. Nicklason (2009) suggested a new fishmeal and 
oil-processing plant design called ‘Montlake Process’ for small-sized produc-
tion which can be useful for recovering waste during on-board processing in 
terms of sustainable fish processing.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

9.1.1 Fishmeal production

The production of fishmeal and fish oil for use in aquaculture (and terrestrial 
animal) feeds is a big, global business. The importance of fishmeal and fish 
oil production and supply to the aquaculture sector has already been discussed 
in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.3, under the possible barriers to an increase in aqua-
culture in the future. The sources of fishmeal and fish oil are from direct fish-
ing for species which are not for direct human consumption (DHC), catch 
from fishing for other more valuable species for DHC and by-products from 
the food-processing industry (FPI) itself (estimated at about 22–24% of all 
fishmeal). These sources are under pressure for a variety of reasons which 
derive from the sustainability debate (see also Chapter 1, Section 1.6) and 
which centre on:

● the implications of direct fishing for fish in the middle of the food chain for 
the bigger commercially valuable fish for DHC (Christensen, 1996; 
Christensen and Pauly, 1997);

● a reduction in by-catch brought about by better fishing gear and 
techniques;

● a drive to make more fish suitable for DHC by innovative processing.

In 2006 over 33 million tonnes of the total world fish production (over 110  million 
tonnes) was directed for non-food uses (NFU), almost all of which was for fish-
meal and fish oil production (see Table 1.1). China utilized about 75% of 
reported fish production for DHC and the rest (about 13 million tonnes) for fish-
meal and other NFU, such as direct feeding in aquaculture (FAO, 2009). In 
recent years total world production of fishmeal has varied between 5 and 7 mil-
lion tonnes (as final product), with the fluctuation being very dependent on the 
variability of the anchovy catch off South America (Chile and Peru) caused by 
El Niño and La Nina effects.

9  Fishmeal Production 
and Sustainability
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Table 9.1 Fishmeal production countries of the world and fishery status.

Country  

Fishmeal 
production 
(average) 
2002/06 
(tonnes)  

Major species 
used  DHC/FM usage  

Fishery status 
December 2007 
and 2008 advice

Peru 1,714,000 Anchovy (Engraulis 
ringens)

Almost exclusively 
for FM

Fully fished, quotas, 
closed seasons

Chile 798,000 Jack mackerel 
(Trachurus murphyi), 
anchovy, sardine 
(Stangomera bentincki)

Jack mackerel 
(50:50)
Sardine, almost all 
DHC

As above

Thailand 402,000 Various

China 348,000 Various
The United 
States

300,000 Menhaden (Brevoortia 
tyrannus), Alaska 
pollock (Theragra 
chalcogramma)

Menhaden, almost 
all for FM and fish 
oils (some oils used 
for DHC); Pollock 
mainly for DHC

Menhaden Atlantic 
fishery robust; pollock 
fishery is highly 
managed in territorial 
waters

Denmark 246,000 Sand eel 
(Ammodytidae spp.), 
sprat (Sprattus 
sprattus), blue whiting 
(Micromesistius 
poutassou), others

Sand eel, 
not DHC
Sprat and Blue 
whiting for FM, 
possibility for DHC

Sand eel stocks 
recovered 
could be fished 
in 2008
Blue whiting being 
harvested at risk

Japan 238,000 Sardine, Japanese 
pilchard (Sardinops 
sagax), Antarctic krill 
(Euphausia superba)

Krill mainly for FM, 
some other 
applications

Iceland 224,000 Capelin (Mallotus 
villosus), blue whiting, 
herring (Clupea 
harengus), trimmings

Capelin mostly for 
FM and some limited 
DHC; herring for 
DHC; trimmings 
mainly from small 
pelagics and food 
processing (e.g. cod)

Capelin in some areas 
unknown and others 
reduced reproductive 
capacity; herring 
harvested sustainably

Norway 198,000 Blue whiting, capelin, 
sand eel, trimmings, 
others

As above

Other EU 210,000 Trimmings, sand eel, 
sprat, blue whiting, 
herring, others

As above

South Africa 103,000 Anchovy (E. capensis), 
pilchard (Sardinops 
ocellata)

Both for FM Anchovy fully fished, 
pilchard catch 
collapsed

Others 1,176,000 Mainly anchovy
Total  5,957,000        

Table 9.1 indicates the major fishmeal-producing nations, the average 
 production from 2002 to 2006 and the major species utilized with an indica-
tion of future availability. Peru and Chile dominate world production with 
Thailand a distant third. The species directed to fishmeal manufacture 
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 indicate reliance on a limited number of pelagic (mid- to surface-water liv-
ing) species which, as mentioned above, are considered to be important food 
fish for other predator species. These species are known as ‘forage’ fish and 
their huge abundance is seen as critically important to the survival of all 
ocean life including sea birds, marine mammals as well as the larger preda-
tor fish. However, these species are also considered to be capable of rapid 
reproduction and stock recovery if supported by careful fisheries manage-
ment and surveillance schemes. The table does indicate that such manage-
ment schemes are in effect for the major fisheries but some fisheries are not 
well studied at all or are known to be in poor shape (Shepherd et al., 2005). 
Some species currently used for fishmeal could be utilized for DHC but may 
require considerable processing effort to develop forms which make them 
acceptable to consumers.

The catch fluctuations mentioned above have affected the world price of 
fishmeal which varied between US$500 and US$700 per tonne from 2000 to 
2005 but in 2006 rose to US$1400 per tonne and has been above US$1000 
ever since (FAO, 2009). The aquaculture sector uses about 56% of world 
fishmeal and 87% of world fish oil supplies, and the International Fishmeal 
and Fish Oil Organisation (IFFO) expects the use of fishmeal to grow by 5% 
(2.87–3.02 million tonnes) and fish oil to grow by 17% (0.83–0.97 million 
tonnes) in the period 2002–12 (Tacon et al., 2006). Presumably much of this 
increase will be in the aquaculture sector as the use of fishmeal for animal 
production is expected to fall (FAO, 2009). The impact of different scenar-
ios on the price of fishmeal was forecast up to 2020 by Delgado et al. (2003) 
as follows:

●  A baseline scenario derived from the most likely changes in human 
 population and income growth, technology progress and policy decisions 
leading to an 18% increase in price.

●  Faster aquaculture growth coupled with technology progress at 50% below 
baseline scenario leading to a 42% increase in price.

●  Lower production in China than used for the baseline scenario leading to a 
21% increase in price.

●  Fishmeal and fish oil efficiency increase at twice the baseline scenario 
 leading to a 16% decrease in price.

●  Slower aquaculture growth at half the rate in the baseline scenario leading 
to no net change in price.

●  Ecological collapse of the fishmeal and fish oil fishery (1% decline  annually) 
leading to a 134% increase in price.

The sustainability of the actual fishery for fishmeal and fish oil production 
is not of direct interest to this book as it is concentrating on the FPI and 
fishmeal production as a special example of fish processing. However, 
the debate over the best use of the ‘industrial fish’ which are currently used 
for fishmeal continues, centring around their diversion for DHC where pos-
sible, the influence of the fishery on the prime food fish and the sustainabil-
ity of the process which converts whole wild fish into feeds for farmed 
species.
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9.1.2 Conversion efficiency of fishmeal and fish oil

A criticism of the use of fishmeal and fish oils in aquaculture (and terrestrial 
animal) feeds is the poor conversion ratio of live fish utilized for aquaculture 
feeds to live weight of product (the fish-in fish-out balance). In simple terms, 
what weight of live fish from the capture fishery must be converted to fishmeal 
to be used in aquaculture to produce a unit weight of live fish product? The 
units of comparison can be kilograms (or tonnes) of wild caught fish per 
 kilogram (or tonne) of live weight farmed fish. The calculations are compli-
cated and for fishmeal and fish oil they will vary depending on:

● the raw material species used for fishmeal;
● seasonality which affects protein and oil contents;
● age and reproductive state;
● processing methods employed in fishmeal production.

Other factors which affect conversion rates in aquaculture are:

●  the species being farmed, whether omnivores, herbivores or carnivores and 
fin fish or crustaceans;

● marine or freshwater species;
● the inclusion rate of fishmeal and fish oil.

The debate over the sustainability of supply and use of fishmeal in aquaculture 
has been long, and continuing (Tidwell and Allan, 2001), with arguments about 
the importance of the factors given above and the perceived need for a level 
playing field so that comparisons are made fairly. This scientific approach can 
be sacrificed in the name of propaganda or an agenda-driven debate when 
 conservation and environmental protection groups face business interests 
 leaving the impartial observer to tread gingerly through the minefield. Early 
work to define a ‘fishmeal equivalent’ endeavoured to include the contribution 
of fishmeal, trash fish and shrimp and squid meal in aquaculture (Wijkstrom and 
New, 1989) and coined the phrase ‘fishmeal trap’ to describe a potential  situation 
of a cost-price squeeze on the availability of fishmeal for aquaculture (FAO, 
2002). The rapid growth in aquaculture and spread of aquaculture activity across 
the world in recent years has been seen as a mixed blessing for the sustainability 
of the capture fishery for DHC. The growth of shrimp and salmon aquaculture 
was seen as detrimental (being dependent on fishmeal and fish oil inputs) whilst 
herbivores (such as carp) were seen as beneficial species (Naylor et al., 1998; 
Naylor et al., 2000). A quick analysis of these issues is appropriate here as it 
leads to the consideration of a full sustainability assessment (a full life cycle 
assessment (LCA) ) as a true test of the fishmeal/aquaculture relationship.

Poor conversion rates of 10:1 (fish-in:fish-out) have been claimed for 
 carnivorous fish such as salmon and used as an argument against the  sustainability 
of aquaculture based on fishmeal and fish oil inputs. A thorough review of the 
use of fishmeal and fish oil in aquaculture feeds was reported in 2008 indicating 
the current usage and trends for the future (Tacon and Metian, 2008). This 
report suggested a far better conversion rate of 4.9:1 (pelagic forage fish:unit of 
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Table 9.2 Fishmeal and fish oil usage in aquaculture with predicted conversion coefficients.

Species  

% FM 
in 
diet  

% FO 
in 
diet  

% of all FM 
use in 
aquaculture 

% of all FO 
use in 
aquaculture 

Conversion 
coefficient 
1995  

Conversion 
coefficient 
2006  

Conversion 
coefficient 
2020

Salmon 30 20 15 43 7.5 4.9 1.5
Trout 30 15 6 13 6.0 3.4 1.0
Eel 55 5 6 2 5.2 3.5 1.3
Marine fish 32 8 18 20 3.0 2.2 0.8
Shrimp 20 2 27 12 1.9 1.4 0.3
Freshwater 
crustaceans

15 1.5 4 2 1.0 0.6 0.2

Tilapia 6 0.5 5 2 0.9 0.4 0.1
Catfish 10 1.7 5 4 0.4 0.5 0.2
Milkfish 3 1 3 1 0.4 0.2 0.1
Non-filter 
feeding 
carp

 5  0  11  0 (misc FW 
carnivores 
1%)

 0.2  0.2  <0.1

Source: Derived from IFFO (2008) and Tacon and Metian (2008).

farmed fish output) for salmon and predicted a falling rate to 1.5:1 by 2020. 
This was based on a wet fish to fishmeal conversion yield of 22.5% (Shepherd, 
2005; Anon, 2006) and a wet fish to fish oil conversion yield of 5% (Anon, 
2006). This yield equates to 4–5 tonnes of whole fish being converted to 1 tonne 
of dry fishmeal. Other sources claim a conversion rate of 1.7:1 for salmon, and 
falling, and the average conversion rate for all aquaculture at 0.5:1 and falling 
(Jackson, 2009). Table 9.2 indicates the trends for conversion rates for a variety 
of farmed species along with the current inclusion rates for fishmeal and fish oil 
for aquaculture.

Future trends in the use of fishmeal and fish oil (from wild capture fisheries) in 
aquaculture suggest a decline in their use (Tacon and Metian, 2008) because of:

● supplies of wild forage fish that will be static or declining;
● redirection of these species for DHC (Zertuche-Gonzalez et al., 2008);
●  increasing cost of energy for capture, processing and transportation (FAO, 

2008);
● an increase in the cost of fishmeal and fish oil;
●  consumer pressure for a sustainable aquaculture sector (Deutsch et al., 2007).

The response to these events could be:

●  dietary inclusion of fishmeal and fish oil to decrease in aquaculture;
●  the use of fishmeal and fish oil as speciality ingredients, especially for 

starter, finisher and broodstock feeds (Jackson, 2007);
●  substitution of fishmeal and fish oil by alternative sources (plant sources 

such as soybean and palm oil) which might be easier for herbivores and 
omnivores to accept than for carnivorous fish species.
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Another potential impact comes from the use of fishmeal and fish oil from 
 aquaculture sources as this sector increases production giving rise to processing 
by-products, offal and trimmings, which should also be recognized (Ramirez, 
2007), and these sources can be added to those already produced by the FPI 
(currently about 22–24%). The Chilean farmed salmon production of 600,000 
tonnes gave 270,000 tonnes of processing waste and mortalities giving, in turn, 
48,600 tonnes of salmon oil and 43,200 tonnes of salmon meal (Anon, 2006). 
Such products must be used carefully to prevent the spread of disease, and feed-
ing back to the same species (intra-species recycling) is not recommended 
(FAO, 2001). The deliberations of a Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) 
expert workshop on the use of fish in aquaculture feeds in Kochi, India, in 2007 
drew up some general principles for the use of fish in the sector ranging from 
the sustainability of the supply fisheries, the impact of fish for feed on the poor 
and vulnerable groups, fish product safety and quality, technology and alterna-
tive feeds to the management of the whole supply chain in aquaculture feeds 
(Lymer et al., 2008).

The arguments outlined above about the sustainability of fishmeal and fish 
oil application in aquaculture centre around nutrition and conversion rates but a 
full analysis of their sustainability (and that of alternatives) should really include 
a full LCA covering all energy inputs and emissions starting from capture at sea 
or from the aquaculture farm through processing and distribution and applica-
tion to give a true picture.

9.1.3 Nutritional value of fishmeal and fish oil

The fishmeal and fish oil production process is one in which the raw material is 
reduced to its basic nutritional components such that its original nature and 
form are completely lost. The process involves the removal of water (and now-
adays oils) to give a high protein content and low moisture product which is 
stable in distribution and storage. The fish oil is collected and treated for addi-
tion to the aquaculture diet separately and can be further purified for DHC. 
Table 9.3 indicates the changes in composition as the raw material goes through 
the fishmeal process to the final product. Such simple analyses can be used to 
indicate the efficacy of the different operations in the fishmeal process, such as 
the loss of water, and potential sustainability gains.

Table 9.3 Compositional changes in the production of fishmeal from fatty fish.

Stage in process  Water (%) Solids (%) Oil (%)

Raw material  70  18  12
Press cake  53  44  3
Press liquor  78  6  16
Dilute stickwater  95  5  <1
Concentrated stickwater  65  33  2
Fishmeal   9    85   6

Source: After Windsor (1971).
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Although palatability is essential for feed efficiency the value of the  fishmeal 
or fish oil lies in the nutritional content. Thus it is necessary to describe here 
these attributes as they impinge on the relationship between the processing cri-
teria and technologies and the final product quality (in nutritional terms) which 
may well affect the sustainability criteria such as energy and water usage and 
effluents. As noted in previous chapters efforts to improve product quality can 
go hand in hand with sustainability.

9.1.3.1 Proteins

The protein content of fishmeal varies but is normally in the range of 60–72%, 
as crude protein (CP), being dependent on the nature of the raw material. 
Fishmeal from fatty fish may have a composition of CP 71%, lipid 9%, water 
8% and minerals 12%, whereas a white fishmeal could be CP 66%, lipid 5%, 
water 8% and minerals 21%. The higher CP fishmeals are usually reserved for 
specialized products, and fishmeal is usually included in aquaculture diets at 
30% for trout and salmon and 15–20% for shrimp (see Table 9.2). The amino 
acid composition of fishmeal is also excellent, unlike many plant alternatives, 
having a complete profile of all the amino acids and being high in the essential 
amino acids (those which must be included in the diet as they cannot be synthe-
sized in the body). Protein digestibility is also high in fishmeal (consistently 
over 95%), meaning that the amino acid content is made available in the body. 
Plant proteins such as soybean are a good source of lysine and tryptophan but 
deficient in the sulphur-containing amino acids, cystine and methionine, and are 
associated with indigestible matter such as oligosaccharides and celluloses and 
other anti-nutritional factors such as enzyme inhibitors which hinder digestion. 
Table 9.4 gives the amino acid composition of two types of fishmeal, from white 
fish and fatty fish, indicating that once stripped down to simple composition the 
fishmeal from different fish types is similar regardless of the raw material.

9.1.3.2 Oils

The lipid content of fish is dependent on species and seasonality, particularly for 
the fatty species where it is linked to the time of spawning in a regular annual 
cycle (Love, 1997). Most of the oil is removed in the fishmeal process and used 
for specialist purposes in aquaculture or for DHC (see later) but some remains 
in the final fishmeal. The fish oils are highly digestible and rich in poly-
unsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), especially the omega-3 fatty acids (alpha-linolenic 
acid [C18:3 double bonds], eicosapentaenoic acid [EPA, C20:5 double bonds] and 
docosahexaenoic acid [DHA, C22:6 double bonds]) and some omega-6 fatty acids. 
Plant oils by contrast are rich in omega-6 fatty acids and conversion of their ome-
ga-3 fatty acids to DHA and EPA may be limited. These PUFA are important in the 
development of flexible cell membranes for protection, the passage of nutrients 
and other materials into and out of the cell and for fish larva development, later 
growth and reproduction. The balance of omega-6:omega-3 fatty acids in human 
diets is important and considered to be too high in modern diets, so the provision 
of the omega-3 fatty acids from fish is important nutritionally.
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9.1.3.3 Minerals and vitamins

The ash content of fishmeal is a good source of calcium, phosphorus,  magnesium 
and potassium. The B Group vitamins such as B

1
 thiamin, B

2
 riboflavin, B

3
 

niacin, B
5
 pantothenic acid, B

6
 pyridoxin, B

12
 and choline are present but the 

overall vitamin content is variable. Lipid-soluble vitamins are usually low as 
they are removed with the fish oil but can be added back with the oil in the 
aquaculture diet.

9.1.3.4 Other factors

In the past fishmeal has been said to contain factors which enhance growth over 
and above its apparent protein, lipid and mineral/vitamin content and these were 
called ‘unidentified growth factors’ (UGF) but they have never been success-
fully isolated. The palatability of fishmeal means that diets are fully utilized with 
less pollution from effluents, and the flavour of fishmeal-based diets acts as an 
attractor to encourage the fish to eat all the feed, again reducing pollution.

9.1.3.5 Quality control

The quality of fishmeal is directly related to raw material freshness, processing 
conditions, stability of the lipid fraction and processing hygiene and their effects 
on protein, lipid and microbial quality. Although fishmeal and fish oil  processing 

Table 9.4 Amino acid composition of two types of fishmeal.

Amino acid  
Herring meal 
(g/100 g protein) 

White fishmeal 
(g/100 g protein)

Lysine* 7.7 6.9
Methionine* 2.9 2.6
Tryptophan* 1.2 0.9
Histidine* 2.4 2.0
Arginine* 5.8 6.4
Threonine* 4.3 3.9
Valine* 5.4 4.5
Isoleucine* 4.5 3.7
Leucine* 7.5 6.5
Phenylalanine* 3.9 3.3
Cystine† 1.0 0.9
Tyrosine‡ 3.1 2.6
Aspartic acid 9.1 8.5
Serine 3.8 4.8
Glutamic acid 12.8 12.8
Proline 4.2 5.3
Glycine 6.0 9.9
Alanine  6.3  6.3

* Essential amino acid.
† Cystine can be synthesized from methionine.
‡ Tyrosine can be synthesized from phenylalanine.
Source: After Windsor (1971).
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is an exercise in reduction of the raw material the final quality is heavily 
 dependent (as is any process) on the raw material itself. Thus ice storage and 
rapid processing are recommended and the presence of biogenic amines such as 
histamine and cadaverine are indicative of spoilage. Other spoilage mechanisms 
are autolysis by the release of native (proteolytic) enzymes and microbial 
 spoilage. Cooking and drying at temperatures below 90°C improve digestibility 
(Opstvedt et al., 2003) and give rise to less protein degradation chemistry, for 
example through Maillard reactions (non-enzymic browning). Lipid stability 
entails prevention of oxidation, which can be helped by the inclusion of 
 antioxidants such as ethoxyquin (200–1000 ppm). Changes in fishmeal compo-
sition and lipid oxidation status have been identified depending on storage con-
ditions and the presence of natural antioxidants such as astaxanthin and 
alpha- tocopherol (Bragadottir et al., 2004). Good hygiene standards are neces-
sary to prevent spoilage and contamination with Salmonella spp. which can be 
carried into fishmeal-fed products resulting in food-poisoning cases. Quality 
assurance is provided by a series of approval schemes and fishmeal specifica-
tions covering the presence of contaminants, pathogens and natural toxins 
together with product identification, traceability methodologies and recall strat-
egies. Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP) schemes are widely 
applied to identify, monitor and record the important process parameters.

9.2 THE FISHMEAL PROCESS

The process described here is the wet pressing method, which is the industry 
standard and as mentioned above is designed to take the essential components 
of the raw material (water, oil and fat-free solids) and separate them as neces-
sary to yield fishmeal and fish oil. The size of plant and the component equip-
ment will depend on the volume of fish available, the characteristics of the fish 
in the process (usually determined by experiment) and, crucially, the fat con-
tent of the fish as this will decide if oil recovery equipment is worth installing 
(not for fish with less than 3% fat). The process operations are to a large extent 
built on conventional chemical (process) engineering principles using conven-
tional equipment to achieve separation through combinations of heat, physical 
separation and concentration stages. The scale of operation of a fishmeal plant 
is variable from small skid-built systems to large dedicated plants built to deal 
with the huge quantities of raw material from the forage fish capture fisheries 
where product throughput is also a consideration. Suppliers of complete sys-
tems exist all over the world, although the pioneers were from Scandinavia 
and Germany, and suppliers of individual pieces of equipment suitable for 
fishmeal production operations are also available. A high degree of automa-
tion, computer-controlled processing and real-time adjustment of the process 
for optimal production and energy efficiency are all possible with the larger 
complete plant set-ups.

This section will describe the general principles at each stage which 
 contribute to successful fishmeal and fish oil production so that the reader can 
see how their situation can be accommodated and will eventually lead to a sus-
tainability analysis of the process. Some indication of the scale and speed of 
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operation for the larger plant will also be given. Figure 9.1 gives an outline of 
the important operations in the fishmeal process and is the basis of this 
 discussion. The common stages of any fishmeal process can be reduced to the 
following principles:

●  Heating the raw material to coagulate protein and disrupt fat deposits to 
release oil and physico-chemically bound water.

●  Pressing to separate the bulk of the liquid fraction (press liquor) from the 
solids (presscake).

●  Separation of the liquid (press liquor) into oil and aqueous (stickwater) frac-
tions.

●  Evaporation of the stickwater to concentrate the soluble.
●  Drying of the solids (presscake), added concentrated soluble to form a sta-

ble fishmeal.
● Grinding to a suitable particle size for applications.

A number of excellent descriptions of fishmeal and fish oil production have 
appeared in the literature over the years and this description is based on these 
sources (Windsor and Barlow, 1981; FAO, 1986; Fosbol, 1988).

9.2.1 Raw material unloading

This is the equivalent to the ‘pre-processing’ stage which applies to the 
 conventional fish processes for DHC. The commonest unloading method is 
wet unloading by pumps and gravity flumes, with sea water used to aid the 

Raw
material

Cooker
and pre-
straining 

Press Drier 
Milling
etc. 

Decanter 

Separation
centrifuge

Evaporators

Fishmeal

Fish
oil

Liquids/fines

Solids

Concentrate

Stickwater 

Oil/stickwater 

Solids 

Figure 9.1 The fishmeal and fish oil process.
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 movement. This water (blood water) is removed (and treated before  discharge) 
and the fish weighed and stored in pits or silos before entering the fishmeal 
process. To preserve freshness the fish can be stored under refrigeration 
 on-board the ship and in ice water or in circulating refrigerated sea water on 
land. Large fish will need hashing into smaller pieces for the cooker to ensure 
even processing although small fish can be fed whole into the process. A feed 
hopper is used to buffer the supply to the cooker and releases raw material at 
a controlled rate by conveyor. A large fishmeal plant can operate at 50 tonnes 
of raw fish per hour so this stage is the first one at which supply can be 
matched to process capacity. Pumps can be used instead of the conveyor to 
feed the cooker.

9.2.2 The cooker

This is a key process operation as it conditions the raw material for the sub-
sequent separation processes. Sufficient heating must be done to achieve 
release of oil and water, which can be readily separated from the solids. 
Coagulation of the proteins and rupture of the fat cells can be completed 
quickly at temperatures below 100°C so heating above 75°C for long periods 
is unnecessary and avoids the possibility of heat damage to the proteins. The 
challenge is to get even heating throughout the mass of fish, which is a ques-
tion of heat transfer and temperature control. An initial heating at 90–100°C 
for 20 minutes is common to give a good ‘pressability’ in the next operation 
although the exact conditions are sometimes found by trial and error for spe-
cific fish species. These temperatures also kill micro-organisms, helping to 
keep the process hygienic and prevent enzyme autolysis. The design of the 
cooker is an exemplar for the other process operations in seeking to achieve 
a high throughput with good process characteristics (in this case heat trans-
fer). The cooker is usually an indirectly heated screw conveyor with heat 
transfer from a surrounding jacket and from the steam-heated rotor blades 
which convey the material along the length of the cylinder. Direct steam 
injection into the mass of fish is possible although this is not good practice as 
any steam added must be removed in the later stages (pressing and evapora-
tion). The cooker is finely engineered to give a high surface area for heat 
transfer and surfaces can be coated to prevent a build up of heat-denatured 
protein which would act as a heat transfer barrier. Moderate heating regimes 
and good cleaning practices reinforce these design features. The mass of 
material in the cooker can be controlled by screw speed, levelling devices 
and rate of removal at the end. The capacity of the cooker can be 16–600 
tonnes per 24 hours. Pre-straining is a simple means of separating the oil and 
water from the solids before the pressing operation. In addition, fine solids 
which would slow down liquid drainage in the press are removed at this 
point with the liquid fraction and can be treated later in the decanter. A 
strainer conveyor on an incline between the cooker and press allows drainage 
and removal of the liquid fraction and a variety of strainer hole sizes gives 
some compatibility with the characteristics of different fish species, making 
the press stage more efficient.
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9.2.3 The press

The operation squeezes the maximum amount of liquid fraction (press liquor) 
from the solid fraction (presscake) and to achieve this goal the cooked material 
must be porous with channels for passage of the liquid fraction. Press liquid 
removal here gives a drier presscake, which will take less effort and energy to 
dry into fishmeal and also improves the fish oil yield. Single or twin screw 
presses can be used and work on the principle of moving the material along a 
tapering shaft by flights, which increases the pressure and so squeezes out more 
liquid. The screw is inside a tight-fitting perforated sleeve allowing the liquid 
to drain out. Different combinations of screw shaft profile and flight number 
and pitch giving a range of compression ratios are available to suit  different raw 
materials. Twin screw systems have interlocking counter-rotating screws which 
again through increasing shaft profile and flight pitch exert increasing pressure 
to remove the press liquor through strainer plates. The raw material loading in 
the press and the speed of screw rotation decide the press performance, with 
greater loading giving greater pressure and faster screw rotation giving a faster 
throughput but shorter pressing time. The press must be well maintained as 
wear on the flights leads to reduced capacity and efficiency whilst the strainer 
plates should be checked for blockages. Again, there is  balance between proc-
ess efficiency and throughput to be managed. Temperature is also an important 
parameter in the press as elevated temperature reduces oil viscosity and aids 
separation. Difficulties in pressing come from the use of either too fresh or too 
spoiled raw material. Fresh fish tend not to give up oil and water easily whilst 
spoiled fish tend to ‘slip’ in the press and do not move along the screw.

Finally, it should be recognized that the press can be replaced by a decanting 
centrifuge (as described in Section 9.2.4) with sufficient separation ability and 
throughput (12–300 tonnes per 24 h). Centrifugation is a better known, quicker 
and simpler, controllable process than pressing and operates at lower tempera-
tures. A disadvantage is that the solids will have higher water content than from 
the press and will require more drying.

9.2.4 The decanter

The decanter (or continuous decanting centrifuge) is used to separate the press 
liquor from any remaining solids and at this point about 70% of the raw material 
is press liquor and 30% is presscake. The process depends on specific gravity dif-
ferences between the fractions and this is helped by heating to about 90–95°C. The 
decanter consists of a cylinder/conical outer drum with a screw conveyor inside, 
both rotating in the same direction but the screw speed being faster than the drum’s. 
The press liquor is fed into the decanter and centrifugal force throws it to the drum 
wall (clarifying section) where the denser solids deposit and are scraped off and 
pushed towards the conical end (drying section) and removed from the liquid frac-
tion which collects in the cylindrical section and is removed. The cylinder/conical 
drum dimensions can be set to suit the separation demands (particularly particle 
size of the solids) and the drum/screw speeds also altered, and decanters are avail-
able in a variety of sizes to match throughput. The solids (called grax) are sent to 
the drier and the liquor for  separation into fish oil and stickwater.
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9.2.5 Separators and purifiers

Separation of fish oil and stickwater usually takes place in vertical disc centri-
fuges with continuous or intermittent discharge of stickwater (and any remain-
ing solids or sludge) and oil at a pace which matches throughput. The stickwater 
is about 6–9% solids to be concentrated in the evaporators and the sludge is 
again sent to the presscake and for drying.

The disc centrifuge consists of a stack of conical discs lying close together 
(0.5–2 mm apart) which rotate at controlled but variable speeds (often at through-
puts of 500–25,000 L per hour in a fishmeal plant) within an enclosed bowl. The 
decanter liquid is fed up the centre of the discs onto the cones and thrown against 
the cones by centrifugal force with the liquid and solid fractions moving in 
opposite directions for collection and discharge. Other variables which can be 
used to maximize separation are the number of discs, the angle of the cones and 
the radius of the centrifuge bowl. Once again the process operation is dynamic 
to achieve its goal and keep the material moving through the plant.

The fish oil is further polished by other disc centrifuges operating on smaller 
volumes and with hot water to remove impurities which affect oil stability and 
in this operation disc centrifuges run at 5000 rpm equivalent to 5000×g. Other 
ancillary processes to purify and/or hydrogenate the oil for DHC (e.g. in mar-
garines) take place away from the fishmeal plant (Fosbol, 1988).

9.2.6 Evaporators

The very low solids content stickwater represents about 65% of the original raw 
material and contains the following components: dissolved protein, suspended 
protein, residual oil, minerals, vitamins and amines/ammonia. Although at low 
solids concentration (6–9%) the stickwater contains about 20% of the fishmeal 
yield, so recovery of these components is essential for a viable process. The 
large volume of water to be removed (by evaporation) is an obvious energy 
burden in the fishmeal process and attention to energy savings here has been 
great in this area. Standard process engineering practice has been to make use 
of heat recovery (from all sources in the plant) such that the heat efficiency of 
evaporators increases as the number of stages increases: the so-called single, 
double, triple and quadruple effect systems. The capital cost is greater for 
 multiple-effect evaporators but the energy savings make up for this cost. As a 
rule in a fishmeal plant double-effect evaporators are adequate for 30–150 tonne 
throughput; triple-effect for 200–400 tonnes and quadruple-effect for more than 
500 tonnes per 24 hours. The stickwater runs through the evaporators in parallel 
with the flow of heating steam through the sequence of evaporators. Live 
steam is applied to a pre-heater and the first stage and then the vapour emanat-
ing from each stage is used in the following stage as an energy-saving strategy. 
The  evaporators operate in a falling film mode which means that the stickwater 
enters at the top of the evaporator column and becomes more concentrated as it 
proceeds down the system leading to short residence times and steam savings.

Stickwater is so called because it is very viscous and sticky and this charac-
teristic increases as the solids become more concentrated in evaporation. 
Conversely, higher temperatures reduce viscosity, so the final evaporation stage 
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runs at the highest temperature although the heat sensitivity of proteins and 
vitamins, product discoloration and odour/flavour changes should be consid-
ered here. Concentrated stickwater (called fish solubles) has a limited market 
but usually is fed to the presscake drier at a solids concentration of 30–50%.

9.2.7 The drier

This operation takes the mixture of presscake, stickwater and decanter sludge 
(grax) and transforms it into a stable homogeneous product at a moisture content 
of less than 12%. The drier temperature should be high enough to dry the mate-
rial but not lead to anti-nutritional reactions in the concentrated conditions 
( protein–protein and protein–lipid interactions) and a temperature not exceeding 
90°C is advised. The presscake particle size is reduced in a wet hammer mill to 
aid drying and stickwater must be added at an appropriate point to avoid clump-
ing and stickiness in the drier for the same reason. Driers come in many forms 
but can be classified generally as direct fired or indirect contact systems.

Direct fired systems give a very good heat and mass transfer to effect drying 
but run the risk of heat damage to proteins and contamination of the product by 
incomplete combustion of the fuel, which should be low in sulphur and  nitrogen. 
The combustion temperature should be high enough for complete combustion – 
inlet temperatures of 500–600°C are acceptable although the recovery of flue 
gas heat and air pollution abatement is difficult to achieve. Direct rotary 
 driers are common with high throughputs (up to 1000 tonnes of raw material 
per day) and use the parallel product and airflows to move the product along 
the drier and achieve rapid drying. Estimation of drying rates and process con-
trol are often established through experience of the plant and the raw material.

Indirect steam driers work on the principle of moving the material along a 
rotatory apparatus which is heated indirectly by steam in tubes, discs or coils 
with counter-current airflow to remove moisture. This system is less 
 heat-efficient but gives less product damage and air pollution and is best used 
for the highest-quality fishmeals. Process variables include the speed of pas-
sage of the product, steam temperature and discharge rates. A moisture removal 
rate of 2700 kg per hour is possible equivalent to 300 tonnes of raw material per 
24 hours for a rotary disc drier and 400 tonnes raw material per 24 hours for a 
rotary coil drier design. Indirect hot air driers offer the advantage of using waste 
heat from the plant to dry the material with no flue gas contamination and com-
parable performance to the direct fired systems.

9.2.8 Post-production operations

The dried meal after cooling to room temperature is subject to post processing 
operations such as milling to an homogenous, particular particle size, addition 
of antioxidant (ethoxyquin) via an effective dosing devise to ensure even distri-
bution and packaging in bags (commonly at 50 kg each) or bulk storage. 
Fishmeal sack material can be simple hessian or multi-layered to protect the 
contents against infestation and to retard moisture and oxygen uptake. Fishmeal 
is susceptible to oxidation and spontaneous combustion after processing unless 
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protected by the antioxidant or allowed to, ‘cure’, which means to oxidize 
slowly and safely over 3–4 weeks. Long term storage whether in sacks or in 
bulk must be moisture-proof to prevent mould growth and clumping.

9.2.9 Conclusions

The production of fishmeal and fish oil is a complicated process with many 
variables to be controlled and a wide variety of product formats and by-prod-
ucts possible. Much knowledge is derived from trial and error and an under-
standing of the raw material and process equipment available. There is often a 
drive for high throughputs allied to product quality, energy and water usage 
efficiency and pollution control – all sustainability issues. The next section 
will look at these issues in detail as for the conventional FPI processes in 
Chapter 6.

9.3 SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES

Figure 9.2 shows the basic fishmeal and fish oil process with some of the inputs 
and effluents associated with the process based on a 1000 kg basic unit (after 
UNEP, 2000). As with most FPI activity the inputs are energy and water and the 
effluents are wastewater, although in the case of fishmeal production effluents 
to air are important, at least from an aesthetic point of view.

Figure 9.2 Fishmeal and fish oil operations with energy and water usage and effluents. 
(After UNEP, 2000.)

Raw
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Fishmeal
and oil

process 

Fishmeal 
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Fish oil 
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Energy 

Fuel oil: 49 l
Electricity: 32 kWh
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To air 

From boiler 
odour 
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21 m3

COD (offloading) 30 kg
COD (process) 12 kg
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9.3.1 Energy

The foregoing description of the fishmeal and fish oil process (in Section 9.2) 
indicates a high demand for heat as most of the processes benefit from the mate-
rial being hot, such as the several separation operations. Heat is also necessary 
for the final drying operation. Much design and processing effort has gone into 
minimizing the energy requirement in the process through high heat transfer 
characteristics, intimate contact between the material and heated surfaces and 
through the recycling of heat from one part of the plant to another. Fuel oil 
consumption depends on the method used for drying the fishmeal, being lower 
if indirect heating is used as the fuel is only required to generate steam. 
Following best available technology (BAT) suggested that fuel oil consumption 
could be reduced from 49 to 35 L per 1000 kg of raw material (UNEP, 2000). 
Electricity consumption for a modern plan has been given as 30 kWh per tonne 
of raw material and fuel oil at 35 kg per tonne of raw material (Fosbol, 1988), 
which are similar values to those in Figure 9.2.

9.3.2 Water

As the fishmeal process is an exercise in the removal of water from the raw 
material addition of water to the process is kept to a minimum and mostly 
derives from the use of sea water to offload the fish from the ship to the plant. 
Again, following BAT could reduce the wastewater pollution load from 30 to 
22 kg COD per 1000 kg of raw material for offloading and from 12 to 9 kg COD 
per 1000 kg of raw material for processing purposes (UNEP, 2000). Other uses 
for water are:

● as feed to boilers (fresh);
● for sludge separators (fresh);
● for cleaning equipment (fresh);
● to clean floors and fish silos (sea water);
● for condensers in concentration (sea water);
● for cooling and deodorization (sea water).

Regardless of the size of the fishmeal plant the usage of water is greatest for 
cooling/deodorization, then for condensation/concentration and only then for 
other uses.

9.3.3 Effluents

Effluents to the atmosphere are a feature of fishmeal processing, being made up 
principally of the water vapour released in water removal from the raw materials 
as they pass through the plant, principally the evaporators. These vapours also 
carry odours which can be offensive to the neighbours so that their removal has 
become standard practice in the industry. The odours are best prevented by the use 
of fresh fish, by centralizing exhausts for ease of treatment, by use of indirect 
rather than direct drying to reduce aerosol formation in the flue gases; by location 
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of the plant and also by knowledge of prevailing weather conditions such as wind 
direction and velocity. The treatments available for flue gases for odour abate-
ment include scrubbing, high temperature combustion, chemical inactivation, 
catalytic combustion and adsorption onto active carbon (FAO, 1986).

9.3.4 By-products

The fishmeal process is designed to make use of the fish which are deemed 
unsuitable for DHC and reduces them in toto so that by-products do not arise. 
The separation of fish oil is a direct aim of the process and although much of it 
finds its way into aquaculture feeds it is also directed to DHC via margarine 
manufacture or in health products as capsules delivering omega-3 fatty acids 
and these could be considered to be by-products.

9.3.5 Cleaner production

As described for the conventional FPI processes there is a close link between 
Sustainable Development (SD) and Cleaner Production (CP), with the goals of 
the former being achieved through the activities of the latter and this is equally 
true for fishmeal production. Table 9.5 gives a detailed breakdown of the fish-
meal and fish oil process based on the unit operations given in Figure 9.1 and 
can be used to highlight ‘hot spots’ where CP interventions can be applied (this 
is not the case with the headline values in Figure 9.2). The following descrip-
tion indicates the CP measures which can contribute to sustainability.

Initial fish handling and offloading use the largest volume of water in the 
plant and give rise to the severest pollution mainly as the blood water drained 
from the fish. The pollution hazard can be reduced if the blood water is directed 
into the fishmeal plant; otherwise it must be treated before discharge. Dry 
offloading methods such as pneumatic conveying or elevators will reduce the 
water volume and can reduce energy costs although capital costs are high.

Cooking is an obvious energy consumer and this can be reduced through 
efficient cleaning of heat transfer surfaces, careful control not to overheat the 
material and also by using waste heat from other operations for preheating.

Straining and pressing have a requirement for electricity which depends on 
the efficiency of press liquid and presscake demanded and hence the pressures 
applied, but they also have a bearing on the pumping of the liquid to the 
decanter.

Decanting and centrifuging involve moving parts to separate solids and 
liquids, and energy-efficient equipment is required to achieve these goals. In 
the oil-polishing operation some hot water is added (an energy demand unless 
recycled heat is used) and there is some pollution hazard although the wastewa-
ter can be sent to the evaporators.

Stickwater evaporation demands a high energy input (typically 0.40–0.45 kg 
steam per kilogram of water evaporated in a triple-effect evaporator), which can 
be reduced by multiple-effect systems with heat recycling. The increasing vis-
cosity of the stickwater in the evaporator gives a limiting final concentration 
and leads to declining evaporator performance, so a frequent rigorous cleaning 
regime is essential.
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Drying the presscake and associated materials is the other large user of 
energy in the fishmeal process. Heat recovery is the main CP activity, with 
malodorous gases from the dryer being combusted to heat the steam boiler.

Milling requires electrical power, which can be reduced if the mill is cleaned 
regularly to avoid clogging.

Overall CP opportunities in the fishmeal process have been directed at energy 
and water savings and emissions abatement and in fact have a long history of 
implementation (Marti et al., 1994; Roeckel et al., 1996).

9.3.6  Life cycle assessment of the fishmeal 
and fish oil process

The value of fishmeal and fish oil lies in their nutritional value, and the 
 sustainability of their use in aquaculture feeds has centred on their feed conver-
sion rates as described above (Sections 9.1.2 and 9.1.3). However, to truly 
appreciate the impact of the process a full LCA is necessary taking into account 

Table 9.5 Inputs and outputs for a fishmeal and fish oil process per tonne of fish or material processed 
in each operation.

Process 
operation

 

Inputs Outputs

Other outputsWater (m3) 
Electricity 
(kWh)  Water (m3) COD (kg) 

Handling 200 kg ice 10–12 130–140 850–870 kg fish
Unloading 2–5 3 2–5 27–34 750–1000 kg fish 

offloaded
Cooking Nil ~90 (115 kg 

steam)
Nil Nil 1000 kg cooked fish

Straining and 
pressing

Nil N/A Nil Nil Stickwater (750 kg 
water/150 kg oil)
Presscake 100 kg (dry 
matter)

Decanting (press 
liquid and blood 
water)

Nil N/A Nil Nil 900 kg impure oil
100 kg sludge (to drier)

Centrifugation Nil N/A Nil Nil 10 kg oil
Stickwater (900–950 kg 
water/50–100 kg dry 
matter)

Fish oil polishing 0.05–1.0 Hot water 0.05–1.0 ~5 ~1000 kg pure oil
Stickwater 
evaporation

Nil ~475 (600 kg 
steam)

Nil Nil 250 kg conc. stickwater
50 kg dry matter
~700 kg vapour

Drying Nil ~340 (430 kg 
steam)

Nil Nil 480 kg fishmeal (12% 
moisture)
~520 kg vapour

Milling  Nil  N/A  Nil  Nil  1000 kg packed 
fishmeal

Source: After UNEP (2000).
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activities from cradle to grave. This is a tricky business and must take into 
account the issues of co-product allocation (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3 and 
Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1), and for fishmeal produced from by-catch or process-
ing wastes the assessment must determine how much of the fishing effort should 
be attributed to the fishmeal LCA.

When doing an LCA on an aquaculture product the fishmeal and fish oil 
process becomes part of the supply chain with attendant issues over its contri-
bution to the overall process. Studies of the latter type are found in the literature 
(Seppala et al., 2001; Papatryphon et al., 2004a,b; Aubin et al., 2006; Ayer and 
Tyedmers, 2009). Aubin et al. (2009) studied three different carnivorous fish 
production systems in Europe:

( i) A flow-through system for rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) using 
 traditional stock management.

 (ii) Marine-based cages for sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) with no water 
resource limits.

(iii) A land-based recirculatory system for turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) 
with high technology to compensate for local constraints.

The LCA for these systems included the impact categories of eutrophication; acid-
ification; climate change; net primary production use (NPPU); and energy use, 
which were applied to the following components of the systems: fish production; 
feeds, including production and transport; equipment; infrastructure; chemicals 
and energy carriers, such as electricity and natural gas. The contribution of feeds 
to the impact categories was most profound for NPPU (at 100% contribution for 
all systems); climate change (83% for sea bass and 73% for trout); acidification 
(80% for sea bass and 68% for trout); and energy use (72% for sea bass and 40% 
for trout). These high impact category contributions reflect to some extent the high 
energy input required to produce the feeds and its impact on the environment.

Roque d’Orbcastel et al. (2009) conducted a similar LCA on the production 
of trout and compared two different water management methods: a traditional 
flow-through farm (FTF) and a recirculation system (RSF). The impact catego-
ries were similar to those of Aubin et al. (2009) as were the system compo-
nents. The impact of the feed component in both systems was similar: 100% 
for NPPU; 91% for global warming potential; 87% for acidification potential 
in FTF and 89% for RSF. For energy use the feed component contributed 
66.5% for FTF but only 37% for RSF as in the latter case most energy use was 
in the recirculation equipment. The authors argued that the feed component 
had the major impact on the environmental impact of the systems and this 
could be improved by high feed conversion efficiency. In addition, the environ-
mental impact of the feed component could be improved by better energy man-
agement in feed production through raw material selection and transport 
distances, particularly for trawler-caught fish. A part solution would be to 
increase the use of by-catch and FPI discards instead of fishmeal in the fish 
feed. Pelletier et al. (2009) conducted a survey of salmon production systems 
around the world from Norway, the United Kingdom, British Columbia 
(Canada) and Chile and found marked differences in the nature and quantity of 
material and energy resource used across these regions. Of great importance 
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for all regions were the feed conversion efficiency and least environmentally 
costly feed-sourcing options. Fish feeds used in the different regions varied 
markedly with a range of fish-based, livestock-derived and crop-based ingredi-
ents involved and there appear to be significant opportunities to improve the 
environmental performance of salmon farming through a focus on least envi-
ronmental cost feeds – concomitant with adequate nutritional provision for the 
fish. Gyllenhammar and Hakanson (2005) discussed the influence of aquacul-
ture feeds on the emissions from fish farms in the Baltic Sea as part of an 
overall analysis of the environmental impact of fish farms with particular 
respect to eutrophication.

Thus there appears to be a realization of the importance of fishmeal produc-
tion in the overall LCA for aquaculture; indeed it could be rated as one of the 
persistent features in impact assessment whatever physical system of farm is 
concerned. However, the application of LCA to the fishmeal process itself is 
pretty sparse. The open access database LCAFood does give a limited LCA for 
a Danish fishmeal plant alone (LCAFood, 2009). Table 9.6 gives the results of 
this LCA and once again shows the importance of energy usage in the fishmeal 
process. A survey of fishmeal production across the world with thorough LCA 
would go a long way in placing fishmeal (and other alternatives) in the hierar-
chy of environmental impact and sustainability for farmed fish.

9.4 ALTERNATIVES TO FISHMEAL

Fishmeal and fish oil production has achieved a large worldwide capacity based 
on good availability of raw material and large-scale plants described above. 
However, there are situations where fishmeal production is not appropriate and 
other options are possible. They are described here as they have a long history 
but have never broken through as viable alternatives to fishmeal although this 
situation might change in the coming years.

Table 9.6 LCA for a fishmeal plant per kilogram of fishmeal (5–10% moisture) at the factory gate.

Inputs    Outputs  

Wastewater 
to treatment 
plant  

Emissions to 
sea

Sand eel 4.66 kg Fishmeal 1 kg COD 4.5 g COD 0.56 g
Formalin 37% formaldehyde 10.8 g Fish oil 0.21 kg N – tot 1.1 g N – tot 0.54 g
Antioxidant 0.309 g P – tot 31 mg P – tot 5.2 mg
Sulphuric acid 2.1 g
Sodium hydroxide 4.8 g
Nitric acid 0.52 g
Hydrochloric acid 0.38 g
Electricity 0.19 kWh
Heat  6.2 MJ             

Source: After LCAFood (2009).
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9.4.1 Fish silage

Ensilation simply means the preservation of organic material in acid conditions. 
Fish silage can be made from any of the same materials used for fishmeal and 
is defined as a liquid product in which liquefaction has been brought about by 
the action of native enzymes active in the acid conditions (Windsor and Barlow, 
1981). The silage contains all the water from the raw material with the small 
amount of added acid and its composition is similar to the raw material but has 
good stability and can be stored for long periods with intermittent mixing. The 
amino acid composition is very similar to that of a fishmeal from the same 
source (see Table 9.7) although tryptophan is not stable in acid conditions and 
some sulphur amino acids are susceptible to oxidation.

The enzymes are digestive proteases and cathepsins, proteases released from 
cells by disruption which are active at acid pH. The raw material is minced and 
intimately mixed with the added acid to prevent any pockets of spoilage and 
occasional stirring aids the liquefaction process. The acidification can be by 
added acid (or mixtures) or be produced by fermentation in situ. The preserva-
tive effect of the acid is through passage of the undissociated species across the 
cell wall of organisms and dissociation under the higher cell pH to release the 
anion; thus, the effectiveness of the acids is best at a pH below the pK. Added 
inorganic acids can be sulphuric or hydrochloric but they require a pH below 
2.5 to be effective and hence neutralization before use in feeds. Organic acids 

Table 9.7 Amino acid composition (g/100 g protein) of fish silage and fishmeal from 
white fish and herring.

Amino acid  
White 
fishmeal 

White fish 
silage  

Herring 
fishmeal 

Herring 
fish silage

Lysine* 6.9 7.1 7.7 9.9
Methionine* 2.6 2.7 2.9 1.9
Tryptophan* 0.9 — 1.2 —
Histidine* 2.0 2.7 2.4 2.7
Arginine* 6.4 7.6 5.8 8.6
Threonine* 3.9 4.6 4.3 5.1
Valine* 4.5 4.9 5.4 5.6
Isoleucine* 3.7 4.2 4.5 4.4
Leucine* 6.5 6.8 7.5 8.6
Phenylalanine* 3.3 3.4 3.9 5.7
Cystine† 0.9 0.8 1.0 0.6
Tyrosine‡ 2.6 3.1 3.1 2.5
Aspartic acid 8.5 9.9 9.1 8.7
Serine 4.8 5.5 3.8 4.6
Glutamic acid 12.8 14.5 12.8 13.4
Proline 5.3 — 4.2 —
Glycine 9.9 9.1 6.0 7.4
Alanine  6.3  8.1  6.3  7.1

* Essential amino acid.
† Cystine can be synthesized from methionine.
‡ Tyrosine can be synthesized from phenylalanine.
Source: After Windsor and Barlow (1981).
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are more expensive but operate at higher pH without neutralization; examples 
are propionic and acetic acids. Formic acid (at 3.5% by weight of 85% concen-
tration) has been the commonest acid as it is easily available as a by-product in 
the chemical industry. Fermented silage depends on lactic acid bacteria and 
requires the addition of a carbohydrate energy source which is not present in 
fish. The lactic acid bacteria present several barriers to the growth of pathogens 
and spoilage organisms besides low pH (see Chapter 7, Section 7.2.4), such as 
the production of bacteriocins (antibiotic compounds), and the fermentation is 
similar to those seen in many human societies (Raa and Gildberg, 1982).

The equipment for ensilation is variable in scale and very simple in operation 
(see Figure 9.3), with the equipment being readily available, but it must be acid-
corrosion resistant. On addition of formic acid the fish mixture tends to stiffen 
but liquefies under the enzyme action, taking 2 days at 15°C but longer at lower 
temperatures. In hot countries the ensilation is done very adequately at ambient 
temperatures with no additional heating required. For white fish or low-oil fish 
the silage can be mixed with other feed components and dried but for very oily 
fish the oil can be separated by conventional means. This is desirable for certain 
feed applications to prevent a ‘fishy taint’ in terrestrial animals such as pigs and 
poultry. In storage, the lipid content of fish silage does undergo changes in the 
usual way with an increase in free fatty acids and oxidation, both of which can 
give rise to the compounds responsible for the taint. For this reason the oil 
should be removed as soon as possible (within 24 h if ensiled at 25–30°C).

Figure 9.3 Fish silage production.
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Feeding trials with added-acid fish silage have given contradictory results 
for terrestrial animals although it is a good source of protein, whilst feeding 
 trials in aquaculture have tended to give excellent results (Raa and Gildberg, 
1982). This situation has led to fish silage being used mostly in Europe for mink 
feeds and has hindered its take-up more generally. When compared with 
 fishmeal the advantages of fish silage are:

● low capital cost of a basic plant (without de-oiling);
● no heating required under good ambient conditions;
● processing is simple without the need for high technical skill;
● stability in storage;
● no bad odours in the process itself;
● drying is not necessary, so low energy costs in production.

The disadvantages are:

●  The silage contains all the water from the raw material, so storage volume is 
higher than for fishmeal from the same amount of raw material.

●  For the same reason transport costs are higher for silage but this can be 
avoided by use close to production.

●  Acceptance in feeding a variety of animals where fishmeal has a long his-
tory of use for terrestrial animals and aquaculture.

Another look at the use of fish silage in the right circumstances is certainly 
 warranted given the advantages outlined above when sustainability is a major 
criterion. The use of fish silage in feeds could be restricted to aquaculture only 
to overcome the issues of unacceptability in terrestrial animals. In Chapter 1, 
Section 1.5.3, in the discussion on the future of aquaculture a fresh look at less 
intensive systems was proposed and in this scenario fish silage, locally caught, 
processed and utilized, has a possible function.

Fermented (lactic acid) silage could be the best option as it is similar in 
nature to the fermented fish products for DHC described in Chapter 7, and these 
processes have proved to be resilient in insanitary conditions giving high- quality 
reproducible products with a good human safety record. Provided that the raw 
material is pretty consistent the silage process can give rise to uniform products, 
which is always a pre-requisite for any industrial process.

9.4.2 Fish protein hydrolysates

The production of fish protein hydrolysates (FPH) is another alternative treat-
ment for fish which currently go into fishmeal production (see also Chapter 10, 
Section 10.3). The process relies on proteolytic enzymes as in fish silage except 
that for FPH the enzymes are deliberately added commercially available sources 
from a wide range of plant, microbial and animal origins. Examples of such 
enzymes are bromelain (pineapple), papain (papaya), trypsin (bovine or por-
cine), and alcalase and neutrase from bacterial sources, among many others. In 
this context the production of FPH is a higher technology process compared to 
fishmeal production. Although any raw material suitable for fishmeal  production 
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can be used for FPH it has found best use in treating the off-cuts from white fish 
processing – cod frames, for example, where the mineral content of bones is 
reduced and the protein recovery from adhering flesh is maximized. Typical 
composition for FPH is moisture (3–8%), CP (70–87%), protein solubility in 
water (75–85%) and crude fat (1–23%), where the wide ranges are dependent 
on the raw material used.

Figure 9.4 shows a process scheme for FPH production from white fish- 
filleting waste. The degree of sophistication in the plant depends on the nature and 
use of the final product but can include spray-drying to give a soluble, functional 
material. The substantial cost of the enzymes and processing equipment means 
that the FPH must command a high price, which can limit its use as a simple 
aquaculture feed component. As the FPH is very water-soluble it can find use as 
an ‘attractor’ to ensure that all the feed is eaten by the fish and is not a pollutant.

Process control to give a reproducible product is possible through control of 
the nature of the added enzyme, contact time, the pH used, temperature and 
level of addition of the enzyme for a given raw material. The process is based 
on the pioneering work of Adler-Nissen (1977) on the controlled enzymic 
hydrolysis of food proteins in which the degree of hydrolysis (DH) as a percent-
age of the total peptide bonds in a given protein could be predicted under given 
conditions. Characteristic hydrolysis curves of DH versus time could be plotted 
for a substrate/enzyme combination allowing a certain DH to be achieved 
reproducibly. The advent of gel permeation (size exclusion) chromatography 
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Figure 9.4 FPH production from white fish-filleting waste. (After Windsor and 
Barlow, 1981.)
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allowed analysis of the molecular weight (MW) distribution of the peptides 
formed under the given conditions as an extra product characteristic. Separation 
of the FPH into different MW fractions by membrane filtration (Quaglia and 
Paoletti, 1988) allowed further refinement of the products, for example the 
removal of small MW peptides which have a bitter taste due to the presence of 
hydrophobic amino acids (Adler-Nissen, 1986). The FPH have found special-
ized uses (Windsor and Barlow, 1981), such as:

● functional ingredients, like emulsifiers in fish-based products;
● weaning foods or milk replacers for piglets and calves;
●  for DHC in patients who have difficulty in digesting whole proteins where 

the FPH can be fed intravenously.

The future for FPH may be in non-fish feed applications as specialist ingredi-
ents which command a high price warranted by their functionality and may not 
be a serious contender to replace fishmeal in aquaculture feeds.

9.4.3 Plant-based alternatives to fishmeal

Plant-based alternative sources of protein and oil represent a true alternative to 
fishmeal and fish oil in that they aim to replace these components completely in 
aquaculture feeds rather than being alternative processes as are fish silage and 
FPH. The argument in favour of this approach is that plant sources are renewa-
ble, thus lifting a burden off the oceans and perhaps allowing some fish to be 
directed for DHC rather than fishmeal. A partial substitution of fishmeal and fish 
oil by plant and terrestrial animal alternatives is generally accepted in the aqua-
culture sector although the extent and pace at which it happens is a matter of 
debate (Naylor et al., 2000). In particular there is a problem with substitution for 
carnivorous fish where the amino acid composition of plant proteins is inappro-
priate and of poor digestibility as mentioned earlier. The situation is considered 
to be easier for herbivorous and omnivorous fish (Hardy and Tacon, 2002) and a 
drive towards more cultivation of these fish species (carps, milkfish, tilapia and 
catfish) with fishmeal replacement feeds would reduce the pressure on the for-
age fish used for fishmeal production (Naylor et al., 2000). Currently there is a 
drive in the opposite direction, supported by markets and government policies, 
towards more carnivorous species, and even where herbivorous fish are farmed, 
in Asia, there is a trend to feed fishmeal and fish oil in intensive systems.

The alternatives being assessed are mainly oil seeds (e.g. soybean) and meat 
by-products (e.g. blood meal) and microbial protein (Tacon, 1994; Webster et al., 
1999). Plant oils are rich in omega-6 fatty acids rather than the healthier omega-3 
fatty acids found in fish oils although work to increase the omega-3 content of 
plant oils is under way. A thorough review of the potential plant source alterna-
tives to fishmeal and fish oil was given by Gatlin et al. (2007) with reference to 
the United States (US) and replacement crops grown there. Table 9.8 lists the 
main candidates along with some cultivation, nutritional data and anti-nutritional 
factors associated with each crop. Overcoming the difficulties associated with 
these crops will require research into processing techniques to improve digestibil-
ity, nutritional value and quality; genetic manipulation of plants to augment 
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 nutritional quality; genetic selection of fish predisposed to these new components; 
using pre- and probiotics to enhance utilization; the relationship between fish 
quality and these feedstuffs; and enhancing the palatability of plant feedstuffs.

Another issue related to the sustainability of fishmeal substitution by plant 
alternatives is the whole LCA of their production including the energy and 
environmental effects of crop production. Some would argue that the energy 
inputs to produce these crop-based feeds is essentially the same as for trawler-
caught fish for fishmeal (Papatryphon et al., 2004b). Again, LCA is needed to 
establish the energy, and other environmental, impacts of the production meth-
ods for both sources of aquaculture feeds.

9.5 CONCLUSIONS

At present the fishmeal and fish oil production industry is inextricably linked to 
aquaculture and predictions about fishmeal prices (Delgado et al., 2003) and 
feed conversion ratios (Tacon and Metian, 2008) will be central to deciding the 
future rate of growth of aquaculture worldwide. The important impact of aquac-
ulture feeds (including fishmeal and fish oil) in the LCA of  aquaculture  systems 
has also been established although LCA studies on fishmeal and fish oil 
 production are scarce and need to be done. Matters of a reduction in fishmeal and 
fish oil usage in aquaculture feeds and their replacement with plant and terrestrial 
animal sources are also being debated and researched currently and LCA has a 
big part to play in this debate. Fishmeal utilization in many situations is based on 

Table 9.8 Potential fishmeal replacement plant feedstuffs in the US.

Crop  
Acres planted 
(millions)  

Production 
(million 
tonnes)  

Protein 
content as 
fed (%)  Lipid (%)  

Anti-nutritional 
factors

Barley 3.88 7.69 14.9 2.1 Nutrient composition, 
phytic acid, beta-glucans

Canola Negligible 38.0 3.8 Glucosinolates, erucic 
acid, phytic acid

Corn 81.76 248.46 8.5 (corn 
gluten meal 
60.4)

3.6 (gluten 
meal 1.8)

Pigments, lysine 
limitation

Cottonseed 14.19 7.71 41.7 1.8 Gossypol, quercetin
Peas/
lupins

1.66 2.19 25.6/39.2 1.3/10.3 Alkaloids, 
oligosaccharides

Soybean 72.38 75.19 De-hulled 48.5; 
concentrate 
64.0

De-hulled 0.9; 
concentrate 3.0

Non-starch 
polysaccharides, 
oligosaccharides, 
antigenic proteins, 
protease inhibitors, 
lectins, oestrogenic 
compounds, phytic acid

Wheat  65.87  69.56  12.9  1.7  Lysine limitation

Source: After Gatlin et al. (2007).
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supplies which are both local and from internationally traded sources and there 
is an ability to switch supplies in response to price and availability (Deutsch et 
al., 2007). However, this globalization of supply has its price in that the fishmeal 
is traded in isolation from its source fishery with a lack of traceability and no 
means of the user knowing the environmental impact of the fishmeal capture 
fishery involved. These stretched supply lines would benefit from a full LCA and 
supply line analysis to fully understand the relationship between aquaculture 
feeds and the environment, which could lead to global policing of the sector and 
a credible triple bottom line (TBL). In this context the impact categories used for 
LCA could be widened to include those which reflect the complex and long dis-
tance relationships which have built up in aquaculture feed provision.

In a similar vein, a full analysis of low-intensity aquaculture integrated with 
other agricultural practices such that by-products from one activity become the 
inputs for another is warranted (Edwards, 1991. In particular, fertilized ponds 
develop their own natural feed (e.g. phytoplankton and zooplankton) for fish 
rather than using manufactured feeds. A typical example from Asia would com-
bine livestock (pig, chicken or dairy cattle) with aquaculture of carps and tila-
pia, and as the ponds tend to operate as closed systems the environmental impact 
is minimal unless they are drained. Integrated systems have been studied for 
carnivorous species, for example, a combination of salmon aquaculture and 
growth of seaweed on the farm effluent in Chile (Troell et al., 1997).

There is a need for more research in all aspects of this area but certainly 
into the environmental impact of such systems where the LCA becomes a use-
ful tool. Finally, it must be said that as China is the biggest aquaculture pro-
ducer the development of its aquaculture sector over the next few years will 
probably have a bearing on all the sustainability issues for fishmeal and fish oil 
production and aquaculture feed evolution.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

The total world fishery production in 2004 was estimated at 140.4 million 
tonnes, of which 75% was used for direct human consumption (DHC) and the 
remainder directed for other uses, such as meal production and other non-food 
purposes (FAO, 2007). Processing and filleting in the fish industries, as well as 
the presence of fish species with no commercial value, generate wastes (e.g. 
skin, bones, trimmings, frames, heads, viscera and fins), which are generally 
discarded. The marine bioprocess industries convert and utilize these discards 
or by-products as valuable products such as fish oil, fishmeal, fertilizer, pet food 
and fish silage (Ward and Singh, 2005; Kim and Mendis, 2006; Ramírez-
Ramírez et al., 2008). However, most of these products possess low economic 
value and some processes are potentially contaminants. Some efforts have been 
carried out to reduce water consumption, waste water emissions and energy 
consumption in these processes applying the following as solutions: good 
housekeeping practice; reuse and recycling; substitution of hazardous materi-
als, chemicals, etc.; process optimization; technology change; and innovations 
and development of cleaner products (Thrane et al., 2009).

This chapter provides information on extraction of bioactive compounds 
from fish by-products with functional and therapeutic properties such as colla-
gen and gelatin, peptides, protein hydrolysates and omega-3 fatty acids. These 
processes offer the best opportunities to really give added value to the fish-
processing industry (FPI) based on technology which is established and with 
which the industry should be comfortable. The approaches described could be 
widened to embrace other compounds (when they are recognized as commer-
cially viable) as they are based on protein and lipid extraction chemistry.

10.2 RAW MATERIAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The wastes of the fishing industry, as well as those from fisheries by-catch 
cause serious environmental problems in many parts of the world since they are 
disposed inadequately. Nevertheless, those wastes are valuable as sources of 
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compounds such as proteins, lipids, minerals and chitins (Plascencia et al., 
2002; Kim and Mendis, 2006; Pacheco et al., 2009). As can be observed in 
Table 10.1, fish wastes contain nutrients that can be utilized in the extraction of 
added-value by-products.

Fish species without commercial value and fish-processing wastes are fre-
quently used for fishmeal production, concentrated and protein hydrolysates, as 
well as silage; in addition, they are important for the recovery of enzymes and 
diverse molecules with biological activity (Gildberg, 2004).

10.3 PROTEIN HYDROLYSATES AND PEPTIDES

10.3.1 General aspects and production

The wastes of the fish-processing industry are raw materials with great potential 
to produce fish protein hydrolysates (FPH) with functional characteristics that 
can be used not only as animal feed but also for human consumption (i.e. food 
additives and nutraceuticals), which includes the search for biologically active 
peptides (Liceaga-Gesualdo and Li-Chan, 1999; Guerard et al., 2002).

During the production of FPH, the hydrolysis of proteins of high molecular 
weight occurs by the breaking down of peptide bonds by means of water addi-
tion (Bárzana and Garcia-Garibay, 1994).

The hydrolysis is carried out with the aid of acids, alkalis or enzymes. Acid 
hydrolysis causes tryptophan destruction and the formation of sodium chloride 
after the neutralization, which can make the product unpalatable. Alkaline 
hydrolysis produces the amino acid lysinoalanine, which can be toxic to ani-
mals (Raa and Gildberg, 1982). On the other hand, enzymic hydrolysis pro-
duces less undesirable by-products (Kristinsson and Rasco, 2000). FPH 

Table 10.1 Proximate chemical composition (g/100 g wet basis) of fish wastes.

Fish wastes  Moisture  Crude protein*  Crude lipid  Ash  Reference

Marine fish without 
commercial value

72.65 21.24 1.20 2.75 Vidotti et al. (2002)

Freshwater fish without 
commercial value

62.97 18.37 12.55 4.18 Vidotti et al. (2002)

Nile tilapia wastes 68.62 13.49 10.85 5.13 Vidotti et al. (2002)
Sardine wastes 71.80 14.04 5.67 6.88 Zahar et al. (2002)
Tuna wastes†

Dark muscle 61.79 20.45 8.86 8.58 Vizcarra et al. (1999)
Viscera 75.79 17.24 3.69 3.15
Cod
Viscera 60.00 14.90 21.00 4.40 Šližyte et al. (2005)
Viscera and backbone 70.50 16.10 9.60 3.60
Mixture of fisheries 
processing wastes 
from several species

70.3 15.56 7.27 5.64 Ramírez-Ramírez et 
al. (2008)

* Total nitrogen × 6.25.
† Obtained from canning industry.
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production, here, is an extension of the fish fermentation  processes described in 
Chapter 7 using controlled conditions to generate an industrially acceptable 
product of defined quality and functionality (physico-chemical and nutritional). 
This demonstrates the sustainable opportunities and potential of enzymic/fer-
mentative processes provided they can be performed to the exacting standards 
of the food–medical establishment as represented by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and European Union (EU) authorities.

Two different methods have been proposed to produce FPH depending on 
the type of protease involved in the reaction media. The conventional enzymatic 
method is conducted by the direct addition of a commercial enzyme to fish or 
fish wastes in controlled conditions such as pH and temperature; the liquefac-
tion of the proteins takes place within a few hours. The hydrolysates are then 
decanted and centrifuged to remove scales and bones. The soluble fraction is 
concentrated by evaporation and dried (Bárzana and García-Garibay, 1994).

A wide range of hydrolysates can be produced by using different fish spe-
cies, enzymes and digestion conditions. The enzymes come from several 
sources, such as plant (papain, ficin, bromelain), animal (trypsin, pancreatin) or 
microbial (Pronase, Alcalase) (Venugopal, 1994).

The fermentation method can be followed by the addition of a starter culture, 
which produces proteases and supplements the fish wastes with appropriate 
nutrients for microbial growth, as shown in Figure 10.1 (Bárzana and García-
Garibay, 1994; Venugopal, 1994).

Traditional methods for preparation of hydrolysates by autolysis, like fish silage, 
exploit the endogenous enzymes and it is rather difficult to control the autolysis 
due to several factors including fish species and seasonality as well as the type and 
amount of enzyme (Šližyte et al., 2005; Bhaskar et al., 2008). The uncontrolled or 
prolonged proteolysis causes the formation of highly soluble peptides exhibiting 
useful nutritional properties, but generally lacking the functional properties associ-
ated with the native protein (Guerard et al., 2002; Bhaskar et al., 2008).

On the other hand, the use of proteolytic enzymes and adequate control of 
the parameters of the process such as pH, time and ratio enzyme/substrate facil-
itate the production of FPH with different molecular structures and different 
bioactive properties, which could have therapeutic or nutritional interest 
(Guerard et al., 2002; Martinez et al., 2008; Chabeaud et al., 2009).

Enzymes used to produce FPH should have at least one common characteristic; 
they must be food grade and if they are of microbial origin, the producing organism 
has to be non-pathogenic (Bhaskar et al., 2008). In that sense, diverse enzymes of 
vegetal, microbial and animal origin have been used to obtain FPH, although gen-
erally the reactions catalysed with Alcalase have been mostly reported due to the 
high degree of hydrolysis that can be achieved in a relatively short time (Benjakul 
and Morrisey, 1997). The degree of hydrolysis is a measure of the extent of hydrol-
ysis of a protein (peptide bonds broken) and it is a widely used indicator for com-
parison among different protein hydrolysates (Bhaskar et al., 2008). Depending on 
the specificity of the enzyme, environmental conditions and the extent of hydroly-
sis, a wide variety of large, medium and small peptides are generated with different 
molecular and functional characteristics (Bougatef et al., 2008).

Following the potential of FPH, several investigations have been conducted 
in recent years. Hydrolysates were obtained from canned yellowfin tuna 
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(Thunnus albacares) wastes using a commercial protease Umamizyme at pH 7 
at 45°C for 4 hours, with an enzyme/substrate ratio of 1.5. The FPH attained 
showed a degree of hydrolysis of 25%, and the authors also found a linear cor-
relation between the degree of hydrolysis and nitrogen recovered (Guerard 
et al., 2002). Furthermore, muscle of Pacific whiting (Merluccius productus) 
and Alcalase were used to produce FPH with degrees of hydrolysis of 10%, 
15% and 20%, indicating that the yield of protein recovered from the soluble 
fraction was proportional to the degree of hydrolysis with 48.6%, 58.6% and 
67.8% respectively (Pacheco-Aguilar et al., 2008). In another related study, 
FPH were produced with a degree of hydrolysis of 18.5–33.7% and 4.3–10.9% 
using a mixture of different by-products, such as viscera, backbone and diges-
tive tract of cod (Gadus morhua) with the addition of Flavourzyme. The addi-
tion of water before the hydrolysis was more important than the type of enzyme 
used to enhance performance, biochemical and functional properties of FPH 
(Šližyte et al., 2005). FPH have also been prepared using sardinella heads and 
fins (Sardinella aurita) with several proteases (Alcalase, chymotrypsin, crude 
enzyme preparations from Bacillus licheniformis NH1, Aspergillus clavatus 
ES1 and crude enzyme extract from sardine viscera (Sardina pilchardus) ). The 
crude enzyme preparation from B. licheniformis NH1 was the most efficient 
with 11% degree of hydrolysis, while that from A. clavatus ES1 showed the 
lowest degree 4.7% after 3 hours of hydrolysis (Bougatef et al., 2008). Similarly, 
Bhaskar et al. (2008) established the optimum conditions for FPH production to 
attain a degree of hydrolysis ca. 50%, which offers potential for fish feed using 
protein viscera of catla (Catla catla) and Alcalase in an enzyme/substrate ratio 

Figure 10.1 General process for the production of FPH (Venugopal, 1994).
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of 1.5% (v/w), pH 8.5, 50°C and hydrolysis time of 2.25 hours. Samaranayaka 
and Li-Chan (2008) obtained FPH with antioxidant activity from Pacific hake 
(M. productus) muscle using Kudoa paniformis (parasitic infection) with endog-
enous proteolytic activity, alone or in combination with enzymes or exogenous 
BNP Flavourzyme Validate 500 L. The results indicated that increasing infec-
tion level up to ∼107 K. paniformis spores/g fish mince was accompanied by 
large increases in the free amino group content.

Acid hydrolysis with 6 M HCl (pH 1) has been used for production of FPH; 
although it is a drastic method it possessed adequate nutritional value in order 
to replace yeast extract as well as increase the production of lactic acid (Gao 
et al., 2006). FPH produced from Pacific hake (M. productus) have been recently 
developed by fermentation using 0.2% of a crop with proteolytic Hansenula 
yeast, using 10% sucrose and 20% of demineralized water. The FPH obtained 
contained 75–85% protein and has been reported to show curative properties in 
the intestine (Fitzgerald et al., 2006).

The fermentation process usually involves natural or added micro-organisms 
(starter cultures) and anaerobic conditions. During their growth, micro-
organisms hydrolyse sugars and proteins available in the medium, resulting in 
peptides with different amino acid sequence and bioactive properties (Fitzgerald 
et al., 2006; Martinez et al., 2008).

The degree of proteolysis is highly dependent on the bacterial species involved 
and the conditions of fermentation (Fitzgerald et al., 2006; Ramírez-Ramírez 
et al., 2008). In many studies, proteolytic starter cultures have been used together 
with digestive enzymes and it has also been reported as effective in the production 
of low molecular weight functional peptides (Korhonen and Pihlanto, 2006).

10.3.2 FPH composition and use as food ingredient

FPH are products with high protein content; nevertheless, it is difficult to define 
a representative composition and quality criteria, since the elaboration proc-
esses differ from each other, and therefore the products obtained present a wide 
range of characteristics. However, some of the chemical and bacteriological 
characteristics can be summarized as shown in Table 10.2 (Windsor and 
Barlow, 1984).

10.3.3 FPH and peptide applications

The FPH have better functional properties than fishmeal. Nevertheless, bitter-
ness is a common problem of FPH, which has been attributed to a peptide for-
mation which displays high amounts of hydrophobic groups near the final 
C-terminal (Kilara, 1985; Roy, 1992). The bitter flavour restricts the practical 
use of those hydrolysates; nevertheless, several methods have been suggested to 
mask the bitterness which include glutamic acid incorporation or glutamyl-rich 
peptides, polyphosphates, gelatin or glycine (Kilara, 1985; Roy, 1992). The use 
of specific proteases is recommended, notwithstanding it often increases the 
production costs (Lian et al., 2005). In that sense, the use of the Flavourzyme 
enzyme did not reduce FPH bitterness, although the separation of peptides in 
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cholestyramine resin diminished the bitter flavour of the FPH to barely detect-
able levels by a taste panel in 1% concentration (Daukšas, 2004).

FPH are generally used to modify the functional properties of foods and also 
as a source of specific amino acid for dietetic formulations (Alonso, 2000; 
Sumaya-Martínez et al., 2005). FPH still have obvious advantages over dehy-
drated fish protein concentrate and fishmeal due to their high solubility and 
balance of amino acids (Table 10.2). Regarding this, FPH have been used as 
milk substitutes for calves in France and the United States (Kilara, 1985). 
Moreover, they have been used as a protein supplement for cereal foods, soups, 
breads and crackers (Venugopal, 1994).

FPH has been reported based on by-products (heads) of red salmon, with 
functional properties (solubility, fat adsorption, adsorption of water and emul-
sion stability) towards their potential applications as emulsifying agents and 
binders, which are competitors of hydrolysed protein from milk or plant cur-
rently available in the market (Shativel et al., 2005). Also, Pacheco-Aguilar 

Table 10.2 Proximate chemical composition (g/100 g wet 
basis) and bacterial standard of FPH.

Component  Content

Moisture 3–8%
Crude protein 70–87%
Water solubility of protein 75–85%
Crude lipids 1–23%
Ash 2–9%
Phosphorous 0.4–0.8%
Calcium 0.1–0.8%
Chlorine 2–3%
Iron 40–50 ppm
Amino acids (% of protein)
Lysine  6.9–8.9
Methionine  2.5–3
Cysteine  0.7–1.0
Tryptophan  0.6–1.2
Arginine  6.4–7.1
Threonine  3.5–3.9
Isoleucine  3.7–4.3
Leucine  6.0–7.1
Valine  4.3–4.9
Histidine  1.8–2.1
Phenylalanine  2.4–3.7
Tyrosine  2.5–3.3
Glycine  2.5–12.1
Glutamate 12.5–14.0
Aspartate  8.5–8.8
Proline  4.3–6.5
Serine  4.0–4.9
Alanine  6.2–7.3
Total count of bacteria <10,000
Salmonella and other pathogens 0

Source: After Windsor and Barlow (1984), Šližyte et al. (2005) and 
Bhaskar et al. (2008).
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et al. (2008) reaffirmed that FPH muscle of Pacific whiting (M. productus) may 
be used as ingredients or additives such as emulsifiers, foaming agents or dis-
persants, in sausages, mayonnaise, dressings, drinks and creams, among others 
providing desirable characteristics in these food products or increasing the sta-
bility during storage. Regarding their properties, FPH could successfully replace 
functional compounds such as sodium caseinate and bovine serum albumin, 
which are commonly used in food formulations.

Due to the shortage and the increase in the price of fishmeal, there is great 
interest in FPH-like nutritional components for fish and shrimp. In addition, 
other factors make FPH attractive, specifically their positive effects on the pal-
atability of the food and their uses as feed attractants, as well as nutritional feed 
binders and the fact that the proteins are partially digested (Ardy, 2000). The 
amino acid score of the FPH was similar to the protein reference profile of 
FAO/WHO, having a great potential for applications as an ingredient in diets 
for fish (Guerard et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2003; Bhaskar et al., 2008). FPH 
has an amino acid profile similar to the original material with the exception of 
sensitive amino acids such as methionine and tryptophan, which are affected by 
a prolonged enzymatic hydrolysis (Shahidi et al. 1995). FPH obtained by lactic 
acid fermentation has been used primarily in animal feed (Barroga et al., 2001; 
Vidoiti et al., 2002; Zinudheen et al., 2008). It has also been reported that by 
adding an inoculum of lactic bacteria and increasing the fermentation time, the 
degree of protein hydrolysis of fish waste silage was increased, this being a 
source of highly digestible protein to be used in various food aquaculture and 
terrestrial animal species (Ramírez-Ramírez et al., 2008). Fish by-products as 
well as FPH have had limited study as a source of protein in the pet food indus-
try (pet feed). However, Folador et al. (2006) showed recently that salmon FPH 
waste presented a content of essential amino acids comparable to that of com-
plete egg protein meal; besides a highly soluble protein was obtained and the 
FPH was especially palatable to dogs. Several micro-organisms such as lactic 
acid bacteria (LAB) needed minerals, vitamins and specific peptides, and other 
nutrients to ensure optimal growth (Carr et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2006). FPH is 
a convenient source of nutrients in the production of microbial cell mass 
(Guerard et al., 2002; Martone et al., 2005). An issue associated with the pro-
duction of bacteriocins in LAB at industrial scale is the demand for diversified 
peptide sources. Several commercial media (MRS, TGE, APT) and formulated 
products such as bactopeptone, trypton, meat extract or yeast extract (some-
times all of them) have been used, which increases prices. An alternative used 
peptone from auto-hydrolysed viscera of squid (Loligo vulgaris), yellowfin 
tuna (T. albacares), swordfish (Xiphias gladius) and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus 
mykiss) for the production of nisin and pediocin, which results are comparable 
or superior to those found in expensive commercial preparations (Vázquez 
et al., 2004). Moreover, Martone et al. (2005) obtained a highly soluble FPH 
waste from fillet of hake (Merluccius hubbsi), which proved to be an alternative 
substrate for the cultivation of Halobacterium salinarum, Escherichia coli, B. 
subtilis and Staphylococcus epidermis. Recently, Gao et al. (2006) improved 
the production of lactic acid and reduced costs using FPH from fish scrap at 
6.8% as a substitute for yeast extract (20 g/L) in culture medium using 
Lactobacillus rhamnosus as starter.
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10.3.4 Therapeutic and health-promoting properties

It is known that hypertension is functionally related to the angiotensin-I con-
verting enzyme (ACE, EC 3.4.15.1). This enzyme cleaves the C-terminal of 
histidyl-leucine of the inactive decapeptide angiotensin-I to form the octapep-
tide angiotensin-II, which is a powerful vasoconstrictor (Fahmi et al., 2004). 
Specific inhibitors of the ACE can reduce the blood pressure and have anti-
hypertensive effects, since the inhibition of the ACE reduces the production of 
angiotensin II and also it increases the levels of bradykinin and enkephalin 
(vasodilators) (Coates, 2003).

It has been reported that some fish hydrolysates, seaweed or mushrooms, 
diminish blood pressure due to their inhibitory action on the ACE. The active 
agents have been identified as several types of dipeptides, such as Ile-Tyr, Lys-
Trp, Val-Tyr, and Ile-Trp, therefore the fish hydrolysates containing those 
dipeptides have been approved in Japan as health promoting food (Yakasaki and 
Hashimoto, 2008).

Bordenave et al. (2002) reported that 50 mg of powder of auto-hydrolysated 
protein from sardine and cod head wastes showed a capacity to inhibit near 30% 
the ACE activity, whereas 50 mg of shrimp waste hydrolysates allowed the inhi-
bition of 57% of activity ACE.

On the other hand, peptides from hydrolysates obtained from sea bream 
scales showed inhibitory activity of the ACE in vivo and they significantly 
diminished the blood pressure in hypertensive rats (Fahmi et al., 2004). The 
sequences of amino acids of inhibiting peptides were determined as Gly-Tyr, 
Val-Tyr, Gly-Phe and Val-Ile-Tyr.

Recent studies have been directed to produce peptides with good inhibitory 
activity of ACE from several sources, i.e. shrimp (Acetes chinensis), shark meat, 
and six kinds of seafood wastes (mackerel bone, mackerel head, crucian skin, 
crucian bone, codfish skin, codfish bone) (Hai-Lun et al., 2007); heads and 
viscera of sardinella (S. aurita) (Bougatef et al., 2008).

Fish sauces are protein hydrolysates in the form of amino acids and peptides 
produced during the fermentation of the fish by autolysis (Lopetcharat et al., 
2001). Inhibitory activity of ACE in fermented sauce elaborated with salmon, 
sardine or anchovy has been reported (Okamoto, 1995). On the other hand, fer-
mented anchovy sauce displayed inhibitory activity of ACE, as well as stimulat-
ing secretion activity of insulin in cultivated cells of insulinoma (Ichimura et al., 
2003). Recently Shan et al. (2007) showed the presence of ACE inhibitory pep-
tide in surimi of Arabesque greenling fermented with Lactobacillus delbrueckii.

Protein hydrolysates of diverse sources like soy, casein of milk, and proteins 
of yellowfin sole bones have shown antioxidant activity (Carlsen et al., 2003; 
Jun et al., 2004). Unfortunately, scarce information is available about antioxi-
dant peptides from fish wastes (Je et al., 2005).

Peptides from the hydrolysates of Alaska pollock skin produced with 
Alcalase and Pronase E showed potent antioxidant activity to peroxidation of 
linoleic acid and significantly enhanced the cell viability of cultured liver cells 
(Kim et al., 2001). In another study, mackerel muscle hydrolysed with pro-
teases from A. oryzae and subsequently fermented with LAB, showing an 
increase in antioxidant activity and cellular viability (Yin et al., 2005). Lin et al. 
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(2006) have obtained peptides derived from enzymatic hydrolysis of muscle 
of carp with antioxidant properties.

FPH of heads and viscera of sardinella (S. aurita) showed 50% inhibition of 
linoleic acid peroxidation, and the antioxidant activity of the FPH was near 
73% of that known for the a-tocoferol, which is a natural antioxidant agent 
(Souissi et al., 2007).

Recently, Theodore et al. (2008) produced FPH from catfish, showing that 
when the hydrolysis degree increased the antioxidant activity also increased. 
Besides, it was reported that FPH of the Pacific hake demonstrated antioxidant 
action and applicability as food ingredient within nutraceutical applications 
(Samaranayaka and Li-Chan, 2008).

Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), which is a neuropeptide that acts as 
a potent arterial and venous vasodilator in humans, is another therapeutical 
application related to some FPH (Martinez et al., 2008). Its capacity to increase 
heart rate and force of contraction, as well as its ability to decrease food intake, 
have also been widely described (Marquez-Rodas et al., 2006).

Martinez et al. (2008) have produced CGRP-type molecules from saithe 
(Pollachius virens) processing by-products hydrolysed with Alcalase and later 
treated with Saccharomyces cerevisiae live cells. On the other hand, Cudennec 
et al. (2008) obtained peptides of blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou) and 
brown shrimp (Litopenaeus aztecus) with liberating activity of cholecystokinin 
in intestinal endocrine cells (SCT-1). FPH have also been reported that reduce 
the cholesterol level in plasma of Zucker rats (Wergedahl et al., 2004).

FPH have also been obtained from Pacific hake (M. productus) with bio-
logical activity for wound healing and ulcerative conditions in intestine 
(Fitzgerald et al., 2006). In addition, FPH from the filleting by-product of whit-
ing, cod, salmon and plaice have been reported to show antiproliferative activity 
on two human breast cancer cell lines (Picot et al., 2006).

10.4 COLLAGEN AND GELATIN

Collagen is widely distributed in skins, bones, cartilage, tendons, ligaments, blood 
vessels, teeth, cornea and all other organs of vertebrates, and accounts for about 
30% of total animal protein (Nagai et al., 2008). Collagen and gelatin are widely 
used in food, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, biomaterials and leather industries 
(Morimura et al., 2002). Consequently, research has been directed towards an 
increase in the utilization of collagenous fish waste for the production of gelatin 
(Nagai and Suzuki, 2000; Arnesen and Gildberg, 2006; Nagai et al., 2008; Woo 
et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). Collagen is a fibrous protein 
composed of three a-chains forming the collagen triple-helix, which is stabilized by 
inter-chain hydrogen bonds. The total or partial separation of the chains takes place 
due to the disruption of the hydrogen bonds, and then denaturation occurs. The 
polymer exists in a coil form as soluble gelatin (Gómez-Guillén et al., 2009; 
Karim and Bhat, 2009). Collagenous material from fish skins displayed a low 
degree of cross-linking between residues of hydrolysine, lysine and aldehyde 
derivatives. The yields of collagens from marine and freshwater fish have been 
reported from skins of Japanese sea bass 51.4%, chub mackerel 49.8%, bullhead 
shark 50.1%, carp 41.3%, cod 42.5%, ocellate puffer fish 10.7% and cuttlefish 
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2%; from bones skipjack tuna 42.3%, Japanese sea bass 40.7%, ayu 53.6%, yel-
low sea bream 40.1%, horse mackerel 43.5%, carp 1.06%, minke whale 28.4%, 
channel catfish acid-soluble 25.8% and pepsin-soluble collagens 38.4%, deep-
sea redfish acid-solubilized 47.5% and pepsin-solubilized collagens 92.2%, grass 
carp pepsin-soluble collagen 46.6%, large fin long barbel catfish (Mystus mac-
ropterus) acid-soluble collagen 16.8% and pepsin-soluble collagen 28.0%, 
underutilized fish dusky spine-foot 3.9%, sea chub 3.4%, eagle ray 5.3%, red 
stingray 5.7%, yantai stingray 5.5%; from fins of Japanese sea bass 36.4%; from 
scales of carp 1.35% (Nagai and Suzuki, 2000; Liu et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Bae et al., 2008; Nagai et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2009; 
Zhang et al., 2009). Gelatin is widely used in many areas such as food, pharma-
ceuticals and cosmetics among others due to their functional properties that 
improve elasticity, stability and consistency, as well as abundance and relatively 
low cost (Gómez-Estaca et al., 2009a). Moreover, gelatin consumption might 
promote healthy joints, bones and skin (Han et al., 2008). Therefore, gelatins for 
food applications are sold annually in significant quantities, e.g. 326,000 tonnes 
was sold in 2007 (Gómez-Guillén et al., 2009). The traditional sources of gelatin 
over the years have been mammalian, such as pig skin-derived gelatin in first 
place with 46% of the total production, while bovine hides are about 29.4%, 
bones 23.1%, and fish (1.5%) (Karim and Bhat, 2009). Despite the global demand, 
the consumption of the mammalian-derived product has some constraints, which 
may be religious, or due to the increased percentage of vegetarians. This has 
encouraged more intensive studies on obtaining gelatin from other sources, such 
as fish. Moreover, it has been reported that fish gelatin displayed characteristics 
such as lower melting point with a faster dissolution in the mouth with no residual 
chewy mouthfeel (Muyonga et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2009). Generally, fish gelatin 
has worse rheological and functional properties and produces less stable gels than 
mammalian gelatins. Gelatins with high levels of imino acids, proline and hydrox-
yproline displayed higher gel strength, since these amino acids are involved in the 
formation of the triple-helix and stabilization of the gelatin at low temperature 
(Arnesen and Gildberg, 2006; Rahman et al., 2008). The molecular weight distri-
bution, the amount of a and b fractions along with their peptides and g fraction 
also determines the gel strength, setting rate and melting point (Muyonga et al., 
2004). The gelling and gel melting point of yellowfin tuna skin gelatin has been 
reported as lower than mammalian gelatins but fish gelatin was more hygroscopic 
than mammalian gelatins. Rahman et al. (2008) and Karim and Bhat (2009) 
reported that the gelling and melting points for porcine and bovine gelatins range 
from 20°C to 25°C and from 28°C to 31°C, respectively, whereas fish gelatins 
range from 8°C to 25°C and from 11°C to 28°C, respectively. The fish gelatins’ 
quality and yields rely on the source, age and species from which the gelatin is 
extracted and on processing conditions. Gelatin from cold-water fish, such as 
cod, presented lower gel strength than warm-water fish such as  tilapia; this has 
been attributed to the amounts of imino acids. Gelatins from warm-water fish 
generally have better functional properties; for instance, gelatins from head bones 
of channel catfish have high gel strength of 282 g and skin and bone gelatins of 
Nile perch have gel strength of 240 g, which is relevant considering that the desir-
able values are in the range of 250–260 g (Muyonga et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2009). 
Muyonga et al. (2004) reported on the effect of age of the Nile perch on gelatin 
extraction from skin and bone; the total yield was higher with adult fish skins 
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(16%) than the young fish (12.5%), as well for bones in which the yield for adults 
was higher than in bones of young fish. This is explained by the more cross-linked 
collagen. Then during the processing lower extent of peptide hydrolysis is 
observed; thus a higher loss of soluble components takes place, i.e. a higher degree 
of skin disintegration and also higher moisture in young than in adult fish skins.

10.4.1 Extraction conditions of fish collagens and gelatins

10.4.1.1 Collagens

The general gelatin extraction process consists of non-collagenous protein 
removal by alkaline extraction, deashing by acid extraction, defatting with 
either detergent or organic solvent and acetic acid extraction (acid collagen) 
(Figure 10.2). The residue from this latter step of extraction can be treated with 
proteases or pepsins, in order to bring the collagen into solution (Nagai et al., 
2008; Zhang et al., 2009).

Figure 10.2 General extraction procedure of collagen from fish (Nagai and Suzuki, 2000; Arnesen 
and Gildberg, 2006; Nagai et al., 2008; Woo et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009).
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The yields of acid collagen and pepsin-solubilized collagen in skins of minke 
whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) were reported as 0.9% and 28.4% on a wet 
weight basis, respectively (Nagai et al., 2008). A similar yield of pepsin-soluble 
collagen (28.0%) was extracted from the skin of largefin longbarbell catfish 
(M. macropterus), while the acid-soluble collagen was about 16.8% (Zhang et 
al., 2009). The collagen content in yellowfin tuna (T. albacares) dorsal skin 
was 27.1% by pepsin treatment after alkaline extraction (Woo et al., 2008).

10.4.1.2 Gelatins

The general procedure for gelatin extraction comprises pre-treatment of the raw 
material, extraction of the gelatin, isolation and drying (Figure 10.3). The solu-
ble gelatin is obtained by either acid or alkali thermal solubilization of collagen, 
which then undergoes the cleavage of intra- and intermolecular covalent cross-
linking that is present in collagen together with some amide bonds. The extrac-
tion process is influenced by the length of the polypeptide chains and affects the 
functional properties of the gelatin. These depend on the pre-treatment, which 
also defines the type of gelatin produced: type A and B obtained from acid and 
alkaline pre-treatments, respectively (Gómez-Guillén et al., 2009). Acidic treat-
ment is most suitable for the less covalently cross-linked collagens found in pig 
or fish skins, while alkaline treatment is suitable for the more complex colla-
gens found in bovine hides (Karim and Bhat 2009). The processing parameters 

Dip in NaCl
(0.5 M)

Acid extraction
(H2SO4 0.01 M or
acetic acid 0.1 N)

Flesh removal mechanical or by
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Figure 10.3 General extraction procedure of gelatin from fish (Gómez-Guillén and 
Montero, 2001; Muyonga et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2009).
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(temperature, time and pH) and the properties and preservation method of the 
starting raw material affected the rheological and functional properties and 
extraction yields. Gómez-Guillén et al. (2002) have reported that gelatin prop-
erties rely on the amino acid composition directly related to the species and 
molecular weight distribution as result of processing conditions. The higher 
degree of protein hydrolysis produces a higher proportion of peptides with 
molecular weight lower than a, when the extraction process is harsh, the func-
tional properties are adversely affected. The extraction yield of fish gelatin var-
ies from 6% to 19%; the yield is affected by loss of the extracted collagen 
during washings or due to incomplete hydrolysis, and heat-stable endogenous 
proteases can degrade the collagen reducing the yield (Karim and Bhat, 2009).

10.4.2 Functional properties

Several applications of gelatin have been carried out: as a gelling and foaming 
agent in food, for the preparation of pharmaceutical products (e.g. capsules 
microspheres), for wound dressing and three-dimensional tissue regeneration 
and in photography (Karim and Bhat, 2008). The functional properties of gela-
tin are associated with gelling, for example, gel strength, gelling time, setting 
and melting temperatures, viscosity, thickening, texturizing, and water binding. 
Other properties are related to surface interaction such as emulsion, colloid, 
foam and film formation and stabilization, as well as adhesive and cohesion 
characteristics (Schrieber and Gareis, 2007).

The properties of gelatins are related to the fish species used in their manufac-
ture and to the extraction process. Thus, gelatins made from cold-water (cod, 
salmon or Alaska pollock) and warm-water (tilapia, carp or catfish) fish species 
differ in amino acid compositions, which affects the film strength and flexibility as 
well as the water vapour barrier properties (Gómez-Guillén et al., 2009). The water 
vapour permeability of cold-water fish gelatin films was lower than for warm-
water fish, and these differences were attributed to the low content of proline and 
hydroxyproline in cold-water fish gelatin, which produced more hydrophobic films 
(Avena-Bustillos et al., 2006). Gómez-Estaca et al. (2008) reported that higher 
amino acid content and higher degree of hydroxylation of the catfish gelatin could 
promote inter- and intra-chain interactions, which contribute to strengthening the 
films. They observed that the large amount of peptides below 50 kDa determined 
in the sole gelatin may favour the plasticizer effect of glycerol and sorbitol, reduc-
ing the breaking force and increasing the breaking deformation.

Gómez-Estaca et al. (2009b) reported that the physico-chemical properties of 
the sole skin gelatin films were quite similar to those elaborated with catfish skin 
gelatin (warm-water fish species).They found higher strength in catfish gelatin films 
than other fish and mammalian gelatin films. The breaking deformation obtained 
for sole gelatin films was lower than that obtained for Atlantic Halibut, cod and tuna 
gelatin films, but higher than catfish and bovine-hide gelatins. They attributed these 
differences to the mechanical properties of the sole and the catfish gelatin films to 
amino acid profile and the molecular weight distribution of gelatins. Muyonga et al. 
(2004) reported that differences in film tensile strength and percent-elongation-at-
break of skin and bone gelatin films of Nile perch were related to the molecular 
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weight distribution, in which skin gelatin films displayed higher tensile strength and 
lower percentage of elongation than bone gelatin films. These authors found that 
skin gelatin had a higher content of larger polypeptides than bone gelatin.

Gómez-Estaca et al. (2009a) compared the physico-chemical properties of 
bovine-hide and tuna skin gelatins and found that water vapour permeability 
was higher in mammalian gelatin films than in fish gelatin films. Besides, fish 
gelatin films were more deformable than mammalian gelatin films.

The gelatin manufacturing process is also a key factor in differences of func-
tional properties related to molecular weight. The gelatins obtained from Nile 
perch skins with high-temperature water extractions (60°C and 70°C) contained 
more peptides, with molecular weight less than a chain and low proportion of 
high molecular weight fractions at low temperature extractions (50°C). The 
gelatins extracted at high temperature also displayed lower gel strength, melting 
point, setting temperature and longer setting time than those extracted at low 
temperature (Muyonga et al., 2004).

The quality of a food grade gelatin depends to a large extent on its rheological 
characteristics such as viscosity and viscoelastic properties, gel strength, melting 
and gelling temperatures. In general, fish gelatin exhibited low gel strength, gel-
ling and melting point compared to mammalian gelatins (Karim and Bhat, 2008). 
Several attempts have been made to overcome these constraints such as enzy-
matic cross-linking of gelatin using enzymes such as transglutaminase or tyrosi-
nase; chemical cross-linking (glutaraldehyde, genipin, glyoxal, formaldehyde, 
ferrulic acid, tannin acid); mixing with other polysaccharides (gellan, kappa-
carrageenan, pectin, chitosan) or salts; addition of proteins (soy protein isolate), 
oils (sunflower oil, fatty acids, essential oils), plasticizers (sorbitol, glycerol), 
antioxidant and/or antimicrobial compounds (polyphenol-rich plant extracts, 
clove essential oil, aqueous extracts of murta, oregano or rosemary, a- tocopherol, 
chitosan, lysozyme) (Bor-Sen et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2008; Gómez-Estaca et 
al., 2009b, c; Gómez-Guillén et al., 2009; Sztuka and Kolodziejska, 2009).

The amphoteric characteristic of gelatin and the hydrophobic areas on the 
peptide chain make it a strong emulsifying and foaming agent (as gelatin melts 
in the mouth, which confers sensory properties) and a versatile ingredient for 
food. Gelatin is low-calorie and can be used in low-fat food as spreads, ice 
cream and yogurt (Cheng et al., 2008; Karim and Bhat, 2009).

Gelatin has exhibited antioxidant activity due to some specific peptide frac-
tion (Mendis et al., 2005) and the peptide sequence of fish skin gelatin hydro-
lysates has been reported as a powerful scavenger of free radicals. It has also 
been reported that the supplementation of antioxidant compounds to fish gelatin 
films increased significantly the antioxidant power with higher reducing ability 
and free radical-scavenging capacity values than the fish gelatin films (Gómez-
Estaca et al., 2009b, c).

10.4.3 Therapeutic properties

Gelatin has been used as a therapeutic agent of potential utility in the treatment 
of osteoporosis with a high level of safety and overall lack of toxicity. The amino 
acid and peptide profile of gelatin may be responsible for clinical observations 
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supporting therapeutic efficacy against osteoporosis as well as serving as an 
additional source of proteins. Han et al. (2008) studied the effect of cod bone 
gelatin as treatment to prevent bone loss in ovariectomized rats, and found that 
at a dosage of 3 g/kg, gelatin was able to decrease bone resorption. Analysis of 
biochemical markers suggests that gelatin may act through modulation of 
RANKL and OPG expression and suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokine 
release, which is important for the consequent osteoclastogenesis. In conclu-
sion, our data confirmed that the cod bone gelatin treatment at 3 g/kg is effective 
in the prevention of estrogen-deficient bone loss by modulating the expression 
of RANKL and OPG and suppressing the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
(Han et al., 2008).

10.5 OMEGA-3 POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACID IN FISH

The omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are mainly present in fish, 
shellfish and sea mammals, and are scarce in land animals and plants, whereas 
the omega-6 PUFAs are derived mainly from vegetable oil. Fish is an excellent 
source of high-quality fat, which is rich in omega-3/6 PUFAs, especially eicos-
apentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoicacid (DHA). The ‘omega’ or ‘n’ 
convention dictates that the double bonds are counted from the methyl end of 
the carbon chain. For the omega-3 the first double bond starts at the third carbon 
atom from the methyl end (Mishra et al., 1993). PUFAs are essential compo-
nents of higher eukaryotes. The membrane phospholipids contain PUFAs that 
confer flexibility, fluidity and selective permeability properties to membranes. 
The omega-3 PUFAs replace the omega-6 PUFAs and cholesterol from the 
membrane. The brain is particularly rich in arachidonic acid (ARA) and DHA, 
and the latter is also a ligand for the retinoid X-receptor. PUFAs are precursors 
for synthesis of prostaglandins, leukotrienes and thromboxanes, which bind to 
specific G-protein-coupled receptors and signal cellular physiological responses 
to inflammation, vasodilation, blood pressure, pain and fever (Ward and Singh, 
2005). The precursors of the omega-3 and omega-6 PUFAs cannot be synthe-
sized endogenously from carbohydrates and are therefore called essential fatty 
acids (Yehuda et al., 2002). Therefore, fish consumption has been related to the 
reduction of incidence of cardiovascular diseases among other beneficial effects 
that are discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter.

10.5.1 Composition

Several authors have made efforts to determine the fatty acid composition of 
fish which varies with sex, age, season of the year, food availability, salinity and 
whether fish are cultured or wild (Ågren et al., 1987; Aggelousis and Lazos, 
1991; Kotb et al., 1991; Soriguer et al., 1997; Sérot et al., 1998; Chan et al., 
1999; Osman et al., 2001). Sérot et al. (1998) studied the differences in lipid 
composition of wild and farmed turbot, in which all the lipids from farmed 
turbot contained lower proportions of long chain omega-3 PUFAs and omega-6 
but higher proportions of mono-unsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs) than the wild 
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fish. The ratio between omega-3 and omega-6 PUFAs was higher in all the lipid 
fractions of wild turbot than of the farmed fish, which can be explained by the 
lipid composition of the diet of both fish. The natural diet of the wild turbot is 
based on fish and crustaceans, rich in omega-3 fatty acids with a low proportion 
of omega-6 PUFAs, whereas the diet used for the farmed fish contained high 
proportions of omega-6 and MUFAs as it was based on cereals and vegetable 
oil, fishmeal and marine oil from capelin (Mallotus villosus).

The freshwater fish had a higher content of MUFAs than saturated fatty acids 
(SFAs) and PUFAs. The explanation of these differences might be the diet, as zoo-
plankton, rich in PUFAs, is the main component of the diet of marine fish, whereas 
freshwater fish feed on vegetation and plant materials. The PUFA contents of 
Malaysian marine fish were higher than the SFAs, 56–92% and 3.63–11.4%, 
respectively (Table 10.3). The MUFAs were the lowest from 1% to 10% (Osman 
et al., 2001), whereas Suria et al. (1995) reported that the concentration of MUFA 
was higher than that of the saturated PUFAs in freshwater fish.

Chan et al. (1999) reported the total fatty acids contents for the following 
freshwater species: bullhead, perch, pike, smallmouth bass, sturgeon and wall-
eye (Table 10.3). The fat content of the six species was less than 2% but was 
rich in PUFAs (over 30% of total lipid content with the exception of sturgeon). 
The omega-3/omega-6 ratio ranged from 0.66 to 2.17. The omega-3 fatty acids 
were the main components of the PUFAs, particularly for perch, pike and wall-
eye, and pike had the highest absolute amount of omega-3 fatty acids.

Kotb et al. (1991) determined the fatty acid composition of several species 
of fish of the Arabian Gulf, and found that sardines had 3 g/100 g edible tissue 
of total omega-3 PUFAs, of which ca. 54.4% was EPA, while other species such 
as grey sweet lip contained ca. 0.7 g/100 g; malabar cavalla, orange spot trevally, 
crevalle, black spot snapper, black-fin crevalle, king mackerel and mullet had 
0.3–0.4 g/100 g; and fish species with low levels of less than 0–2 g/100 g were 
common mojarra, golden trevally, red snapper, cobia, rabbit fish, porgy, greasy 
grouper, grey dog shark and orange emperor.

In another study, the total lipid content of eight freshwater fish species from 
Greece (bream (Abramis brama), carp (Cyprinus carpio), chub (Leuciscus 
cephalus), crucian carp (Carassius carassius), ide (Leuciscus idus), nase 
(Chondrostoma nasus), pike-perch (Lucioperca lucioperca), and sheatfish 
(Silurus glanis) ) was determined in a range between 0.6% and 3.5% (Aggelousis 
and Lazos, 1991). Palmitic acid was the most abundant SFA with ca. 56% of 
total saturated acids, while oleic acid (18:1) was the main MUFA. The level of 
total omega-3 PUFAs was higher than the total omega-6 fatty acids, ranging 
from 12.4% to 31.8%, while the omega-3/omega-6 ratios ranged between 1.2 
and 2.9 (Table 10.3).

The lipid content of Atlantic and Mediterranean fish was determined by 
Soriguer et al. (1997) during different seasons of the year. The SFAs remained 
relatively constant throughout the different seasons, but the omega-3 and 
omega-9 changed significantly. They also found that the highest concentra-
tions of total fat were in two species of river fish: the eagle ray (Anguilla 
anguilla) and the rainbow trout (Salmo gairdneri) with 8.72 g/100 g and 
8.00 g/100 g, respectively; the lowest concentrations corresponded to the 
angler fish (Lophius piscatorus) (0.6 g/100 g). Salema (Sarpa salpa) and the 
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plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) displayed the highest concentrations of SFAs 
with 37.6% and 36.2%, respectively, and the lowest in rainbow trout (S. gaird-
neri) with 22.6%. Whereas, the highest omega-9 fatty acids content corre-
sponded to swordfish (X. gladius) and the European eel (A. anguilla) with 
51.17% and 47.37%, respectively. The lowest amounts were determined in 
angler fish (L. piscatorius) with 15.6%, the blue whiting (M. poutasous) with 
15.12% and the bull ray (P. bovinus) with 13.13%. The concentration of ome-
ga-6 was lower than 9%, and the lowest values corresponded to the hake 
(Merlucius merlucius) and the swordfish (X. gladius) with 1.94% and 1.81%, 
respectively (Table 10.3).

10.5.2 Extraction

The need for high-quality fish fatty acids is increasing due to growing nutraceu-
tical markets as well as increased demand in the aquaculture industry. A number 
of methods, such as physical fractionation, low-temperature solvent fractiona-
tion, and supercritical fluid (SCF) extraction, have been used to produce fish 
oils. However, wet reduction, which includes cooking, pressing and/or centrifu-
gation, is the traditional and still economically viable industrial method used to 
produce fish oil. It is generally recognized that high temperatures influence fish 
oil deterioration and can accelerate lipid oxidation. When fish oils oxidize, they 
produce unstable intermediary compounds, such as free radicals and hydroper-
oxides, which are susceptible to further decomposition into products such as 
aldehydes and ketones. These decomposition products adversely affect flavour, 
taste, nutritional value and the overall quality of fish oils. Volatile compounds 
such as pentanal can also develop, resulting in strong fishy odours in the final 
product (Eymard et al., 2005). Typically, these impurities and decomposed 
products can be partially removed in the traditional oil-refining process, often 
involving the use of toxic compounds, although high temperature tends to be 
required for the process. The first reported extraction of fatty acids in low tem-
perature from fish was an adaptation from the lipid extraction method reported 
by Folch et al. (1957) based on the use of chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v) and 
further washing with large amounts of water to separate non-lipid substances; 
BF

3
/methanol is then used for their esterification previous to chromatographic 

analyses. Later on, Bligh and Dyer (1959) reported a modified method also 
based on the use of methanol–chloroform mixtures. Using this extractive 
method for codfish (G. morrhua), sole (Solea solea) and hake (M. merluccius), 
Candela et al. (1997) reported the different effects of frying and warmholding 
on fatty acids. Their results showed an increase in the ratio of cis-PUFAs/SFAs 
due to absorption of the oil (sunflower oil) used in the frying process. The sta-
bility of omega-3 fatty acids was reported by Sebedio et al. (1993) on deep 
frying in Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus L.); they found large amounts 
of EPA by the common organic solvent system extraction. Daukšas et al. (2005) 
reported the enzymatic hydrolysis of cod (G. morhua) by-products to determine 
the fatty acid composition, where the sludge contained up to 50% of lipids with 
phospholipid content up to 60%. Therein, the highest amounts of EPA and DHA 
were found in lipids in the protein-containing fractions. Recently, Aryee and 
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Simpsin (2009) reported that the yield and quality of the oil extracted from 
Atlantic salmon varied with the different organic solvents used. Yields were 
significantly lower with hexane–isopropanol versus several chloroform– 
methanol systems. The yield of extraction, however, increased favourably from 
Soxhlet–petroleum ether to Soxhlet–hexane. Okada and Morrissey (2007) 
reported a new method as an alternative to the typical thermal extraction, and it 
was used for the extraction of fatty acids from sardine by adjusting the pH to 
the isoelectric point of the sardine muscle by organic acids. The addition of 
calcium also favoured the extractions in terms of prevention of lipid oxidation. 
Alternatively, Usydus et al. (2009) reported a purifying method, after an initial 
thermal separation of fatty acids, based on the use of activated carbon which 
was claimed to be readily available in the industrial processes as substitutive of 
toxic reagents, such as polychlorinated dibenzo-para-dioxins and polychlorin-
ated dibenzofurans, used in the industry, while retaining favourable high fatty 
acid content, EPA and DHA. Recently, Terra-Crexi et al. (2009) also reported 
a deodorization method for the last refining process on croaker (M. furnieri) 
fatty acids extraction. The best refining conditions were found at 220°C, 60 
minutes and 5% steam, and the fish oil obtained presented high quality and 
oxidative stability, as well as EPA and DHA contents of approximately 12% 
total fatty acids.

Alternatively, the use of SCFs for direct extraction of oil rich in omega-3 
fatty acids has been extensively demonstrated (Mishra et al., 1993). The super-
critical state is reached when a fluid is raised above its critical temperature and 
pressure when the fluid has both properties of a gas and those of a liquid, for 
instance it is highly compressible and possesses high capacity for interpenetra-
tion in solid matrices without losing its solvent power. Among the possible 
SCFs, carbon dioxide has received most attention since its critical values are 
relatively accessible (Tc = 31°C, Pc = 7.3 MPa) and it is relatively cheap. It can 
be used in subcritical or liquid state, at near its critical point or in its supercriti-
cal state (scCO

2
). Hence, slight variations in the operational conditions induce 

significant changes in extractive properties, especially in its critical and super-
critical states (Perretti et al., 2007; Antunes-Corrêa et al., 2008). SFC technol-
ogy has been used in fish processing for extraction of oil rich in omega-3 fatty 
acids from fish and seaweeds (Yamagouchi et al., 1986; Choi et al., 1987; 
Hardardottir and Kinsella, 1988; Polak et al., 1989) and for concentration of 
omega-3 fatty acids or esters from a mixture of fatty acids and esters, respec-
tively (Eisenbach, 1984; Krukonis, 1984; Rizvi et al., 1988; Nilsson et al., 
1989).

10.5.3 Therapeutic properties

Fish oil has been used in recent years as an alternative or therapeutic comple-
ment for hypertension, psoriasis, hyperlipidemia, schizophrenia, ulcerative 
colitis and some types of cancer. The benefits of omega-3 fatty acids, espe-
cially EPA and DHA, have been reported (Ward and Singh, 2005; Domingo, 
2007) and consumption of fish or fish oil is recommended; however, there is 
a concern over the possible health risk due to environmental contaminants in 
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fish such as mercury, cadmium, polychlorinated biphenyl, polybrominated 
diphenylethers, organochlorine pesticides and polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-
bons (Domingo, 2007). Dewailly et al. (2007) analysed pollutants in wild and 
farmed salmon and trout of Canada and found divergences among the fish 
species, but the concentrations of mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls 
were low, and thus consumption of these fish would not cause significant 
health risks.

The neuronal membrane and the myelin sheath presented high levels of 
fatty acids and lipids; ca. 50% of the neuronal membrane is composed of 
PUFAs, while in the myelin sheath lipids constitute about 70%. The omega-3 
fatty acids, EPA and DHA, are incorporated into neuronal phospholipids as 
phosphatidyl ethanolamine and phosphatidyl serine in the eye retina and as 
important components of heart tissue. The DHA levels in brain membrane 
lipids can be changed by factors such as diet and life stage, increasing with 
development and decreasing with aging (Hooijmans and Kiliaan, 2008). ARA 
is the most abundant PUFA in humans, present in organs, muscle and blood 
tissue and has a major role as a structural lipid associated predominantly with 
phospholipids. ARA is the principal omega-6 fatty acid in the brain and, 
together with DHA, is important in the brain development of infants (Ward 
and Singh, 2005; San Giovanni et al., 2009). Linolenic acid is a metabolic 
precursor to ARA and eicosanoids. The conversion of linolenic acid to ARA is 
carried out by the enzyme D-6 desaturase, which has slow action and is present 
only in low levels in humans; thus it is recommended to feed ARA to humans 
rather than linolenic acid (Ward and Singh, 2005). The inclusion of essential 
fatty acids and long chain PUFAs in the diet, as well as the proper activity of 
biosynthetic enzymes, will affect the long chain PUFA content in tissue. The 
dietary long chain PUFAs in infants showed efficacy on early visual system 
and brain development (San Giovanni et al., 2009). Hence the role of omega-3 
fatty acids in the increase of neuroplasticity of nerve membranes, synaptogen-
esis and improvement of synaptic transmission favours cognitive development 
and memory-related learning. It has been reported that a decreased level of 
plasma DHA is associated with cognitive impairment with aging and 
Alzheimer’s disease patients. This decrease can be explained by disability of 
dietary fatty acids to cross the blood– brain barrier, or lipid peroxidation, 
decreased dietary intake or impaired liver DHA shuttling to the brain. It has 
been found that high DHA levels in plasma correlated with reduction in the 
risk of developing dementia and it has been reported to postpone the process 
of cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s disease in humans (Hooijmans and 
Kiliaan, 2008).

Moreover, the diet intake of omega-3 PUFAs has been reported to reduce 
levels of triglyceride, increase high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, increase 
glucose-induced insulin secretion and possibly reduce the insulin resistance. 
Competition for the same enzymes and/or transcription factors, production of 
eicosanoids with different anti-inflammatory potency and change in membrane 
fluidity as possible mechanisms of omega-3 fatty acids on insulin sensitivity 
have been reported. However, in patients with type 2 diabetes, omega-3 PUFAs 
complement did not display mixed effects on glycemic control or insulin sensi-
tivity. Evidently, omega-3 fatty acids and fish oil have a modulate action on 
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insulin resistance and can revert an established impairment. Then, the beneficial 
effects may be more evident in healthy people and not in diabetic patients 
(Rudkowska, 2009).

Omega-3 fatty acids have been reported to promote cardiovascular health by 
lipid modification, which is likely to represent a significant antiatherogenic fac-
tor. This modification increased larger cholesterol-rich, HDL

2
 concentrations, 

and reduced triacylglycerol-rich lipoprotein concentrations and postprandial 
lipemia. In contrast, low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol concentrations 
have often been noted to rise and the increased oxidizability of LDL is poten-
tially adverse with lipid modification, but this potential can be overcome with 
vitamin E supplementation. Fish oils also improve endothelial function and 
arterial elasticity (Nestel, 2000).

10.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The overexploitation of the fish stocks represents an environmental problem 
when it occurs near the limit for maximal production and outside safe biologi-
cal and ecological limits. Besides FPI wastes, fish species with no commercial 
value are generated in important amounts; therefore it is necessary to take 
advantage of these by-products through clean production of compounds with 
added value considering their nutritional, functional, human and animal health 
promotion activities. The technological effort necessary to obtain these added-
value products must be assessed against the fishery they support. The pursuit of 
these products should be additional to the DHC process (not supersede it), oth-
erwise the triple bottom line (TBL) approach which has been echoed through-
out this book becomes skewed towards the economic sector at the expense of 
the social and environmental sectors.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of sustainability has become an important consideration within the 
fishing industry. The minimization of fish stock resources depletion has focused 
the whole industry and has become an important principle. The Marine Climate 
Change Impact Partnership (MCCIP, 2009) provides a coordinating framework 
within the United Kingdom (UK). It offers evidence and advice on the chal-
lenges of climate change in the marine environment. This now underpins the 
concept of sustainable production and consumption. However, the industry can-
not only concentrate on its own raw materials and is dependent to a large extent 
on other finite resources. As the sustainability agenda is embraced other issues 
become important and a realization that the sustainability of any industry is not 
just related to the product itself but includes the complete chain from natural 
resource to processing to retail to consumer. Each one of these stages is con-
nected by transportation and its reliance on diminishing fossil fuel for energy. 
The use of fossil fuel in transportation is a major contributing factor in the emis-
sion of greenhouse gases. The UK has made a positive declaration and commit-
ment to the Kyoto Agreement. This is moulding government policy and is 
percolating down into Trade Organizations, which is influencing guidance and 
decision making.

The fish industry is a large consumer of packaging material, much of which 
is used once and thrown away, its final destination normally being a landfill site. 
This is hardly a sustainable process, and one which is becoming more unaccept-
able, not only in environmental terms but also economically. Fish products 
travel long distances and this raises important points about energy use.

The transportation of fish products, once the catch is landed, has been 
largely ignored in terms of resource use and sustainability. The technology for 
the transportation of fish consists of keeping the product below a threshold 
temperature to maintain quality and freshness. Therefore, it is predominantly 
some form of refrigerated vehicle that transports fish products. This chapter 
will look at the impact packaging has on the movement of fish products. It is 
outside the scope of this chapter to look at vehicle and refrigeration techno-
logical impacts.

11  Life Cycle Assessment of Bulk 
Packaging Used to Transport Fresh 
Fish Products: Case Study
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One packaging material dominates the industry and this is expanded 
 polystyrene (EPS) boxes. These are light-weight and offer a number of  economic 
advantages. The major drawback to this form of packaging is that by and large 
they are not reused and recycling routes are not clearly defined. There are 
 alternatives and one which offers better environmental impacts is a multi-use 
box. The advantage of this is that it can be cleaned and refilled a number of 
times. This has the advantage of reducing landfill voidage and of saving raw 
materials. A secondary consideration is that it has the potential for transport ice 
reduction: a large contributor to the energy required in the transport of fish. The 
reusable boxes currently available are heavy and therefore incur an additional 
carry cost. Less fish can be transported in each vehicle and there is the transpor-
tation of the boxes back to be reused that must be considered as well as issues 
about mixed loads.

The packaging of fish and fish products is a resource-intensive procedure. 
The message of cost saving by recycling (DEFRA, 2009c) is becoming part of 
any business’s vocabulary. Although, it could be argued that this is true only 
when it impinges on the bottom line. The prevalence of environmental manage-
ment has seen greater awareness of the environmental impact on a company’s 
profit and loss. The European Union’s (EU) Waste Framework Directive (WFD) 
specifically targets recycling as a method of resource efficiency. The Directive 
has now (European Commission, 2006) incorporated the concept of a waste 
hierarchy and the importance of reuse which sits at the top. This now puts greater 
emphasis on using packaging again rather than recycling it. The UK government 
has set out within its Waste Strategy 2007 (Secretary of State for Environment, 
Food and Rural Affairs, 2007) detailed proposals to address the impact of waste. 
The waste hierarchy underpins all government initiatives. By not making the 
waste in the first place we will be able to move towards a more sustainable 
economy. The strategy (DEFRA, 2009c) has specifically targeted waste preven-
tion and these proposals are found in paragraph 47 of the document.

11.1.1 Background to UK waste and sustainability

It is estimated that, excluding the waste generated from mining and quarrying, 
in 2004 the UK produced approximately 235 million tonnes of waste (DEFRA, 
2009a,b). Of this figure, plastics in general accounted for 2,039,000 tonnes of 
waste (DEFRA, 2009d). Problems associated with leachates and available space 
(Bell and McGillivray, 2008) have resulted in a number of initiatives being 
introduced to limit quantities of waste going to landfill. The EU has set a target 
under the Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC (European Commission, 1999). Under 
this directive, member states are obliged to reduce the amount of waste going to 
landfill by ‘25%, 50% and 65% of 1995 levels by 2006, 2009 and 2016 respec-
tively … although for the UK these dates are 2010, 2013 and 2020 respectively’ 
(Bell and McGillivray, 2008). To achieve these targets, the government has 
made a commitment to increase the landfill tax due on waste, increasing the rate 
by £8 per year per tonne from the current £40 per tonne to £48 per tonne in 2012 
(DEFRA, 2009e). Such increased costs mean that it is becoming ever more 
important to find an alternative to single-use packaging material.
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Estimations from the port of Grimsby alone showed that in 2008 upwards of 
350 tonnes of EPS boxes were thrown away (Ogden, n.d.). By changing the type 
of packaging it is possible to redress the balance between the economic benefits 
and the environment. The industry is still a long way from where the environ-
ment is of primary concern. The industry is reluctant to work within these new 
parameters as it perceives them to reduce its competitiveness.

Cleaner production has understandably become increasingly prominent 
since its inception by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) 
(UNEP, 2009). The use of certain materials in packaging products is becoming 
an environmental issue (Thrane et al., 2009). This usually means material 
which is difficult to recycle or contains substances which are undesirable such 
as chlorine. Carbon labelling is a concept that is gaining acceptance as an 
important marketing tool. It is often used as a pretext to justify an increase in 
product cost compared to a competitor’s alternative. The reusable fish box 
makes claims (Cool Blue Box Company, 2009) of a carbon saving of up to 
78%. The development of a Publicly Available Standard (PAS) 2050 (BSI, 
2009), which sets out the requirements for organizations making consistent and 
credible claims regarding their products’ emissions and emissions reductions, 
is a key step in tackling climate change. The work of the Carbon Trust (Carbon 
Trust, 2009) within the UK is actively promoting carbon labelling. This will 
encourage companies to have a tangible measure of their environmental impact. 
One of its remits is generating interest in reusable packaging and the carbon 
saving associated with this approach. The perceived wisdom that recycling 
alleviates many of the environmental ills can be challenged by looking at the 
whole life cycle of products from cradle to grave.

To determine the best environmental and economic option for transport 
packaging of fish products life cycle assessment (LCA) of two types of packag-
ing was evaluated. A case study to evaluate the potential benefits of using an 
alternative packaging was carried out with a fish producer. The LCA looked at 
both environmental and economic benefits of changing from one type to another. 
The two types of packaging were (i) single-use box constructed out of EPS and 
(ii) reusable polypropylene (PP) box manufactured by Cool Blue Box.

11.2 UK FISHING INDUSTRY

The UK fishing fleet has over 6000 vessels and is manned by a workforce of 
nearly 13,000 fishermen (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 1). In 2006 they landed 
614 thousand tonnes of sea fish with a value of £610 million (Scottish 
Government, 2008, p. 2). Although ports are spread around the country, Scotland 
accounts for 62% of all landings in the UK (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 3), 
with Fraserburgh and Peterhead being key locations. In order to provide guid-
ance and support for the fishing industry, the Sea Fish Industry Authority 
(SeaFish) exists, and is sponsored by all of the UK’s governmental fisheries 
departments.

The industry is focused on two main methods of fishing, namely aquaculture 
and capture fisheries. The first of these, aquaculture, involves the growing of fish 
at sea within cages or, as in the case of shellfish, along ropes suspended from 
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rafts (SeaFish, 2009a). Capture fisheries involves more traditional methods such 
as trawling with nets. The kinds of fish that are being caught are mainly demer-
sal (with the main species being blue whiting and haddock) and shellfish (with 
the two main species being cockles and crabs). Both demersal and shellfish each 
account for 40% of all landings (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 2) with pelagic 
varieties, which include mackerel and herring, making up the remaining 20% of 
all landings (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 2). Along with the fish caught by 
UK vessels, the UK imported 753 thousand tonnes of fish in 2006, with an esti-
mated value of £1919 million (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 9).

As with other industries, the fish industry is built up of several layers includ-
ing primary and secondary processing, and retail. Primary processing includes 
operations such as the filleting, gutting and washing of fish, whilst secondary 
processing includes such processes as the cooking, smoking and breading of fish 
(SeaFish, 2009d). The fish travel between these processing operations in EPS 
boxes. It was observed that where the same company transported and processed 
fish products between its different sites EPS boxes were reused. However, this 
practice did not continue where outside organizations provided the fish product.

11.2.1 Transportation of fish products

Fish is a delicate product and one of the most perishable of all foods (FSA, 2009). 
Because of this, it is noted that packaging plays a number of roles in its transpor-
tation (Gunderson, 1984; Rao, 1999). Primarily, it must help prevent the spread of 
disease; secondly, it must protect the sensory properties of the food, for example 
colour and texture; and finally it ‘must not transfer harmful substances … or 
interact with the packaged food’ (Rao, 1999, p. 7). The issue of transferring harm-
ful substances has recently been acknowledged by the EU regulation 282/2008. In 
order to avoid contamination of plastics by previous uses, this regulation provides 
guidance over plastics intended for recycling (European Commission, 2008).

Fish is particularly susceptible to harbouring dangerous biotoxins, viruses 
and bacteria, and has been ‘implicated in 10–25% of outbreaks … [of world-
wide food-borne diseases]’ (Ababouch, 2006, p. 563). With such associated 
dangers, it is essential that all is done to reduce the risk of bacterial growth and, 
as such, it is necessary that a number of qualities must be inherent in the design 
of appropriate packaging.

The supervisory body for the fish industry is SeaFish, and they offer  extensive 
guidance on all aspects of the industry. This is never truer than when consider-
ing the issue of packaging. However, when guidance is offered, it is done so in 
consideration of EU regulations. These regulations dictate a number of charac-
teristics to which all packing must adhere. In the first instance, the legislation 
dictates that receptacles ‘must be water resistant and ensure that  melt-water 
does not remain in contact with the products’ (European Commission, 2004, 
p. 226/268). It also states that ‘any wrapping material intended for reuse [must 
be] easy to clean’ (European Commission, 2004, p. 226/268). Finally, the regu-
lations state that any surfaces with which fish products come into contact must 
be ‘of suitable corrosion-resistant material’ (European Commission, 2004, 
p. 226/263).
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The above regulations tackle the problems associated with bacteria coming 
into contact with fish. However, as fish deteriorates, this will result in harmful 
bacteria growing (Gram and Huss, 1996). It is noted, however, that the dete-
rioration of fish is temperature-dependent and can be reduced with low stor-
age temperatures (Ahvenainen, 2003). In order to avoid the growth of harmful 
bacteria, the European Community (EC) has created a number of regulations 
covering appropriate storage temperatures for fish, and it states that fresh fish 
must be stored at ‘a temperature approaching that of melting ice’ (European 
Commission, 2004, p. 226/265). The regulations governing frozen fish are 
slightly different as they state that fish must remain at a temperature no more 
than −18°C (European Commission, 2004, p. 226/268). In either case, if such 
temperatures are to be maintained, then it is essential that packaging materials 
used have the optimum insulating properties. However, this requirement is 
acknowledged as being problematic for the environment, with some commen-
tators noting that ‘a long shelf life is considered more important than the 
environmental friendliness of packages’ (Randell et al., 1997, p. 56).

11.2.2 Packaging of fish

The function of the packaging for the transportation of fresh fish has to fulfil a 
number of key roles. The most important is that the packaging maintain the 
quality of the products at the required temperature and protect the product from 
damage whilst in transit and be durable enough to retain its structural integrity. 
With all these factors considered the other concern of the industry is that the cost 
of packaging be at a price which means that it is economically viable to use. It 
is standard practice within the UK fisheries to add ice to the fish to cool them to 
maintain the required temperature. The ice also has an additional function of 
keeping the fish moist and retaining the fresh appearance. In all packaging ice 
was added even when not required for thermal reasons. Within the fishing indus-
try, as with others, there is less concern about the environmental impact of using 
certain types of packaging materials compared to the economic.

The material used to manufacture the fish packaging can be recycled 
because it does not differ from other packaging material used in other indus-
tries. There is concern over contamination of the material from the fish itself. 
This contamination appears to be a regional issue with some recyclers accept-
ing returned packaging and others worried about contamination back into their 
batch products. A major concern is the collection and transportation of the 
packaging once it has fulfilled its function. As with all recycling options it is 
important to satisfy the Proximity Principle. This principle highlights the need 
to deal with waste arising close to the point of generation (DEFRA, 2009c). 
This is not always possible, especially with packaging material which is deliv-
ered to a range of different customers. The lightness of the material means that 
efficient compaction is important in order to reduce transportation costs and 
waste disposal charges as they are often based on volume rather than weight of 
material. Fibreboard and corrugated plastic can be easily compacted in stand-
ard waste compaction equipment and are readily recycled, whereas EPS 
requires specialist compaction equipment and the contaminated polystyrene 
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material is difficult to recycle. However, there are reprocessors who will accept 
EPS from the fish-processing industry providing that it has been cleaned. 
Cleaning can be achieved by jet washing boxes with water before compac-
tion.

11.2.3 Types of packaging

The fishing industry (SeaFish, 2009b) has at its disposal a range of packaging 
for the transportation of fish. Each type has been developed for a particular need 
and cost consideration. Table 11.1 illustrates the range of packaging available.

11.2.3.1 Expanded polystyrene

The insulating qualities of packaging materials used in the fish industry are of the 
utmost importance. SeaFish commissioned a study in 2008 (SeaFish, 2009c) into 
the thermal properties of various kinds of single-use fish-packaging  materials. 
The study compared four different single-use materials, namely EPS, single- and 
double-walled fibreboard, and corrugated plastic. In this report it was found that

where fish is distributed in an uncontrolled chilled distribution chain, the use of 
boxes with greater insulative properties, such as EPS, is advisable in order to 
maintain low product temperatures (SeaFish, 2009b).

Figure 11.1 shows a typical EPS fish box. However, these boxes are responsible 
for some of the jetsam which ends up on the beaches of the UK. There are also 
environmental concerns about their recyclability. Ross and Evans (2003) have 
investigated the life cycle of EPS and looked at the contribution that EPS makes 
to climate change through the release of pentane during manufacture and the 
amount of carbon dioxide required to produce the precursor polystyrene 
beads.

EPS is produced from a hydrocarbon monomer called styrene (Tan and 
Khoo, 2005), which is used to form beads of polystyrene. These beads are then 
expanded to 40 times their original size using pentane gas or carbon dioxide 
under the action of heat, and can be moulded into any number of shapes which 
become hardened as they cool (EUMEPS, 2009). This manufacturing process 
gives EPS a number of characteristics:

Table 11.1 Characteristics of fish transport containers.

Container  Composition of container 
Number of boxes used 
per year (millions)

EPS Polystyrene 14
Corrugated plastic Polyolefin 0.6
Solid fibreboard Wood-derived material 5
Corrugated fibreboard Wood-derived material  0.5

Source: SeaFish (2009b).
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● As EPS is made of 98% air (EPS, 2008a), it makes it an exceptionally 
 lightweight material.

●  Once hardened, its strength is comparable with wood (EPS, 2009a). It is 
also noted that such strengths are unaffected by moisture.

● The professional EPS member group, EPS Packaging Group, promotes the 
use of EPS as a material that can protect against ‘thermal-shock i.e. sudden 
changes in temperature in transit or storage’ (EPS, 2009b).

As noted in Section 11.2.2, a successful packaging material must protect the 
product from damage, and with the strength and thermal qualities mentioned 
above, EPS would seem to be an ideal packaging material.

End-of-life options

It is noted that ‘as a single polymer, EPS is straightforward to recycle’ (EPS, 
2009c). To this end, the EPS Group estimate that in 2004, 6000 tonnes of EPS 
(approximately 26% of EPS packaging produced in the UK) was recycled 

Figure 11.1 Example of a typical EPS box.
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(EPS, 2008b). This helps to achieve the EU’s target set for the UK, to recycle 
22.5% of plastic packaging waste by 31 December 2008 (DEFRA, 2009c). The 
other options for disposal include landfill and incineration, although it has 
been noted that there are environmental concerns with these methods, most 
notably available space and harmful dioxins, respectively (Zabaniotou and 
Kassidi, 2003).

Unfortunately, the options for disposal of the EPS used in the fishing indus-
try are limited. SeaFish have produced an information leaflet in which they 
detail the disposal options for used EPS fish boxes, including recycling and 
incineration (SeaFish, 2009b). In this leaflet they discuss how used EPS can 
attract a price in the range of £50–80 per tonne. However, whilst EPS can be 
recycled, this can only occur if the waste EPS is clean (SeaFish, 2009b). It has 
already been noted that fish has a ‘particularly heavy microbial load’ 
(Ahvenainen, 2003, p. 385), something that has the potential to contaminate 
the used fish boxes. To avoid cross contamination of other products, the EPS 
would need to be cleaned to such a level that recycling becomes an often une-
conomical option (SeaFish, 2009b). Nevertheless, there are businesses that 
have seen the financial benefits of recycling fish boxes, so it remains an option 
for disposal. However, for other users, often the only viable option for disposal 
is landfill.

Recycling Action Yorkshire sponsored a project investigating innovative 
methods to recycle plastics. The main problem with the recycling of EPS is 
related to the potential contamination by fish products. The author has visited a 
number of plants that process fish and has discovered that washing of boxes prior 
to compaction removes most of the contamination so that it is acceptable by 
reprocessors. The other major issue is the distance needed to travel to find a 
reprocessor.

11.2.3.2 Fibreboard boxes

These are constructed from marine ply board and lined with polyethylene (PE) 
film to enhance their water resistance. Their use has diminished and they have 
been replaced by EPS boxes.

11.2.3.3 Polypropylene boxes

The environmental and cost issues associated with the disposal of EPS have 
made the development and introduction of an alternative mode of packaging 
evermore important. One such alternative is the recyclable PP box that has 
been developed by blue box. These boxes are produced from food-grade PP 
and incorporate Microban™ strip antibacterial protection. Figure 11.2 shows 
a reusable blue box which is double-skinned for insulation similar to a ther-
mos flask with the two skins friction-welded together. The box is cooled by 
a reservoir of food-safe gel in the lid, which can be refrozen to at least −40°C. 
‘Because the method requires very little ice, there’s room for more fish 
in each box – which in turn means that up to 4 tonnes of extra fish can 
be  transported in each 40 ft lorry’. However, the author has found that 
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 companies which use the boxes still add the same amount of ice so there is 
no reduction in practice.

As yet independent verification of the exact performance of the box has not 
been carried out. The promotional material supplied by the company (Cool 
Blue Box, 2008) highlights the following characteristics:

● The capacity to be reusable for up to 6 years  before being recycled.
● Smooth surfaces that can be easily cleaned and sterilized.
● The incorporation of antibacterial protection in the form of Microban™.
● Insulating properties comparable with polystyrene.
● An ability to carry 25 kg (46 L) of produce.

Once used, the boxes are collected by the Cool Blue Box Company and returned 
to Grimsby, where they are cleaned, ready for reuse. The boxes are then 
 re-delivered to the companies as required.

The claims by the company include the following (Cool Blue Box Company):

(i) The Cool Blue box is reused many times and saves the manufacturing 
cost of new packaging.

(ii) The Cool Blue Box has inbuilt re-freezeable gel, saving the energy needed 
to produce large amounts of ice.

(iii) The Cool Blue Box has smaller external dimensions and so can fit more 
boxes on a pallet and hence reduces the number of heavy goods vehicles 
on the road.

(iv) Polystyrene boxes are crushed and then taken by road to Felixstowe to be 
shipped to China for disposal/recycling.

(v) The Cool Blue Box has an expected lifespan of 6 years and is then fully 
recyclable.

Figure 11.2 Reuseable blue box.
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(vi) The Cool Blue Box Company will utilize backloads to take clean and 
sterilized boxes back to the fish supplier. Use of a potentially wasted 
resource makes environmental sense.

(vii) The washing process is energy-efficient and creates far less emissions 
than the manufacture of a new polystyrene or corrugated PP box.

End-of-life option

The route for recycling the PP box is similar to that of other PP products. It can 
be assumed that these will enter existing recycling schemes.

11.3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

In order to engage the fishing industry into investigating alternative packag-
ing material, LCA, along with Life Cycle Costs (LCC), has an invaluable 
role to play. The definition of LCA can be summarized as laid down by the 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and European Environment 
Agency (EEA)

as the method/process for evaluating the effects that a product has on the environ-
ment over the entire lifetime of products, thereby increasing resource use effi-
ciency and decreasing liabilities.

LCC, which for over 40 years has been guiding company decisions, can be 
defined (Utne, 2009) as

the cost of acquisition, ownership and disposal of a product over a defined period 
of its life cycle.

LCA is a concept in which all of the required inputs and outputs necessary to 
build, use and dispose of a product are measured. By relating the findings to 
environmental issues, it is then possible to determine the impact that a prod-
uct has on the environment. There is a strong expectation that LCA holds the 
key to environmental issues but it is the interpretation which is the key con-
cept (Baumann and Tillman, 2004; Iriarte et al., 2009). However, whilst it is 
 acknowledged that LCA has yet to fulfil its true potential in terms of environ-
mental  decision making (Zabaniotou and Kassidi, 2003), there is increasing 
evidence that it can help to contribute to improvements in product develop-
ment (Zabaniotou and Kassidi, 2003). The use of LCA in this case study was 
to inform a  company of one type of packaging on the benefits of changing to 
a reusable  alternative.

11.3.1 Methodology

To ensure that LCAs are comparable and that there is a degree of uniformity, an 
international standard for LCA has been devised: ISO 14040-43 series. Within 
this international standard the four stages of LCA are set out:
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(i) Goal and scope definition (ISO 14040, 2006)
l   This stage expands on the intended aim of the study and includes such 

things as details of the system to be studied, the functional unit to 
illustrate the results, data requirements and assumptions.

(ii) Inventory analysis (ISO 14041, 1998)
l   This stage involves the actual collection and calculation of the data.

(iii) Life cycle impact assessment (ISO 14042, 2000)
l  This consists of the following stages:
°   Classification: (i) characterization – the assignment of data to 

 specific environmental impacts, for example climate change; (ii) 
the conversion of this data to common units.

°   Normalization: calculating the magnitude of a result relative to a 
reference point, for example the pollutants in a geographical region 
(Baumann and Tillman, 2004).

°  Evaluation: a check of the completeness and reliability of the results.
(iv) Interpretation and presentation of results (ISO 14043, 2000)

l   The stage of the LCA where the results are considered and may 
include ‘conclusions and recommendations to decision makers’ (ISO 
14040, 2006, p. 16).

11.4  CASE STUDY: RAINBOW 
SEAFOOD – EPS AND PP FISH BOXES

In recent years, concern over the environmental and economic costs of generating 
waste has prompted many industries to focus on areas where improvements can be 
made. An obvious area is the use of packaging. Alternatives are available and these 
make claims to green credentials but usually with the caveat ‘where local facilities 
and markets exist’. A case study was carried out with the assistance of Rainbow 
Seafood. The company agreed to compare the environmental performance of two 
types of fish boxes currently available for use within the fish industry: namely a 
single-use box constructed out of EPS and a reusable box constructed out of PP.

11.4.1 Company profile

It is estimated that the UK fish-processing industry accounts for approximately 
570 businesses employing 18,180 people (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 7). 
One such business is Rainbow Seafood, a primary processor, with offices 
located in the Faroe Islands, China, America and the UK.

The business imports fish, the majority being salmon, from the Faroe 
Islands and processes it at their plant in East Kilbride. Products are distributed 
to secondary processors before supply to retailers. The East Kilbride plant 
handles approximately 4000 tonnes of fresh salmon and trout per annum. By 
comparison, the UK as a whole imports approximately 66,200 thousand tonnes 
of both varieties (of which 1181  thousand tonnes are trout) with a value of 
approximately £207 million (of which £3.6 million is trout) (Scottish 
Government, 2008, p. 82).
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11.4.2 Context of the study

Prior to investigating the advantages of alternative packaging for Rainbow 
Seafood work was carried out (D. Wood and K.S. Williams, unpublished) on 
the types of packaging used. A number of enquiries were made to several fish-
processing companies in Scotland and the North West to gauge the usage of the 
respective boxes. Users of the blue box were contacted to find out how they 
found the product and also how they used the boxes in practice. This informa-
tion was used to determine the scope of the LCA.

There was the potential for there to be a difference in usage of the two 
types of boxes with respect to ice. The reusable boxes can have less ice 
added and can be pre-chilled prior to filling. This would have an impact on 
the LCA as ice production is a fossil fuel-intensive activity and uses water; 
any reduction in ice use would affect the environmental impact of the two 
boxes. The reusable box could be pre-chilled and again this would impact on 
energy use. However, from the investigations carried out it was ascertained 
that pre-chilling occurred by leaving the boxes in the cold room of the 
processing plant and current practices meant that there was little reduction in 
the addition of ice. Companies that used the blue box preferred to continue 
with their existing practice of adding ice. Consequently, they added the same 
amount of ice as if using an EPS box. The streamlining of the study has 
allowed the LCA to concentrate on issues for which the following assump-
tions were made:

● Measurements are made as to the quantity of packaging required to  transport 
1 tonne of product.

● Both boxes are constructed from polymeric material, so the environmental 
impact of their manufacture would be similar.

● Both boxes contain the same quantity of ice and product.
● Both boxes travel the same distance to be disposed of at the end of their 

lives.
● The EPS box will be disposed of in line with DEFRA statistics on the 

 disposal of EPS.

The PP box will be reused 312 times (Cool Blue Box statistics) before dis-
posal. The LCA investigate the transportation of fish products from the process-
ing site in Glasgow to the various retail outlets within mainland Britain. The 
study assumes that any reusable packaging would join the distribution system 
at the processing centre rather than at the point of fish landing. The chosen case 
study involves a Faroese company and this was how they intended to use the 
product. The system looked at the collection at final disposal of the packaging 
for both the use-once and multi-use packaging material. Initially return of 
packaging by the same vehicles to a central point was investigated as a method 
of reducing the transport burden on the blue boxes. However, this was not prac-
tical as any space in refrigerator vehicles was used to transport other chilled 
products and would not be given over to empty crates. A separate collection of 
the reusable boxes was required. This increased the transport burden on the use 
of reusable boxes.
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The raw materials in the production of the EPS packaging and renewable PP 
box derive from non-renewable fossil sources. As both materials are non-sus-
tainable from a raw material point of view the importance of recycling and 
reuse is critical. Several workers (Subramanian, 2000; Abbasi and Abbassi, 
2004) have debated the merits of renewable packing verses non-renewable 
packaging. Many of the alternatives for the fisheries industry do not give the 
same advantages as EPS and the PP box.

11.4.3 Methodology

11.4.3.1 Goal and scope

The aim was to compare the environmental and practical performance of two differ-
ent kinds of packaging available for use in the fish industry. One was constructed 
out of EPS and the other with PP. The list of exchanges was limited to product pro-
duction, usage and final disposal (this was assumed to be landfill in both cases).

11.4.3.2 System boundary

The system boundary defines the limit of the process activities. The LCA looks 
at the movements across this system boundary, in terms of energy, environmental 
inputs and burdens, and other product systems that interact with the chosen sys-
tem. These exchanges are quantified between the system and the environment 
which include: (i) emissions to air, land and water and (ii) resources extracted 
from the environment. The system boundary for the cradle to grave is illustrated 
in Figure 11.3. The system boundaries for the PP box included the collection, 
urban and inter-city transportation back to the cleaning facility in Grimsby. The 
system boundary for the EPS box included transportation to a landfill site or 
known recycling facilities which were within an economic transport distance.

11.4.3.3 Functional unit

The functional unit is defined as a ‘quantified performance of a product system for 
use as a reference unit’ (ISO 14040, 2006, p. 4). In this study, the functional unit 
was selected as the packaging required to transport 1 tonne of fish product (here-
after referred to as ‘product’) through the supply chain of Rainbow Seafood.

11.5 SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 11.3 illustrates an overview of the use of packaging within the fish 
 industry. The areas included in this study are processes 3 and 4 represented in 
Figure 11.3 by the boxes with solid lines. However, in order to provide a setting 
for these processes, a brief overview of all of the processes now follows.

Process 1: The boxes are constructed and prepared for use. They are trans-
ported to the first stage of the supply network, where they are ready to be filled 
with produce. This section has been streamlined out of the study as it was assumed 
that it would be similar for both types of packaging. A distinguishing feature of 
the respective boxes is the use of different materials in their construction –  styrene 
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and propene. However, both are derived from fossil fuel and would undergo sim-
ilar petrochemical routes to produce the monomer and final polymerized product. 
Both types of polymer are thermoplastics comprising only carbon and hydrogen, 
and with streamlining an assumption was made that both boxes were constructed 
of the same polymeric material. Hence for this study the only difference between 
the two containers would be their weight.

Figure 11.3 System boundary for cradle to grave.
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Process 2: Fish product is added to the boxes along with a quantity of ice. 
Although the quantity of ice differs for each type of box, subsequent investiga-
tions have shown that similar amounts of ice were included in both types. 
Streamlining was carried out and the input from the ice was insignificant, and 
therefore not included. The packaged boxes are then transported from the Faroe 
Islands to the UK mainland at Scrabster, in the north of Scotland.

Process 3: Upon arrival at Scrabster, the boxes are loaded onto trucks and 
transported by road to Rainbow Seafood’s processing plant in East Kilbride 
(ML9 2LT), near Glasgow. From there they are distributed to customers in 
 differing locations around the UK. To avoid problems with  choosing an appro-
priate customer for which to obtain details of distances  travelled, it is assumed 
that they use phase stops in East Kilbride.

Process 4: Once the boxes have been delivered, they are emptied and enter 
the ‘waste management’ phase. This is different for each box. However, it was 
assumed that the transport disposal routes were equal, with both boxes travel-
ling from East Kilbride.

Process 4(a): Once the EPS box has been used, it is sent for disposal. There are 
different methods available for disposal (discussed in Section 11.2.5). However, it is 
assumed that the compacted boxes are transported by road to their final location.

Process 4(b): Once the PP box has been used, the empty boxes are collected 
and transported by road to Grimsby, where appropriate measures are taken to 
prepare the boxes for reuse. The life cycle of the boxes is 6 years, after which 
they are disposed of. The final disposal of these boxes can be via recycling or 
landfill. As the life of the boxes is so much greater than the EPS boxes this was 
streamlined out and is not included in this study.

11.6 DATA ACQUISITION

An LCA’s quality is only as good as the information used to complete it (Hospido 
et al., 2006). In this study accurate data for all of the processes was obtained 
from Rainbow Seafood. The weights of the EPS boxes and PP boxes were 
obtained from EUMEPS and Cool Blue Box respectively. In the absence of 
comparable information details relating to the amount of fish per box and the 
number of boxes transported per truck was derived from the Cool Blue Box 
Company (Cool Blue Box, 2008). In order to calculate the distance from 
Scrabster to East Kilbride, and from East Kilbride to Grimsby, the AA’s online 
Route Planner (AA, 2008) was used using the shortest/quickest available routes 
as a parameter. This was carried out in conjunction with the company’s route 
preferences. Technical information for all other processes was obtained from 
SimaPro 7.1 using the Ecoinvent 99 database.

11.7 LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY

Secondary data sources were available through SimaPro 7. Process 3 relates to 
the transportation of the boxes from Scrabster to East Kilbride. In order to 
determine the relative impacts of each box, the SimaPro software requires the 
distance travelled and the weight carried, and is referred to as the ‘tonne per 
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kilometre’. Both boxes differ in weight, and so it was necessary to calculate 
weights relative to the functional unit of 1 tonne of fish. Table 11.2 displays the 
results of these calculations.

For the purposes of determining the figure for transporting the boxes it was 
assumed that for all instances where road transportation was used, both boxes 
were transported by 28-tonne trucks. The literature for Cool Blue Box states 
that the lifespan of a PP box is 312 uses. It is therefore assumed that the disposal 
rate is 0.003%. The distance from East Kilbride (ML9 2LT) to the Cool Blue 
Box Company in Grimsby (DN37 9TZ) is 422.8 km.

11.8 LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The SimaPro’s LCA version 7 software for the Eco-indicator 99 method for 
impact assessment was used to analyse the following environmental impacts cat-
egories: (i) climate change (global warming potential [GWP] and  ozone- depleting 
substances [ODS]); (ii) acidification/eutrophication (acidification potential 

Table 11.2 Calculations used to obtain tonne per kilometre figures.

EPS boxes PP boxes

Data required  
Calculations 
used  Results  

Calculations 
used  Results

Total amount of fish 
per box

n/a 22 kg n/a 22 kg

Total number of pallets per 
truck

n/a 6 n/a 6

Net weight of box n/a 0.1 kg n/a 4.608 kg
Total number of boxes per 
pallets

n/a 27 n/a 33

Total number of boxes per 
truck

6 × 27 162 6 × 33 198

Total amount of fish per 
pallet

27 × 22 594 kg 33 × 22 726 kg

Total amount of fish per truck 594 × 6 3564 kg 726 × 6 4356 kg
Total weight of boxes per 
truck

162 × 0.1 16.2 kg 198 × 4.608 912.4 kg

Gross weight per truck 16.2 + 3564 3580.2 kg 912.4 + 4356 5268.4 kg
Packaging per 1 tonne of 
fish

16.2/3.564 4.55 kg 912.4/4.356 209.46 kg

Gross weight for 1 tonne of 
fish

1000 + 4.55 1004.55 kg 1000 + 209.46 1209.46 kg

Distance travelled n/a 64.9 km n/a 464.9 km
Weight carried (tonne per 
kilometre)

 1.00455 
× 464.9

 467.02 
tonnes km−1

 1.20946 × 464.9 562.28 
tonnes km−1

   (i)  Human health – Measured in DALY (disability adjusted life years) and refers to different disabilities caused by diseases.
 (ii)  Ecosystem quality – ‘Measured as a percentage of all species present in the environment living under toxic stress’ 

(Tan and Khoo, 2005, p. 199) and is displayed in PDF (potentially disappeared fraction of plant species) × m2/yr 
(mean metre squared per year).

 (iii)  Resources – Measured in MJ of surplus energy.
Data are normalized by assuming the damage caused by one European per year, with 1993 used as the 
base year for calculations.
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[AP]); (iii) eco-toxicity (freshwater aquatic ecotoxicity potential [FWAEP] and 
human toxicity potential [HTP]); and (iv) fossil fuels. The environmental impact 
categories used in this study are taken from the Eco-indicator 99 (‘hierarchist’ 
version) and are: carcinogens; respiratory organics; respiratory inorganics; cli-
mate change; radiation; ozone layer damage; eco-toxicity; acidification/ 
eutrophication; land use; mineral usage and fossil fuel usage.

It has been shown by previous LCA studies (Ross and Evans, 2003) that the 
only significant emissions during manufacture of EPS are carbon dioxide and 
methane. This would be similar for the production of PP.

The final weighted scores are calculated through the use of three damage 
categories. The following notes in italics are edited from the SimaPro software:

(i) Human health – Measured in DALY (disability adjusted life years) and 
refers to different disabilities caused by diseases.

(ii) Ecosystem quality – ‘Measured as a percentage of all species present in the 
environment living under toxic stress’ (Tan and Khoo, 2005, p. 199) and is 
displayed in PDF (potentially disappeared fraction of plant species) × 
m2/yr (mean metre squared per year).

(iii) Resources – Measured in MJ of surplus energy.

Data are normalized by assuming the damage caused by one European per year, 
with 1993 used as the base year for calculations.

11.9 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the LCA undertaken for both types of packaging are presented in this 
section. The results establish the environmental impacts of the respective packag-
ing types. A single score evaluating the overall environmental impact for each of 
the two types of packaging is displayed in Figure 11.4. The greater the score, the 
greater is the negative impact on the environment, and so, from these scores, it is 
evident that the EPS box has a higher environmental impact than the PP box.

Figures 11.5 and 11.6 give a breakdown of the contributions made by each 
process of the life-cycle of both the EPS and PP boxes. From these it is clear 
that the use stage for the PP box is significantly higher than that for the EPS 
box. However, the score from the disposal stage of the PP box gives a negative 
score, which has the effect of lowering the overall environmental impact of the 
box. This is not the case for the disposal stage of the EPS box which adds sig-
nificantly to the overall environmental impact.

11.10 CONCLUSIONS

The LCA illustrates the potential of this tool to determine more sustainable 
packaging material within the fishing industry. As with all information of this 
type it provides a snapshot of current practices and production methods. 
However, this does not diminish the usefulness in moving forward the sustain-
ability agenda within an organization in this sector.
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Figure 11.5 The contribution to the final score made by the use and disposal stages of the LCA for the 
PP box.
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There will always be developments and improvements to disposal routes 
which would impact on the results. As with all assessment tools there are 
limitations. The reuse of packaging from this study has been shown to be 
beneficial. The amount of solid waste generated by using Cool Blue Box is 
much less than with the EPS. However, this study did not look at the clean-
ing process and there may be significant effluent wastes generated by 
 cleaning.

Figure 11.4 The environmental impact of the EPS and PP box represented in a single score.
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During the undertaking of this study, it was possible to obtain the opinions 
of those who have had experience of using the new PP box. Whilst the general 
consensus agreed that the industry needed a replacement for the single-use EPS 
box, it was felt that the PP box used in this study was not it. The reasons for this 
focused on the practicalities of using the box and covered such issues as weight, 
cost and packaging ability. There were also grave concerns about the sheer 
number of boxes needed in circulation before a company could be expected to 
effectively switch to using the reusable PP boxes. A failure to meet an adequate 
supply of boxes would result in products being undelivered and cause unaccept-
able losses and costs. As such it was felt that the start-up costs for the box sup-
pliers would be too great, thereby making the box an uneconomic proposition. 
It is perhaps to be expected that anyone involved in an industry undergoing 
wholesale changes would feel a degree of apprehension, but this should not 
detract from these very real concerns which should therefore attract further 
investigation.

It has been shown by (Ross and Evans, 2003) that a strategy of recycling 
for plastics reduces significantly the environmental cost associated with it as 
a packaging material. This is much more significant Rydberg (1995) if there 
is an initial high energy input to make the polymer product. However, when 
comparing recycling (where it exists) with reuse the conclusions are less clear 
(Kim et al., 1997). Sustainability and the ethos of zero waste would encourage 
the reuse route but this is not always the most sustainable. The requirement for 
cleaning and transportation may be offset by the energy saving of production 
of EPS boxes. However, the impact of the energy required overall to maintain 
a reuse system may be significant. Transportation energy requirement is 

Figure 11.6 The contribution to the final score made by the use and disposal stages of the LCA for the 
EPS box.
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always raised as an important concern. The transportation of empty PP boxes 
from around the UK may prove to be uneconomic.

Through the concept of LCA, a comparison of two kinds of packaging mate-
rial, used within the fish industry, has been possible. The results provide an 
overview of the environmental impacts of two kinds of boxes. From these 
results it is clear that whilst the increased weight of the PP box contributes to a 
higher environmental impact than the EPS box, this is offset by the fact that the 
PP boxes can be reused whilst the EPS boxes cannot.

Taking the above assumptions into account, the completed LCA has pro-
duced the following findings:

●  To carry 1 tonne of product requires approximately 205 kg more weight of 
packaging for the PP box than for an EPS box.

●  The increased weight contributed to an increase in the environmental impact 
felt by the use of the PP box. This in turn may contribute to an increase in 
transport costs over those required for the EPS box.

●  In spite of this, throughout its lifetime, the PP box has a significantly lower 
environmental impact than the EPS box due to its capacity for reuse.
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acid hydrolysis
collagen extraction, 246
fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 237, 240
fish silage, 227–8
gelatine extraction, 246–7, 247

acidification, 13, 135
adjetey oven, 59
African fermented fish products, 150, 151

regional products, 150
stink fish, 150

Agenda 21, 3
air drying, 53–5

constant rate period, 53
critical moisture content, 54
efficiency, 55
equilibrium moisture content, 54
falling rate period, 54
hygroscopic materials, 54
psychometry, 53, 54

Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogramma),
102, 103, 104, 106, 195, 196

alkaline hydrolysis
collagen extraction, 246
gelatine extraction, 247, 247–7

altona oven, 59
anaerobic digestion, 115–19

advantages, 116
alternatives, 119
barriers, 117
fish processing waste, 118
process, 117–18

animal by-products, 113, 114
aquaculture, 4, 5, 19

barriers, 20
China, 19
current production, 19

fishmeal alternatives, 226–32, 232
fishmeal limitations, 20 (see also fish meal)
future trends, 19
integrated systems, 233
life cycle assessment, 225–6
low-intensity systems, 233
plant-based feeds, 231–2, 232
production growth, 20
sub-Saharan Africa, 19
UK industry, 268–9

Asian fermented fish products, 147–50, 
148, 149

balao-balao, 148, 149
patis, 149

bacteriocins see lactic acid bacteria
balao-balao, 148, 149
biogenic amines see histamine
biological oxygen demand, 46–7
Brundtland commission, 1
by-product utilisation, 236–65

collagen, 244–50, 246
composition, 244
extraction, 246
raw material sources, 244–5
yields, 247

gelatine, 244–50, 247, 249
antioxidant properties, 249
applications, 245
extraction, 247, 247–8
food grade, 249
functional properties, 245, 248–9
molecular weight distribution, 245, 249
raw material sources, 245
therapeutic properties, 249–50

see also fish protein hydrolysates

Bold = tables; italic = figures
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canning, 30–50
Bacillus stearothermophilus, 31, 34
Clostridium botulinum, 30–34, 31, 33, 156, 160
energy, 39, 44, 46–7
environmental issues, 46
exhausting, 42–3
heat transfer, 32
life cycle assessment, 125, 126
packaging, 34
pH effects, 30
post-processing, 46
pre-processing, 40–44
principles, 30
quality, 34
retorts, 44–5
specific species, 47–8
supply chain, 129, 129–30
sustainability, 32, 122
thermal centre, 32
thermal relationships, 33
three minute cook, 33
water, 39, 44, 46–7

capture fishery, 4, 17
adaptation, 17
catch restrictions, 6
current production, 17
exploitation, 6
fleet, 5, 8
fuel efficiency, 9
future trends, 17
major producers, 17
management, 17
social trends, 4

carbon footprinting, 8–9
definition, 9

carbon labelling, 8–9
effectiveness, 10
marine aquarium council, 10
marine stewardship council, 10
self-certification, 10
supermarkets, 10

Carbon Trust, 14, 268
case hardening, 55, 58
chemical oxygen demand, 46–7
chilled seawater (CSW), 171, 178, 179, 186
chilling see freezing
China

aquaculture, 19, 233
capture fishery, 17
fishing fleet, 5
fishmeal demand, 20
role in fisheries, 5

chitin, 121
cholesterol

degradation, 154
low-density lipoprotein (LDL), 258

Chorkor oven, 60–62
advantages, 62
design, 60
distribution, 60
materials, 60, 61, 61

cleaner production, 26
definition, 26
fishmeal, 222, 224
sustainability, 131–3, 132, 133
transportation, 268

climate change, 15
effects, 16
Kyoto protocol, 16
vulnerability, 16
water management, 17

cold chain, 77, 131
cold storage, 88–9

building construction, 91
environmental impact, 91–2
life cycle assessment, 91

collagen see by-products utilisation
corporate social responsibility, 2
cradle-to-grave, 11, 123, 133, 279
cryoprotectants

freezing, 80
surimi, 101, 102

curing, 51–76
history, 51
quality, 53, 56
spoilage, 51, 52
sustainability, 122
water activity, 51, 52
see also air drying; salting; smoking

direct human consumption (DHC), 4, 6, 21
canning, 30
fishmeal, 207
fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 236
new food species, 24
redefining industrial species, 22

discarded fish, 21

Earth summit see Rio summit
eco-efficiency, 26

definition, 26
ecolabelling, 10

supply chain effects, 15
El Nino events, 16; see also fish meal
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enzymes
bacterial, 139
collagen extraction, 246
fermented fish products, 139, 153
fish protein hydrolysates, 229, 238, 239
fish silage, 227
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), 255

European fermented fish products, 146–7
herring, 146, 147

eutrophication, 13, 135
exclusive economic zone (EEZ), 5, 118

effects, 5, 173
expanded polystyrene (EPS) see transportation

fermented fish products, 138–66
African, 150, 151
Asian, 147–50, 148, 149
classification, 143–6, 144, 145, 145, 146

final appearance, 143
protein breakdown, 143
substrate, 143

debate, 144
definition, 142
European, 146–7
fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 238, 

239, 240
jeotkal, 160, 161
lactic acid, 138
microorganisms, 145, 152
packaging, 155
palatability, 139, 141
principles, 138–42
proteolytic enzymes, 139, 153
quality, 151–5
safety, 155–63
salting, 139, 152

nematodes, 158, 159
trematodes, 158, 159

sustainability, 138
temperature, 141, 153

fish consumption, 7
low income food deficit countries 

(LIFDC), 7
regional differences, 7

fishing vessels, 167–72
barge, 171, 171, 183
catcher, 169
catcher-processor (factory ship), 169–70, 176, 

195
processing ship (mothership), 168, 169, 170, 

176, 195
tender, 171, 176, 183

transport between, 176
fishmeal, 207–35

alternatives, 226–32, 232, 242
aquaculture, 20
by-products, 121, 224
China effect, 20
cleaner production, 223, 224
conversion efficiency, 210, 211
effluents, 221, 222
El Nino events, 16, 207
energy usage, 217, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 

224
future trends, 20, 211
life cycle assessment, 224–6, 226, 232
lipids, 213
minerals, 214
non-food uses (NFU), 207
nutritional value, 212, 212–15, 214
palatability, 213
plant-based feeds, 231–2, 232
post-production operations, 220–221
prices, 209
process operations, 215–21, 216, 221
producers, 208
proteins, 213, 214, 227
quality, 214
raw material, 207, 208, 212, 216
sustainability, 221–6, 224
trade, 23
unidentified growth factors (UGF), 214
vitamins, 214
water usage, 221, 222

fish mince, 99, 100
definition, 99
production, 109

fish muscle proteins, 101, 110
connective tissue, 100
myofibrillar, 100
sarcoplasmic, 100
see also surimi

fish oil see fishmeal
fish processing industry, 22

by-products, 27
efficiency, 22
effluents, 27
energy, 27
environmental impact, 26
life cycle assessment, 14, 26
supply chain, 14
sustainability, 27, 113
triple bottom line, 26
water, 27
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fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 121, 237–44
acid hydrolysis, 237, 240
alkaline hydrolysis, 237
applications, 240
bitter peptides, 231, 240
degree of hydrolysis, 230, 240
enzymes, 238, 239
fishmeal alternative, 229–31, 230, 242
food ingredient, 240, 241, 242
lactic acid fermentation, 238, 239, 240, 242
microbial growth medium, 242
molecular weight fractions, 231, 245, 249
raw material, 236, 237, 241, 243–4
therapeutic, 243–4, 249

fish sauces, 153–4, 243
fish silage, 121, 227, 228

advantages and disadvantages, 229
amino acid composition, 227
fermented, 228, 242
organic acids, 227–8
preservative effect, 227
scale, 228
sustainability, 229
taint, 228

fish trade, 8, 23
commodities, 23
fishmeal, 23
processed products, 6, 24
sustainability issues, 24
triple bottom line, 24
value, 7, 8, 24

fish utilisation, 4, 6, 7
canned, 6
capture, 4
cured products, 6
direct human consumption (DHC), 4, 6
exploitation, 6
fisheries production, 4
fresh, 6
frozen, 6
non-food use (NFU), 4, 6

food security, 23
definition, 24

freezing, 77–97
air-blast, 84–5
calculations, 77–8, 85
cold chain, 77, 131
cryogenics, 86–7
effects, 79–81
energy efficiency, 87–8
environmental impact, 87–93
fluidised bed, 85

freezer classification, 83–7
immersion, 86
life cycle assessment, 92–5
modelling, 81–2
new techniques, 90–91
onboard processing, 167, 177, 179, 181, 185, 

199–202, 201
parasites, 79
plate, 86
refrigeration cycle, 82, 83
supply chain, 92–5
sustainability, 122
texture, 79–80
thermal properties, 78
traded products, 6, 8, 77

fuel wood, 62–5
alternatives, 64–5
availability, 62
competition, 63
Malawi, 63
mangrove ecosystem, 63
Nigeria, 63, 64

gaping, 185
gelatine see by-products utilisation
glazing

freezing, 80
on-board processing, 181, 201, 202

global warming, 13
good hygienic practices (GHP), 155

on-board, 192
good manufacturing practices (GMP), 155, 181

on-board, 191–2
greenhouse gases, 9, 14

airfreight, 9
emissions, 9, 14
units, 9, 135

hazard analysis critical control point (HACCP)
on-board processing, 192, 194

histamine, 158–63
biogenic amines, 158
decarboxylase enzyme, 160
fermented fish products, 158–63
hazardous levels, 159–60
scombrotoxin, 158

hypertension, 243, 256

industrial fish, 21
by-catch, 21
current production, 21
direct human consumption (DHC), 21
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discarded fish, 21
future trends, 22
non-food use (NFU), 22

informal fish loss assessment method (IFLAM), 
71–2

international fisheries agreements, 18
international standards organisation (ISO 

14040), 11, 276
Ivory Coast oven, 60

jeotkal, 160, 161
myeolchi-jeot, 160–162

kamaboko, 16
Kyoto protocol, 16, 266

lactic acid bacteria, 138, 139
bacteriocins, 140, 142, 242
deamination pathway, 139
Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) pathway, 

139
fermentation conditions, 139–41
fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 242
fish silage, 228
genera, 140
heterolactic, 139
homolactic, 139
inhibitory effects, 141, 142
metabolic activity, 139
nisin, 141, 142
probiotic effect, 141
see also fermented fish products

landfill, 266
EU directive, 113, 267

life cycle assessment, 8, 10, 11
activities, 11, 12, 13
application, 125–7, 126, 126
canning, 126
case study, 276–85, 279, 281, 283, 284
co-products, 124
cradle-to-grave, 11, 123, 133, 279
definition, 10, 275
development for fisheries, 127–9
fishmeal production, 224–6, 226
freezing, 92–5
functional unit, 125, 278, 281
goal, 11, 276, 278
impact category analysis, 12, 276
international standards organisation (ISO 

14040), 11, 276
interpretation, 13, 276, 282, 283, 284
inventory analysis, 12, 276, 280

packaging, 38
software, 13–14
surimi, 157
sustainability, 123, 123–9, 134, 135
system boundary, 11, 12, 122, 123, 124, 126, 

127, 278, 279
transportation, 266–87

lipids
cholesterol degradation, 154
fermented fish products, 154
fish oil production, 213
fish silage, 228
seasonal variation, 213
total volatile acids (TVA), 153
see also polyunsaturated fatty acids

load tracking (LT), 72–3
low income food deficit countries (LIFDC),

7, 66

Malthus, 1
Mangrove ecosystem, 63
Marine aquarium council, 10
marine stewardship council, 10
mono-unsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), 

250–251

nam-pla, 154
neriseihin, 98
non-food uses (NFU), 4, 6, 22

fishmeal, 207
industrial fish, 22

nutritional value
fermented fish products, 153
fishmeal, 212, 212–15, 214
smoked fish, 58

Nyegezi oven, 60

omega-3 fatty acids see polyunsaturated fatty 
acids

on-board processing, 5, 167–206
advantages, 174
cleaning, 181, 186, 194
communication, 192
environment, 174, 186
freezing and chilling, 167, 177, 179, 181, 185, 

199–202, 201
glazing, 202, 210
grading, 181, 184, 189
history, 167, 172
management, 188, 191–4
pre-treatments, 187, 190
quality aspects, 167, 175–203
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on-board processing (cont’d)
raw materials, 176
roe processing, 197
ship stability, 193
species, 173, 189, 195
storage capacity, 181
surimi, 174, 195–7
sustainability, 203
unloading methods, 177
vessel types, 167–72

our common future, 1
ozone depletion, 13, 135

packaging, 34, 36
biodegradability, 36, 36–8
canning, 34
environmental issues, 37
glass, 35
life cycle assessment, 38
metal, 35
plastics, 37
pouches, 37
purpose, 34, 269, 270, 271
recycling, 37
supply chain, 38
transportation, 35, 267, 270–275, 271,

272, 274
parasites

fermented fish products, 158, 159
freezing, 79
nematodes, 158, 159
trematodes, 158, 159

pathogenic bacteria, 31
canning, 31
Clostridium botulinum, 30–34, 31, 33, 156, 

160
fermented fish products, 139, 156
Listeria monocytogenes, 155
transportation, 269
Vibrio spp, 155

patis, 149
pH

canning, 30
fermented fish products, 139, 141
fish protein hydrolysates (FPH), 238
gelatine extraction, 248

photochemical smog, 13, 135
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), 213, 

250–258
composition, 250–255, 252–4
definition, 250
docohexaenoic acid (DHA), 250

eicosopentaenoic acid (EPA), 250
extraction, 255–6
physiological importance, 250, 256–8
seasonal variation, 250
supercritical fluid (SCF) extraction, 255, 256
therapeutic, 256–8

post-harvest losses, 25
assessment methods, 70–74
definition, 65, 66
fish smoking, 65, 69–71
informal fish loss assessment method 

(IFLAM), 71–2
load tracking (LT), 72–3
questionnaire loss assessment method 

(QLAM), 73–4
spoilage, 25

pre-processing operations, 40–44
be-heading, 41
filleting, 41–2
filling, 42
on-board, 187, 190
skinning, 41
unloading, 40
washing, 41

probiotic effect, 141
definition, 142

quality
air drying, 56
canning, 34
curing, 53, 56–7
fermented fish, 151–5
fishmeal, 214
freezing, 79–81
on-board processing, 167, 175–203
roe processing, 195, 197–8
smoking, 57–8
surimi, 104
training, 192

questionnaire loss assessment method (QLAM), 
73–4

raw material
by-product utilisation, 236, 237, 241, 243
collagen, 244–5
fishmeal, 207, 208, 212, 216
gelatin, 245
on-board, 176, 186, 190, 196
surimi, 105, 196

recycling
packaging, 37
water, 46, 107, 108
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refrigerants, 89–90
cryogens, 87, 89
Montreal protocol, 89

Refrigerated seawater (RSW), 171, 178, 179, 185
renewable energy technologies, 65

role of women, 65
Rio summit, 2

follow up, 3
outcomes, 3

roe processing, 195, 197
quality, 197–8

safety
fermented fish products, 155–63
on-board processing, 174

salting, 55–7
carbon footprint, 56
dry, 55
quality, 56
salt purity, 56
wet, 56
see also fermented fish products

seafood regulations, 155
shelf-life

fish species, 175
on-board, 174

smoking, 57–67
cold, 58
fuel wood (see fuel wood)
hot, 58
oven types, 59–62
post-harvest losses, 65, 69–71
preservatives, 57
quality, 57–8
sustainability, 74
traditional, 59–65
women, 64, 65

spoilage
fishmeal, 218
on-board, 175, 177
transport, 269

supply chain, 8, 14, 15
accountability, 14–15
canning, 129, 129–30
corporate social responsibility, 14
ecolabelling, 15
freezing, 92–5
triple bottom line, 14

surimi, 98–111
Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogramma), 

102, 103, 104, 106, 195, 196
appropriate species, 102, 103

by-products, 109
cryoprotectants, 101, 102
energy consumption, 106
environmental issues, 197
Japanese products, 98
major producers, 99
muscle proteins, 100, 101 (see also fish 

muscle proteins)
on-board processing, 174, 195–7
process, 104–9, 105
protein properties, 101
quality, 104
sustainability, 122
water consumption, 108

sustainability, 112–37
by-product development, 120
canning, 32
cleaner production, 131–3, 132, 133
curing, 122
effluents, 120
energy from waste, 115 (see also anaerobic 

digestion)
energy savings, 37
fishmeal, 221–6, 224
fish processing industry, 113
fish transport, 266
legislation, 113
life cycle assessment, 123, 123–9, 126,

134, 135
on-board processing, 203
recycling, 37
supply chain, 129, 129–31
trade, 24
water usage, 120

sustainability tools, 8–15, 11, 12, 15
carbon footprinting, 9
carbon labelling, 9–10
life cycle assessment, 10–14, 11, 12
supply chain, 14–15, 15

sustainable development, 1, 112
commission, 3
definition, 2

sustainable livelihoods approach, 67–70
fisheries, 67
principles, 67–9, 68
vulnerability, 69

transportation of fish, 266–87
airfreight, 9
case study, 276–85
cleaner production, 268
end-of-life options, 272
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transportation of fish (cont’d)
EU regulation, 269
expanded polystyrene (EPS), 267, 271
fibreboard, 273
life cycle assessment, 275–6

functional unit, 125, 278, 281
goal, 11, 276, 278
impact category analysis, 12, 276
interpretation, 13, 276, 282, 283, 284
inventory analysis, 12, 276, 280
system boundary, 11, 12, 122, 123, 124, 

126, 127, 278, 279
packaging, 270–275, 271, 272, 274
polypropylene, 273
publically available standard, 268
recycling, 267
sustainability, 266

temperature modelling, 81
UK fishing industry, 268–9
UK waste strategy, 267

triple bottom line, 2, 3, 24, 26, 233

UK fishing industry, 268–9

waste hierarchy, 114
water activity, 51

curing, 51–2
freezing, 79

water usage see sustainability
women

aquaculture, 5
fish processing, 5
fish smoking, 5, 62, 64, 65
renewable energy, 65
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